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Time with the Past in PaphlagoniaTime with the Past in PaphlagoniaTime with the Past in PaphlagoniaTime with the Past in Paphlagonia    
    

An illustrated diary by Roger MatthewsAn illustrated diary by Roger MatthewsAn illustrated diary by Roger MatthewsAn illustrated diary by Roger Matthews    
    
    
Note: Note: Note: Note:     
    
1. Specific sites are referenced with their Paphlagonia Survey 1. Specific sites are referenced with their Paphlagonia Survey 1. Specific sites are referenced with their Paphlagonia Survey 1. Specific sites are referenced with their Paphlagonia Survey 
nunununumbers (e.g. PS002, PS097, etc)mbers (e.g. PS002, PS097, etc)mbers (e.g. PS002, PS097, etc)mbers (e.g. PS002, PS097, etc)    andandandand can  can  can  can thereforethereforethereforetherefore    be be be be 
followed up in the site catalogues and ceramic followed up in the site catalogues and ceramic followed up in the site catalogues and ceramic followed up in the site catalogues and ceramic illustrillustrillustrillustrationsationsationsations    
iiiincluded on this web resource, as well as in the monograph ncluded on this web resource, as well as in the monograph ncluded on this web resource, as well as in the monograph ncluded on this web resource, as well as in the monograph 
publication (Matthews, Glatz 2009a).publication (Matthews, Glatz 2009a).publication (Matthews, Glatz 2009a).publication (Matthews, Glatz 2009a).    
    
2. The diary covers only 2. The diary covers only 2. The diary covers only 2. The diary covers only parts of parts of parts of parts of the 1997 and 1998 sthe 1997 and 1998 sthe 1997 and 1998 sthe 1997 and 1998 seasons, easons, easons, easons, 
not those of 1999, 2000not those of 1999, 2000not those of 1999, 2000not those of 1999, 2000 and 2001. and 2001. and 2001. and 2001.    
    

PROJECT PAPHLAGONIA 1997 SEASONPROJECT PAPHLAGONIA 1997 SEASONPROJECT PAPHLAGONIA 1997 SEASONPROJECT PAPHLAGONIA 1997 SEASON    
    
AnkaraAnkaraAnkaraAnkara,,,, Saturday 12 Saturday 12 Saturday 12 Saturday 12thththth J J J July 1997uly 1997uly 1997uly 1997    
Summer is here and it is time once more to take Summer is here and it is time once more to take Summer is here and it is time once more to take Summer is here and it is time once more to take to the field in to the field in to the field in to the field in 
Turkey. TTurkey. TTurkey. TTurkey. This summer sees a new venture his summer sees a new venture his summer sees a new venture his summer sees a new venture –––– a wide a wide a wide a wide----ranging, ranging, ranging, ranging, 
multimultimultimulti----period regional survey in the Romanperiod regional survey in the Romanperiod regional survey in the Romanperiod regional survey in the Romanoooo----ByzantineByzantineByzantineByzantine    
province of Paphlagonia in northern Asia Minor. A small province of Paphlagonia in northern Asia Minor. A small province of Paphlagonia in northern Asia Minor. A small province of Paphlagonia in northern Asia Minor. A small 
team is noteam is noteam is noteam is nowwww lined lined lined lined up and ready to go  up and ready to go  up and ready to go  up and ready to go –––– myself as project  myself as project  myself as project  myself as project 
director; my wife, director; my wife, director; my wife, director; my wife, Wendy, Wendy, Wendy, Wendy, for the first 2 weeks before leaving for the first 2 weeks before leaving for the first 2 weeks before leaving for the first 2 weeks before leaving 
for for for for ÇatalhöyükÇatalhöyükÇatalhöyükÇatalhöyük; Michael Ramage, a budding geo; Michael Ramage, a budding geo; Michael Ramage, a budding geo; Michael Ramage, a budding geomorphologist morphologist morphologist morphologist 
from Boston University; Tom Pollard a familiar colleague from Boston University; Tom Pollard a familiar colleague from Boston University; Tom Pollard a familiar colleague from Boston University; Tom Pollard a familiar colleague 
from from from from Çatalhöyük Çatalhöyük Çatalhöyük Çatalhöyük and Tell Brak days; Peand Tell Brak days; Peand Tell Brak days; Peand Tell Brak days; Penny McParlinnny McParlinnny McParlinnny McParlin of the  of the  of the  of the 
BIAABIAABIAABIAA, who will join us for part , who will join us for part , who will join us for part , who will join us for part ofofofof the time. the time. the time. the time.    
    
On Wednesday we will leave for the north. Our representativeOn Wednesday we will leave for the north. Our representativeOn Wednesday we will leave for the north. Our representativeOn Wednesday we will leave for the north. Our representative,,,,    
Cevdet Sevinç, Cevdet Sevinç, Cevdet Sevinç, Cevdet Sevinç, will arrive from Denizli Museum and we will will arrive from Denizli Museum and we will will arrive from Denizli Museum and we will will arrive from Denizli Museum and we will 
set out for the Ilgaz Otelset out for the Ilgaz Otelset out for the Ilgaz Otelset out for the Ilgaz Otel in the town of Ilga in the town of Ilga in the town of Ilga in the town of Ilgaz, in the northern z, in the northern z, in the northern z, in the northern 
partpartpartpart of  of  of  of Çankırı pÇankırı pÇankırı pÇankırı province.rovince.rovince.rovince.    
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Last Sunday Wendy, MichaelLast Sunday Wendy, MichaelLast Sunday Wendy, MichaelLast Sunday Wendy, Michael    and I made a recceand I made a recceand I made a recceand I made a recce in the  in the  in the  in the 
LLLLaaaand Rover, setting out earlynd Rover, setting out earlynd Rover, setting out earlynd Rover, setting out early in the morning and spending  in the morning and spending  in the morning and spending  in the morning and spending 
the whole day driving through and inspecting the small the whole day driving through and inspecting the small the whole day driving through and inspecting the small the whole day driving through and inspecting the small 
towns of the area towns of the area towns of the area towns of the area –––– Eskipazar, Çerke Eskipazar, Çerke Eskipazar, Çerke Eskipazar, Çerkeş, Kur, Kur, Kur, Kurşunlu, Ilgaz unlu, Ilgaz unlu, Ilgaz unlu, Ilgaz ––––    
pleasedpleasedpleasedpleased to see to see to see to see small clean hotels in each town and small clean hotels in each town and small clean hotels in each town and small clean hotels in each town and in the end  in the end  in the end  in the end 
we decided that Ilgawe decided that Ilgawe decided that Ilgawe decided that Ilgaz was best suited to our needs.z was best suited to our needs.z was best suited to our needs.z was best suited to our needs.    
    
Preparations are coming to a head. A new vehicle arrives at the Preparations are coming to a head. A new vehicle arrives at the Preparations are coming to a head. A new vehicle arrives at the Preparations are coming to a head. A new vehicle arrives at the 
BIAABIAABIAABIAA earl earl earl earlyyyy    next week, we hope next week, we hope next week, we hope next week, we hope –––– a Toyota twin a Toyota twin a Toyota twin a Toyota twin––––cab cab cab cab 2.2.2.2.4 litre 4 litre 4 litre 4 litre 
pickpickpickpick----up up up up –––– which we all look for which we all look for which we all look for which we all look forward to driving ward to driving ward to driving ward to driving awayawayawayaway in.  in.  in.  in. 
Michael and Tom have spent their time Michael and Tom have spent their time Michael and Tom have spent their time Michael and Tom have spent their time shopping for shopping for shopping for shopping for 
equipment, stationeequipment, stationeequipment, stationeequipment, stationery, findry, findry, findry, findssss and medical supplies, and we  and medical supplies, and we  and medical supplies, and we  and medical supplies, and we 
have all put thought and effort into devising satisfactory have all put thought and effort into devising satisfactory have all put thought and effort into devising satisfactory have all put thought and effort into devising satisfactory 
methodology and recording systems for the survey.methodology and recording systems for the survey.methodology and recording systems for the survey.methodology and recording systems for the survey.    
The area we aThe area we aThe area we aThe area we are to cover is large re to cover is large re to cover is large re to cover is large ––––    more thanmore thanmore thanmore than 8,400 8,400 8,400 8,400 km km km km2222 i i i in n n n 
total of very mixed terrain, total of very mixed terrain, total of very mixed terrain, total of very mixed terrain, valleys, rolling hills, mountains, valleys, rolling hills, mountains, valleys, rolling hills, mountains, valleys, rolling hills, mountains, 
forested and farmed. We swat upforested and farmed. We swat upforested and farmed. We swat upforested and farmed. We swat up on field on field on field on field surveys recently  surveys recently  surveys recently  surveys recently 
conducted in the Aegean world conducted in the Aegean world conducted in the Aegean world conducted in the Aegean world –––– they cover only a few  they cover only a few  they cover only a few  they cover only a few 
hundred kmhundred kmhundred kmhundred km2 2 2 2 at most, so we are cleat most, so we are cleat most, so we are cleat most, so we are clearly going to have to devise arly going to have to devise arly going to have to devise arly going to have to devise 
a careful way of coping with the landscape. a careful way of coping with the landscape. a careful way of coping with the landscape. a careful way of coping with the landscape.     
    
We hold meetings and thrash out the details of the approach. We hold meetings and thrash out the details of the approach. We hold meetings and thrash out the details of the approach. We hold meetings and thrash out the details of the approach. 
Our first objective will be to visit all known sites within the Our first objective will be to visit all known sites within the Our first objective will be to visit all known sites within the Our first objective will be to visit all known sites within the 
survey area survey area survey area survey area –––– from ancient travellers  from ancient travellers  from ancient travellers  from ancient travellers to to to to 19191919thththth century an century an century an century and d d d 
early 20early 20early 20early 20thththth century explorers (Ainsworth, Leonhard), and more  century explorers (Ainsworth, Leonhard), and more  century explorers (Ainsworth, Leonhard), and more  century explorers (Ainsworth, Leonhard), and more 
modern wormodern wormodern wormodern worksksksks. Before we leave . Before we leave . Before we leave . Before we leave wewewewe have to complete a base map  have to complete a base map  have to complete a base map  have to complete a base map 
which will have all known sites located on it. We will which will have all known sites located on it. We will which will have all known sites located on it. We will which will have all known sites located on it. We will visit visit visit visit 
and and and and record each site and in the process we record each site and in the process we record each site and in the process we record each site and in the process we aimaimaimaim to find new  to find new  to find new  to find new 
sites as welsites as welsites as welsites as well as to learn l as to learn l as to learn l as to learn more about those already known.more about those already known.more about those already known.more about those already known.    
    
MMMMajor issuajor issuajor issuajor issues es es es –––– Palaeolithic, Neanderthals; Palaeolithic, Neanderthals; Palaeolithic, Neanderthals; Palaeolithic, Neanderthals;    Neolithic of Neolithic of Neolithic of Neolithic of 
northern Anatolianorthern Anatolianorthern Anatolianorthern Anatolia    ((((an empty mapan empty mapan empty mapan empty map); Chalcolithic;); Chalcolithic;); Chalcolithic;); Chalcolithic; EBA  EBA  EBA  EBA –––– hints  hints  hints  hints 
from tombs, as at from tombs, as at from tombs, as at from tombs, as at BalBalBalBalıbaıbaıbaıbağı,ı,ı,ı, connections to  connections to  connections to  connections to AlacAlacAlacAlacaaaa;;;; Iron Age  Iron Age  Iron Age  Iron Age ––––    
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tumuli frequently visible on our reccetumuli frequently visible on our reccetumuli frequently visible on our reccetumuli frequently visible on our recce last weekend; Roman last weekend; Roman last weekend; Roman last weekend; Romanoooo----
ByzantineByzantineByzantineByzantine, , , , eeeebb and flow of Paphlagonia;bb and flow of Paphlagonia;bb and flow of Paphlagonia;bb and flow of Paphlagonia; ebb and flow of  ebb and flow of  ebb and flow of  ebb and flow of 
modern provincial boundaries with creation of modern provincial boundaries with creation of modern provincial boundaries with creation of modern provincial boundaries with creation of KarabüKarabüKarabüKarabük, k, k, k, 
taking twotaking twotaking twotaking two ilçe, Eskipazar and  ilçe, Eskipazar and  ilçe, Eskipazar and  ilçe, Eskipazar and OvacıOvacıOvacıOvacık, k, k, k, TabulaTabulaTabulaTabula Pe Pe Pe Peutingaria utingaria utingaria utingaria 
(Antoni(Antoni(Antoni(Antoninnnnopolis, Anadynata, Haopolis, Anadynata, Haopolis, Anadynata, Haopolis, Anadynata, Hadrianopolidrianopolidrianopolidrianopolissss [Eskipazar] [Eskipazar] [Eskipazar] [Eskipazar])))) to  to  to  to 
the west. Main routes across northern Anatolia in all the west. Main routes across northern Anatolia in all the west. Main routes across northern Anatolia in all the west. Main routes across northern Anatolia in all 
historical times, is also so in prehistory but very little historical times, is also so in prehistory but very little historical times, is also so in prehistory but very little historical times, is also so in prehistory but very little 
evidence yet. Great mound of Salmanevidence yet. Great mound of Salmanevidence yet. Great mound of Salmanevidence yet. Great mound of Salman H H H Höyük at crossroads öyük at crossroads öyük at crossroads öyük at crossroads 
near Ilgaz holds near Ilgaz holds near Ilgaz holds near Ilgaz holds key to area akey to area akey to area akey to area and must be explored in some nd must be explored in some nd must be explored in some nd must be explored in some 
way;way;way;way; Turkish. Turkish. Turkish. Turkish.    
    
We will conduct intensive survey of selectedWe will conduct intensive survey of selectedWe will conduct intensive survey of selectedWe will conduct intensive survey of selected    parts of the parts of the parts of the parts of the 
survey area later in the survey area later in the survey area later in the survey area later in the projectprojectprojectproject and here wil and here wil and here wil and here will hope to learn the l hope to learn the l hope to learn the l hope to learn the 
landscape and landscape and landscape and landscape and settlement history in great detail. A main settlement history in great detail. A main settlement history in great detail. A main settlement history in great detail. A main 
concern will be visiconcern will be visiconcern will be visiconcern will be visibilbilbilbility of sites ity of sites ity of sites ity of sites –––– modern farming,  modern farming,  modern farming,  modern farming, 
cocococolluviation etc will have hidden sites.lluviation etc will have hidden sites.lluviation etc will have hidden sites.lluviation etc will have hidden sites.    
    
The permit is safely issued The permit is safely issued The permit is safely issued The permit is safely issued –––– the  the  the  the first one completely in my first one completely in my first one completely in my first one completely in my 
own name since my 1988own name since my 1988own name since my 1988own name since my 1988----89 work at Jemdet Nasr in Iraq. 89 work at Jemdet Nasr in Iraq. 89 work at Jemdet Nasr in Iraq. 89 work at Jemdet Nasr in Iraq. 
Other work since has been in collaboration with others at Other work since has been in collaboration with others at Other work since has been in collaboration with others at Other work since has been in collaboration with others at Tell Tell Tell Tell 
BBBBrak and rak and rak and rak and ÇatalhöyükÇatalhöyükÇatalhöyükÇatalhöyük. This is my . This is my . This is my . This is my projectprojectprojectproject now. now. now. now.    
    
The winter in Ankara has been kind The winter in Ankara has been kind The winter in Ankara has been kind The winter in Ankara has been kind –––– mild and generally  mild and generally  mild and generally  mild and generally 
sunny with little in the way of severe snowsunny with little in the way of severe snowsunny with little in the way of severe snowsunny with little in the way of severe snow,,,, and the smog for  and the smog for  and the smog for  and the smog for 
which the city was once notorious has been blown away by which the city was once notorious has been blown away by which the city was once notorious has been blown away by which the city was once notorious has been blown away by 
fresh breezes. All is green fresh breezes. All is green fresh breezes. All is green fresh breezes. All is green –––– the po the po the po the poplar trees and chestnuts and plar trees and chestnuts and plar trees and chestnuts and plar trees and chestnuts and 
the plants in our own home. It is time now to seize the past the plants in our own home. It is time now to seize the past the plants in our own home. It is time now to seize the past the plants in our own home. It is time now to seize the past 
and wring out its truths. Hoping to keep a journal as we go and wring out its truths. Hoping to keep a journal as we go and wring out its truths. Hoping to keep a journal as we go and wring out its truths. Hoping to keep a journal as we go 
along and write it up into somalong and write it up into somalong and write it up into somalong and write it up into something passable ething passable ething passable ething passable ‘‘‘‘Time with the Time with the Time with the Time with the 
PPPPast in Paphlagoniaast in Paphlagoniaast in Paphlagoniaast in Paphlagonia’’’’ or  or  or  or ‘‘‘‘PaphlagoniaPaphlagoniaPaphlagoniaPaphlagoniannnn Summer Summer Summer Summer’’’’????    
    
Ankara has been quiet. Many residents have left for theAnkara has been quiet. Many residents have left for theAnkara has been quiet. Many residents have left for theAnkara has been quiet. Many residents have left for theiriririr    
summer homes on the west and south coasts or to visit summer homes on the west and south coasts or to visit summer homes on the west and south coasts or to visit summer homes on the west and south coasts or to visit 
relations in all corners of the land. The familiar bustle of relations in all corners of the land. The familiar bustle of relations in all corners of the land. The familiar bustle of relations in all corners of the land. The familiar bustle of 
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traffic along Tahran Caddesi has diminished. Universities traffic along Tahran Caddesi has diminished. Universities traffic along Tahran Caddesi has diminished. Universities traffic along Tahran Caddesi has diminished. Universities 
and schools are closedand schools are closedand schools are closedand schools are closed and many factories and offices are also  and many factories and offices are also  and many factories and offices are also  and many factories and offices are also 
down for the time being. It is time to move on from the down for the time being. It is time to move on from the down for the time being. It is time to move on from the down for the time being. It is time to move on from the 
sparkling city, to explore the country and around. sparkling city, to explore the country and around. sparkling city, to explore the country and around. sparkling city, to explore the country and around.     
    
I look out from our flat with magnificent views to the north I look out from our flat with magnificent views to the north I look out from our flat with magnificent views to the north I look out from our flat with magnificent views to the north 
and west. The sun has set and Venus is brightand west. The sun has set and Venus is brightand west. The sun has set and Venus is brightand west. The sun has set and Venus is bright, , , , lowlowlowlow in the  in the  in the  in the 
west. Linear clouds of bluewest. Linear clouds of bluewest. Linear clouds of bluewest. Linear clouds of blue----grey break up a purple and deep grey break up a purple and deep grey break up a purple and deep grey break up a purple and deep 
blue sky and the blue sky and the blue sky and the blue sky and the city lights twinkle in the cleacity lights twinkle in the cleacity lights twinkle in the cleacity lights twinkle in the clean air as the n air as the n air as the n air as the 
poplar trees rustle in the westerly breeze.  From herepoplar trees rustle in the westerly breeze.  From herepoplar trees rustle in the westerly breeze.  From herepoplar trees rustle in the westerly breeze.  From here in  in  in  in 
KavaklKavaklKavaklKavaklıdereıdereıdereıdere,,,, looking  looking  looking  looking  toward the southern limits of the city toward the southern limits of the city toward the southern limits of the city toward the southern limits of the city,,,, I  I  I  I 
can see right across town, through the brightly illuminated can see right across town, through the brightly illuminated can see right across town, through the brightly illuminated can see right across town, through the brightly illuminated 
white minarets of the Kocatepe mosque, over the university white minarets of the Kocatepe mosque, over the university white minarets of the Kocatepe mosque, over the university white minarets of the Kocatepe mosque, over the university 
hospitals in Ulus, at the twinkling citadel at the heart of old hospitals in Ulus, at the twinkling citadel at the heart of old hospitals in Ulus, at the twinkling citadel at the heart of old hospitals in Ulus, at the twinkling citadel at the heart of old 
Ankara and ontoAnkara and ontoAnkara and ontoAnkara and onto the northern suburbs of the city, even to the  the northern suburbs of the city, even to the  the northern suburbs of the city, even to the  the northern suburbs of the city, even to the 
clear hillsides which flank the northern suburbs. A city clear hillsides which flank the northern suburbs. A city clear hillsides which flank the northern suburbs. A city clear hillsides which flank the northern suburbs. A city 
surrounded by hills and apprehensible at a glance of an eye surrounded by hills and apprehensible at a glance of an eye surrounded by hills and apprehensible at a glance of an eye surrounded by hills and apprehensible at a glance of an eye 
from this point, as it must have been throughfrom this point, as it must have been throughfrom this point, as it must have been throughfrom this point, as it must have been throughoutoutoutout it it it itssss eventful  eventful  eventful  eventful 
history. history. history. history.     
    
Ankara, Monday Ankara, Monday Ankara, Monday Ankara, Monday 14141414thththth July July July July 1997 1997 1997 1997    
New car procedures New car procedures New car procedures New car procedures –––– to  to  to  to nnnnoteroteroteroter for power of attorney to allow  for power of attorney to allow  for power of attorney to allow  for power of attorney to allow 
Toyota dealer to register car, test of my TurkishToyota dealer to register car, test of my TurkishToyota dealer to register car, test of my TurkishToyota dealer to register car, test of my Turkish (in order to  (in order to  (in order to  (in order to 
determine whether or not I have to employ a translator determine whether or not I have to employ a translator determine whether or not I have to employ a translator determine whether or not I have to employ a translator –––– no  no  no  no 
need)need)need)need), letter for Embassy omits my middle name. Up to , letter for Embassy omits my middle name. Up to , letter for Embassy omits my middle name. Up to , letter for Embassy omits my middle name. Up to 
EmbassyEmbassyEmbassyEmbassy after lunch for new letter with after lunch for new letter with after lunch for new letter with after lunch for new letter with ‘John’ ‘John’ ‘John’ ‘John’ in middle,  in middle,  in middle,  in middle, 
back to back to back to back to nnnnoteroteroteroter, more tests of Turkish, eventually off to bank to , more tests of Turkish, eventually off to bank to , more tests of Turkish, eventually off to bank to , more tests of Turkish, eventually off to bank to 
collectcollectcollectcollect, as arranged, 4,160,000, as arranged, 4,160,000, as arranged, 4,160,000, as arranged, 4,160,000,000 lira (c. £16,000) in ,000 lira (c. £16,000) in ,000 lira (c. £16,000) in ,000 lira (c. £16,000) in 
briefbriefbriefbriefcase to pay for car (deposit already paid), up to Toyota case to pay for car (deposit already paid), up to Toyota case to pay for car (deposit already paid), up to Toyota case to pay for car (deposit already paid), up to Toyota ––––    
llllovely new vehicle iovely new vehicle iovely new vehicle iovely new vehicle in forecourt ‘ready to meet you’n forecourt ‘ready to meet you’n forecourt ‘ready to meet you’n forecourt ‘ready to meet you’ as  as  as  as GayeGayeGayeGaye    
says. Tomorrow they will put on plates etc and we getsays. Tomorrow they will put on plates etc and we getsays. Tomorrow they will put on plates etc and we getsays. Tomorrow they will put on plates etc and we get car late  car late  car late  car late 
tomorrow or early Wedtomorrow or early Wedtomorrow or early Wedtomorrow or early Wed and then we leave….. and then we leave….. and then we leave….. and then we leave…..    
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Have identified and spotted on map a total of 9Have identified and spotted on map a total of 9Have identified and spotted on map a total of 9Have identified and spotted on map a total of 93 s3 s3 s3 sites or ites or ites or ites or 
possible sites to visit in our survey area of whichpossible sites to visit in our survey area of whichpossible sites to visit in our survey area of whichpossible sites to visit in our survey area of which about 50 are  about 50 are  about 50 are  about 50 are 
tumulitumulitumulitumuli or  or  or  or old old old old millsmillsmillsmills....    
    
Thursday 17Thursday 17Thursday 17Thursday 17thththth July 1997 July 1997 July 1997 July 1997        
Ilgaz Otel, Ilgaz, Ilgaz Otel, Ilgaz, Ilgaz Otel, Ilgaz, Ilgaz Otel, Ilgaz, Çankırı Çankırı Çankırı Çankırı provinceprovinceprovinceprovince,,,,        
At last Project Paphlagonia is underway! We are getting At last Project Paphlagonia is underway! We are getting At last Project Paphlagonia is underway! We are getting At last Project Paphlagonia is underway! We are getting 
installed in our 3installed in our 3installed in our 3installed in our 3rdrdrdrd floor  floor  floor  floor set of rooms in this small cleanset of rooms in this small cleanset of rooms in this small cleanset of rooms in this small clean hotel  hotel  hotel  hotel 
in this small clean town and we arein this small clean town and we arein this small clean town and we arein this small clean town and we are all running around like  all running around like  all running around like  all running around like 
excited schoolchildren arriving at summer camp. excited schoolchildren arriving at summer camp. excited schoolchildren arriving at summer camp. excited schoolchildren arriving at summer camp.     
    
It has been a gruelling day or two. We had planned to leave It has been a gruelling day or two. We had planned to leave It has been a gruelling day or two. We had planned to leave It has been a gruelling day or two. We had planned to leave 
Ankara yesterday but ended up spending the whole day Ankara yesterday but ended up spending the whole day Ankara yesterday but ended up spending the whole day Ankara yesterday but ended up spending the whole day 
waiting for the Toyota only to learn at about 6.30waiting for the Toyota only to learn at about 6.30waiting for the Toyota only to learn at about 6.30waiting for the Toyota only to learn at about 6.30 pm pm pm pm that it  that it  that it  that it 
wasn’twasn’twasn’twasn’t going to be ready until tod going to be ready until tod going to be ready until tod going to be ready until today. Our Turkish ay. Our Turkish ay. Our Turkish ay. Our Turkish 
government rep, Cevdet Sevinçgovernment rep, Cevdet Sevinçgovernment rep, Cevdet Sevinçgovernment rep, Cevdet Sevinç, , , , arrivedarrivedarrivedarrived first thing yesterday  first thing yesterday  first thing yesterday  first thing yesterday 
morning and spent the day waiting with us morning and spent the day waiting with us morning and spent the day waiting with us morning and spent the day waiting with us –––– he  he  he  he isisisis exce exce exce excellent, llent, llent, llent, 
relaxed and friendly and relaxed and friendly and relaxed and friendly and relaxed and friendly and keen too. We were all rather keen too. We were all rather keen too. We were all rather keen too. We were all rather 
dispirited yesterday evening. Reminddispirited yesterday evening. Reminddispirited yesterday evening. Reminddispirited yesterday evening. Reminded me of ed me of ed me of ed me of the the the the last time I last time I last time I last time I 
bought a Toyota twinbought a Toyota twinbought a Toyota twinbought a Toyota twin----cab 4 x 4 pickcab 4 x 4 pickcab 4 x 4 pickcab 4 x 4 pick----up up up up –––– it was in summer  it was in summer  it was in summer  it was in summer 
of 1990 in Baghdad and was ordered from Kuwait. I had to of 1990 in Baghdad and was ordered from Kuwait. I had to of 1990 in Baghdad and was ordered from Kuwait. I had to of 1990 in Baghdad and was ordered from Kuwait. I had to 
leave Baghdad before the car was cleared through Iraqi leave Baghdad before the car was cleared through Iraqi leave Baghdad before the car was cleared through Iraqi leave Baghdad before the car was cleared through Iraqi 
customs so I never got to see the vehicle. Tony Wilkinson, thcustoms so I never got to see the vehicle. Tony Wilkinson, thcustoms so I never got to see the vehicle. Tony Wilkinson, thcustoms so I never got to see the vehicle. Tony Wilkinson, the e e e 
Assistant Director, sent me a photo of it. Then of course the Assistant Director, sent me a photo of it. Then of course the Assistant Director, sent me a photo of it. Then of course the Assistant Director, sent me a photo of it. Then of course the 
Iraqis invaded Kuwait and our vehicles were eventually Iraqis invaded Kuwait and our vehicles were eventually Iraqis invaded Kuwait and our vehicles were eventually Iraqis invaded Kuwait and our vehicles were eventually 
confiscated by the army and the twinconfiscated by the army and the twinconfiscated by the army and the twinconfiscated by the army and the twin----cab got written off in a cab got written off in a cab got written off in a cab got written off in a 
smash. By the time I returned, briefly, two years later it had smash. By the time I returned, briefly, two years later it had smash. By the time I returned, briefly, two years later it had smash. By the time I returned, briefly, two years later it had 
long gone.long gone.long gone.long gone.    
        
But this time it turned out differently! A phone call at noon But this time it turned out differently! A phone call at noon But this time it turned out differently! A phone call at noon But this time it turned out differently! A phone call at noon 
said the car was ready so said the car was ready so said the car was ready so said the car was ready so Gülgün andGülgün andGülgün andGülgün and Michael and I went  Michael and I went  Michael and I went  Michael and I went totototo    
collect it from the dealer. It is beautiful collect it from the dealer. It is beautiful collect it from the dealer. It is beautiful collect it from the dealer. It is beautiful –––– white, clean and  white, clean and  white, clean and  white, clean and 
strong, a 2.strong, a 2.strong, a 2.strong, a 2.4 litre 4 litre 4 litre 4 litre diesel engine and lots of room. diesel engine and lots of room. diesel engine and lots of room. diesel engine and lots of room. Gülgün Gülgün Gülgün Gülgün 
said we had said we had said we had said we had to step right foot first into a new car, which we to step right foot first into a new car, which we to step right foot first into a new car, which we to step right foot first into a new car, which we 
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did.  Returned to the Institute to a rousingdid.  Returned to the Institute to a rousingdid.  Returned to the Institute to a rousingdid.  Returned to the Institute to a rousing    welcome and got welcome and got welcome and got welcome and got 
loaded up with all our gear loaded up with all our gear loaded up with all our gear loaded up with all our gear –––– rucksacks, cases full of  rucksacks, cases full of  rucksacks, cases full of  rucksacks, cases full of 
statiostatiostatiostationery, maps etc,nery, maps etc,nery, maps etc,nery, maps etc, ranging poles etc, ranging poles etc, ranging poles etc, ranging poles etc, etc. Then set off at  etc. Then set off at  etc. Then set off at  etc. Then set off at 
1111.00.00.00.00, me driving, me driving, me driving, me driving,,,, Cevdet in  Cevdet in  Cevdet in  Cevdet in front and in back Wendy, front and in back Wendy, front and in back Wendy, front and in back Wendy, 
Michael and Tom. The car drives Michael and Tom. The car drives Michael and Tom. The car drives Michael and Tom. The car drives well well well well ––––    smoothly and smoothly and smoothly and smoothly and 
confidently. confidently. confidently. confidently.     
    
    
    
Drove through the bDrove through the bDrove through the bDrove through the busy centre of Ankara and out pasusy centre of Ankara and out pasusy centre of Ankara and out pasusy centre of Ankara and out past the t the t the t the 
Roman baths on Roman baths on Roman baths on Roman baths on Çankırı CaddesÇankırı CaddesÇankırı CaddesÇankırı Caddesi and out by the airport. i and out by the airport. i and out by the airport. i and out by the airport. 
Turkey looked entrancing Turkey looked entrancing Turkey looked entrancing Turkey looked entrancing aaaas we headed north, vast s we headed north, vast s we headed north, vast s we headed north, vast fields of fields of fields of fields of 
golden cereals interspersed with smaller fields of tall yellow golden cereals interspersed with smaller fields of tall yellow golden cereals interspersed with smaller fields of tall yellow golden cereals interspersed with smaller fields of tall yellow 
sunflowers all facing the same disunflowers all facing the same disunflowers all facing the same disunflowers all facing the same direction like Moslems at rection like Moslems at rection like Moslems at rection like Moslems at 
prayerprayerprayerprayer. Lots of farm folk out in the fields, some already . Lots of farm folk out in the fields, some already . Lots of farm folk out in the fields, some already . Lots of farm folk out in the fields, some already 
harvested.  The crew slept for much of the journey, and at one harvested.  The crew slept for much of the journey, and at one harvested.  The crew slept for much of the journey, and at one harvested.  The crew slept for much of the journey, and at one 
pointpointpointpoint we rounded a corner and ahead gave out the most  we rounded a corner and ahead gave out the most  we rounded a corner and ahead gave out the most  we rounded a corner and ahead gave out the most 
wonderful vista wonderful vista wonderful vista wonderful vista –––– a shimmery silver a shimmery silver a shimmery silver a shimmery silver----black strip of hot tarmac black strip of hot tarmac black strip of hot tarmac black strip of hot tarmac 
several miles long rolling gently over slopes covered in golden several miles long rolling gently over slopes covered in golden several miles long rolling gently over slopes covered in golden several miles long rolling gently over slopes covered in golden 
wheat and yellow sunflowers topped by a sky replete with wheat and yellow sunflowers topped by a sky replete with wheat and yellow sunflowers topped by a sky replete with wheat and yellow sunflowers topped by a sky replete with 
fluffy clouds with flat fluffy clouds with flat fluffy clouds with flat fluffy clouds with flat bases giving a depth and perspective bases giving a depth and perspective bases giving a depth and perspective bases giving a depth and perspective 
totally complementary to that of the land. I felt like the totally complementary to that of the land. I felt like the totally complementary to that of the land. I felt like the totally complementary to that of the land. I felt like the 
captain, the navigator too and yes the shipcaptain, the navigator too and yes the shipcaptain, the navigator too and yes the shipcaptain, the navigator too and yes the ship----owner, as I steered owner, as I steered owner, as I steered owner, as I steered 
my small crew onto new, gentle seas opening before us as my small crew onto new, gentle seas opening before us as my small crew onto new, gentle seas opening before us as my small crew onto new, gentle seas opening before us as 
they slept like children, like small hethey slept like children, like small hethey slept like children, like small hethey slept like children, like small helpless animals in the lpless animals in the lpless animals in the lpless animals in the 
palm, as the sun gave a glint off the top of a pitchfork where a palm, as the sun gave a glint off the top of a pitchfork where a palm, as the sun gave a glint off the top of a pitchfork where a palm, as the sun gave a glint off the top of a pitchfork where a 
farmer tossed straw bales on the back of a horsefarmer tossed straw bales on the back of a horsefarmer tossed straw bales on the back of a horsefarmer tossed straw bales on the back of a horse----drawn trailer drawn trailer drawn trailer drawn trailer 
and the workers sat in the shade of a low oak tree.and the workers sat in the shade of a low oak tree.and the workers sat in the shade of a low oak tree.and the workers sat in the shade of a low oak tree.        
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[Fig 1.][Fig 1.][Fig 1.][Fig 1.]    

    
    
    
    
Called in at Called in at Called in at Called in at ÇankÇankÇankÇankırı ırı ırı ırı Museum, hoping to see the Director but he Museum, hoping to see the Director but he Museum, hoping to see the Director but he Museum, hoping to see the Director but he 
was out so we drank was out so we drank was out so we drank was out so we drank çayçayçayçay and called on the Cultural Director and called on the Cultural Director and called on the Cultural Director and called on the Cultural Director,,,, a  a  a  a 
very pleasant and chatty very pleasant and chatty very pleasant and chatty very pleasant and chatty manmanmanman w w w who had undergone heart ho had undergone heart ho had undergone heart ho had undergone heart 
surgery sixsurgery sixsurgery sixsurgery six months previously. months previously. months previously. months previously.    We waited and waited for the We waited and waited for the We waited and waited for the We waited and waited for the 
Museum Director buMuseum Director buMuseum Director buMuseum Director butttt    he didn’t comehe didn’t comehe didn’t comehe didn’t come so we drove on to Ilgaz, so we drove on to Ilgaz, so we drove on to Ilgaz, so we drove on to Ilgaz,    
beautiful and mixed terrain, and over the crest sweeping views beautiful and mixed terrain, and over the crest sweeping views beautiful and mixed terrain, and over the crest sweeping views beautiful and mixed terrain, and over the crest sweeping views 
across the way aheadacross the way aheadacross the way aheadacross the way ahead,,,,    the great valley of the Devrezthe great valley of the Devrezthe great valley of the Devrezthe great valley of the Devrez river and  river and  river and  river and 
the east and west route the east and west route the east and west route the east and west route fromfromfromfrom    İstanbul to stanbul to stanbul to stanbul to SamsunSamsunSamsunSamsun, sparklin, sparklin, sparklin, sparkling g g g 
and resplendent way below us. and resplendent way below us. and resplendent way below us. and resplendent way below us.     
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[Fig 2][Fig 2][Fig 2][Fig 2]    

    
    
EnEnEnEntered Ilgaz, small town set back from the crossroads, used tered Ilgaz, small town set back from the crossroads, used tered Ilgaz, small town set back from the crossroads, used tered Ilgaz, small town set back from the crossroads, used 
to have a main road through it but now quiet and oto have a main road through it but now quiet and oto have a main road through it but now quiet and oto have a main road through it but now quiet and offfff the f the f the f the 
main route. Cmain route. Cmain route. Cmain route. Chap waiting to greet us at the hhap waiting to greet us at the hhap waiting to greet us at the hhap waiting to greet us at the hotel. We have otel. We have otel. We have otel. We have 
fourfourfourfour rooms on the top floor, all facing north to the great bulk  rooms on the top floor, all facing north to the great bulk  rooms on the top floor, all facing north to the great bulk  rooms on the top floor, all facing north to the great bulk 
ofofofof the Ilgaz Moun the Ilgaz Moun the Ilgaz Moun the Ilgaz Mountains (Mt Olgasstains (Mt Olgasstains (Mt Olgasstains (Mt Olgassys to the ancients), which ys to the ancients), which ys to the ancients), which ys to the ancients), which 
has been capped in cloud since we arrived.  Wendy and I in has been capped in cloud since we arrived.  Wendy and I in has been capped in cloud since we arrived.  Wendy and I in has been capped in cloud since we arrived.  Wendy and I in 
one room, Michael and Tom in next, then Cevdet, and then a one room, Michael and Tom in next, then Cevdet, and then a one room, Michael and Tom in next, then Cevdet, and then a one room, Michael and Tom in next, then Cevdet, and then a 
large room for equipment and work. large room for equipment and work. large room for equipment and work. large room for equipment and work.     
    
Unloaded all our gear and went out for food Unloaded all our gear and went out for food Unloaded all our gear and went out for food Unloaded all our gear and went out for food –––– to th to th to th to the e e e İstanbul stanbul stanbul stanbul 
LLLLokantasokantasokantasokantasıııı where they made omelette and offered to cook  where they made omelette and offered to cook  where they made omelette and offered to cook  where they made omelette and offered to cook 
whatever we wanted in the future and seemed keen and whatever we wanted in the future and seemed keen and whatever we wanted in the future and seemed keen and whatever we wanted in the future and seemed keen and 
helpful and wouldn’t accept a tip, as if it had never happened helpful and wouldn’t accept a tip, as if it had never happened helpful and wouldn’t accept a tip, as if it had never happened helpful and wouldn’t accept a tip, as if it had never happened 
before and maybe it hadn’t.before and maybe it hadn’t.before and maybe it hadn’t.before and maybe it hadn’t.    
    
Strolled thought the small town Strolled thought the small town Strolled thought the small town Strolled thought the small town –––– pop pop pop population 8,ulation 8,ulation 8,ulation 8,200 written on 200 written on 200 written on 200 written on 
road sign (‘8,205road sign (‘8,205road sign (‘8,205road sign (‘8,205,,,,’’’’ as Wendy said a as Wendy said a as Wendy said a as Wendy said as we pulled into town) s we pulled into town) s we pulled into town) s we pulled into town) ––––    
past houses of timber and mudpast houses of timber and mudpast houses of timber and mudpast houses of timber and mud----brickbrickbrickbrick,,,, many decrepit and  many decrepit and  many decrepit and  many decrepit and 
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abandoned, with scruffy abandoned, with scruffy abandoned, with scruffy abandoned, with scruffy chchchchummy kids following and ummy kids following and ummy kids following and ummy kids following and 
calling out hello. Back here sorted out our luggage and calling out hello. Back here sorted out our luggage and calling out hello. Back here sorted out our luggage and calling out hello. Back here sorted out our luggage and 
admired the view. Weadmired the view. Weadmired the view. Weadmired the view. We have a little balcony with choice views  have a little balcony with choice views  have a little balcony with choice views  have a little balcony with choice views 
across dappled tile roofs, across dappled tile roofs, across dappled tile roofs, across dappled tile roofs, aaaa tall white minaret, glimpses of  tall white minaret, glimpses of  tall white minaret, glimpses of  tall white minaret, glimpses of 
cultivated fields and then the dark mass of cultivated fields and then the dark mass of cultivated fields and then the dark mass of cultivated fields and then the dark mass of OlgassysOlgassysOlgassysOlgassys which  which  which  which 
looks over us, covered in Paphlagonia’s temples, according to looks over us, covered in Paphlagonia’s temples, according to looks over us, covered in Paphlagonia’s temples, according to looks over us, covered in Paphlagonia’s temples, according to 
Strabo who was born at Amasya notStrabo who was born at Amasya notStrabo who was born at Amasya notStrabo who was born at Amasya not far far far far    to the east of here, to the east of here, to the east of here, to the east of here, 
and what more fitting to oversee and what more fitting to oversee and what more fitting to oversee and what more fitting to oversee uuuus as we head towards a first s as we head towards a first s as we head towards a first s as we head towards a first 
nightnightnightnight’s’s’s’s sleep in Ilgaz, preparing ourselves in body and mind  sleep in Ilgaz, preparing ourselves in body and mind  sleep in Ilgaz, preparing ourselves in body and mind  sleep in Ilgaz, preparing ourselves in body and mind 
for a month for a month for a month for a month of golden adventure of of golden adventure of of golden adventure of of golden adventure of explorations and of explorations and of explorations and of explorations and of ttttime ime ime ime 
with the past in the with the past in the with the past in the with the past in the blessed and varied lands blessed and varied lands blessed and varied lands blessed and varied lands of old of old of old of old 
Paphlagonia?Paphlagonia?Paphlagonia?Paphlagonia?        
    
[[[[Fig 3Fig 3Fig 3Fig 3]]]]    

    
    
IlgazIlgazIlgazIlgaz,,,, Friday 18 Friday 18 Friday 18 Friday 18thththth July 1997 July 1997 July 1997 July 1997    
Exhausting day spent doing rounds of officialdom in order Exhausting day spent doing rounds of officialdom in order Exhausting day spent doing rounds of officialdom in order Exhausting day spent doing rounds of officialdom in order 
to get our business underway. Endless glasses of to get our business underway. Endless glasses of to get our business underway. Endless glasses of to get our business underway. Endless glasses of çayçayçayçay, coffee, , coffee, , coffee, , coffee, 
sosososoda etc. Breakfast here and thenda etc. Breakfast here and thenda etc. Breakfast here and thenda etc. Breakfast here and then    onononon to  to  to  to Çankırı Çankırı Çankırı Çankırı –––– to to to to museum  museum  museum  museum 
director,director,director,director, imaginative and ambitious; then to Acting  imaginative and ambitious; then to Acting  imaginative and ambitious; then to Acting  imaginative and ambitious; then to Acting ValiValiValiVali, , , , 
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urbane anurbane anurbane anurbane and chatty; to security police, alld chatty; to security police, alld chatty; to security police, alld chatty; to security police, all v v v very ery ery ery 
straightforward. Tailed by twostraightforward. Tailed by twostraightforward. Tailed by twostraightforward. Tailed by two    security mensecurity mensecurity mensecurity men we went to lunch  we went to lunch  we went to lunch  we went to lunch 
and then a stroll. and then a stroll. and then a stroll. and then a stroll. Eventually the menEventually the menEventually the menEventually the men, in jeans and , in jeans and , in jeans and , in jeans and 
sunglassessunglassessunglassessunglasses,,,, owned owned owned owned up and we had a friendly chat and they  up and we had a friendly chat and they  up and we had a friendly chat and they  up and we had a friendly chat and they 
took us to the Polis took us to the Polis took us to the Polis took us to the Polis EviEviEviEvi for more  for more  for more  for more çayçayçayçay. Then to the . Then to the . Then to the . Then to the jjjjandarmaandarmaandarmaandarma to  to  to  to 
meet the meet the meet the meet the kkkkomutanomutanomutanomutan the the the there and other staff, more re and other staff, more re and other staff, more re and other staff, more çayçayçayçay. . . .     
    
Back to Ilgaz. Called in at Back to Ilgaz. Called in at Back to Ilgaz. Called in at Back to Ilgaz. Called in at kaymakamkaymakamkaymakamkaymakam at Ilgaz, huge jovial  at Ilgaz, huge jovial  at Ilgaz, huge jovial  at Ilgaz, huge jovial 
fellow in 1943 woodenfellow in 1943 woodenfellow in 1943 woodenfellow in 1943 wooden----floored creaky buildfloored creaky buildfloored creaky buildfloored creaky building, with two ing, with two ing, with two ing, with two 
stone lions at front, built after last major earthquake in stone lions at front, built after last major earthquake in stone lions at front, built after last major earthquake in stone lions at front, built after last major earthquake in 
1942. 1942. 1942. 1942.     
    
[Fig 4] [Fig 4] [Fig 4] [Fig 4]     

    
    
    
My Turkish is coming along quite well, getting lots of My Turkish is coming along quite well, getting lots of My Turkish is coming along quite well, getting lots of My Turkish is coming along quite well, getting lots of 
practice, which is just what I need.practice, which is just what I need.practice, which is just what I need.practice, which is just what I need.    
    
Cevdet and I went to local Cevdet and I went to local Cevdet and I went to local Cevdet and I went to local jandarmajandarmajandarmajandarma, to call on their , to call on their , to call on their , to call on their komutankomutankomutankomutan, , , , 
aaaat firt firt firt first st st st a littlea littlea littlea little hard and cold with me hard and cold with me hard and cold with me hard and cold with me....    ‘‘‘‘WWWWhat are you doing hat are you doing hat are you doing hat are you doing 
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here?here?here?here?’’’’,,,,    ‘‘‘‘WWWWhy aren’t Turkish archaeologists doing it?hy aren’t Turkish archaeologists doing it?hy aren’t Turkish archaeologists doing it?hy aren’t Turkish archaeologists doing it?’’’’,,,,    ‘W‘W‘W‘What hat hat hat 
do you get outdo you get outdo you get outdo you get out of it? of it? of it? of it?’ ’ ’ ’ etc. Then we established his home village etc. Then we established his home village etc. Then we established his home village etc. Then we established his home village 
is is is is Reyhanlı, Reyhanlı, Reyhanlı, Reyhanlı, close to Syria, a village I have driclose to Syria, a village I have driclose to Syria, a village I have driclose to Syria, a village I have driven through even through even through even through en n n n 
route to Alroute to Alroute to Alroute to Aleppo. His father is Arab, mothereppo. His father is Arab, mothereppo. His father is Arab, mothereppo. His father is Arab, mother Turkish Turkish Turkish Turkish,,,, and he  and he  and he  and he 
relaxed when I spoke Arabic with him and we got on finerelaxed when I spoke Arabic with him and we got on finerelaxed when I spoke Arabic with him and we got on finerelaxed when I spoke Arabic with him and we got on fine from  from  from  from 
then. He took Cevdet and methen. He took Cevdet and methen. He took Cevdet and methen. He took Cevdet and me to see a nearby site, which has  to see a nearby site, which has  to see a nearby site, which has  to see a nearby site, which has 
been illicitly excavated recently. It is a cemeterybeen illicitly excavated recently. It is a cemeterybeen illicitly excavated recently. It is a cemeterybeen illicitly excavated recently. It is a cemetery,,,, Roman or  Roman or  Roman or  Roman or 
HellenisticHellenisticHellenisticHellenistic,,,, on top of a on top of a on top of a on top of a nearby spur, with nearby spur, with nearby spur, with nearby spur, with    about a dozen robbed about a dozen robbed about a dozen robbed about a dozen robbed 
tombs. We’ll record it properly tomorrow or soon. Then he tombs. We’ll record it properly tomorrow or soon. Then he tombs. We’ll record it properly tomorrow or soon. Then he tombs. We’ll record it properly tomorrow or soon. Then he 
showed us the showed us the showed us the showed us the ÖÖÖÖğretmen Evi retmen Evi retmen Evi retmen Evi where he lives and wanted us all where he lives and wanted us all where he lives and wanted us all where he lives and wanted us all 
to move in, very cheap and spacious but it is not so private to move in, very cheap and spacious but it is not so private to move in, very cheap and spacious but it is not so private to move in, very cheap and spacious but it is not so private 
and secure as here so we’ll stay in and secure as here so we’ll stay in and secure as here so we’ll stay in and secure as here so we’ll stay in the Ilgaz Othe Ilgaz Othe Ilgaz Othe Ilgaz Otel.tel.tel.tel.    
    
Back here the team had done a gBack here the team had done a gBack here the team had done a gBack here the team had done a great job on organising the reat job on organising the reat job on organising the reat job on organising the 
workworkworkwork----room room room room –––– getting al getting al getting al getting all our books, equil our books, equil our books, equil our books, equipment, stationepment, stationepment, stationepment, stationery etc ry etc ry etc ry etc 
ready for use. It all looks very smart. Had our meal at the ready for use. It all looks very smart. Had our meal at the ready for use. It all looks very smart. Had our meal at the ready for use. It all looks very smart. Had our meal at the 
İstanbul Lstanbul Lstanbul Lstanbul Lokantası okantası okantası okantası again and another stroll through the again and another stroll through the again and another stroll through the again and another stroll through the 
village, an all but full moon hanging over the clear sky and village, an all but full moon hanging over the clear sky and village, an all but full moon hanging over the clear sky and village, an all but full moon hanging over the clear sky and 
golden dusky fields, the great golden dusky fields, the great golden dusky fields, the great golden dusky fields, the great moundmoundmoundmound of Salman Höyük  of Salman Höyük  of Salman Höyük  of Salman Höyük 
holdholdholdholding its thousand secrets down below. Ilgaz is pleasantly ing its thousand secrets down below. Ilgaz is pleasantly ing its thousand secrets down below. Ilgaz is pleasantly ing its thousand secrets down below. Ilgaz is pleasantly 
situated, with sizeable hills all around and a green and fertile situated, with sizeable hills all around and a green and fertile situated, with sizeable hills all around and a green and fertile situated, with sizeable hills all around and a green and fertile 
hinterland stretching up into the foothills. Several of the hills hinterland stretching up into the foothills. Several of the hills hinterland stretching up into the foothills. Several of the hills hinterland stretching up into the foothills. Several of the hills 
look to have substantial tumuli at points along their crestslook to have substantial tumuli at points along their crestslook to have substantial tumuli at points along their crestslook to have substantial tumuli at points along their crests, , , , 
arguinarguinarguinarguingggg for low level of tree cover during Iron Age, as with  for low level of tree cover during Iron Age, as with  for low level of tree cover during Iron Age, as with  for low level of tree cover during Iron Age, as with 
tumuli in Bronze Age tumuli in Bronze Age tumuli in Bronze Age tumuli in Bronze Age EnglandEnglandEnglandEngland for example.  for example.  for example.  for example.     
    
Back here, all relaxed by playing Back here, all relaxed by playing Back here, all relaxed by playing Back here, all relaxed by playing ScrabbleScrabbleScrabbleScrabble, part, part, part, partly by gas ly by gas ly by gas ly by gas 
light during a power clight during a power clight during a power clight during a power cut which plunged the whole town into ut which plunged the whole town into ut which plunged the whole town into ut which plunged the whole town into 
darknessdarknessdarknessdarkness....    
    
Loud calls to prayer at morniLoud calls to prayer at morniLoud calls to prayer at morniLoud calls to prayer at morning and night here. Tomorrow is ng and night here. Tomorrow is ng and night here. Tomorrow is ng and night here. Tomorrow is 
market day and we aim to be up and out of here by market day and we aim to be up and out of here by market day and we aim to be up and out of here by market day and we aim to be up and out of here by 6666.00 .00 .00 .00 am, am, am, am, 
headheadheadheading straiing straiing straiing straight for Mt Olgassys to start our survey at the ght for Mt Olgassys to start our survey at the ght for Mt Olgassys to start our survey at the ght for Mt Olgassys to start our survey at the 
top. top. top. top. KolaKolaKolaKolay y y y gelsingelsingelsingelsin....    
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IlgazIlgazIlgazIlgaz,,,, Saturday 19 Saturday 19 Saturday 19 Saturday 19thththth July 1997 July 1997 July 1997 July 1997    
Exhausting first day out Exhausting first day out Exhausting first day out Exhausting first day out in the field. Up early and outin the field. Up early and outin the field. Up early and outin the field. Up early and out    at at at at 
6.00 in the fresh morning air. Drove northwards up the great 6.00 in the fresh morning air. Drove northwards up the great 6.00 in the fresh morning air. Drove northwards up the great 6.00 in the fresh morning air. Drove northwards up the great 
slopes of Ilgaz slopes of Ilgaz slopes of Ilgaz slopes of Ilgaz DaDaDaDağıııı, climbing through pine forests and up to , climbing through pine forests and up to , climbing through pine forests and up to , climbing through pine forests and up to 
the summit the summit the summit the summit     
    
[Fig 5][Fig 5][Fig 5][Fig 5]        

    
    
and then to the west by the ski slope (scrappy and and then to the west by the ski slope (scrappy and and then to the west by the ski slope (scrappy and and then to the west by the ski slope (scrappy and sadsadsadsad    
looking) and on to the radio mast where we parked and looking) and on to the radio mast where we parked and looking) and on to the radio mast where we parked and looking) and on to the radio mast where we parked and 
admired the all round view, especially to the south, with the admired the all round view, especially to the south, with the admired the all round view, especially to the south, with the admired the all round view, especially to the south, with the 
town of Ilgaz antown of Ilgaz antown of Ilgaz antown of Ilgaz and the mounds of Salman Höyük visible way d the mounds of Salman Höyük visible way d the mounds of Salman Höyük visible way d the mounds of Salman Höyük visible way 
off in the distance and the road to off in the distance and the road to off in the distance and the road to off in the distance and the road to Çankırı Çankırı Çankırı Çankırı climbing beyond. climbing beyond. climbing beyond. climbing beyond. 
Spotted a probable tumulus off to the west. Spotted a probable tumulus off to the west. Spotted a probable tumulus off to the west. Spotted a probable tumulus off to the west.     
    
Then came down tThen came down tThen came down tThen came down the slopes and off the road to Çöhe slopes and off the road to Çöhe slopes and off the road to Çöhe slopes and off the road to Çömamamamar, a small r, a small r, a small r, a small 
village tucked into the slopes of the mountainsvillage tucked into the slopes of the mountainsvillage tucked into the slopes of the mountainsvillage tucked into the slopes of the mountains        
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[Fig 6][Fig 6][Fig 6][Fig 6]. . . .     

    
    
Wooden houses and neat little wooden barns in rows with Wooden houses and neat little wooden barns in rows with Wooden houses and neat little wooden barns in rows with Wooden houses and neat little wooden barns in rows with 
cobbled streets. cobbled streets. cobbled streets. cobbled streets.     
    
[[[[Fig 7Fig 7Fig 7Fig 7] ] ] ]     
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Some villagers greeted us and took us to their barns where Some villagers greeted us and took us to their barns where Some villagers greeted us and took us to their barns where Some villagers greeted us and took us to their barns where 
they said there had been illicit digging recently, large hole in they said there had been illicit digging recently, large hole in they said there had been illicit digging recently, large hole in they said there had been illicit digging recently, large hole in 
ground with scattered tiles, ground with scattered tiles, ground with scattered tiles, ground with scattered tiles, graves on crest above found graves on crest above found graves on crest above found graves on crest above found 
during digging of trenches for barns 30 yeaduring digging of trenches for barns 30 yeaduring digging of trenches for barns 30 yeaduring digging of trenches for barns 30 years agors agors agors ago (PS001) (PS001) (PS001) (PS001). . . . 
Seems to be late Roman/Seems to be late Roman/Seems to be late Roman/Seems to be late Roman/Byzantine farmstead on low spur by Byzantine farmstead on low spur by Byzantine farmstead on low spur by Byzantine farmstead on low spur by 
a lovely little stream in a most attractive valley. a lovely little stream in a most attractive valley. a lovely little stream in a most attractive valley. a lovely little stream in a most attractive valley.     
    
Chap then offered to take us to another site where illiciChap then offered to take us to another site where illiciChap then offered to take us to another site where illiciChap then offered to take us to another site where illicit t t t 
digging had odigging had odigging had odigging had occurred. This involved some realccurred. This involved some realccurred. This involved some realccurred. This involved some real off off off off----road road road road 
driving which put the new Toyota though its paces in lowdriving which put the new Toyota though its paces in lowdriving which put the new Toyota though its paces in lowdriving which put the new Toyota though its paces in low----
ratioratioratioratio 4WD 4WD 4WD 4WD        
[[[[Fig 8Fig 8Fig 8Fig 8]]]], , , ,     

    
    
crossing a gully and then fording a rocky stream and on up crossing a gully and then fording a rocky stream and on up crossing a gully and then fording a rocky stream and on up crossing a gully and then fording a rocky stream and on up 
a steep hill and a steep hill and a steep hill and a steep hill and alongalongalongalong a negligible track th a negligible track th a negligible track th a negligible track thrrrrough meadows oough meadows oough meadows oough meadows of f f f 
voluptuous wild flowers voluptuous wild flowers voluptuous wild flowers voluptuous wild flowers –––– blues, purples and yellows  blues, purples and yellows  blues, purples and yellows  blues, purples and yellows –––– and on  and on  and on  and on 
to an outcrop with to an outcrop with to an outcrop with to an outcrop with a a a a recent hole recent hole recent hole recent hole in it. Seemed to be a fairly in it. Seemed to be a fairly in it. Seemed to be a fairly in it. Seemed to be a fairly 
extensive site extensive site extensive site extensive site with tile scraps again Late Roman/with tile scraps again Late Roman/with tile scraps again Late Roman/with tile scraps again Late Roman/ByantineByantineByantineByantine, , , , 
also beautifully located in saalso beautifully located in saalso beautifully located in saalso beautifully located in same valley systemme valley systemme valley systemme valley system (PS002) (PS002) (PS002) (PS002). A . A . A . A 
clear tumulusclear tumulusclear tumulusclear tumulus a few hundred metres away. Had a snack by  a few hundred metres away. Had a snack by  a few hundred metres away. Had a snack by  a few hundred metres away. Had a snack by 
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the barns and then on to the main road where we cadged the barns and then on to the main road where we cadged the barns and then on to the main road where we cadged the barns and then on to the main road where we cadged çayçayçayçay    
all round at a all round at a all round at a all round at a benzinlikbenzinlikbenzinlikbenzinlik, greatly appreciated. , greatly appreciated. , greatly appreciated. , greatly appreciated.     
    
Next up the mountain again, a little further wesNext up the mountain again, a little further wesNext up the mountain again, a little further wesNext up the mountain again, a little further west, tt, tt, tt, this time his time his time his time 
over some 10over some 10over some 10over some 10----12 km of pine12 km of pine12 km of pine12 km of pine----scented slopes pascented slopes pascented slopes pascented slopes passing wooden ssing wooden ssing wooden ssing wooden 
villages with adjoining fields and pastures and on up and up, villages with adjoining fields and pastures and on up and up, villages with adjoining fields and pastures and on up and up, villages with adjoining fields and pastures and on up and up, 
Wendy and I riding in the back stood up and holding onto Wendy and I riding in the back stood up and holding onto Wendy and I riding in the back stood up and holding onto Wendy and I riding in the back stood up and holding onto 
the the the the top of the cab, great views, smetop of the cab, great views, smetop of the cab, great views, smetop of the cab, great views, smells and sounds of birds and lls and sounds of birds and lls and sounds of birds and lls and sounds of birds and 
bugs all the way up and up to bugs all the way up and up to bugs all the way up and up to bugs all the way up and up to KırkpıKırkpıKırkpıKırkpınar Yaylasnar Yaylasnar Yaylasnar Yaylası ı ı ı ((((‘‘‘‘Forty Forty Forty Forty 
Springs HSprings HSprings HSprings High Plainigh Plainigh Plainigh Plain’’’’)))),,,, a large expanse of high summer  a large expanse of high summer  a large expanse of high summer  a large expanse of high summer 
pasture with wooden houses for seasonal use. pasture with wooden houses for seasonal use. pasture with wooden houses for seasonal use. pasture with wooden houses for seasonal use.     
    
[[[[Fig 9Fig 9Fig 9Fig 9]]]]        

    
A moderateA moderateA moderateA moderate----sized lake of opaque chilling water, a few sized lake of opaque chilling water, a few sized lake of opaque chilling water, a few sized lake of opaque chilling water, a few 
scattered trees and some campers by the shore, the backdrop scattered trees and some campers by the shore, the backdrop scattered trees and some campers by the shore, the backdrop scattered trees and some campers by the shore, the backdrop 
and sand sand sand semiemiemiemi----ruined modern hotel with smashed windows and ruined modern hotel with smashed windows and ruined modern hotel with smashed windows and ruined modern hotel with smashed windows and 
slipped roof tiles. A hotel built with great effort at the end of a slipped roof tiles. A hotel built with great effort at the end of a slipped roof tiles. A hotel built with great effort at the end of a slipped roof tiles. A hotel built with great effort at the end of a 
long steep climb and never used.  Chatted to campers and had long steep climb and never used.  Chatted to campers and had long steep climb and never used.  Chatted to campers and had long steep climb and never used.  Chatted to campers and had 
çayçayçayçay and snacks with them  and snacks with them  and snacks with them  and snacks with them –––– heard how their villages at foot of  heard how their villages at foot of  heard how their villages at foot of  heard how their villages at foot of 
Ilgaz are decliIlgaz are decliIlgaz are decliIlgaz are declining and fewer are makning and fewer are makning and fewer are makning and fewer are making the summer ing the summer ing the summer ing the summer 
movement to the movement to the movement to the movement to the yyyyaylasaylasaylasaylas....    
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Down the mDown the mDown the mDown the mountain again and then left to Kurmalar a small ountain again and then left to Kurmalar a small ountain again and then left to Kurmalar a small ountain again and then left to Kurmalar a small 
village off the beaten track. Known to be an ancient site. village off the beaten track. Known to be an ancient site. village off the beaten track. Known to be an ancient site. village off the beaten track. Known to be an ancient site. 
Chatted to locals (Chatted to locals (Chatted to locals (Chatted to locals (‘‘‘‘A German was here recently asking about A German was here recently asking about A German was here recently asking about A German was here recently asking about 
old stoneold stoneold stoneold stone,,,,’’’’    –––– mus mus mus must bet bet bet be Marek Marek Marek Marek, epigraphist, epigraphist, epigraphist, epigraphist) and eventually ) and eventually ) and eventually ) and eventually 
found inscribed stone lying on its side ifound inscribed stone lying on its side ifound inscribed stone lying on its side ifound inscribed stone lying on its side in the schoolyard, n the schoolyard, n the schoolyard, n the schoolyard, 
photographedphotographedphotographedphotographed (PS003a (PS003a (PS003a (PS003a))))....    Then the Then the Then the Then the iiiimammammammam said he would take  said he would take  said he would take  said he would take 
us to the place where the stone came from. Long steep hike up us to the place where the stone came from. Long steep hike up us to the place where the stone came from. Long steep hike up us to the place where the stone came from. Long steep hike up 
to large spur commanding the valley to large spur commanding the valley to large spur commanding the valley to large spur commanding the valley –––– l l l lots of tiles and ots of tiles and ots of tiles and ots of tiles and 
sherds, also illicit digs, all over spur sherds, also illicit digs, all over spur sherds, also illicit digs, all over spur sherds, also illicit digs, all over spur –––– Roman and earlier Roman and earlier Roman and earlier Roman and earlier    
(PS003)(PS003)(PS003)(PS003). Possibly ancient Cimiata. Possibly ancient Cimiata. Possibly ancient Cimiata. Possibly ancient Cimiata/Cimista/Cimista/Cimista/Cimista, walked all over , walked all over , walked all over , walked all over 
it and filled in our stit and filled in our stit and filled in our stit and filled in our standard forms as we do foandard forms as we do foandard forms as we do foandard forms as we do for all sites and r all sites and r all sites and r all sites and 
took lots of photos. took lots of photos. took lots of photos. took lots of photos.     
    
[[[[Fig 10Fig 10Fig 10Fig 10] ] ] ]     

    
    
Weather hot by now, Weather hot by now, Weather hot by now, Weather hot by now, midmidmidmid----afternoon. Back down to village afternoon. Back down to village afternoon. Back down to village afternoon. Back down to village 
where we sat in a shady garden gulping down glasses of where we sat in a shady garden gulping down glasses of where we sat in a shady garden gulping down glasses of where we sat in a shady garden gulping down glasses of 
salty salty salty salty ayranayranayranayran, most refreshing and chatted. Then back to Ilgaz , most refreshing and chatted. Then back to Ilgaz , most refreshing and chatted. Then back to Ilgaz , most refreshing and chatted. Then back to Ilgaz 
at 5at 5at 5at 5.00.00.00.00 after 11 hours out in the sun, for showers he after 11 hours out in the sun, for showers he after 11 hours out in the sun, for showers he after 11 hours out in the sun, for showers here and re and re and re and 
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some shopping before dinsome shopping before dinsome shopping before dinsome shopping before dining at the ing at the ing at the ing at the İstanbul stanbul stanbul stanbul and returning to and returning to and returning to and returning to 
play play play play ScrabbleScrabbleScrabbleScrabble here. Tomorrow we plan to cover sites in  here. Tomorrow we plan to cover sites in  here. Tomorrow we plan to cover sites in  here. Tomorrow we plan to cover sites in 
immediate region of Ilgaz. The immediate region of Ilgaz. The immediate region of Ilgaz. The immediate region of Ilgaz. The muezzinsmuezzinsmuezzinsmuezzins are giving call now  are giving call now  are giving call now  are giving call now 
–––– shame they use electricity.  shame they use electricity.  shame they use electricity.  shame they use electricity.     
    
IlgazIlgazIlgazIlgaz,,,, Sunday 20 Sunday 20 Sunday 20 Sunday 20thththth July 1997 July 1997 July 1997 July 1997    
HHHHot sunny day so arms and handot sunny day so arms and handot sunny day so arms and handot sunny day so arms and hands and ears are burnt. Off s and ears are burnt. Off s and ears are burnt. Off s and ears are burnt. Off 
at 6.00at 6.00at 6.00at 6.00 am am am am, first up the road and off on a track to , first up the road and off on a track to , first up the road and off on a track to , first up the road and off on a track to SaraycıSaraycıSaraycıSaraycık k k k 
in the northeast of our area in the northeast of our area in the northeast of our area in the northeast of our area –––– report of illicit digging. In  report of illicit digging. In  report of illicit digging. In  report of illicit digging. In 
village, got village, got village, got village, got muhtarmuhtarmuhtarmuhtar out of bed and he told us of site. Drove on  out of bed and he told us of site. Drove on  out of bed and he told us of site. Drove on  out of bed and he told us of site. Drove on 
almost impossibly steep, rocky animal tracks and talked to almost impossibly steep, rocky animal tracks and talked to almost impossibly steep, rocky animal tracks and talked to almost impossibly steep, rocky animal tracks and talked to 
cowherd who told us to go down and take cowherd who told us to go down and take cowherd who told us to go down and take cowherd who told us to go down and take ‘‘‘‘the easy roadthe easy roadthe easy roadthe easy road’’’’. Back . Back . Back . Back 
tttto village o village o village o village –––– wooden houses clinging to slopes, mud wooden houses clinging to slopes, mud wooden houses clinging to slopes, mud wooden houses clinging to slopes, mud----brick and brick and brick and brick and 
wooden slats on stone foundations. Down to stream and wooden slats on stone foundations. Down to stream and wooden slats on stone foundations. Down to stream and wooden slats on stone foundations. Down to stream and 
along and up steepalong and up steepalong and up steepalong and up steep track again till car track again till car track again till car track again till car could no further. At  could no further. At  could no further. At  could no further. At 
that point old timers that point old timers that point old timers that point old timers onononon donkeys and horses passed by and  donkeys and horses passed by and  donkeys and horses passed by and  donkeys and horses passed by and 
said we were right by tsaid we were right by tsaid we were right by tsaid we were right by the site of illicit digging, the he site of illicit digging, the he site of illicit digging, the he site of illicit digging, the kilisekilisekilisekilise    
((((‘‘‘‘churchchurchchurchchurch’’’’). ). ). ).     
    
[Fig 11[Fig 11[Fig 11[Fig 11] ] ] ]     
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Sure enough a levelled area on spur, with scatters of tiles and Sure enough a levelled area on spur, with scatters of tiles and Sure enough a levelled area on spur, with scatters of tiles and Sure enough a levelled area on spur, with scatters of tiles and 
a few sherdsa few sherdsa few sherdsa few sherds (PS004) (PS004) (PS004) (PS004), with stunning views up and down , with stunning views up and down , with stunning views up and down , with stunning views up and down 
GöGöGöGök Çay valleyk Çay valleyk Çay valleyk Çay valley,,,, lots of large buzzing insects out making the  lots of large buzzing insects out making the  lots of large buzzing insects out making the  lots of large buzzing insects out making the 
most of the most of the most of the most of the rich availability of flowers, then down the track rich availability of flowers, then down the track rich availability of flowers, then down the track rich availability of flowers, then down the track 
and back to and back to and back to and back to Saraycık village and onto SatıSaraycık village and onto SatıSaraycık village and onto SatıSaraycık village and onto Satılar nearer the lar nearer the lar nearer the lar nearer the 
main road. Talked to locals who wanted proof of who we were main road. Talked to locals who wanted proof of who we were main road. Talked to locals who wanted proof of who we were main road. Talked to locals who wanted proof of who we were ––––    
CevdetCevdetCevdetCevdet Bey Bey Bey Bey is wonderful at is wonderful at is wonderful at is wonderful at    talkingtalkingtalkingtalking with  with  with  with localslocalslocalslocals ( ( ( (vatandavatandavatandavatandaşlarlarlarlar) ) ) ) 
and managed smoothly. Theyand managed smoothly. Theyand managed smoothly. Theyand managed smoothly. They told us of site  told us of site  told us of site  told us of site –––– but was  but was  but was  but was 
KurmalKurmalKurmalKurmalar, ar, ar, ar, where where where where we’d bwe’d bwe’d bwe’d been yesterday. een yesterday. een yesterday. een yesterday.     
    
On to Musaköy where we met another local, wearing hat and On to Musaköy where we met another local, wearing hat and On to Musaköy where we met another local, wearing hat and On to Musaköy where we met another local, wearing hat and 
wobbly on legs. Very gentle kind man who pointed at heap wobbly on legs. Very gentle kind man who pointed at heap wobbly on legs. Very gentle kind man who pointed at heap wobbly on legs. Very gentle kind man who pointed at heap ofofofof    
eroding sand and said there were ancient things there. We eroding sand and said there were ancient things there. We eroding sand and said there were ancient things there. We eroding sand and said there were ancient things there. We 
scrascrascrascrammmmbled up tbled up tbled up tbled up the crumbling slopes and on top were more illicit he crumbling slopes and on top were more illicit he crumbling slopes and on top were more illicit he crumbling slopes and on top were more illicit 
diggings. diggings. diggings. diggings.     
    
[Fig 12[Fig 12[Fig 12[Fig 12]]]]        

    
    
Top and sides of imposing crest covered Top and sides of imposing crest covered Top and sides of imposing crest covered Top and sides of imposing crest covered iiiin pottery, some late n pottery, some late n pottery, some late n pottery, some late 
but most of it appears to be but most of it appears to be but most of it appears to be but most of it appears to be Early Early Early Early Bronze Age or even earlier, Bronze Age or even earlier, Bronze Age or even earlier, Bronze Age or even earlier, 
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bbbburnished black, red and brown sheurnished black, red and brown sheurnished black, red and brown sheurnished black, red and brown sherds, could be earliest rds, could be earliest rds, could be earliest rds, could be earliest site site site site 
yet found in yet found in yet found in yet found in Çankırı Çankırı Çankırı Çankırı provinceprovinceprovinceprovince (PS005) (PS005) (PS005) (PS005). Very exciting stuff. . Very exciting stuff. . Very exciting stuff. . Very exciting stuff. 
By now 10By now 10By now 10By now 10.00.00.00.00 and we had not yet eaten or drunk anything,  and we had not yet eaten or drunk anything,  and we had not yet eaten or drunk anything,  and we had not yet eaten or drunk anything, 
so sped back to Ilgaz to so sped back to Ilgaz to so sped back to Ilgaz to so sped back to Ilgaz to İstanbul Lstanbul Lstanbul Lstanbul Lokantası okantası okantası okantası where they where they where they where they 
provided an immense and delicious breakfast of bread, white provided an immense and delicious breakfast of bread, white provided an immense and delicious breakfast of bread, white provided an immense and delicious breakfast of bread, white 
cheese, olives, honcheese, olives, honcheese, olives, honcheese, olives, honey, tomatoes, cucumber, peppers and large ey, tomatoes, cucumber, peppers and large ey, tomatoes, cucumber, peppers and large ey, tomatoes, cucumber, peppers and large 
glasses of glasses of glasses of glasses of çayçayçayçay. . . .     
    
    
Then back on road in hot sun and up north again, this time Then back on road in hot sun and up north again, this time Then back on road in hot sun and up north again, this time Then back on road in hot sun and up north again, this time 
to Eksik, a high plains village where there were reported illicit to Eksik, a high plains village where there were reported illicit to Eksik, a high plains village where there were reported illicit to Eksik, a high plains village where there were reported illicit 
digs digs digs digs –––– chatted to locals and one chap took us out across fields  chatted to locals and one chap took us out across fields  chatted to locals and one chap took us out across fields  chatted to locals and one chap took us out across fields 
in shiin shiin shiin shimmering haze to site with holes in it, scatters of yet mmering haze to site with holes in it, scatters of yet mmering haze to site with holes in it, scatters of yet mmering haze to site with holes in it, scatters of yet 
more tilesmore tilesmore tilesmore tiles (PS006) (PS006) (PS006) (PS006) and all probably Byzantine so we are  and all probably Byzantine so we are  and all probably Byzantine so we are  and all probably Byzantine so we are 
getting a wonderful idea of Byzantine settlement in the area getting a wonderful idea of Byzantine settlement in the area getting a wonderful idea of Byzantine settlement in the area getting a wonderful idea of Byzantine settlement in the area 
–––– small farmsteads, implications for security, farming  small farmsteads, implications for security, farming  small farmsteads, implications for security, farming  small farmsteads, implications for security, farming 
practices. practices. practices. practices.     
    
    
Back down to maBack down to maBack down to maBack down to main road, stopping briefly to examine a flatin road, stopping briefly to examine a flatin road, stopping briefly to examine a flatin road, stopping briefly to examine a flat----
topped spur which turned out not to have any visible site on it. topped spur which turned out not to have any visible site on it. topped spur which turned out not to have any visible site on it. topped spur which turned out not to have any visible site on it. 
On main On main On main On main road turned off to village of Karoad turned off to village of Karoad turned off to village of Karoad turned off to village of Kale, attracted by itle, attracted by itle, attracted by itle, attracted by itssss    
name (name (name (name (‘‘‘‘CCCCitadelitadelitadelitadel’’’’). Stopped outside mosque where locals were ). Stopped outside mosque where locals were ). Stopped outside mosque where locals were ). Stopped outside mosque where locals were 
lllleeeeaving after prayers aving after prayers aving after prayers aving after prayers –––– you you you young jolly chap jumped in anng jolly chap jumped in anng jolly chap jumped in anng jolly chap jumped in and led d led d led d led 
us up the hills to a hillus up the hills to a hillus up the hills to a hillus up the hills to a hill----top site, Asar, with few tiles lying top site, Asar, with few tiles lying top site, Asar, with few tiles lying top site, Asar, with few tiles lying     
aroundaroundaroundaround (PS007) (PS007) (PS007) (PS007). . . .     
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[Fig 13][Fig 13][Fig 13][Fig 13]    

    
    
He then had to dash toHe then had to dash toHe then had to dash toHe then had to dash to catch the bus to Ankara so we g catch the bus to Ankara so we g catch the bus to Ankara so we g catch the bus to Ankara so we gave ave ave ave 
him a lift down, stopping on main road near Kale to examine him a lift down, stopping on main road near Kale to examine him a lift down, stopping on main road near Kale to examine him a lift down, stopping on main road near Kale to examine 
an an an an old old old old hanhanhanhan (inn)  (inn)  (inn)  (inn) (PS008) (PS008) (PS008) (PS008) whose plan is still largely visible, whose plan is still largely visible, whose plan is still largely visible, whose plan is still largely visible, 
not terribly old. not terribly old. not terribly old. not terribly old.     
            
Then onto Cendere, natural spur near turning to Ilgaz, Then onto Cendere, natural spur near turning to Ilgaz, Then onto Cendere, natural spur near turning to Ilgaz, Then onto Cendere, natural spur near turning to Ilgaz, 
covered in illicit holes, some exposing stone and tile lined covered in illicit holes, some exposing stone and tile lined covered in illicit holes, some exposing stone and tile lined covered in illicit holes, some exposing stone and tile lined 
ggggraves at some depth, a dozen in allraves at some depth, a dozen in allraves at some depth, a dozen in allraves at some depth, a dozen in all (PS009) (PS009) (PS009) (PS009). Probably . Probably . Probably . Probably all all all all 
Byzantine. Did usual practicByzantine. Did usual practicByzantine. Did usual practicByzantine. Did usual practice of filling in forms, photos etc. e of filling in forms, photos etc. e of filling in forms, photos etc. e of filling in forms, photos etc. 
By nBy nBy nBy now it was time to end, 3.00 pmow it was time to end, 3.00 pmow it was time to end, 3.00 pmow it was time to end, 3.00 pm, so back here for showers, , so back here for showers, , so back here for showers, , so back here for showers, 
then snooze, then washing our pottery and tiles and laying then snooze, then washing our pottery and tiles and laying then snooze, then washing our pottery and tiles and laying then snooze, then washing our pottery and tiles and laying 
them out on spare beds here in the storeroom. Some nice stuff. them out on spare beds here in the storeroom. Some nice stuff. them out on spare beds here in the storeroom. Some nice stuff. them out on spare beds here in the storeroom. Some nice stuff. 
Usual dinUsual dinUsual dinUsual dinner at ner at ner at ner at İstanbul Lstanbul Lstanbul Lstanbul Lokantası okantası okantası okantası and then more and then more and then more and then more ScrabbleScrabbleScrabbleScrabble    
here. here. here. here. Wonderfully fulfilling and exciting days in the sunny Wonderfully fulfilling and exciting days in the sunny Wonderfully fulfilling and exciting days in the sunny Wonderfully fulfilling and exciting days in the sunny 
valleys and slopvalleys and slopvalleys and slopvalleys and slopeeees of northern Anatolia, enjoying the s of northern Anatolia, enjoying the s of northern Anatolia, enjoying the s of northern Anatolia, enjoying the 
company of its friendly and hospitable people. company of its friendly and hospitable people. company of its friendly and hospitable people. company of its friendly and hospitable people.     
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Illicit digging Illicit digging Illicit digging Illicit digging –––– takes phenomenal energy an takes phenomenal energy an takes phenomenal energy an takes phenomenal energy and time for what d time for what d time for what d time for what 
must usually be little or no reward. What drives them to it must usually be little or no reward. What drives them to it must usually be little or no reward. What drives them to it must usually be little or no reward. What drives them to it 
and how much are locals involved, if at all? How can they do and how much are locals involved, if at all? How can they do and how much are locals involved, if at all? How can they do and how much are locals involved, if at all? How can they do 
it at night it at night it at night it at night –––– it’s impossible in the day because locals would  it’s impossible in the day because locals would  it’s impossible in the day because locals would  it’s impossible in the day because locals would 
see. Almost all see. Almost all see. Almost all see. Almost all sites we’ve visited, ninesites we’ve visited, ninesites we’ve visited, ninesites we’ve visited, nine so far, have be so far, have be so far, have be so far, have been en en en 
illegally dug into and generally very recently. illegally dug into and generally very recently. illegally dug into and generally very recently. illegally dug into and generally very recently.     
    
IlgazIlgazIlgazIlgaz,,,, Monday 21 Monday 21 Monday 21 Monday 21stststst July 1997 July 1997 July 1997 July 1997    
First thing up to First thing up to First thing up to First thing up to İnköy, spectacular rocknköy, spectacular rocknköy, spectacular rocknköy, spectacular rock----cut chapel and cut chapel and cut chapel and cut chapel and 
tombs overlooking valley, facing easttombs overlooking valley, facing easttombs overlooking valley, facing easttombs overlooking valley, facing east (PS010) (PS010) (PS010) (PS010). . . .     
[[[[Fig 14Fig 14Fig 14Fig 14] ] ] ]     

    
    
InteriInteriInteriInterior carved details, stairs etc. Dor carved details, stairs etc. Dor carved details, stairs etc. Dor carved details, stairs etc. Did sketches, photos. Then id sketches, photos. Then id sketches, photos. Then id sketches, photos. Then 
down to Ilgaz for breakfast. Back out along down to Ilgaz for breakfast. Back out along down to Ilgaz for breakfast. Back out along down to Ilgaz for breakfast. Back out along TosyaTosyaTosyaTosya road to  road to  road to  road to 
find large mound/tumulusfind large mound/tumulusfind large mound/tumulusfind large mound/tumulus (PS011) (PS011) (PS011) (PS011). . . . Local took us tLocal took us tLocal took us tLocal took us to o o o 
illegally illegally illegally illegally dug Byzantine cemdug Byzantine cemdug Byzantine cemdug Byzantine cemetery nearbetery nearbetery nearbetery nearby y y y ––––    three or fourthree or fourthree or fourthree or four    
bodies left by side of road in cut through the earthbodies left by side of road in cut through the earthbodies left by side of road in cut through the earthbodies left by side of road in cut through the earth (PS012) (PS012) (PS012) (PS012). . . . 
Then along Then along Then along Then along Çankırı Çankırı Çankırı Çankırı road to mound road to mound road to mound road to mound –––– turned out to be clump  turned out to be clump  turned out to be clump  turned out to be clump 
of stones in field. Then to of stones in field. Then to of stones in field. Then to of stones in field. Then to KuyupıKuyupıKuyupıKuyupınar nar nar nar –––– fantastic mound with  fantastic mound with  fantastic mound with  fantastic mound with 
lolololots of Bronze Age potteryts of Bronze Age potteryts of Bronze Age potteryts of Bronze Age pottery (PS013) (PS013) (PS013) (PS013)        
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[Fig 15][Fig 15][Fig 15][Fig 15]    

    
and locals and locals and locals and locals a littlea littlea littlea little suspicious  suspicious  suspicious  suspicious –––– mentioned Gallipoli and  mentioned Gallipoli and  mentioned Gallipoli and  mentioned Gallipoli and 
relations between English and Turks! relations between English and Turks! relations between English and Turks! relations between English and Turks!     
    
Then off to Then off to Then off to Then off to IlısılıkIlısılıkIlısılıkIlısılık, , , , village at the end of the world in east of village at the end of the world in east of village at the end of the world in east of village at the end of the world in east of 
our area.our area.our area.our area. W W W Way up high with tiny fields clinging tay up high with tiny fields clinging tay up high with tiny fields clinging tay up high with tiny fields clinging to hillsides, o hillsides, o hillsides, o hillsides, 
houses of mudhouses of mudhouses of mudhouses of mud----brick and wood, villagers with hearts of gold brick and wood, villagers with hearts of gold brick and wood, villagers with hearts of gold brick and wood, villagers with hearts of gold 
and thoughts of gold. and thoughts of gold. and thoughts of gold. and thoughts of gold.     
[Fig 16[Fig 16[Fig 16[Fig 16]]]]        
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A way of life. A way of life. A way of life. A way of life. Locals took us to robbedLocals took us to robbedLocals took us to robbedLocals took us to robbed----out tumuluout tumuluout tumuluout tumulus in s in s in s in 
wonderful settingwonderful settingwonderful settingwonderful setting (PS014) (PS014) (PS014) (PS014). C. C. C. Cows, sheep, donkey and dogs ows, sheep, donkey and dogs ows, sheep, donkey and dogs ows, sheep, donkey and dogs 
sheltering from hot sun under trees. sheltering from hot sun under trees. sheltering from hot sun under trees. sheltering from hot sun under trees. Then back to Ilgaz for Then back to Ilgaz for Then back to Ilgaz for Then back to Ilgaz for 
lunch and hot showers. Dinner as usual, stroll down road and lunch and hot showers. Dinner as usual, stroll down road and lunch and hot showers. Dinner as usual, stroll down road and lunch and hot showers. Dinner as usual, stroll down road and 
game of game of game of game of ScrabbleScrabbleScrabbleScrabble. Spectacular sky …….. north star directly . Spectacular sky …….. north star directly . Spectacular sky …….. north star directly . Spectacular sky …….. north star directly 
ahead from our balcony, dogs roaming streets with tails up ahead from our balcony, dogs roaming streets with tails up ahead from our balcony, dogs roaming streets with tails up ahead from our balcony, dogs roaming streets with tails up 
after day sleeping in hot sun. after day sleeping in hot sun. after day sleeping in hot sun. after day sleeping in hot sun.     
    
IlgazIlgazIlgazIlgaz,,,, Tues Tues Tues Tuesdaydaydayday 22 22 22 22ndndndnd J J J July 1997uly 1997uly 1997uly 1997    
To To To To largelargelargelarge mound of Salman Höyü mound of Salman Höyü mound of Salman Höyü mound of Salman Höyük first thing. k first thing. k first thing. k first thing.     
    
[Fig 17] [Fig 17] [Fig 17] [Fig 17]     

    
    
FirFirFirFirstststst to Salma to Salma to Salma to Salman En En En Eastastastast (PS015) (PS015) (PS015) (PS015), high, high, high, high----topped mound, lots of topped mound, lots of topped mound, lots of topped mound, lots of 
great Bronze Age material, recovered in quadrants. To Ilgaz great Bronze Age material, recovered in quadrants. To Ilgaz great Bronze Age material, recovered in quadrants. To Ilgaz great Bronze Age material, recovered in quadrants. To Ilgaz 
for brfor brfor brfor breakfast and back out to Salmaeakfast and back out to Salmaeakfast and back out to Salmaeakfast and back out to Salman Wn Wn Wn Westestestest (PS016) (PS016) (PS016) (PS016), large , large , large , large 
lower mound aglower mound aglower mound aglower mound again almost entirely Middle and Late Bronze ain almost entirely Middle and Late Bronze ain almost entirely Middle and Late Bronze ain almost entirely Middle and Late Bronze 
Age. Clearly a very important Hittite site Age. Clearly a very important Hittite site Age. Clearly a very important Hittite site Age. Clearly a very important Hittite site –––– but which? Locals  but which? Locals  but which? Locals  but which? Locals 
collecting harvested crops in fields around. Beautiful day collecting harvested crops in fields around. Beautiful day collecting harvested crops in fields around. Beautiful day collecting harvested crops in fields around. Beautiful day 
and scenery.and scenery.and scenery.and scenery.        
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[Fig 18][Fig 18][Fig 18][Fig 18]    

    
Then on in car up into hills north of Ilgaz, first to village of Then on in car up into hills north of Ilgaz, first to village of Then on in car up into hills north of Ilgaz, first to village of Then on in car up into hills north of Ilgaz, first to village of 
DDDDanianianianişment to record dug tumulus ment to record dug tumulus ment to record dug tumulus ment to record dug tumulus (PS017) (PS017) (PS017) (PS017) and field scatter and field scatter and field scatter and field scatter 
(PS017a) (PS017a) (PS017a) (PS017a) and on to Seki village where locals showed us and on to Seki village where locals showed us and on to Seki village where locals showed us and on to Seki village where locals showed us 
OttomanOttomanOttomanOttoman inscribed stone in local inscribed stone in local inscribed stone in local inscribed stone in local    çeçeçeçeşmemememe ( ( ( (fountainfountainfountainfountain)))), 1230 AH, 1230 AH, 1230 AH, 1230 AH. . . . 
[Fig 19] [Fig 19] [Fig 19] [Fig 19]     
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Across to village of Across to village of Across to village of Across to village of AAAAşaaaağıııı Meydan  Meydan  Meydan  Meydan     
[Fig 20] [Fig 20] [Fig 20] [Fig 20]     

    
where welcoming locals swhere welcoming locals swhere welcoming locals swhere welcoming locals showed us scatter of tiles and inside a howed us scatter of tiles and inside a howed us scatter of tiles and inside a howed us scatter of tiles and inside a 
wooden barwooden barwooden barwooden barnnnn a wonderful mortar and stone floor, which had  a wonderful mortar and stone floor, which had  a wonderful mortar and stone floor, which had  a wonderful mortar and stone floor, which had 
been dug throughbeen dug throughbeen dug throughbeen dug through (PS018) (PS018) (PS018) (PS018). . . .     
[Fig 21] [Fig 21] [Fig 21] [Fig 21] Probably Byzantine.Probably Byzantine.Probably Byzantine.Probably Byzantine.    
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Drank salty Drank salty Drank salty Drank salty ayranayranayranayran in village, watched by timid black dog,  in village, watched by timid black dog,  in village, watched by timid black dog,  in village, watched by timid black dog, 
then on with locals to cemetery, probably Bthen on with locals to cemetery, probably Bthen on with locals to cemetery, probably Bthen on with locals to cemetery, probably Byzantine a few km yzantine a few km yzantine a few km yzantine a few km 
from from from from AAAAşaaaağı Meydanı Meydanı Meydanı Meydan (PS019) (PS019) (PS019) (PS019). . . . Bones lay everywhere, from Bones lay everywhere, from Bones lay everywhere, from Bones lay everywhere, from 
illicitly dug graves, covered in stone slabs. Very sad, and who illicitly dug graves, covered in stone slabs. Very sad, and who illicitly dug graves, covered in stone slabs. Very sad, and who illicitly dug graves, covered in stone slabs. Very sad, and who 
is doing all this?is doing all this?is doing all this?is doing all this?    
Back to Ilgaz for snooze, then started pottery processing this Back to Ilgaz for snooze, then started pottery processing this Back to Ilgaz for snooze, then started pottery processing this Back to Ilgaz for snooze, then started pottery processing this 
evening. We have some wonderful stuff, including a relief evening. We have some wonderful stuff, including a relief evening. We have some wonderful stuff, including a relief evening. We have some wonderful stuff, including a relief 
anananand d d d painted tile with parpainted tile with parpainted tile with parpainted tile with parts of a recumbent goatts of a recumbent goatts of a recumbent goatts of a recumbent goat (?), from  (?), from  (?), from  (?), from 
Salman ESalman ESalman ESalman East. This evening had dinner in ast. This evening had dinner in ast. This evening had dinner in ast. This evening had dinner in İstanbul stanbul stanbul stanbul 
LLLLokantası okantası okantası okantası and then played and then played and then played and then played ScrabbleScrabbleScrabbleScrabble and and and and three three three three----card brag card brag card brag card brag 
until midnight with the gang, including Cevdet. until midnight with the gang, including Cevdet. until midnight with the gang, including Cevdet. until midnight with the gang, including Cevdet. Earlier mEarlier mEarlier mEarlier met et et et 
local history teacher who promises to local history teacher who promises to local history teacher who promises to local history teacher who promises to show us some local show us some local show us some local show us some local 
features of interest. features of interest. features of interest. features of interest.     
        
IlgazIlgazIlgazIlgaz,,,, Wednesday 23 Wednesday 23 Wednesday 23 Wednesday 23rdrdrdrd    JulyJulyJulyJuly 1997 1997 1997 1997    
Day in Ilgaz. Late rise and breakfast at 8Day in Ilgaz. Late rise and breakfast at 8Day in Ilgaz. Late rise and breakfast at 8Day in Ilgaz. Late rise and breakfast at 8.00.00.00.00. Spent most of . Spent most of . Spent most of . Spent most of 
day in our woday in our woday in our woday in our workroom drawing lots of pottery rkroom drawing lots of pottery rkroom drawing lots of pottery rkroom drawing lots of pottery –––– s s s some very nice ome very nice ome very nice ome very nice 
stuff. Cevdet and I went off with history teacher and locastuff. Cevdet and I went off with history teacher and locastuff. Cevdet and I went off with history teacher and locastuff. Cevdet and I went off with history teacher and local l l l 
farmer for quick visit to his field within Ilgaz farmer for quick visit to his field within Ilgaz farmer for quick visit to his field within Ilgaz farmer for quick visit to his field within Ilgaz –––– in middle  in middle  in middle  in middle 
laylaylaylay a great stone with relief design on it in form of f a great stone with relief design on it in form of f a great stone with relief design on it in form of f a great stone with relief design on it in form of foooour ur ur ur 
panels with motifs. Half the stone had beenpanels with motifs. Half the stone had beenpanels with motifs. Half the stone had beenpanels with motifs. Half the stone had been freshly smashed  freshly smashed  freshly smashed  freshly smashed ––––    
locals believelocals believelocals believelocals believe that stone that stone that stone that stonessss with design/writing contain gold  with design/writing contain gold  with design/writing contain gold  with design/writing contain gold 
within. within. within. within. [[[[FigFigFigFig 22 22 22 22] ] ] ]     
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A few hundred metres away sA few hundred metres away sA few hundred metres away sA few hundred metres away sits a great tumulus its heart its a great tumulus its heart its a great tumulus its heart its a great tumulus its heart 
aaaand side ripped out by a trench in 1963nd side ripped out by a trench in 1963nd side ripped out by a trench in 1963nd side ripped out by a trench in 1963 (PS020) (PS020) (PS020) (PS020), and , and , and , and 
another huge tumulus in the adjacent fieldanother huge tumulus in the adjacent fieldanother huge tumulus in the adjacent fieldanother huge tumulus in the adjacent field (PS021) (PS021) (PS021) (PS021). . . .     
[Fig 23] [Fig 23] [Fig 23] [Fig 23]     

    
We’ll look at them tomorrow before heading further afield. We’ll look at them tomorrow before heading further afield. We’ll look at them tomorrow before heading further afield. We’ll look at them tomorrow before heading further afield.     
    
Dinner at Dinner at Dinner at Dinner at ththththe e e e İstanbul Lstanbul Lstanbul Lstanbul Lokantası okantası okantası okantası with the with the with the with the patronpatronpatronpatron    –––– giant  giant  giant  giant 
frogfrogfrogfrog----ffffacedacedacedaced man with a few teeth left and a heart of gold, so  man with a few teeth left and a heart of gold, so  man with a few teeth left and a heart of gold, so  man with a few teeth left and a heart of gold, so 
keen to please us. Stroll through streets keen to please us. Stroll through streets keen to please us. Stroll through streets keen to please us. Stroll through streets –––– local boy on bike  local boy on bike  local boy on bike  local boy on bike 
experimenting with phrases of English and then peddling off experimenting with phrases of English and then peddling off experimenting with phrases of English and then peddling off experimenting with phrases of English and then peddling off 
to his friends as much as to sto his friends as much as to sto his friends as much as to sto his friends as much as to say ay ay ay ‘‘‘‘I’ve spokeI’ve spokeI’ve spokeI’ve spokennnn to Martians to Martians to Martians to Martians....’’’’    
Ilgaz is very friendly. They go out of their way to help usIlgaz is very friendly. They go out of their way to help usIlgaz is very friendly. They go out of their way to help usIlgaz is very friendly. They go out of their way to help us    
wacky foreigners. wacky foreigners. wacky foreigners. wacky foreigners. TTTThreehreehreehree----card brag this evening.card brag this evening.card brag this evening.card brag this evening.    
    
IlgazIlgazIlgazIlgaz,,,, Thursday 24 Thursday 24 Thursday 24 Thursday 24thththth July 1997 July 1997 July 1997 July 1997    
Cool day with towering clouds, Cool day with towering clouds, Cool day with towering clouds, Cool day with towering clouds, a shower or two and a rainbow a shower or two and a rainbow a shower or two and a rainbow a shower or two and a rainbow 
oooover Ilgaz this morning, ver Ilgaz this morning, ver Ilgaz this morning, ver Ilgaz this morning, the white slender minarets sharp the white slender minarets sharp the white slender minarets sharp the white slender minarets sharp 
against a black sky. Went down to the two tumuli in Ilgaz against a black sky. Went down to the two tumuli in Ilgaz against a black sky. Went down to the two tumuli in Ilgaz against a black sky. Went down to the two tumuli in Ilgaz 
this morning and recorded them. We really need to date these this morning and recorded them. We really need to date these this morning and recorded them. We really need to date these this morning and recorded them. We really need to date these 
tumultumultumultumuli which are so common all over ni which are so common all over ni which are so common all over ni which are so common all over northern Anatolia.   orthern Anatolia.   orthern Anatolia.   orthern Anatolia.       
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Moved up thMoved up thMoved up thMoved up the hill to photo and sketch the twoe hill to photo and sketch the twoe hill to photo and sketch the twoe hill to photo and sketch the two lions outside the  lions outside the  lions outside the  lions outside the 
kaymakamlıkaymakamlıkaymakamlıkaymakamlıkkkk in Ilgaz  in Ilgaz  in Ilgaz  in Ilgaz –––– rather cute rather cute rather cute rather cute (PS022) (PS022) (PS022) (PS022). . . .     
[Fig 24[Fig 24[Fig 24[Fig 24] ] ] ]     

    
One has good detail on its mane, which should aid dating. One has good detail on its mane, which should aid dating. One has good detail on its mane, which should aid dating. One has good detail on its mane, which should aid dating. 
Probably Roman. Then breakfast in town, before collecting Probably Roman. Then breakfast in town, before collecting Probably Roman. Then breakfast in town, before collecting Probably Roman. Then breakfast in town, before collecting 
the local history teacher to guide us to some sites. Along the the local history teacher to guide us to some sites. Along the the local history teacher to guide us to some sites. Along the the local history teacher to guide us to some sites. Along the 
KKKKururururşuuuunnnnlu road, and off to the hills to the north, firstly to a lu road, and off to the hills to the north, firstly to a lu road, and off to the hills to the north, firstly to a lu road, and off to the hills to the north, firstly to a 
village called village called village called village called YaylaöYaylaöYaylaöYaylaören where a local guided us to a field ren where a local guided us to a field ren where a local guided us to a field ren where a local guided us to a field 
where tiles and sherds indicated awhere tiles and sherds indicated awhere tiles and sherds indicated awhere tiles and sherds indicated another Byzantine nother Byzantine nother Byzantine nother Byzantine 
settlement andsettlement andsettlement andsettlement and/or cemetery/or cemetery/or cemetery/or cemetery (PS023) (PS023) (PS023) (PS023). Local chap asked if he . Local chap asked if he . Local chap asked if he . Local chap asked if he 
would get in trouble forwould get in trouble forwould get in trouble forwould get in trouble for showing us ancient sites showing us ancient sites showing us ancient sites showing us ancient sites    and Cevdet and Cevdet and Cevdet and Cevdet 
showed him our letter of permission from the Directorate showed him our letter of permission from the Directorate showed him our letter of permission from the Directorate showed him our letter of permission from the Directorate 
General. General. General. General.     
    
On On On On totototo Kay Kay Kay Kayıııı where there is a neat rock where there is a neat rock where there is a neat rock where there is a neat rock----cut tomb overlooking a cut tomb overlooking a cut tomb overlooking a cut tomb overlooking a 
stream with a water millstream with a water millstream with a water millstream with a water mill (PS024) (PS024) (PS024) (PS024). Then long. Then long. Then long. Then long,,,, long trek in  long trek in  long trek in  long trek in 
the car up high into the mountaithe car up high into the mountaithe car up high into the mountaithe car up high into the mountains at around 1800 m to the ns at around 1800 m to the ns at around 1800 m to the ns at around 1800 m to the 
village of village of village of village of ÇÇÇÇatak atak atak atak –––– real end of the world feel to it. Scruffy  real end of the world feel to it. Scruffy  real end of the world feel to it. Scruffy  real end of the world feel to it. Scruffy 
wooden shacks, old people staggering about, wooden shacks, old people staggering about, wooden shacks, old people staggering about, wooden shacks, old people staggering about, slumpedslumpedslumpedslumped women  women  women  women 
stare stare stare stare at uat uat uat ussss in this so remote village where no cars go, or  in this so remote village where no cars go, or  in this so remote village where no cars go, or  in this so remote village where no cars go, or 
hardly ever. hardly ever. hardly ever. hardly ever.     
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[Fig 25] [Fig 25] [Fig 25] [Fig 25]     

    
A crowdA crowdA crowdA crowd of  of  of  of heavy facesheavy facesheavy facesheavy faces an an an and children gather at our car and d children gather at our car and d children gather at our car and d children gather at our car and 
starestarestarestare at us as if we at us as if we at us as if we at us as if we have landed from Mars. We dri have landed from Mars. We dri have landed from Mars. We dri have landed from Mars. We drive up the ve up the ve up the ve up the 
hill to see the school teacher, a likeable chap with the looks and hill to see the school teacher, a likeable chap with the looks and hill to see the school teacher, a likeable chap with the looks and hill to see the school teacher, a likeable chap with the looks and 
easy manner of Eddie easy manner of Eddie easy manner of Eddie easy manner of Eddie ShoestringShoestringShoestringShoestring who seemed so out of place  who seemed so out of place  who seemed so out of place  who seemed so out of place 
in this dying village. Local took us in this dying village. Local took us in this dying village. Local took us in this dying village. Local took us to gully to gully to gully to gully –––– eroding out  eroding out  eroding out  eroding out 
were sherds, and rumours of statues, coins, etc, were sherds, and rumours of statues, coins, etc, were sherds, and rumours of statues, coins, etc, were sherds, and rumours of statues, coins, etc, one rumoured one rumoured one rumoured one rumoured 
source of the Ilsource of the Ilsource of the Ilsource of the Ilgaz lionsgaz lionsgaz lionsgaz lions (PS025). (PS025). (PS025). (PS025).    
    
Then an old timer, 87 years old, showed up and said no, the Then an old timer, 87 years old, showed up and said no, the Then an old timer, 87 years old, showed up and said no, the Then an old timer, 87 years old, showed up and said no, the 
Ilgaz lions were found at Sivricek near Ilgaz lions were found at Sivricek near Ilgaz lions were found at Sivricek near Ilgaz lions were found at Sivricek near KurKurKurKurşunlu unlu unlu unlu 40 years 40 years 40 years 40 years 
ago ago ago ago –––– another lea another lea another lea another lead to follow. Old timer, teacher and little son d to follow. Old timer, teacher and little son d to follow. Old timer, teacher and little son d to follow. Old timer, teacher and little son 
hopped in pickhopped in pickhopped in pickhopped in pick----up and took us down the valley to yet another up and took us down the valley to yet another up and took us down the valley to yet another up and took us down the valley to yet another 
Byzantine site on a spurByzantine site on a spurByzantine site on a spurByzantine site on a spur (PS026) (PS026) (PS026) (PS026). 87 years old. 87 years old. 87 years old. 87 years old,,,, sprightly  sprightly  sprightly  sprightly 
and climbing and climbing and climbing and climbing up hill and jumping in pickup hill and jumping in pickup hill and jumping in pickup hill and jumping in pick----up.up.up.up.    
    
Then on long trek through hills onto high plThen on long trek through hills onto high plThen on long trek through hills onto high plThen on long trek through hills onto high plain to see a ain to see a ain to see a ain to see a 
tumulus tumulus tumulus tumulus (PS027) (PS027) (PS027) (PS027) and to have a chilly picnic, clouds and to have a chilly picnic, clouds and to have a chilly picnic, clouds and to have a chilly picnic, clouds 
scudscudscudscudding by at speed so close you could almost reach out and ding by at speed so close you could almost reach out and ding by at speed so close you could almost reach out and ding by at speed so close you could almost reach out and 
touch them, a grey fox darting for cover. Took locals back to touch them, a grey fox darting for cover. Took locals back to touch them, a grey fox darting for cover. Took locals back to touch them, a grey fox darting for cover. Took locals back to 
village and left them to their village and left them to their village and left them to their village and left them to their destiny,destiny,destiny,destiny, then drove all way back  then drove all way back  then drove all way back  then drove all way back 
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to Ito Ito Ito Ilgaz, calling at couple of villages on way. Drew sherds in lgaz, calling at couple of villages on way. Drew sherds in lgaz, calling at couple of villages on way. Drew sherds in lgaz, calling at couple of villages on way. Drew sherds in 
afternoon. afternoon. afternoon. afternoon.     
    
IlgazIlgazIlgazIlgaz,,,, Friday 25 Friday 25 Friday 25 Friday 25thththth July 1997 July 1997 July 1997 July 1997    
Long day in the field. First off on a main road to Long day in the field. First off on a main road to Long day in the field. First off on a main road to Long day in the field. First off on a main road to KurKurKurKurşunlu unlu unlu unlu 
along the wide valley of along the wide valley of along the wide valley of along the wide valley of Devrez ÇDevrez ÇDevrez ÇDevrez Çay, then along small tracks ay, then along small tracks ay, then along small tracks ay, then along small tracks 
past past past past Sunurlu and SakalıSunurlu and SakalıSunurlu and SakalıSunurlu and Sakalın all the wn all the wn all the wn all the waaaay to Orta, crossing y to Orta, crossing y to Orta, crossing y to Orta, crossing 
rugged moorrugged moorrugged moorrugged moorland with stunning views of the Devrez as it cuts land with stunning views of the Devrez as it cuts land with stunning views of the Devrez as it cuts land with stunning views of the Devrez as it cuts 
its way through rocky steep gorges hundreds of feet below the its way through rocky steep gorges hundreds of feet below the its way through rocky steep gorges hundreds of feet below the its way through rocky steep gorges hundreds of feet below the 
road. road. road. road. [Fig 26[Fig 26[Fig 26[Fig 26]]]]        

    
    
We will have to explore these gorges in some detail at least in We will have to explore these gorges in some detail at least in We will have to explore these gorges in some detail at least in We will have to explore these gorges in some detail at least in 
places, but today we were jusplaces, but today we were jusplaces, but today we were jusplaces, but today we were just cruist cruist cruist cruising through. Stopped to ing through. Stopped to ing through. Stopped to ing through. Stopped to 
admire twoadmire twoadmire twoadmire two    great golden egreat golden egreat golden egreat golden eagles soaring a few hundred feet up, agles soaring a few hundred feet up, agles soaring a few hundred feet up, agles soaring a few hundred feet up, 
great long great long great long great long fingersfingersfingersfingers of feathers at their wing tips, majestic  of feathers at their wing tips, majestic  of feathers at their wing tips, majestic  of feathers at their wing tips, majestic 
beasts. Saw plbeasts. Saw plbeasts. Saw plbeasts. Saw plenty more along the way. In Orta called in at enty more along the way. In Orta called in at enty more along the way. In Orta called in at enty more along the way. In Orta called in at 
the the the the jjjjandarmaandarmaandarmaandarma to announce our presence  to announce our presence  to announce our presence  to announce our presence –––– ver ver ver very pleasant chapsy pleasant chapsy pleasant chapsy pleasant chaps,,,,    
‘‘‘‘If you’re finding treasure, please can I come too?If you’re finding treasure, please can I come too?If you’re finding treasure, please can I come too?If you’re finding treasure, please can I come too?’ ’ ’ ’ said the said the said the said the 
kkkkomutanomutanomutanomutan. . . .     
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From Orta set off on road to From Orta set off on road to From Orta set off on road to From Orta set off on road to GökçeGökçeGökçeGökçeörenörenörenören, where , where , where , where there are there are there are there are 
wonderful carved wonderful carved wonderful carved wonderful carved stones outside the stones outside the stones outside the stones outside the camicamicamicamiiiii (PS028) (PS028) (PS028) (PS028). . . .     
[Fig 27] [Fig 27] [Fig 27] [Fig 27]     

    
    
Local agrees to take us on tour of local sitLocal agrees to take us on tour of local sitLocal agrees to take us on tour of local sitLocal agrees to take us on tour of local sites. First over fields es. First over fields es. First over fields es. First over fields 
and up high and up high and up high and up high to the to the to the to the kkkkaaaalelelele (PS029) (PS029) (PS029) (PS029), a , a , a , a hilltop site with wonderful hilltop site with wonderful hilltop site with wonderful hilltop site with wonderful 
allallallall----round views of the Anatolian country, and it is Anatoliaround views of the Anatolian country, and it is Anatoliaround views of the Anatolian country, and it is Anatoliaround views of the Anatolian country, and it is Anatolia,,,,    
vastly different from the Black Seavastly different from the Black Seavastly different from the Black Seavastly different from the Black Sea feel of Ilgaz ilçe:  feel of Ilgaz ilçe:  feel of Ilgaz ilçe:  feel of Ilgaz ilçe:     
[Fig 28[Fig 28[Fig 28[Fig 28]]]]        
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the lacthe lacthe lacthe lack of trees,k of trees,k of trees,k of trees,    except poplars followexcept poplars followexcept poplars followexcept poplars following stream courses, the ing stream courses, the ing stream courses, the ing stream courses, the 
large golden fields of wheat and tlarge golden fields of wheat and tlarge golden fields of wheat and tlarge golden fields of wheat and the rolling endless hills. The he rolling endless hills. The he rolling endless hills. The he rolling endless hills. The 
kakakakalelelele was covered in dark ash and lots of sherds and flint and  was covered in dark ash and lots of sherds and flint and  was covered in dark ash and lots of sherds and flint and  was covered in dark ash and lots of sherds and flint and 
surrounded by tumbled stones which clearly once had surrounded by tumbled stones which clearly once had surrounded by tumbled stones which clearly once had surrounded by tumbled stones which clearly once had 
protected the hilltop site. Clearly an important site protected the hilltop site. Clearly an important site protected the hilltop site. Clearly an important site protected the hilltop site. Clearly an important site we think we think we think we think 
Iron Age and probably Iron Age and probably Iron Age and probably Iron Age and probably GalatianGalatianGalatianGalatian, put to the torch at the end of , put to the torch at the end of , put to the torch at the end of , put to the torch at the end of 
its life, possiblyits life, possiblyits life, possiblyits life, possibly by by by by Romans Romans Romans Romans. . . .     
    
Then on to alleged site of cairn stones at Then on to alleged site of cairn stones at Then on to alleged site of cairn stones at Then on to alleged site of cairn stones at Gökçeören, Gökçeören, Gökçeören, Gökçeören, up high up high up high up high 
to their to their to their to their yyyyaylaaylaaylaayla    –––– carved hillside with some diggings and  carved hillside with some diggings and  carved hillside with some diggings and  carved hillside with some diggings and 
decorated tiles decorated tiles decorated tiles decorated tiles (PS030) (PS030) (PS030) (PS030) and nearbyand nearbyand nearbyand nearby cemetery cemetery cemetery cemetery (PS031) (PS031) (PS031) (PS031). . . . 
Possibly Possibly Possibly Possibly Roman/Byzantine temple on slopeRoman/Byzantine temple on slopeRoman/Byzantine temple on slopeRoman/Byzantine temple on slopes? On way back s? On way back s? On way back s? On way back 
to village we stop in fields where lotsto village we stop in fields where lotsto village we stop in fields where lotsto village we stop in fields where lots of Roman pottery was  of Roman pottery was  of Roman pottery was  of Roman pottery was 
visible, and again nice tiles includinvisible, and again nice tiles includinvisible, and again nice tiles includinvisible, and again nice tiles including one g one g one g one paintedpaintedpaintedpainted, on south, on south, on south, on south----
facing slope facing slope facing slope facing slope –––– possible Roman villa, high quality feel to i possible Roman villa, high quality feel to i possible Roman villa, high quality feel to i possible Roman villa, high quality feel to itttt    
(PS032)(PS032)(PS032)(PS032). Back in . Back in . Back in . Back in Gökçeören Gökçeören Gökçeören Gökçeören locals locals locals locals were gathering at the were gathering at the were gathering at the were gathering at the 
camicamicamicamiiiii, at 1.00, at 1.00, at 1.00, at 1.00 for main Friday prayer, but the for main Friday prayer, but the for main Friday prayer, but the for main Friday prayer, but the    hocahocahocahoca    took us took us took us took us 
quickly to his hoquickly to his hoquickly to his hoquickly to his house where lay a fineuse where lay a fineuse where lay a fineuse where lay a fine font font font font    wwwwith cross and ith cross and ith cross and ith cross and 
Greek inscriptionGreek inscriptionGreek inscriptionGreek inscription    which we hurriedly copied and which we hurriedly copied and which we hurriedly copied and which we hurriedly copied and 
photographed, before thephotographed, before thephotographed, before thephotographed, before theyyyy made t made t made t made their way back to the heir way back to the heir way back to the heir way back to the camicamicamicamiiiii....    
[Fig 29[Fig 29[Fig 29[Fig 29]]]]    
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Drove over the rolling hills, stopping under a rare tree for a Drove over the rolling hills, stopping under a rare tree for a Drove over the rolling hills, stopping under a rare tree for a Drove over the rolling hills, stopping under a rare tree for a 
picnic, picnic, picnic, picnic,     [Fig 30][Fig 30][Fig 30][Fig 30]        

    
in the golden sunshine and onto in the golden sunshine and onto in the golden sunshine and onto in the golden sunshine and onto YaylakYaylakYaylakYaylakent where we called ent where we called ent where we called ent where we called 
on the on the on the on the babababaşkankankankan who gave us a policeman as a guide. Hared off  who gave us a policeman as a guide. Hared off  who gave us a policeman as a guide. Hared off  who gave us a policeman as a guide. Hared off 
across the fielacross the fielacross the fielacross the fields to ds to ds to ds to AkpıAkpıAkpıAkpınar, a natural spring with a rocknar, a natural spring with a rocknar, a natural spring with a rocknar, a natural spring with a rock----cut cut cut cut 
cistern with spiral steps going down, blocked with loose stonescistern with spiral steps going down, blocked with loose stonescistern with spiral steps going down, blocked with loose stonescistern with spiral steps going down, blocked with loose stones    
(PS033)(PS033)(PS033)(PS033). . . . [Fig 31] [Fig 31] [Fig 31] [Fig 31]     
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In fields nearby In fields nearby In fields nearby In fields nearby –––– lots of Bronze Age pottery and part of a  lots of Bronze Age pottery and part of a  lots of Bronze Age pottery and part of a  lots of Bronze Age pottery and part of a 
stone macestone macestone macestone mace----headheadheadhead (PS033a) (PS033a) (PS033a) (PS033a). Huge herd of grey. Huge herd of grey. Huge herd of grey. Huge herd of grey----bronze dusty bronze dusty bronze dusty bronze dusty 
cattlecattlecattlecattle, lithe a, lithe a, lithe a, lithe andndndnd wild looking, grazing nearby. Across the  wild looking, grazing nearby. Across the  wild looking, grazing nearby. Across the  wild looking, grazing nearby. Across the 
gully some caves in the limestone which we scrambled into gully some caves in the limestone which we scrambled into gully some caves in the limestone which we scrambled into gully some caves in the limestone which we scrambled into 
lighting the way with alighting the way with alighting the way with alighting the way with a torch  torch  torch  torch –––– series of low chambers  series of low chambers  series of low chambers  series of low chambers and and and and 
generally a holy feel to the area. Back to generally a holy feel to the area. Back to generally a holy feel to the area. Back to generally a holy feel to the area. Back to Yaylakent Yaylakent Yaylakent Yaylakent to see to see to see to see 
somesomesomesome old stones alleged to old stones alleged to old stones alleged to old stones alleged to come  come  come  come fromfromfromfrom a church as well they  a church as well they  a church as well they  a church as well they 
might might might might –––– some by a chap’s house where we sat  some by a chap’s house where we sat  some by a chap’s house where we sat  some by a chap’s house where we sat and and and and drank drank drank drank 
ayranayranayranayran, others in a cemetery, others in the , others in a cemetery, others in the , others in a cemetery, others in the , others in a cemetery, others in the camiicamiicamiicamii, some very , some very , some very , some very 
attractiveattractiveattractiveattractive (PS034) (PS034) (PS034) (PS034). Clearly a very important area in . Clearly a very important area in . Clearly a very important area in . Clearly a very important area in 
Byzantine times, wealthier than Ilgaz as it is today. Byzantine times, wealthier than Ilgaz as it is today. Byzantine times, wealthier than Ilgaz as it is today. Byzantine times, wealthier than Ilgaz as it is today.     
    
Then long drive back to Ilgaz where we returned at 6Then long drive back to Ilgaz where we returned at 6Then long drive back to Ilgaz where we returned at 6Then long drive back to Ilgaz where we returned at 6.00.00.00.00 after  after  after  after 
12 hours out in the Anatolian landscape, enjoying the golden 12 hours out in the Anatolian landscape, enjoying the golden 12 hours out in the Anatolian landscape, enjoying the golden 12 hours out in the Anatolian landscape, enjoying the golden 
cloudcloudcloudcloud----scuttlingscuttlingscuttlingscuttling days of summer in AD 1997 days of summer in AD 1997 days of summer in AD 1997 days of summer in AD 1997.  .  .  .      
    
IlgazIlgazIlgazIlgaz,,,, Saturday 26 Saturday 26 Saturday 26 Saturday 26thththth July 1997 July 1997 July 1997 July 1997    
Hectic day off. BrHectic day off. BrHectic day off. BrHectic day off. Breakfast at Nero’s (the patron iseakfast at Nero’s (the patron iseakfast at Nero’s (the patron iseakfast at Nero’s (the patron is a dea a dea a dea a dead d d d 
ringer for Nero ringer for Nero ringer for Nero ringer for Nero –––– thick neck, flat thick neck, flat thick neck, flat thick neck, flat nose, deep voice, big body),  nose, deep voice, big body),  nose, deep voice, big body),  nose, deep voice, big body), 
akakakaka a a a İstanbul Lstanbul Lstanbul Lstanbul Lokantasıokantasıokantasıokantası,,,, before zooming off to Çorum where  before zooming off to Çorum where  before zooming off to Çorum where  before zooming off to Çorum where 
we had arranged for the Toyota to have its free 1000 km we had arranged for the Toyota to have its free 1000 km we had arranged for the Toyota to have its free 1000 km we had arranged for the Toyota to have its free 1000 km 
service at the main dealer there. Long trip there, to Tosya then service at the main dealer there. Long trip there, to Tosya then service at the main dealer there. Long trip there, to Tosya then service at the main dealer there. Long trip there, to Tosya then 
over the steep high hills road to over the steep high hills road to over the steep high hills road to over the steep high hills road to İskilip and onskilip and onskilip and onskilip and on    to Çorum, to Çorum, to Çorum, to Çorum, 
Michael taking the roaMichael taking the roaMichael taking the roaMichael taking the roads like a rally driver to get us there in ds like a rally driver to get us there in ds like a rally driver to get us there in ds like a rally driver to get us there in 
good time. good time. good time. good time.     
    
Mooched around Çorum and called in at the museum Mooched around Çorum and called in at the museum Mooched around Çorum and called in at the museum Mooched around Çorum and called in at the museum –––– some  some  some  some 
pottery on display which matches some of ours, especialpottery on display which matches some of ours, especialpottery on display which matches some of ours, especialpottery on display which matches some of ours, especially the ly the ly the ly the 
Hittite material from BoHittite material from BoHittite material from BoHittite material from Boğazköazköazköazköyyyy----HattusaHattusaHattusaHattusa, some elements of , some elements of , some elements of , some elements of 
which match ours from Salmwhich match ours from Salmwhich match ours from Salmwhich match ours from Salman an an an WWWWest, clearly a major Hittite est, clearly a major Hittite est, clearly a major Hittite est, clearly a major Hittite 
site in a typical Hittite settingsite in a typical Hittite settingsite in a typical Hittite settingsite in a typical Hittite setting....    
    
Then I drove back, this timThen I drove back, this timThen I drove back, this timThen I drove back, this time along the north side of e along the north side of e along the north side of e along the north side of the the the the 
Kızılırmak, the great HalyKızılırmak, the great HalyKızılırmak, the great HalyKızılırmak, the great Halys river. s river. s river. s river.     
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[Fig 32[Fig 32[Fig 32[Fig 32]]]]        

    
Very different country, very Anatolian, high rolling Very different country, very Anatolian, high rolling Very different country, very Anatolian, high rolling Very different country, very Anatolian, high rolling 
hillsides, big fields, also rhillsides, big fields, also rhillsides, big fields, also rhillsides, big fields, also relatively barren plains alongside elatively barren plains alongside elatively barren plains alongside elatively barren plains alongside 
the salty river itself. Occasional herd of wildthe salty river itself. Occasional herd of wildthe salty river itself. Occasional herd of wildthe salty river itself. Occasional herd of wild----looking water looking water looking water looking water 
buffalo wallowing in pools and by streams. Back to Ilgaz for buffalo wallowing in pools and by streams. Back to Ilgaz for buffalo wallowing in pools and by streams. Back to Ilgaz for buffalo wallowing in pools and by streams. Back to Ilgaz for 
nosh.nosh.nosh.nosh.    Now sitting on balcony watching the town in mid Now sitting on balcony watching the town in mid Now sitting on balcony watching the town in mid Now sitting on balcony watching the town in mid 
eveningeveningeveningevening:::: a storm is about to hit us, coming i a storm is about to hit us, coming i a storm is about to hit us, coming i a storm is about to hit us, coming in from the west n from the west n from the west n from the west 
with a stirring cool breeze just now coursing through the with a stirring cool breeze just now coursing through the with a stirring cool breeze just now coursing through the with a stirring cool breeze just now coursing through the 
streets, the town lights flickering. Serious rain is on the way streets, the town lights flickering. Serious rain is on the way streets, the town lights flickering. Serious rain is on the way streets, the town lights flickering. Serious rain is on the way 
but first the dust…but first the dust…but first the dust…but first the dust…    
    
IlgazIlgazIlgazIlgaz,,,, Sunday 27 Sunday 27 Sunday 27 Sunday 27thththth July 1997 July 1997 July 1997 July 1997    
Spectacular storm last night. Smell of plastic as we all stood Spectacular storm last night. Smell of plastic as we all stood Spectacular storm last night. Smell of plastic as we all stood Spectacular storm last night. Smell of plastic as we all stood 
on ouon ouon ouon our balcony and then the electricity transformer opposite r balcony and then the electricity transformer opposite r balcony and then the electricity transformer opposite r balcony and then the electricity transformer opposite 
exploded in a series of flashes of brilliant white sparks and exploded in a series of flashes of brilliant white sparks and exploded in a series of flashes of brilliant white sparks and exploded in a series of flashes of brilliant white sparks and 
smoke. Power back on at midnight.smoke. Power back on at midnight.smoke. Power back on at midnight.smoke. Power back on at midnight.    
    
Back to OrtaBack to OrtaBack to OrtaBack to Orta th th th this morning. First drove to Kalfais morning. First drove to Kalfais morning. First drove to Kalfais morning. First drove to Kalfat to look at t to look at t to look at t to look at 
stones in mosque stones in mosque stones in mosque stones in mosque (PS035) (PS035) (PS035) (PS035) but too early and but too early and but too early and but too early and nononono----one around one around one around one around 
so into Orta to have breakfast and lots of so into Orta to have breakfast and lots of so into Orta to have breakfast and lots of so into Orta to have breakfast and lots of çayçayçayçay. Then . Then . Then . Then 
photographed old stones and columns in Orta and remarkable photographed old stones and columns in Orta and remarkable photographed old stones and columns in Orta and remarkable photographed old stones and columns in Orta and remarkable 
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old old old old pithospithospithospithos in Government in Government in Government in Government House grounds, lots of decoration  House grounds, lots of decoration  House grounds, lots of decoration  House grounds, lots of decoration 
and a Greek name incised on itand a Greek name incised on itand a Greek name incised on itand a Greek name incised on it (PS036) (PS036) (PS036) (PS036). . . . [Fig 33][Fig 33][Fig 33][Fig 33]    

    
    
Then to Hüyükköy whThen to Hüyükköy whThen to Hüyükköy whThen to Hüyükköy where locals showed us stones by ere locals showed us stones by ere locals showed us stones by ere locals showed us stones by mosque mosque mosque mosque 
from old church from old church from old church from old church –––– quite  quite  quite  quite appealing that old churches live on as appealing that old churches live on as appealing that old churches live on as appealing that old churches live on as 
architectural adornments for mosqarchitectural adornments for mosqarchitectural adornments for mosqarchitectural adornments for mosques, much as Islam has ues, much as Islam has ues, much as Islam has ues, much as Islam has 
adopted sadopted sadopted sadopted so much of Christianity in its theologyo much of Christianity in its theologyo much of Christianity in its theologyo much of Christianity in its theology (PS038) (PS038) (PS038) (PS038). . . . 
Walked over cemetery but no old material tWalked over cemetery but no old material tWalked over cemetery but no old material tWalked over cemetery but no old material there. Then went to here. Then went to here. Then went to here. Then went to 
caves up the hill with all sorts of interior carvings, possibly caves up the hill with all sorts of interior carvings, possibly caves up the hill with all sorts of interior carvings, possibly caves up the hill with all sorts of interior carvings, possibly 
ByzantineByzantineByzantineByzantine (PS037) (PS037) (PS037) (PS037). . . .     
    
Onto KaraOnto KaraOnto KaraOnto Karaaaaağaçaçaçaç, first to tombs/chapels in hillside, first to tombs/chapels in hillside, first to tombs/chapels in hillside, first to tombs/chapels in hillside,,,, again  again  again  again 
ByzantineByzantineByzantineByzantine (PS039) (PS039) (PS039) (PS039). . . . Threshing sledgeThreshing sledgeThreshing sledgeThreshing sledge flints and Ottoman  flints and Ottoman  flints and Ottoman  flints and Ottoman 
pipe bowl on ground around. Local children calling out a few pipe bowl on ground around. Local children calling out a few pipe bowl on ground around. Local children calling out a few pipe bowl on ground around. Local children calling out a few 
English phrases English phrases English phrases English phrases ‘‘‘‘Michael goodbye!Michael goodbye!Michael goodbye!Michael goodbye!’, ‘’, ‘’, ‘’, ‘What’s your nameWhat’s your nameWhat’s your nameWhat’s your name,’,’,’,’    
‘‘‘‘Where are you going to?Where are you going to?Where are you going to?Where are you going to?’ ’ ’ ’ in cheeky vin cheeky vin cheeky vin cheeky voices.  Then locals, oices.  Then locals, oices.  Then locals, oices.  Then locals, 
including the grave digger withincluding the grave digger withincluding the grave digger withincluding the grave digger with    series of gold and silver teeth, series of gold and silver teeth, series of gold and silver teeth, series of gold and silver teeth, 
took us up to their took us up to their took us up to their took us up to their yaylayaylayaylayayla town known as  town known as  town known as  town known as ÖrenÖrenÖrenÖrenşehir ehir ehir ehir ((((‘‘‘‘Ruined Ruined Ruined Ruined 
CCCCityityityity’’’’) which is a fantastic site up on the windswept hillsides) which is a fantastic site up on the windswept hillsides) which is a fantastic site up on the windswept hillsides) which is a fantastic site up on the windswept hillsides    
(PS040)(PS040)(PS040)(PS040). . . .     
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[Fig 34[Fig 34[Fig 34[Fig 34]]]]        

    
On one slope is a series oOn one slope is a series oOn one slope is a series oOn one slope is a series of carved tombsf carved tombsf carved tombsf carved tombs (PS040a) (PS040a) (PS040a) (PS040a), several , several , several , several 
dug intodug intodug intodug into,,,, with rock carvings into the bedrock  with rock carvings into the bedrock  with rock carvings into the bedrock  with rock carvings into the bedrock –––– on adjacent  on adjacent  on adjacent  on adjacent 
hilltop and sides is an extensive hilltop and sides is an extensive hilltop and sides is an extensive hilltop and sides is an extensive RomanRomanRomanRoman town, of stone  town, of stone  town, of stone  town, of stone 
buildings with streets, alleys, buildings still visible at buildings with streets, alleys, buildings still visible at buildings with streets, alleys, buildings still visible at buildings with streets, alleys, buildings still visible at 
ground level. Nice quality pottery and as we wereground level. Nice quality pottery and as we wereground level. Nice quality pottery and as we wereground level. Nice quality pottery and as we were leaving  leaving  leaving  leaving 
Wendy found a bronze cWendy found a bronze cWendy found a bronze cWendy found a bronze coin oin oin oin –––– hard to see but scene of two hard to see but scene of two hard to see but scene of two hard to see but scene of two    
people on reverse and a head on obverse. Kept it quiet until no people on reverse and a head on obverse. Kept it quiet until no people on reverse and a head on obverse. Kept it quiet until no people on reverse and a head on obverse. Kept it quiet until no 
locals with us so as not to encourage illicit digging locals with us so as not to encourage illicit digging locals with us so as not to encourage illicit digging locals with us so as not to encourage illicit digging ––––    ‘‘‘‘GoldGoldGoldGold----
teethteethteethteeth’ ’ ’ ’ kept going on about itkept going on about itkept going on about itkept going on about it,,,, as do many villagers.  as do many villagers.  as do many villagers.  as do many villagers. Site is a Site is a Site is a Site is a 
ggggreat possibility for extensive future work, including site reat possibility for extensive future work, including site reat possibility for extensive future work, including site reat possibility for extensive future work, including site 
mapping and detailed survey followed by excavations. mapping and detailed survey followed by excavations. mapping and detailed survey followed by excavations. mapping and detailed survey followed by excavations.     
    
Returned to Returned to Returned to Returned to KaraaKaraaKaraaKaraağaç aç aç aç to be admitted to the to be admitted to the to be admitted to the to be admitted to the mmmmuhtar’suhtar’suhtar’suhtar’s guest  guest  guest  guest 
room, radiroom, radiroom, radiroom, radio incongruously playing Pink Flo incongruously playing Pink Flo incongruously playing Pink Flo incongruously playing Pink Floyd, and sat oyd, and sat oyd, and sat oyd, and sat 
down to the most terrific luncdown to the most terrific luncdown to the most terrific luncdown to the most terrific lunch of honey (probably very little h of honey (probably very little h of honey (probably very little h of honey (probably very little 
this year because of cold weather) cheese, butter, olives and out this year because of cold weather) cheese, butter, olives and out this year because of cold weather) cheese, butter, olives and out this year because of cold weather) cheese, butter, olives and out 
of this world cherry jam, all village made and lots of fresh of this world cherry jam, all village made and lots of fresh of this world cherry jam, all village made and lots of fresh of this world cherry jam, all village made and lots of fresh 
çayçayçayçay in sin in sin in sin in sinuous glasses. uous glasses. uous glasses. uous glasses.     
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Then returned home, along the busThen returned home, along the busThen returned home, along the busThen returned home, along the busy y y y İstanbulstanbulstanbulstanbul----SamsunSamsunSamsunSamsun    
highway. highway. highway. highway. Quite a feQuite a feQuite a feQuite a few Iranian lorries on it and lots of heavy w Iranian lorries on it and lots of heavy w Iranian lorries on it and lots of heavy w Iranian lorries on it and lots of heavy 
traffic, but Toyota copes well. Drew pottery here and nipped to traffic, but Toyota copes well. Drew pottery here and nipped to traffic, but Toyota copes well. Drew pottery here and nipped to traffic, but Toyota copes well. Drew pottery here and nipped to 
the the the the bbbbenzinlikenzinlikenzinlikenzinlik on main road for nosh and phoned mum at  on main road for nosh and phoned mum at  on main road for nosh and phoned mum at  on main road for nosh and phoned mum at 
home. Now it is raining fairly heavily again. home. Now it is raining fairly heavily again. home. Now it is raining fairly heavily again. home. Now it is raining fairly heavily again.     
    
In Ilgaz lot of shortIn Ilgaz lot of shortIn Ilgaz lot of shortIn Ilgaz lot of short----legged dogs of all colourslegged dogs of all colourslegged dogs of all colourslegged dogs of all colours and lengths,  and lengths,  and lengths,  and lengths, 
but all shortbut all shortbut all shortbut all short----legged. Dominant legged. Dominant legged. Dominant legged. Dominant dog dog dog dog gene around here. gene around here. gene around here. gene around here.     
    
IlgazIlgazIlgazIlgaz,,,, Monday 28 Monday 28 Monday 28 Monday 28thththth July 1997 July 1997 July 1997 July 1997    
Fantastic day out. First thing had breakfast on main road at Fantastic day out. First thing had breakfast on main road at Fantastic day out. First thing had breakfast on main road at Fantastic day out. First thing had breakfast on main road at 
benzinlikbenzinlikbenzinlikbenzinlik    then drove out to Kurthen drove out to Kurthen drove out to Kurthen drove out to Kurşunlu and down the back road unlu and down the back road unlu and down the back road unlu and down the back road 
towards towards towards towards DemirciöDemirciöDemirciöDemirciören, taking the western road through ren, taking the western road through ren, taking the western road through ren, taking the western road through 
DumanlDumanlDumanlDumanlıııı and  and  and  and TaTaTaTaşkaracalakaracalakaracalakaracalarrrr. . . . Dumanlı Dumanlı Dumanlı Dumanlı full of ancient stonefull of ancient stonefull of ancient stonefull of ancient stonessss    
but we sped through today and will return in future. Went to but we sped through today and will return in future. Went to but we sped through today and will return in future. Went to but we sped through today and will return in future. Went to 
KıKıKıKırsakal and stopped to photo old columns etc in the vilrsakal and stopped to photo old columns etc in the vilrsakal and stopped to photo old columns etc in the vilrsakal and stopped to photo old columns etc in the villagelagelagelage    
(PS041)(PS041)(PS041)(PS041). . . . [Figs 35[Figs 35[Figs 35[Figs 35----36]36]36]36]    
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On to the wonderful village of On to the wonderful village of On to the wonderful village of On to the wonderful village of SakSakSakSakaeli on the backs of the aeli on the backs of the aeli on the backs of the aeli on the backs of the 
DevDevDevDevrrrrez Çay, where we spent a dez Çay, where we spent a dez Çay, where we spent a dez Çay, where we spent a dreamreamreamream----like few hours. First like few hours. First like few hours. First like few hours. First met met met met 
the the the the mmmmuhtaruhtaruhtaruhtar, , , , İzmet Bey, red zmet Bey, red zmet Bey, red zmet Bey, red hair and blue eyes, a realhair and blue eyes, a realhair and blue eyes, a realhair and blue eyes, a real    
character who instantly agreed to show us round thcharacter who instantly agreed to show us round thcharacter who instantly agreed to show us round thcharacter who instantly agreed to show us round the sights. e sights. e sights. e sights.     
[Fig 37] [Fig 37] [Fig 37] [Fig 37]     
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‘‘‘‘Back in an hour, get the Back in an hour, get the Back in an hour, get the Back in an hour, get the çayçayçayçay ready ready ready ready’, ’, ’, ’, he said to his wife as we he said to his wife as we he said to his wife as we he said to his wife as we 
left. First we toured the many old architectural fragments releft. First we toured the many old architectural fragments releft. First we toured the many old architectural fragments releft. First we toured the many old architectural fragments re----
used in the foundation wall and gardens of one of the used in the foundation wall and gardens of one of the used in the foundation wall and gardens of one of the used in the foundation wall and gardens of one of the 
villagevillagevillagevillagerrrrssss (PS042, PS042a (PS042, PS042a (PS042, PS042a (PS042, PS042a)))). Other columns and capitals. Other columns and capitals. Other columns and capitals. Other columns and capitals are  are  are  are 
selectively positioned around the place. selectively positioned around the place. selectively positioned around the place. selectively positioned around the place.     
    
Then drove a short way down the river on its left bank anThen drove a short way down the river on its left bank anThen drove a short way down the river on its left bank anThen drove a short way down the river on its left bank and set d set d set d set 
out for a great trek, marchout for a great trek, marchout for a great trek, marchout for a great trek, marching aing aing aing along the bank of the green long the bank of the green long the bank of the green long the bank of the green 
fastfastfastfast----flowing river, now on wide meadows, next hemmed in by flowing river, now on wide meadows, next hemmed in by flowing river, now on wide meadows, next hemmed in by flowing river, now on wide meadows, next hemmed in by 
steep cliffs with cut cavessteep cliffs with cut cavessteep cliffs with cut cavessteep cliffs with cut caves dark in the cliff faces, insects  dark in the cliff faces, insects  dark in the cliff faces, insects  dark in the cliff faces, insects 
humminghumminghumminghumming,,,, birds overhead, a birds overhead, a birds overhead, a birds overhead, a warm summer’s day in northern  warm summer’s day in northern  warm summer’s day in northern  warm summer’s day in northern 
Anatolia. Walked for several kilometres and then caAnatolia. Walked for several kilometres and then caAnatolia. Walked for several kilometres and then caAnatolia. Walked for several kilometres and then caught a ught a ught a ught a 
glimpse of our aim glimpse of our aim glimpse of our aim glimpse of our aim –––– Gavur Kalesi ( Gavur Kalesi ( Gavur Kalesi ( Gavur Kalesi (‘‘‘‘Castle of the InfidelsCastle of the InfidelsCastle of the InfidelsCastle of the Infidels’)’)’)’), , , , 
hhhhigh up with great masonry still intactigh up with great masonry still intactigh up with great masonry still intactigh up with great masonry still intact (PS04 (PS04 (PS04 (PS043)3)3)3). Only . Only . Only . Only 
problem problem problem problem –––– it was on the other bank. Now  it was on the other bank. Now  it was on the other bank. Now  it was on the other bank. Now clearclearclearclear we had to wade  we had to wade  we had to wade  we had to wade 
across the Devrez, so off came boots and socks and we across the Devrez, so off came boots and socks and we across the Devrez, so off came boots and socks and we across the Devrez, so off came boots and socks and we 
struggled across kneestruggled across kneestruggled across kneestruggled across knee----deep water deep water deep water deep water     
[Fig 38[Fig 38[Fig 38[Fig 38] ] ] ]     
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and on up the very steep incline, stopping for breath in gasps, and on up the very steep incline, stopping for breath in gasps, and on up the very steep incline, stopping for breath in gasps, and on up the very steep incline, stopping for breath in gasps, 
passing the passing the passing the passing the CappadociaCappadociaCappadociaCappadocia----like rock formations of hard rocks like rock formations of hard rocks like rock formations of hard rocks like rock formations of hard rocks 
sitting on pinnaclesitting on pinnaclesitting on pinnaclesitting on pinnaclessss of eroding softer deposits  of eroding softer deposits  of eroding softer deposits  of eroding softer deposits     
    
[Fig 39[Fig 39[Fig 39[Fig 39]]]]        

    
    
and all the way up to the most spectacular hill top with and all the way up to the most spectacular hill top with and all the way up to the most spectacular hill top with and all the way up to the most spectacular hill top with 
commanding views on all sides, located in an oxcommanding views on all sides, located in an oxcommanding views on all sides, located in an oxcommanding views on all sides, located in an ox----bow shape of bow shape of bow shape of bow shape of 
the river running the river running the river running the river running aaaall around, treell around, treell around, treell around, tree----llllineineineined and a long way d and a long way d and a long way d and a long way 
down, view across to down, view across to down, view across to down, view across to SunurSunurSunurSunurlu the next village lu the next village lu the next village lu the next village ddddown stream. own stream. own stream. own stream.     
    
    
Wonderful masonry on top, rectangular plan with semiWonderful masonry on top, rectangular plan with semiWonderful masonry on top, rectangular plan with semiWonderful masonry on top, rectangular plan with semi----
circular bastions at corners and along circular bastions at corners and along circular bastions at corners and along circular bastions at corners and along lengths and twolengths and twolengths and twolengths and two    
entrances. entrances. entrances. entrances.     
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[Fig 40[Fig 40[Fig 40[Fig 40] ] ] ]     

    
    
Very wellVery wellVery wellVery well----built wabuilt wabuilt wabuilt walls 2.30 m thick, no lls 2.30 m thick, no lls 2.30 m thick, no lls 2.30 m thick, no mortar. Age? Very mortar. Age? Very mortar. Age? Very mortar. Age? Very 
hard to tell. Very little pottery on site so probably not occupied hard to tell. Very little pottery on site so probably not occupied hard to tell. Very little pottery on site so probably not occupied hard to tell. Very little pottery on site so probably not occupied 
for long, probably Byzantine. Immense effort to build such a for long, probably Byzantine. Immense effort to build such a for long, probably Byzantine. Immense effort to build such a for long, probably Byzantine. Immense effort to build such a 
fortress or refuge. Across the river lay fortress or refuge. Across the river lay fortress or refuge. Across the river lay fortress or refuge. Across the river lay Müsülman KalesiMüsülman KalesiMüsülman KalesiMüsülman Kalesi    
((((‘‘‘‘BelieversBelieversBelieversBelievers’’’’ Castle Castle Castle Castle’’’’) which we didn’t inspect. Possib) which we didn’t inspect. Possib) which we didn’t inspect. Possib) which we didn’t inspect. Possibly same ly same ly same ly same 
date or later, but we have to leave that for another day. date or later, but we have to leave that for another day. date or later, but we have to leave that for another day. date or later, but we have to leave that for another day.     
    
As I scrambled around the north sides of the building looking As I scrambled around the north sides of the building looking As I scrambled around the north sides of the building looking As I scrambled around the north sides of the building looking 
for traces of the bastions, I glanced up and saw a jet airliner for traces of the bastions, I glanced up and saw a jet airliner for traces of the bastions, I glanced up and saw a jet airliner for traces of the bastions, I glanced up and saw a jet airliner 
waywaywayway,,,, way up high and was s way up high and was s way up high and was s way up high and was suddenly jerked into the presentuddenly jerked into the presentuddenly jerked into the presentuddenly jerked into the present, , , , 
watwatwatwatching the mighty machine head past a waning moon ching the mighty machine head past a waning moon ching the mighty machine head past a waning moon ching the mighty machine head past a waning moon 
visible in the bright north sky. After recording the site in a visible in the bright north sky. After recording the site in a visible in the bright north sky. After recording the site in a visible in the bright north sky. After recording the site in a 
preliminary preliminary preliminary preliminary way way way way we all scrambled down the hill and walked we all scrambled down the hill and walked we all scrambled down the hill and walked we all scrambled down the hill and walked 
back along the right bank. back along the right bank. back along the right bank. back along the right bank.     
    
Reached point opposite the car, site of an old ford now fReached point opposite the car, site of an old ford now fReached point opposite the car, site of an old ford now fReached point opposite the car, site of an old ford now flooded looded looded looded 
and I waded across, water reaching and I waded across, water reaching and I waded across, water reaching and I waded across, water reaching close to myclose to myclose to myclose to my waist, so  waist, so  waist, so  waist, so 
trousers etc completely soaked. trousers etc completely soaked. trousers etc completely soaked. trousers etc completely soaked.     
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[Fig 41] [Fig 41] [Fig 41] [Fig 41]     

    
Drove car round tDrove car round tDrove car round tDrove car round to pick up the others and on to o pick up the others and on to o pick up the others and on to o pick up the others and on to mmmmuhtar’suhtar’suhtar’suhtar’s for  for  for  for 
wonderful lunch ofwonderful lunch ofwonderful lunch ofwonderful lunch of bread, cheese, butter, cherry j bread, cheese, butter, cherry j bread, cheese, butter, cherry j bread, cheese, butter, cherry jam, olives am, olives am, olives am, olives 
and lots of and lots of and lots of and lots of çayçayçayçay, all much, all much, all much, all much needed after exertions, lots of chat  needed after exertions, lots of chat  needed after exertions, lots of chat  needed after exertions, lots of chat 
with locals and then they took us to see some of their caves, with locals and then they took us to see some of their caves, with locals and then they took us to see some of their caves, with locals and then they took us to see some of their caves, 
cut into rock directly behind the village. Some are quite old, cut into rock directly behind the village. Some are quite old, cut into rock directly behind the village. Some are quite old, cut into rock directly behind the village. Some are quite old, 
presumably Late Roman/Byzantine and they line the river presumably Late Roman/Byzantine and they line the river presumably Late Roman/Byzantine and they line the river presumably Late Roman/Byzantine and they line the river 
at many points. at many points. at many points. at many points. MuhtarMuhtarMuhtarMuhtar had lent me hi had lent me hi had lent me hi had lent me his trousers and s trousers and s trousers and s trousers and 
green/white striped shirt and I drove off in boxer shorts after green/white striped shirt and I drove off in boxer shorts after green/white striped shirt and I drove off in boxer shorts after green/white striped shirt and I drove off in boxer shorts after 
drinking lots of cool drinking lots of cool drinking lots of cool drinking lots of cool ayranayranayranayran in the car.  in the car.  in the car.  in the car.     
    
A really wonderful, lifeA really wonderful, lifeA really wonderful, lifeA really wonderful, life----enhancing, blooming, blossoming enhancing, blooming, blossoming enhancing, blooming, blossoming enhancing, blooming, blossoming 
day. day. day. day.     
    
IlgazIlgazIlgazIlgaz,,,, Tuesday 29 Tuesday 29 Tuesday 29 Tuesday 29thththth July 1997 July 1997 July 1997 July 1997    
DDDDrove to Orta first thing, using main roarove to Orta first thing, using main roarove to Orta first thing, using main roarove to Orta first thing, using main road. Lots of Iranian d. Lots of Iranian d. Lots of Iranian d. Lots of Iranian 
lorries and some Iranian buses lorries and some Iranian buses lorries and some Iranian buses lorries and some Iranian buses –––– clearly a major east clearly a major east clearly a major east clearly a major east----west west west west 
route today and in the past. Saw one bus for Tabrizroute today and in the past. Saw one bus for Tabrizroute today and in the past. Saw one bus for Tabrizroute today and in the past. Saw one bus for Tabriz....    
    
Had breakfast in Orta Had breakfast in Orta Had breakfast in Orta Had breakfast in Orta –––– in recently opened Manolya  in recently opened Manolya  in recently opened Manolya  in recently opened Manolya 
LLLLokantasokantasokantasokantasıııı, pictures on wall of local dignitaries attending , pictures on wall of local dignitaries attending , pictures on wall of local dignitaries attending , pictures on wall of local dignitaries attending 
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opening, a sheopening, a sheopening, a sheopening, a sheep’s throat being cut at the threshold. Our host ep’s throat being cut at the threshold. Our host ep’s throat being cut at the threshold. Our host ep’s throat being cut at the threshold. Our host 
was not very was not very was not very was not very swiftswiftswiftswift and it took some time to get breakfast out  and it took some time to get breakfast out  and it took some time to get breakfast out  and it took some time to get breakfast out 
of him. of him. of him. of him. ‘‘‘‘TaTaTaTaştan ktan ktan ktan kan almakan almakan almakan almak’ ’ ’ ’ was was was was my attempt my attempt my attempt my attempt atatatat    ‘‘‘‘getting blood getting blood getting blood getting blood 
from a stonefrom a stonefrom a stonefrom a stone’ ’ ’ ’ forforforfor Cevdet.  Cevdet.  Cevdet.  Cevdet.     
    
OnOnOnOn    to Kalfat, village north of Ortato Kalfat, village north of Ortato Kalfat, village north of Ortato Kalfat, village north of Orta,,,, to photograph som to photograph som to photograph som to photograph some se se se stones tones tones tones 
round the back of the round the back of the round the back of the round the back of the camiicamiicamiicamii (PS035) (PS035) (PS035) (PS035). Then explored west parts . Then explored west parts . Then explored west parts . Then explored west parts 
of Orta province. First to Yuvof Orta province. First to Yuvof Orta province. First to Yuvof Orta province. First to Yuvaaaa village, stopping on the road as  village, stopping on the road as  village, stopping on the road as  village, stopping on the road as 
we spotted rewe spotted rewe spotted rewe spotted re----used stones used stones used stones used stones –––– columns and capitals used to  columns and capitals used to  columns and capitals used to  columns and capitals used to 
support the wooden pillars of a corrugated iron leansupport the wooden pillars of a corrugated iron leansupport the wooden pillars of a corrugated iron leansupport the wooden pillars of a corrugated iron lean----to to to to 
harbouringharbouringharbouringharbouring piles of dung cakes and stones set into the  piles of dung cakes and stones set into the  piles of dung cakes and stones set into the  piles of dung cakes and stones set into the camiicamiicamiicamii    
yard wallyard wallyard wallyard wall (PS044) (PS044) (PS044) (PS044). Then to Dodurga where we photographed . Then to Dodurga where we photographed . Then to Dodurga where we photographed . Then to Dodurga where we photographed 
more old columns outside the more old columns outside the more old columns outside the more old columns outside the camiicamiicamiicamii and chatted to locals and chatted to locals and chatted to locals and chatted to locals    
(PS045)(PS045)(PS045)(PS045). . . .     
    
Drove on tDrove on tDrove on tDrove on to Kayo Kayo Kayo Kayııııören, climbing up the golden slopes in central ören, climbing up the golden slopes in central ören, climbing up the golden slopes in central ören, climbing up the golden slopes in central 
Anatolia. Anatolia. Anatolia. Anatolia. Kayıören Kayıören Kayıören Kayıören is a modern village replacing an earlier is a modern village replacing an earlier is a modern village replacing an earlier is a modern village replacing an earlier 
one a few hundred metres downone a few hundred metres downone a few hundred metres downone a few hundred metres down----slope and now below the water slope and now below the water slope and now below the water slope and now below the water 
of a mediumof a mediumof a mediumof a medium----sized lake which has lapped away the vegetation sized lake which has lapped away the vegetation sized lake which has lapped away the vegetation sized lake which has lapped away the vegetation 
and soil at its margins expoand soil at its margins expoand soil at its margins expoand soil at its margins exposing the rock stratigraphy sing the rock stratigraphy sing the rock stratigraphy sing the rock stratigraphy 
underneath.  The lake is fringed by stranded cemeteries, underneath.  The lake is fringed by stranded cemeteries, underneath.  The lake is fringed by stranded cemeteries, underneath.  The lake is fringed by stranded cemeteries, 
generally generally generally generally located higher than the villagelocated higher than the villagelocated higher than the villagelocated higher than the villages they serve, now s they serve, now s they serve, now s they serve, now 
without their villagers. without their villagers. without their villagers. without their villagers. [Fig 43] [Fig 43] [Fig 43] [Fig 43]     
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We visited one cemetery wiWe visited one cemetery wiWe visited one cemetery wiWe visited one cemetery with twoth twoth twoth two old old old old----timers and photographed timers and photographed timers and photographed timers and photographed 
ancient columnsancient columnsancient columnsancient columns in tumbled in tumbled in tumbled in tumbled----down state redown state redown state redown state re----used as graveused as graveused as graveused as grave----
stones. stones. stones. stones. ‘‘‘‘Your village used to be lower down the hill, I thinkYour village used to be lower down the hill, I thinkYour village used to be lower down the hill, I thinkYour village used to be lower down the hill, I think,,,,’’’’ I  I  I  I 
saidsaidsaidsaid....    ‘‘‘‘Yes it’s now under waterYes it’s now under waterYes it’s now under waterYes it’s now under water,,,,’ they replied tonelessly. ’ they replied tonelessly. ’ they replied tonelessly. ’ they replied tonelessly. Some Some Some Some 
of the graves in the old cemetery had been robbeof the graves in the old cemetery had been robbeof the graves in the old cemetery had been robbeof the graves in the old cemetery had been robbed d d d –––– or at least  or at least  or at least  or at least 
one had, with one had, with one had, with one had, with rererere----used used used used old church columns set in an imposing old church columns set in an imposing old church columns set in an imposing old church columns set in an imposing 
square. square. square. square.     
[Fig 44][Fig 44][Fig 44][Fig 44]    

        
    
Prior to that we pulled up in Prior to that we pulled up in Prior to that we pulled up in Prior to that we pulled up in Kayıören Kayıören Kayıören Kayıören to ask if there was to ask if there was to ask if there was to ask if there was 
much of interest for us. An oldmuch of interest for us. An oldmuch of interest for us. An oldmuch of interest for us. An old----timer came out and said no, timer came out and said no, timer came out and said no, timer came out and said no, 
there was nothing at all. Michael, Tom and I (Penny ill in there was nothing at all. Michael, Tom and I (Penny ill in there was nothing at all. Michael, Tom and I (Penny ill in there was nothing at all. Michael, Tom and I (Penny ill in 
hotel today) went hotel today) went hotel today) went hotel today) went ofofofofffff to photo old stones at the  to photo old stones at the  to photo old stones at the  to photo old stones at the camicamicamicamiiiii    
(PS046)(PS046)(PS046)(PS046). When we returned Cevdet had worked his usual . When we returned Cevdet had worked his usual . When we returned Cevdet had worked his usual . When we returned Cevdet had worked his usual 
magic and the oldmagic and the oldmagic and the oldmagic and the old----timer was now ready to take us to an timer was now ready to take us to an timer was now ready to take us to an timer was now ready to take us to an 
ancient site a few km away. But first he had to collect a ancient site a few km away. But first he had to collect a ancient site a few km away. But first he had to collect a ancient site a few km away. But first he had to collect a 
friend who knew the way. We drove along the main strfriend who knew the way. We drove along the main strfriend who knew the way. We drove along the main strfriend who knew the way. We drove along the main street eet eet eet to to to to a a a a 
small house where our oldsmall house where our oldsmall house where our oldsmall house where our old----timer hollered up the hill in a timer hollered up the hill in a timer hollered up the hill in a timer hollered up the hill in a 
screeching voice and out tottered an even olderscreeching voice and out tottered an even olderscreeching voice and out tottered an even olderscreeching voice and out tottered an even older----timer, also timer, also timer, also timer, also 
screeching in an inhuman tone. It was too much for Cevdet screeching in an inhuman tone. It was too much for Cevdet screeching in an inhuman tone. It was too much for Cevdet screeching in an inhuman tone. It was too much for Cevdet 
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who collapsed in boyish who collapsed in boyish who collapsed in boyish who collapsed in boyish giggles in the front seat. The twogiggles in the front seat. The twogiggles in the front seat. The twogiggles in the front seat. The two old old old old----
timers gtimers gtimers gtimers got in the car, wheezing and smelling strongly of old ot in the car, wheezing and smelling strongly of old ot in the car, wheezing and smelling strongly of old ot in the car, wheezing and smelling strongly of old 
tobacco. We drove past the cemetery mentioned abovetobacco. We drove past the cemetery mentioned abovetobacco. We drove past the cemetery mentioned abovetobacco. We drove past the cemetery mentioned above;;;;    ‘‘‘‘Might Might Might Might 
come in handy on the way backcome in handy on the way backcome in handy on the way backcome in handy on the way back,’,’,’,’ Tom quipped. Drove on  Tom quipped. Drove on  Tom quipped. Drove on  Tom quipped. Drove on 
upupupuphill over dusty tracks and broad shoulders of flowering hill over dusty tracks and broad shoulders of flowering hill over dusty tracks and broad shoulders of flowering hill over dusty tracks and broad shoulders of flowering 
hills until we reached our desthills until we reached our desthills until we reached our desthills until we reached our destination. The older timer then set ination. The older timer then set ination. The older timer then set ination. The older timer then set 
off at a goodoff at a goodoff at a goodoff at a good p p p pace across the fields (all the locals we’ve met in ace across the fields (all the locals we’ve met in ace across the fields (all the locals we’ve met in ace across the fields (all the locals we’ve met in 
the villages have been very agile and quick on tthe villages have been very agile and quick on tthe villages have been very agile and quick on tthe villages have been very agile and quick on their feet, right heir feet, right heir feet, right heir feet, right 
up to 87 yearsup to 87 yearsup to 87 yearsup to 87 years----old chap a few days agoold chap a few days agoold chap a few days agoold chap a few days ago)))). We reached a dug. We reached a dug. We reached a dug. We reached a dug----
out tomb in a lovely bend by a stout tomb in a lovely bend by a stout tomb in a lovely bend by a stout tomb in a lovely bend by a streamreamreamream (PS047) (PS047) (PS047) (PS047), and then , and then , and then , and then 
spotted a whole series of stone buildings as foundations, spotted a whole series of stone buildings as foundations, spotted a whole series of stone buildings as foundations, spotted a whole series of stone buildings as foundations, 
known as Gavur Evleriknown as Gavur Evleriknown as Gavur Evleriknown as Gavur Evleri,,,,    ‘‘‘‘Houses of the InfidelsHouses of the InfidelsHouses of the InfidelsHouses of the Infidels’’’’, , , , probablyprobablyprobablyprobably    
Byzantine in dateByzantine in dateByzantine in dateByzantine in date (PS047a) (PS047a) (PS047a) (PS047a). . . . What was the ByzantineWhat was the ByzantineWhat was the ByzantineWhat was the Byzantine––––
Turkish, ChristianTurkish, ChristianTurkish, ChristianTurkish, Christian––––Muslim transition like in such a place as Muslim transition like in such a place as Muslim transition like in such a place as Muslim transition like in such a place as 
this?this?this?this? How sudden, cruel, all How sudden, cruel, all How sudden, cruel, all How sudden, cruel, all----embracing, tied to language, embracing, tied to language, embracing, tied to language, embracing, tied to language, 
society, material culture? That’s a question wesociety, material culture? That’s a question wesociety, material culture? That’s a question wesociety, material culture? That’s a question we need to  need to  need to  need to 
addressaddressaddressaddress. . . .     
    
Back to village where we dropped off our friends and waved Back to village where we dropped off our friends and waved Back to village where we dropped off our friends and waved Back to village where we dropped off our friends and waved 
goodbye to their watery timeless tired eyes. Drove on to goodbye to their watery timeless tired eyes. Drove on to goodbye to their watery timeless tired eyes. Drove on to goodbye to their watery timeless tired eyes. Drove on to 
BuBuBuBuğuröuröuröurören passing large herd of cattle, which included a ren passing large herd of cattle, which included a ren passing large herd of cattle, which included a ren passing large herd of cattle, which included a 
dozen water buffalo, strange big creatures who stared at the dozen water buffalo, strange big creatures who stared at the dozen water buffalo, strange big creatures who stared at the dozen water buffalo, strange big creatures who stared at the 
car. car. car. car. [Fig 45[Fig 45[Fig 45[Fig 45] ] ] ]     
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Rounded the corner in Rounded the corner in Rounded the corner in Rounded the corner in BuBuBuBuğurören urören urören urören by the by the by the by the camiicamiicamiicamii and there were  and there were  and there were  and there were 
sixsixsixsix or  or  or  or eighteighteighteight men sat outside the  men sat outside the  men sat outside the  men sat outside the camicamicamicamiiiii in the sun who all rose  in the sun who all rose  in the sun who all rose  in the sun who all rose 
to shake our hands and to shake our hands and to shake our hands and to shake our hands and bidbidbidbid us  us  us  us hhhhooooş    geldinigeldinigeldinigeldinizzzz. Two of them . Two of them . Two of them . Two of them 
knew of local antiquities, saying that lions had come from a knew of local antiquities, saying that lions had come from a knew of local antiquities, saying that lions had come from a knew of local antiquities, saying that lions had come from a 
nearby location and they would take nearby location and they would take nearby location and they would take nearby location and they would take us thereus thereus thereus there (PS048) (PS048) (PS048) (PS048). Off . Off . Off . Off 
we went to a hillwe went to a hillwe went to a hillwe went to a hill----slope overlooking a beautiful little treeslope overlooking a beautiful little treeslope overlooking a beautiful little treeslope overlooking a beautiful little tree----lined lined lined lined 
stream on an otstream on an otstream on an otstream on an otherwise fairly blank landscape. Much illicit herwise fairly blank landscape. Much illicit herwise fairly blank landscape. Much illicit herwise fairly blank landscape. Much illicit 
digging over the slope, and a few sherds of Roman or digging over the slope, and a few sherds of Roman or digging over the slope, and a few sherds of Roman or digging over the slope, and a few sherds of Roman or 
Byzantine date. Big hole where lions were alleged to have been Byzantine date. Big hole where lions were alleged to have been Byzantine date. Big hole where lions were alleged to have been Byzantine date. Big hole where lions were alleged to have been 
dug out, 20 years ago, will follow up in dug out, 20 years ago, will follow up in dug out, 20 years ago, will follow up in dug out, 20 years ago, will follow up in Çankırı Çankırı Çankırı Çankırı MMMMuseum useum useum useum 
tomorrow. tomorrow. tomorrow. tomorrow.     
            
On across the hills to anOn across the hills to anOn across the hills to anOn across the hills to another site, Örentepother site, Örentepother site, Örentepother site, Örentepeeeesi, where local chap si, where local chap si, where local chap si, where local chap 
showed us more illicit diggingshowed us more illicit diggingshowed us more illicit diggingshowed us more illicit digging, this time of , this time of , this time of , this time of 
Roman/Roman/Roman/Roman/Byzantine cemeteryByzantine cemeteryByzantine cemeteryByzantine cemetery (PS049) (PS049) (PS049) (PS049). Graves dug deep into . Graves dug deep into . Graves dug deep into . Graves dug deep into 
white/grey volcanic ash with obsidian pebbles. A sherd of white/grey volcanic ash with obsidian pebbles. A sherd of white/grey volcanic ash with obsidian pebbles. A sherd of white/grey volcanic ash with obsidian pebbles. A sherd of 
glass and some stones with rudimentary crosses cutglass and some stones with rudimentary crosses cutglass and some stones with rudimentary crosses cutglass and some stones with rudimentary crosses cut into  into  into  into 
tttthem. A few human bones, ahem. A few human bones, ahem. A few human bones, ahem. A few human bones, a sordid end. Gold sordid end. Gold sordid end. Gold sordid end. Gold----digging and digging and digging and digging and 
dreaming a way of life here. dreaming a way of life here. dreaming a way of life here. dreaming a way of life here.     
    
Quick picnic lunch on roadQuick picnic lunch on roadQuick picnic lunch on roadQuick picnic lunch on road----side, sun coside, sun coside, sun coside, sun coming out more then ming out more then ming out more then ming out more then 
drove to Orta to see chief of drove to Orta to see chief of drove to Orta to see chief of drove to Orta to see chief of jjjjandarmaandarmaandarmaandarma, to say we, to say we, to say we, to say we    had finished had finished had finished had finished 
with Orta with Orta with Orta with Orta ilçilçilçilçeeee and would be moving on to Kur and would be moving on to Kur and would be moving on to Kur and would be moving on to Kurşuuuunnnnlu. More lu. More lu. More lu. More 
jokes about gold, treasure, digging, equjokes about gold, treasure, digging, equjokes about gold, treasure, digging, equjokes about gold, treasure, digging, equipment for detecting ipment for detecting ipment for detecting ipment for detecting 
treasure (atreasure (atreasure (atreasure (as I took photo at Byzantine site near s I took photo at Byzantine site near s I took photo at Byzantine site near s I took photo at Byzantine site near KayıKayıKayıKayıörenörenörenören the  the  the  the 
older timerolder timerolder timerolder timer said  said  said  said ‘‘‘‘Can that machine detect gold?Can that machine detect gold?Can that machine detect gold?Can that machine detect gold?’’’’    ‘‘‘‘No itNo itNo itNo it’’’’s just s just s just s just 
for taking photosfor taking photosfor taking photosfor taking photos....’ ’ ’ ’ ‘‘‘‘OhOhOhOh,,,,’’’’    barely concealing disappointmentbarely concealing disappointmentbarely concealing disappointmentbarely concealing disappointment). ). ). ). 
JandarmaJandarmaJandarmaJandarma chief looks like Christopher  chief looks like Christopher  chief looks like Christopher  chief looks like Christopher WalkenWalkenWalkenWalken....    
    
Started drive home. Decided to have quick check of mound Started drive home. Decided to have quick check of mound Started drive home. Decided to have quick check of mound Started drive home. Decided to have quick check of mound 
near road out of Orta near road out of Orta near road out of Orta near road out of Orta at Salurat Salurat Salurat Salur village. Turns out to be the  village. Turns out to be the  village. Turns out to be the  village. Turns out to be the 
most wonderful early settlement with certainly Early Bronze most wonderful early settlement with certainly Early Bronze most wonderful early settlement with certainly Early Bronze most wonderful early settlement with certainly Early Bronze 
Age but possibly also earlierAge but possibly also earlierAge but possibly also earlierAge but possibly also earlier material perhaps Chalcolithic material perhaps Chalcolithic material perhaps Chalcolithic material perhaps Chalcolithic    
(PS050)(PS050)(PS050)(PS050). . . .     
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[Fig 46[Fig 46[Fig 46[Fig 46] ] ] ]     

    
We need to get to grips with this material but there is little to We need to get to grips with this material but there is little to We need to get to grips with this material but there is little to We need to get to grips with this material but there is little to 
go on for excavated sites. Sped home, lorrygo on for excavated sites. Sped home, lorrygo on for excavated sites. Sped home, lorrygo on for excavated sites. Sped home, lorry----hopping for late hopping for late hopping for late hopping for late 
returnreturnreturnreturn,,,, shower, pottery drawing, meal at  shower, pottery drawing, meal at  shower, pottery drawing, meal at  shower, pottery drawing, meal at bbbbenzinlikenzinlikenzinlikenzinlik and now  and now  and now  and now 
ScrabbleScrabbleScrabbleScrabble and a dr and a dr and a dr and a drink. ink. ink. ink.     
    JandarmaJandarmaJandarmaJandarma re our hotel re our hotel re our hotel re our hotel::::    ‘‘‘‘RestoRestoRestoRestoranranranran mesto mesto mesto mestoran,ran,ran,ran, bar mar, var mı bar mar, var mı bar mar, var mı bar mar, var mı????’’’’    
How TüHow TüHow TüHow Türk. rk. rk. rk.     
    
IlgazIlgazIlgazIlgaz,,,,    Wednesday Wednesday Wednesday Wednesday 30303030thththth July 1997 July 1997 July 1997 July 1997    
Sitting on hotel balcony on thirdSitting on hotel balcony on thirdSitting on hotel balcony on thirdSitting on hotel balcony on third floor watching the Ilgaz  floor watching the Ilgaz  floor watching the Ilgaz  floor watching the Ilgaz 
world go by. world go by. world go by. world go by. [Fig 47] [Fig 47] [Fig 47] [Fig 47]     
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Our truck is parked directly across the street, looking tougOur truck is parked directly across the street, looking tougOur truck is parked directly across the street, looking tougOur truck is parked directly across the street, looking tough h h h 
and sprightly and raring to get back to action tomorrow. I and sprightly and raring to get back to action tomorrow. I and sprightly and raring to get back to action tomorrow. I and sprightly and raring to get back to action tomorrow. I 
face north, across the mottled tile roofs of the town, the face north, across the mottled tile roofs of the town, the face north, across the mottled tile roofs of the town, the face north, across the mottled tile roofs of the town, the 
soaring swaying poplar trees and three sharp needlesoaring swaying poplar trees and three sharp needlesoaring swaying poplar trees and three sharp needlesoaring swaying poplar trees and three sharp needle----like like like like 
minarets in view, all backed by the mighty Olgassys minarets in view, all backed by the mighty Olgassys minarets in view, all backed by the mighty Olgassys minarets in view, all backed by the mighty Olgassys 
mountains rolling mistily umountains rolling mistily umountains rolling mistily umountains rolling mistily up to a cap of greyp to a cap of greyp to a cap of greyp to a cap of grey----white cloud white cloud white cloud white cloud 
under an open blue sky. It is early evening, people are toing under an open blue sky. It is early evening, people are toing under an open blue sky. It is early evening, people are toing under an open blue sky. It is early evening, people are toing 
and froing, almost exclusively men, tractors passing through and froing, almost exclusively men, tractors passing through and froing, almost exclusively men, tractors passing through and froing, almost exclusively men, tractors passing through 
with threshing equipment and stacks of hay, people with with threshing equipment and stacks of hay, people with with threshing equipment and stacks of hay, people with with threshing equipment and stacks of hay, people with 
things to do but no rush to get them done, a lthings to do but no rush to get them done, a lthings to do but no rush to get them done, a lthings to do but no rush to get them done, a little town in ittle town in ittle town in ittle town in 
northern Anatolia. northern Anatolia. northern Anatolia. northern Anatolia.     
    
A little to the left A little to the left A little to the left A little to the left –––– the town square the hub of activity, where the town square the hub of activity, where the town square the hub of activity, where the town square the hub of activity, where    
the Ankara bus arrives and departs threethe Ankara bus arrives and departs threethe Ankara bus arrives and departs threethe Ankara bus arrives and departs three times a day and  times a day and  times a day and  times a day and 
taxis sit and people stroll, and the taxis sit and people stroll, and the taxis sit and people stroll, and the taxis sit and people stroll, and the İstanbul Lokantası stanbul Lokantası stanbul Lokantası stanbul Lokantası gives gives gives gives 
outoutoutout. At its north side a small park. At its north side a small park. At its north side a small park. At its north side a small park    with a few wellwith a few wellwith a few wellwith a few well----developed developed developed developed 
trees and patches of grass trees and patches of grass trees and patches of grass trees and patches of grass with brightly coloured benches on with brightly coloured benches on with brightly coloured benches on with brightly coloured benches on 
which sitwhich sitwhich sitwhich sit    old men watching the activity in the town centre old men watching the activity in the town centre old men watching the activity in the town centre old men watching the activity in the town centre 
and talking of this and that, beneath Turkish flags flying and talking of this and that, beneath Turkish flags flying and talking of this and that, beneath Turkish flags flying and talking of this and that, beneath Turkish flags flying 
on tall poles. on tall poles. on tall poles. on tall poles.     
    
Late breakfast in Late breakfast in Late breakfast in Late breakfast in İstanbul Lokantastanbul Lokantastanbul Lokantastanbul Lokantası sı sı sı at 8at 8at 8at 8.00.00.00.00 then drew  then drew  then drew  then drew 
pottery much of the day interrupted by trip to pottery much of the day interrupted by trip to pottery much of the day interrupted by trip to pottery much of the day interrupted by trip to ÇankırıÇankırıÇankırıÇankırı to see  to see  to see  to see 
people inpeople inpeople inpeople in the museum, get some cash etc. L the museum, get some cash etc. L the museum, get some cash etc. L the museum, get some cash etc. Looked at lions ooked at lions ooked at lions ooked at lions 
outside museum outside museum outside museum outside museum –––– one  one  one  one fine,fine,fine,fine, very eroded one in sandstone and  very eroded one in sandstone and  very eroded one in sandstone and  very eroded one in sandstone and 
at least at least at least at least threethreethreethree others. Two were registered at the museum others. Two were registered at the museum others. Two were registered at the museum others. Two were registered at the museum in  in  in  in 
1974 and 1975 which would fit with the 1974 and 1975 which would fit with the 1974 and 1975 which would fit with the 1974 and 1975 which would fit with the ‘‘‘‘20 years ago20 years ago20 years ago20 years ago’ ’ ’ ’ for for for for 
the discovery of lions at the discovery of lions at the discovery of lions at the discovery of lions at BuBuBuBuğurörenurörenurörenurören, but there seem to be little , but there seem to be little , but there seem to be little , but there seem to be little 
or no details and all the staff of the museum are away. The or no details and all the staff of the museum are away. The or no details and all the staff of the museum are away. The or no details and all the staff of the museum are away. The 
doorkeeper remembered lions arriving then doorkeeper remembered lions arriving then doorkeeper remembered lions arriving then doorkeeper remembered lions arriving then –––– they had to  they had to  they had to  they had to 
borrow a pickborrow a pickborrow a pickborrow a pick----up to collect them up to collect them up to collect them up to collect them –––– but he thought it was from  but he thought it was from  but he thought it was from  but he thought it was from 
ÇerkeÇerkeÇerkeÇerkeş area. Still some other leads to follow.  area. Still some other leads to follow.  area. Still some other leads to follow.  area. Still some other leads to follow.     
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Wendy and Wendy and Wendy and Wendy and GülgüGülgüGülgüGülgün phoned. Great news is that our old friend n phoned. Great news is that our old friend n phoned. Great news is that our old friend n phoned. Great news is that our old friend 
and colleague and colleague and colleague and colleague Ender VarinlioEnder VarinlioEnder VarinlioEnder Varinlioğlu has beelu has beelu has beelu has been appointed as the n appointed as the n appointed as the n appointed as the 
new Directornew Directornew Directornew Director----General in Ankara of General in Ankara of General in Ankara of General in Ankara of MonumenMonumenMonumenMonumentstststs and  and  and  and 
Museums. Really good news for BIAA. Apparently the plants Museums. Really good news for BIAA. Apparently the plants Museums. Really good news for BIAA. Apparently the plants Museums. Really good news for BIAA. Apparently the plants 
are doing fine, except for the fuscia which has whiteare doing fine, except for the fuscia which has whiteare doing fine, except for the fuscia which has whiteare doing fine, except for the fuscia which has white----fly. fly. fly. fly. 
Pigeons in workroom Pigeons in workroom Pigeons in workroom Pigeons in workroom here, sitting on two eggs for tenhere, sitting on two eggs for tenhere, sitting on two eggs for tenhere, sitting on two eggs for ten days  days  days  days 
now. now. now. now.     
    
    
    
IlgazIlgazIlgazIlgaz,,,,    Thursday Thursday Thursday Thursday 31313131stststst July 1997 July 1997 July 1997 July 1997    
Nights drawing in Nights drawing in Nights drawing in Nights drawing in –––– quit quit quit quite dark ate dark ate dark ate dark at 8.30 now. First to  8.30 now. First to  8.30 now. First to  8.30 now. First to 
KurKurKurKurşunlu this morning for breakfast and quick drive out to unlu this morning for breakfast and quick drive out to unlu this morning for breakfast and quick drive out to unlu this morning for breakfast and quick drive out to 
SunSunSunSunurlu urlu urlu urlu to take photos of Gavuto take photos of Gavuto take photos of Gavuto take photos of Gavur Kalesi at r Kalesi at r Kalesi at r Kalesi at SakaeliSakaeliSakaeliSakaeli    fromfromfromfrom    
across the riveracross the riveracross the riveracross the river (PS043) (PS043) (PS043) (PS043). What a great site. Owl sat on tree, . What a great site. Owl sat on tree, . What a great site. Owl sat on tree, . What a great site. Owl sat on tree, 
raptors around but no eagles this time. Back to raptors around but no eagles this time. Back to raptors around but no eagles this time. Back to raptors around but no eagles this time. Back to KurKurKurKurşunlu to unlu to unlu to unlu to 
call in on the call in on the call in on the call in on the jjjjandarmaandarmaandarmaandarma komutan komutan komutan komutanıııı, a very friendly chap, , a very friendly chap, , a very friendly chap, , a very friendly chap, 
recently back recently back recently back recently back fromfromfromfrom service in the east, in Ha service in the east, in Ha service in the east, in Ha service in the east, in Hakkarikkarikkarikkari. They . They . They . They 
generally alternate between tough eastern postings and softer generally alternate between tough eastern postings and softer generally alternate between tough eastern postings and softer generally alternate between tough eastern postings and softer 
western ones. western ones. western ones. western ones.     
    
    
Up to Up to Up to Up to KurKurKurKurşunlu unlu unlu unlu Kale, which has a really excellent series of Kale, which has a really excellent series of Kale, which has a really excellent series of Kale, which has a really excellent series of 
buildings draped over its ebuildings draped over its ebuildings draped over its ebuildings draped over its easternasternasternastern flanks and up to the  flanks and up to the  flanks and up to the  flanks and up to the 
summit, 2summit, 2summit, 2summit, 2----m thick main wam thick main wam thick main wam thick main walls with entrance and square lls with entrance and square lls with entrance and square lls with entrance and square 
towers at the northeast corner and down middle of south side, towers at the northeast corner and down middle of south side, towers at the northeast corner and down middle of south side, towers at the northeast corner and down middle of south side, 
lots of traces of walls on interiorlots of traces of walls on interiorlots of traces of walls on interiorlots of traces of walls on interior (PS051) (PS051) (PS051) (PS051). . . .     
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[Fig 48] [Fig 48] [Fig 48] [Fig 48]     

    
    
Clearly a major Clearly a major Clearly a major Clearly a major defensive site, presumably Byzdefensive site, presumably Byzdefensive site, presumably Byzdefensive site, presumably Byzantine. Very antine. Very antine. Very antine. Very 
little pottery inside so presumably not in use for long time, little pottery inside so presumably not in use for long time, little pottery inside so presumably not in use for long time, little pottery inside so presumably not in use for long time, 
but not clear. It suddenly got qubut not clear. It suddenly got qubut not clear. It suddenly got qubut not clear. It suddenly got quite hot as we walked over the ite hot as we walked over the ite hot as we walked over the ite hot as we walked over the 
kakakakalelelele    –––– Tom making a measured sketch plan, Michael and  Tom making a measured sketch plan, Michael and  Tom making a measured sketch plan, Michael and  Tom making a measured sketch plan, Michael and 
Penny filling in our set site and landscape forms, Cevdet Penny filling in our set site and landscape forms, Cevdet Penny filling in our set site and landscape forms, Cevdet Penny filling in our set site and landscape forms, Cevdet 
roaminroaminroaminroaming on and around the site, myself taking photos from a g on and around the site, myself taking photos from a g on and around the site, myself taking photos from a g on and around the site, myself taking photos from a 
range of angles. A really exciting site. Police came to range of angles. A really exciting site. Police came to range of angles. A really exciting site. Police came to range of angles. A really exciting site. Police came to 
investigate investigate investigate investigate –––– and che and che and che and checked by walkiecked by walkiecked by walkiecked by walkie----talkie with the talkie with the talkie with the talkie with the jjjjandarmaandarmaandarmaandarma    
who were able to vouch for us. who were able to vouch for us. who were able to vouch for us. who were able to vouch for us.     
    
    
Moved on along the road back towards Ilgaz and visiMoved on along the road back towards Ilgaz and visiMoved on along the road back towards Ilgaz and visiMoved on along the road back towards Ilgaz and visited a ted a ted a ted a 
large spur near a tumulus by the village of large spur near a tumulus by the village of large spur near a tumulus by the village of large spur near a tumulus by the village of KızıKızıKızıKızılcalcalcalca (PS052,  (PS052,  (PS052,  (PS052, 
PS052a)PS052a)PS052a)PS052a). Turned out to be an excellent site. Fair amount of . Turned out to be an excellent site. Fair amount of . Turned out to be an excellent site. Fair amount of . Turned out to be an excellent site. Fair amount of 
pottery pottery pottery pottery –––– unusual grey fabric and new shapes for us,  unusual grey fabric and new shapes for us,  unusual grey fabric and new shapes for us,  unusual grey fabric and new shapes for us, 
PhrygianPhrygianPhrygianPhrygian Iron Age. The site has been largely destroyed by a  Iron Age. The site has been largely destroyed by a  Iron Age. The site has been largely destroyed by a  Iron Age. The site has been largely destroyed by a 
rock quarrock quarrock quarrock quarrrrry and is located y and is located y and is located y and is located directly directly directly directly overlooking a spectacular overlooking a spectacular overlooking a spectacular overlooking a spectacular 
gorgegorgegorgegorge through which the Devrez  through which the Devrez  through which the Devrez  through which the Devrez ÇayÇayÇayÇay cuts.  cuts.  cuts.  cuts.     
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[Fig 49] [Fig 49] [Fig 49] [Fig 49]     

    
On theOn theOn theOn the opposite cliff face are some fifteen opposite cliff face are some fifteen opposite cliff face are some fifteen opposite cliff face are some fifteen rock rock rock rock----cut tombs at a cut tombs at a cut tombs at a cut tombs at a 
dizzy height above the river. Great views of the Devrez dizzy height above the river. Great views of the Devrez dizzy height above the river. Great views of the Devrez dizzy height above the river. Great views of the Devrez river river river river to to to to 
east and to west. To the east it cuts through its final gorge east and to west. To the east it cuts through its final gorge east and to west. To the east it cuts through its final gorge east and to west. To the east it cuts through its final gorge 
before opening before opening before opening before opening out onto the wideout onto the wideout onto the wideout onto the wide plain where it meets the main  plain where it meets the main  plain where it meets the main  plain where it meets the main 
İstanbulstanbulstanbulstanbul----AmasyaAmasyaAmasyaAmasya    road. Troad. Troad. Troad. To the west o the west o the west o the west –––– a whole series of tight,  a whole series of tight,  a whole series of tight,  a whole series of tight, 
sheer gorges which we have hardly begun to explore. There is so sheer gorges which we have hardly begun to explore. There is so sheer gorges which we have hardly begun to explore. There is so sheer gorges which we have hardly begun to explore. There is so 
much to do round here. As I stood on a rock on the very edge of much to do round here. As I stood on a rock on the very edge of much to do round here. As I stood on a rock on the very edge of much to do round here. As I stood on a rock on the very edge of 
the site the site the site the site –––– a herd of cows, like ants below, forded the river and I  a herd of cows, like ants below, forded the river and I  a herd of cows, like ants below, forded the river and I  a herd of cows, like ants below, forded the river and I 
took photos from way up, as a grey heron flapped along well took photos from way up, as a grey heron flapped along well took photos from way up, as a grey heron flapped along well took photos from way up, as a grey heron flapped along well 
below my feet. Dizzy. below my feet. Dizzy. below my feet. Dizzy. below my feet. Dizzy. [Fig 50] [Fig 50] [Fig 50] [Fig 50]     
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A great site and good to have some possible dating connection A great site and good to have some possible dating connection A great site and good to have some possible dating connection A great site and good to have some possible dating connection 
with the with the with the with the nearby nearby nearby nearby tumulus. tumulus. tumulus. tumulus.     
    
Crossed the main road and went on up to Crossed the main road and went on up to Crossed the main road and went on up to Crossed the main road and went on up to Sivricek, one alleged Sivricek, one alleged Sivricek, one alleged Sivricek, one alleged 
source of tsource of tsource of tsource of the Ilgahe Ilgahe Ilgahe Ilgaz lions. Sivricek turned out z lions. Sivricek turned out z lions. Sivricek turned out z lions. Sivricek turned out to be quite a to be quite a to be quite a to be quite a 
town with a town with a town with a town with a bbbbelediyeelediyeelediyeelediye building. We approached some locals who  building. We approached some locals who  building. We approached some locals who  building. We approached some locals who 
said yes, the lions had been found near Sivricek in the 1940s, said yes, the lions had been found near Sivricek in the 1940s, said yes, the lions had been found near Sivricek in the 1940s, said yes, the lions had been found near Sivricek in the 1940s, 
taken to Ilgaz sometime thereafter. An oldtaken to Ilgaz sometime thereafter. An oldtaken to Ilgaz sometime thereafter. An oldtaken to Ilgaz sometime thereafter. An old----timer said he knew timer said he knew timer said he knew timer said he knew 
the exact spot, but the exact spot, but the exact spot, but the exact spot, but at that moment the at that moment the at that moment the at that moment the belediye babelediye babelediye babelediye başkankankankan and a  and a  and a  and a 
teacher friend arrived teacher friend arrived teacher friend arrived teacher friend arrived –––– lean lean lean lean    fellows with matching fellows with matching fellows with matching fellows with matching 
moustaches and sunglasses. Yesmoustaches and sunglasses. Yesmoustaches and sunglasses. Yesmoustaches and sunglasses. Yes,,,, the Ilgaz lions came from  the Ilgaz lions came from  the Ilgaz lions came from  the Ilgaz lions came from 
near Sivricek and they could take us to the spot. As he talked near Sivricek and they could take us to the spot. As he talked near Sivricek and they could take us to the spot. As he talked near Sivricek and they could take us to the spot. As he talked 
the the the the babababaşkankankankan    moved to a series of old columnmoved to a series of old columnmoved to a series of old columnmoved to a series of old columns and a delicately s and a delicately s and a delicately s and a delicately 
carved smaller stone and he climbed on top of the smaller piece carved smaller stone and he climbed on top of the smaller piece carved smaller stone and he climbed on top of the smaller piece carved smaller stone and he climbed on top of the smaller piece 
and rested his arm on the top and rested his arm on the top and rested his arm on the top and rested his arm on the top ofofofof the column, the soles of his  the column, the soles of his  the column, the soles of his  the column, the soles of his 
feet feet feet feet tramplingtramplingtramplingtrampling the delicate carvery of a long the delicate carvery of a long the delicate carvery of a long the delicate carvery of a long----gone era, a dead gone era, a dead gone era, a dead gone era, a dead 
and respectable civilisationand respectable civilisationand respectable civilisationand respectable civilisation (PS054) (PS054) (PS054) (PS054). . . .     
    
[Fig 51][Fig 51][Fig 51][Fig 51]        

    
He talked without looking at us, saying that yesHe talked without looking at us, saying that yesHe talked without looking at us, saying that yesHe talked without looking at us, saying that yes,,,, these very  these very  these very  these very 
columns had come from exactly the same spot as the Ilgaz columns had come from exactly the same spot as the Ilgaz columns had come from exactly the same spot as the Ilgaz columns had come from exactly the same spot as the Ilgaz 
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lions and why didn’t we go and look at the spot, but he kept lions and why didn’t we go and look at the spot, but he kept lions and why didn’t we go and look at the spot, but he kept lions and why didn’t we go and look at the spot, but he kept 
on talking, shifting from one foot to the other, scuffing tiny on talking, shifting from one foot to the other, scuffing tiny on talking, shifting from one foot to the other, scuffing tiny on talking, shifting from one foot to the other, scuffing tiny 
fragments fragments fragments fragments of delicate stone past into dust. He and the teacher of delicate stone past into dust. He and the teacher of delicate stone past into dust. He and the teacher of delicate stone past into dust. He and the teacher 
got in got in got in got in thethethethe car and o car and o car and o car and offfff we set, driving, driving to the west of f we set, driving, driving to the west of f we set, driving, driving to the west of f we set, driving, driving to the west of 
the town on a dirt track and into fields where the driving got the town on a dirt track and into fields where the driving got the town on a dirt track and into fields where the driving got the town on a dirt track and into fields where the driving got 
quite bumpy. The quite bumpy. The quite bumpy. The quite bumpy. The babababaşkankankankan    let slip that let slip that let slip that let slip that tttthis was his first ever his was his first ever his was his first ever his was his first ever 
visit to these visit to these visit to these visit to these parts. parts. parts. parts. ‘‘‘‘But you said you knew the exact spotBut you said you knew the exact spotBut you said you knew the exact spotBut you said you knew the exact spot,’,’,’,’ we  we  we  we 
politely offered. politely offered. politely offered. politely offered. ‘‘‘‘Well itWell itWell itWell it’’’’s here somewhere s here somewhere s here somewhere s here somewhere –––– in fact right on top  in fact right on top  in fact right on top  in fact right on top 
of that spur, let’s stop and seeof that spur, let’s stop and seeof that spur, let’s stop and seeof that spur, let’s stop and see....’’’’ We scramble over a brook and  We scramble over a brook and  We scramble over a brook and  We scramble over a brook and 
up a slope to a low bluff. There are a few scraps of up a slope to a low bluff. There are a few scraps of up a slope to a low bluff. There are a few scraps of up a slope to a low bluff. There are a few scraps of 
Roman/Byzantine tile aRoman/Byzantine tile aRoman/Byzantine tile aRoman/Byzantine tile and sherds and a large brown stain nd sherds and a large brown stain nd sherds and a large brown stain nd sherds and a large brown stain 
in the grey ashy soil where a mudin the grey ashy soil where a mudin the grey ashy soil where a mudin the grey ashy soil where a mud----brick building may have brick building may have brick building may have brick building may have 
collapsed collapsed collapsed collapsed andandandand eroded over the centuries eroded over the centuries eroded over the centuries eroded over the centuries (PS053) (PS053) (PS053) (PS053), but no , but no , but no , but no 
obvious place where a pair of stone lions might have been obvious place where a pair of stone lions might have been obvious place where a pair of stone lions might have been obvious place where a pair of stone lions might have been 
excavated. We take photos and the excavated. We take photos and the excavated. We take photos and the excavated. We take photos and the babababaşkankankankan    looks at our vehicle looks at our vehicle looks at our vehicle looks at our vehicle 
parked way down the hill and says parked way down the hill and says parked way down the hill and says parked way down the hill and says ‘‘‘‘Is there a driver still in Is there a driver still in Is there a driver still in Is there a driver still in 
the car?the car?the car?the car?’ ’ ’ ’ (I had been driving)(I had been driving)(I had been driving)(I had been driving),,,, meaning to call the car around  meaning to call the car around  meaning to call the car around  meaning to call the car around 
to collect him. to collect him. to collect him. to collect him. ‘‘‘‘What is this place called?What is this place called?What is this place called?What is this place called?’’’’    I askI askI askI ask....    ‘‘‘‘AAAArrrrslanlı slanlı slanlı slanlı 
MevkiiMevkiiMevkiiMevkii,,,,’ ’ ’ ’ (‘(‘(‘(‘Field of LField of LField of LField of Lionsionsionsions’’’’)))),,,, he sa he sa he sa he sayyyys and wes and wes and wes and we smile.  smile.  smile.  smile. ‘‘‘‘It’s all It’s all It’s all It’s all 
called the field of lions hecalled the field of lions hecalled the field of lions hecalled the field of lions here, all the way up to that hillre, all the way up to that hillre, all the way up to that hillre, all the way up to that hill----top over top over top over top over 
theretheretherethere,’ ,’ ,’ ,’ he said, poihe said, poihe said, poihe said, pointingntingntingnting at a small mountain about three at a small mountain about three at a small mountain about three at a small mountain about three km  km  km  km 
away. away. away. away. [Fig 52[Fig 52[Fig 52[Fig 52] ] ] ]     
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‘‘‘‘Let’s take the car further along and find outLet’s take the car further along and find outLet’s take the car further along and find outLet’s take the car further along and find out,,,,’’’’ he says.  he says.  he says.  he says.     
    
We start off across the fieldsWe start off across the fieldsWe start off across the fieldsWe start off across the fields    –––– the slope is so steep and the  the slope is so steep and the  the slope is so steep and the  the slope is so steep and the 
ashy soil so slippery I have to lock the hubs and put the car in ashy soil so slippery I have to lock the hubs and put the car in ashy soil so slippery I have to lock the hubs and put the car in ashy soil so slippery I have to lock the hubs and put the car in 
low ratio 4WD. We make good progress up the hill and I follow low ratio 4WD. We make good progress up the hill and I follow low ratio 4WD. We make good progress up the hill and I follow low ratio 4WD. We make good progress up the hill and I follow 
the tractor tracks around aiming for a sizable hump lined the tractor tracks around aiming for a sizable hump lined the tractor tracks around aiming for a sizable hump lined the tractor tracks around aiming for a sizable hump lined 
with large rocks which will take us inwith large rocks which will take us inwith large rocks which will take us inwith large rocks which will take us into the next field. to the next field. to the next field. to the next field. ‘‘‘‘NoNoNoNo,,,, not  not  not  not 
that way, over herethat way, over herethat way, over herethat way, over here,,,,’ ’ ’ ’ the the the the babababaşkankankankan    says pointing at a slope says pointing at a slope says pointing at a slope says pointing at a slope 
covered in a wilderness of scrubbery and boulders where not covered in a wilderness of scrubbery and boulders where not covered in a wilderness of scrubbery and boulders where not covered in a wilderness of scrubbery and boulders where not 
even a tractor had ever ventured. I stop the car and exchange even a tractor had ever ventured. I stop the car and exchange even a tractor had ever ventured. I stop the car and exchange even a tractor had ever ventured. I stop the car and exchange 
glances with Cevdet in the front seat. In Englisglances with Cevdet in the front seat. In Englisglances with Cevdet in the front seat. In Englisglances with Cevdet in the front seat. In English I h I h I h I talktalktalktalk to  to  to  to 
PennyPennyPennyPenny in the back and Michael and Tom in the back and Michael and Tom in the back and Michael and Tom in the back and Michael and Tom in the pick in the pick in the pick in the pick----upupupup::::    ‘‘‘‘I I I I 
think we’re on a wild lion chasethink we’re on a wild lion chasethink we’re on a wild lion chasethink we’re on a wild lion chase,’,’,’,’    I sayI sayI sayI say....    ‘‘‘‘They’ve never been up They’ve never been up They’ve never been up They’ve never been up 
here and I don’t think there is any way we can get the vehicle here and I don’t think there is any way we can get the vehicle here and I don’t think there is any way we can get the vehicle here and I don’t think there is any way we can get the vehicle 
near where they seem to want to go. It’s late and we need near where they seem to want to go. It’s late and we need near where they seem to want to go. It’s late and we need near where they seem to want to go. It’s late and we need 
ssssomething to eat and drinkomething to eat and drinkomething to eat and drinkomething to eat and drink.’.’.’.’ We agree to stop and return to  We agree to stop and return to  We agree to stop and return to  We agree to stop and return to 
the vilthe vilthe vilthe village which we do in silence. lage which we do in silence. lage which we do in silence. lage which we do in silence.     
    
ThThThTheeee    babababaşkankankankan    asks us in for asks us in for asks us in for asks us in for çayçayçayçay which takes ages to arrive. We  which takes ages to arrive. We  which takes ages to arrive. We  which takes ages to arrive. We 
sit isit isit isit in his huge office, with leathern his huge office, with leathern his huge office, with leathern his huge office, with leather----lined doors, desks, smart lined doors, desks, smart lined doors, desks, smart lined doors, desks, smart 
bookcases and chairs, even a huge leather plaque on the wall bookcases and chairs, even a huge leather plaque on the wall bookcases and chairs, even a huge leather plaque on the wall bookcases and chairs, even a huge leather plaque on the wall 
behind him. behind him. behind him. behind him. ÇayÇayÇayÇay arrives. A TV is  arrives. A TV is  arrives. A TV is  arrives. A TV is playing aplaying aplaying aplaying a silly Turkish  silly Turkish  silly Turkish  silly Turkish 
comedy from the 1970comedy from the 1970comedy from the 1970comedy from the 1970s with hairy actors in tight s with hairy actors in tight s with hairy actors in tight s with hairy actors in tight jjjjackets and ackets and ackets and ackets and 
flared trousers and women with too much makeflared trousers and women with too much makeflared trousers and women with too much makeflared trousers and women with too much make----up on. As up on. As up on. As up on. As 
conversation lulls we all glaze over and gawp at the TV. conversation lulls we all glaze over and gawp at the TV. conversation lulls we all glaze over and gawp at the TV. conversation lulls we all glaze over and gawp at the TV. More More More More 
çayçayçayçay    arrives and is good and we gulp it down eager to be off. arrives and is good and we gulp it down eager to be off. arrives and is good and we gulp it down eager to be off. arrives and is good and we gulp it down eager to be off. 
The The The The babababaşkankankankan    calls in the calls in the calls in the calls in the çayçayçayçay boy and w boy and w boy and w boy and we start to take our leave, e start to take our leave, e start to take our leave, e start to take our leave, 
giving our thanks and as we enter the hall the giving our thanks and as we enter the hall the giving our thanks and as we enter the hall the giving our thanks and as we enter the hall the çayçayçayçay boy  boy  boy  boy 
returns bearing a large tray of more teasreturns bearing a large tray of more teasreturns bearing a large tray of more teasreturns bearing a large tray of more teas,,,,    ‘‘‘‘Oh sorry we didn’t Oh sorry we didn’t Oh sorry we didn’t Oh sorry we didn’t 
want any morewant any morewant any morewant any more,’ ,’ ,’ ,’ Cevdet saysCevdet saysCevdet saysCevdet says and and and and    we shake hands all round we shake hands all round we shake hands all round we shake hands all round 
and go outside in the hot sun. There is no sign of theand go outside in the hot sun. There is no sign of theand go outside in the hot sun. There is no sign of theand go outside in the hot sun. There is no sign of the old old old old----
timer who knew the exatimer who knew the exatimer who knew the exatimer who knew the exact spot of the lions. We decidect spot of the lions. We decidect spot of the lions. We decidect spot of the lions. We decide to give  to give  to give  to give 
up on Sivricek as a source of the Ilgaz lions for now. In a way up on Sivricek as a source of the Ilgaz lions for now. In a way up on Sivricek as a source of the Ilgaz lions for now. In a way up on Sivricek as a source of the Ilgaz lions for now. In a way 
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I am strangely happy to think that the mystery will continue I am strangely happy to think that the mystery will continue I am strangely happy to think that the mystery will continue I am strangely happy to think that the mystery will continue 
for the time being. for the time being. for the time being. for the time being.     
    
We have a grotty lunch in a roadside café We have a grotty lunch in a roadside café We have a grotty lunch in a roadside café We have a grotty lunch in a roadside café and head on the and head on the and head on the and head on the 
road to Ilgaz once more, taking a right turn to the village of road to Ilgaz once more, taking a right turn to the village of road to Ilgaz once more, taking a right turn to the village of road to Ilgaz once more, taking a right turn to the village of 
EskiahıEskiahıEskiahıEskiahır.r.r.r. We find the  We find the  We find the  We find the mmmmuhtar’suhtar’suhtar’suhtar’s house but he is out. His father  house but he is out. His father  house but he is out. His father  house but he is out. His father 
appears, a tall goldappears, a tall goldappears, a tall goldappears, a tall gold----toothed man, and offers to help. He jumps toothed man, and offers to help. He jumps toothed man, and offers to help. He jumps toothed man, and offers to help. He jumps 
in the car and we go in the car and we go in the car and we go in the car and we go totototo a nearby fiel a nearby fiel a nearby fiel a nearby field where he sayd where he sayd where he sayd where he says sherds are s sherds are s sherds are s sherds are 
occasionally found. We pick up a couple of glazed sherds, occasionally found. We pick up a couple of glazed sherds, occasionally found. We pick up a couple of glazed sherds, occasionally found. We pick up a couple of glazed sherds, 
brown and white and rather brown and white and rather brown and white and rather brown and white and rather fine, mfine, mfine, mfine, medieval at earliest. edieval at earliest. edieval at earliest. edieval at earliest. ‘‘‘‘There There There There 
is also thisis also thisis also thisis also this,,,,’ the old man says and takes us to a mass of wood ’ the old man says and takes us to a mass of wood ’ the old man says and takes us to a mass of wood ’ the old man says and takes us to a mass of wood 
and modernand modernand modernand modern tiles at the side of the field tiles at the side of the field tiles at the side of the field tiles at the side of the field (PS055) (PS055) (PS055) (PS055)....    ‘‘‘‘I was I was I was I was 
didididigging my potatoes and came across itgging my potatoes and came across itgging my potatoes and came across itgging my potatoes and came across it,’,’,’,’ he explains as he  he explains as he  he explains as he  he explains as he 
ppppulls away the wood and tiles revealing a sizeabulls away the wood and tiles revealing a sizeabulls away the wood and tiles revealing a sizeabulls away the wood and tiles revealing a sizeable holele holele holele hole in the  in the  in the  in the 
ground lined with large boulders. It is clearly a graveground lined with large boulders. It is clearly a graveground lined with large boulders. It is clearly a graveground lined with large boulders. It is clearly a grave....    ‘W‘W‘W‘Were ere ere ere 
there any bones?there any bones?there any bones?there any bones?’’’’ Cevdet asks.  Cevdet asks.  Cevdet asks.  Cevdet asks. ‘‘‘‘A few, yesA few, yesA few, yesA few, yes....’’’’ The man admits  The man admits  The man admits  The man admits 
there were otthere were otthere were otthere were others in the field too. But there is little evidence hers in the field too. But there is little evidence hers in the field too. But there is little evidence hers in the field too. But there is little evidence 
today, and on we go waving to the kindly old man as we today, and on we go waving to the kindly old man as we today, and on we go waving to the kindly old man as we today, and on we go waving to the kindly old man as we 
head home. head home. head home. head home.     
    
On our travels On our travels On our travels On our travels so far so far so far so far we have not encountered Turkish we have not encountered Turkish we have not encountered Turkish we have not encountered Turkish 
settlement other than currently existing villages, as far as we settlement other than currently existing villages, as far as we settlement other than currently existing villages, as far as we settlement other than currently existing villages, as far as we 
can tell. The Turkcan tell. The Turkcan tell. The Turkcan tell. The Turkish settlement pattern seems to be vastly ish settlement pattern seems to be vastly ish settlement pattern seems to be vastly ish settlement pattern seems to be vastly 
different from the predifferent from the predifferent from the predifferent from the pre----Turkish, but not clear.Turkish, but not clear.Turkish, but not clear.Turkish, but not clear.    
    
Drew more sherds back here Drew more sherds back here Drew more sherds back here Drew more sherds back here –––– I draw flint, pencil whizzing  I draw flint, pencil whizzing  I draw flint, pencil whizzing  I draw flint, pencil whizzing 
over the paper, then dinner at the over the paper, then dinner at the over the paper, then dinner at the over the paper, then dinner at the pide salonupide salonupide salonupide salonu in Ilgaz. in Ilgaz. in Ilgaz. in Ilgaz.    
    
On balcony at 11On balcony at 11On balcony at 11On balcony at 11.00.00.00.00    pm pm pm pm and facing absolutely due and facing absolutely due and facing absolutely due and facing absolutely due north north north north ––––    
Pole Star straight ahead over the mountains flanked by the Pole Star straight ahead over the mountains flanked by the Pole Star straight ahead over the mountains flanked by the Pole Star straight ahead over the mountains flanked by the 
Plough to the west and CassiopeiPlough to the west and CassiopeiPlough to the west and CassiopeiPlough to the west and Cassiopeiaaaa to the east. Light music  to the east. Light music  to the east. Light music  to the east. Light music 
tinkling from a softly lit upstairs room across the way, the tinkling from a softly lit upstairs room across the way, the tinkling from a softly lit upstairs room across the way, the tinkling from a softly lit upstairs room across the way, the 
hum of voices as young men stroll the streets. It is evening, hum of voices as young men stroll the streets. It is evening, hum of voices as young men stroll the streets. It is evening, hum of voices as young men stroll the streets. It is evening, 
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the worthe worthe worthe world spins on its axis as it must, empires rise and fall, ld spins on its axis as it must, empires rise and fall, ld spins on its axis as it must, empires rise and fall, ld spins on its axis as it must, empires rise and fall, 
civilisatiocivilisatiocivilisatiocivilisations come and go, ns come and go, ns come and go, ns come and go, barelybarelybarelybarely the Pole S the Pole S the Pole S the Pole Statatatarrrr constant.  constant.  constant.  constant.     
    
IlgazIlgazIlgazIlgaz, Friday, Friday, Friday, Friday 1 1 1 1stststst August 1997 August 1997 August 1997 August 1997    
August arrives August arrives August arrives August arrives and we are half way through our and we are half way through our and we are half way through our and we are half way through our season, as we season, as we season, as we season, as we 
leave for Ankara on 15leave for Ankara on 15leave for Ankara on 15leave for Ankara on 15thththth August. We have  August. We have  August. We have  August. We have recordedrecordedrecordedrecorded    58 sites so 58 sites so 58 sites so 58 sites so 
far, almost all of them new to science.far, almost all of them new to science.far, almost all of them new to science.far, almost all of them new to science.    
    
Very good day today. Drove toVery good day today. Drove toVery good day today. Drove toVery good day today. Drove to Kur Kur Kur Kurşunlu for breakfast first unlu for breakfast first unlu for breakfast first unlu for breakfast first 
thing, then on to the village of Dumanlthing, then on to the village of Dumanlthing, then on to the village of Dumanlthing, then on to the village of Dumanlıııı at the head of at the head of at the head of at the head of    a a a a 
tributary of the Devrez tributary of the Devrez tributary of the Devrez tributary of the Devrez ÇayÇayÇayÇay. Passing through a few days ago . Passing through a few days ago . Passing through a few days ago . Passing through a few days ago 
we’d noticed several carvwe’d noticed several carvwe’d noticed several carvwe’d noticed several carved stones, so we stopped this time and ed stones, so we stopped this time and ed stones, so we stopped this time and ed stones, so we stopped this time and 
photographed the delicate capitals and chunky columns photographed the delicate capitals and chunky columns photographed the delicate capitals and chunky columns photographed the delicate capitals and chunky columns 
around the around the around the around the camiicamiicamiicamii and  and  and  and çeçeçeçeşmemememe (PS056) (PS056) (PS056) (PS056). The . The . The . The imamimamimamimam appeared  appeared  appeared  appeared 
and offered to show us inside theand offered to show us inside theand offered to show us inside theand offered to show us inside the mosque. In the vestibule were  mosque. In the vestibule were  mosque. In the vestibule were  mosque. In the vestibule were 
twotwotwotwo carved stones showing scenes of peacocks  carved stones showing scenes of peacocks  carved stones showing scenes of peacocks  carved stones showing scenes of peacocks with trees, one with trees, one with trees, one with trees, one 
stone built upside down into the wall and both painted green stone built upside down into the wall and both painted green stone built upside down into the wall and both painted green stone built upside down into the wall and both painted green 
as if to as if to as if to as if to Islamicise them. The design isIslamicise them. The design isIslamicise them. The design isIslamicise them. The design is the same, peacock and  the same, peacock and  the same, peacock and  the same, peacock and 
tree, as that we detected impressed onto the shoutree, as that we detected impressed onto the shoutree, as that we detected impressed onto the shoutree, as that we detected impressed onto the shoulder of a large lder of a large lder of a large lder of a large 
pithos in Orta. pithos in Orta. pithos in Orta. pithos in Orta. Presumably it is lPresumably it is lPresumably it is lPresumably it is late Byzantine or eate Byzantine or eate Byzantine or eate Byzantine or early arly arly arly 
Turkish.Turkish.Turkish.Turkish.    
    
The mosque inside was a riot of colour The mosque inside was a riot of colour The mosque inside was a riot of colour The mosque inside was a riot of colour –––– painted plaster in the  painted plaster in the  painted plaster in the  painted plaster in the 
dome, dome, dome, dome, arches and wall faces, parches and wall faces, parches and wall faces, parches and wall faces, painted woodeainted woodeainted woodeainted wooden balcony and n balcony and n balcony and n balcony and 
window shutters, lwindow shutters, lwindow shutters, lwindow shutters, layers of coloured carpets. In one corner a ayers of coloured carpets. In one corner a ayers of coloured carpets. In one corner a ayers of coloured carpets. In one corner a 
fine old clock with huge ornate pendulum still swinging in fine old clock with huge ornate pendulum still swinging in fine old clock with huge ornate pendulum still swinging in fine old clock with huge ornate pendulum still swinging in 
iiiits old, but freshly painted (blue and pink) wooden case. ts old, but freshly painted (blue and pink) wooden case. ts old, but freshly painted (blue and pink) wooden case. ts old, but freshly painted (blue and pink) wooden case.     
    
Cevdet and I went to seeCevdet and I went to seeCevdet and I went to seeCevdet and I went to see the  the  the  the belediye bbelediye bbelediye bbelediye baaaaşkankankankan in his building  in his building  in his building  in his building 
by the by the by the by the camicamicamicamiiiii. By this time two. By this time two. By this time two. By this time two shady, besuited types had  shady, besuited types had  shady, besuited types had  shady, besuited types had 
latched on to us, clearly brothers. As we met the latched on to us, clearly brothers. As we met the latched on to us, clearly brothers. As we met the latched on to us, clearly brothers. As we met the babababaşkankankankan    in the in the in the in the 
hall it was clehall it was clehall it was clehall it was clear that the brothers were his sons. Another ar that the brothers were his sons. Another ar that the brothers were his sons. Another ar that the brothers were his sons. Another 
brother, simple, was sweeping the stairs. brother, simple, was sweeping the stairs. brother, simple, was sweeping the stairs. brother, simple, was sweeping the stairs.     
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‘‘‘‘Are there places of interest for our archaeological and Are there places of interest for our archaeological and Are there places of interest for our archaeological and Are there places of interest for our archaeological and 
historichistorichistorichistoricalalalal research? research? research? research?’ ’ ’ ’ we ask. we ask. we ask. we ask.     
    
‘‘‘‘NoNoNoNo,,,, there’s nothing at all like that here there’s nothing at all like that here there’s nothing at all like that here there’s nothing at all like that here,’,’,’,’    they saythey saythey saythey say....        
    
‘‘‘‘But where did these wBut where did these wBut where did these wBut where did these wonderful stones come from?onderful stones come from?onderful stones come from?onderful stones come from?’’’’        
    
‘How should we know?‘How should we know?‘How should we know?‘How should we know? Are they really that old? Are they really that old? Are they really that old? Are they really that old?    There’s There’s There’s There’s 
nothing here. Anyway, do you have permission to do this nothing here. Anyway, do you have permission to do this nothing here. Anyway, do you have permission to do this nothing here. Anyway, do you have permission to do this 
work?work?work?work?’ ’ ’ ’     
    
Cevdet shows them the permission letter from Ankara and has Cevdet shows them the permission letter from Ankara and has Cevdet shows them the permission letter from Ankara and has Cevdet shows them the permission letter from Ankara and has 
clearly had enough of them. We set off in the clearly had enough of them. We set off in the clearly had enough of them. We set off in the clearly had enough of them. We set off in the car, ascend car, ascend car, ascend car, ascend 
through the village and spot a group of locals working by a through the village and spot a group of locals working by a through the village and spot a group of locals working by a through the village and spot a group of locals working by a 
tractor. Cevdet leaps out to talk to them and returns with a tractor. Cevdet leaps out to talk to them and returns with a tractor. Cevdet leaps out to talk to them and returns with a tractor. Cevdet leaps out to talk to them and returns with a 
kindly but slightly skindly but slightly skindly but slightly skindly but slightly simple man who rides in the pickimple man who rides in the pickimple man who rides in the pickimple man who rides in the pick----upupupup....    
‘There’s a ‘There’s a ‘There’s a ‘There’s a kkkkalealealeale here here here here’’’’,,,,    says Cevdetsays Cevdetsays Cevdetsays Cevdet,,,, smiling from ear to ear. smiling from ear to ear. smiling from ear to ear. smiling from ear to ear.        
    
We We We We set off across the fields leaving a dirt track to cross the set off across the fields leaving a dirt track to cross the set off across the fields leaving a dirt track to cross the set off across the fields leaving a dirt track to cross the 
fields directly. Tom and I insist the fields directly. Tom and I insist the fields directly. Tom and I insist the fields directly. Tom and I insist the villagervillagervillagervillager gets in the cab so  gets in the cab so  gets in the cab so  gets in the cab so 
he can give directions. Tom and I stand in the back of the he can give directions. Tom and I stand in the back of the he can give directions. Tom and I stand in the back of the he can give directions. Tom and I stand in the back of the 
pickpickpickpick----up, getting a great view of the landscape. After a few up, getting a great view of the landscape. After a few up, getting a great view of the landscape. After a few up, getting a great view of the landscape. After a few 
kilometres kilometres kilometres kilometres we stop. we stop. we stop. we stop. ‘‘‘‘It’s over there, just beyond that riseIt’s over there, just beyond that riseIt’s over there, just beyond that riseIt’s over there, just beyond that rise,’,’,’,’ says  says  says  says 
the villager. I get out the binoculars and search where his hand the villager. I get out the binoculars and search where his hand the villager. I get out the binoculars and search where his hand the villager. I get out the binoculars and search where his hand 
is pointing. There are stones shimmering in the heat quite a is pointing. There are stones shimmering in the heat quite a is pointing. There are stones shimmering in the heat quite a is pointing. There are stones shimmering in the heat quite a 
long way off. long way off. long way off. long way off. ‘It’s either a stone ‘It’s either a stone ‘It’s either a stone ‘It’s either a stone kakakakalelelele or a large pile of stone  or a large pile of stone  or a large pile of stone  or a large pile of stone 
from fielfrom fielfrom fielfrom field clearanced clearanced clearanced clearance,,,,’’’’ I say (and there are many of the latter  I say (and there are many of the latter  I say (and there are many of the latter  I say (and there are many of the latter 
all around us for it is an extall around us for it is an extall around us for it is an extall around us for it is an extremely stony area).remely stony area).remely stony area).remely stony area). ‘ ‘ ‘ ‘BBBBut they ut they ut they ut they 
look laidlook laidlook laidlook laid,’,’,’,’    I add. But something feels different, I add. But something feels different, I add. But something feels different, I add. But something feels different, and and and and as we as we as we as we 
near the bluff I realise what it is near the bluff I realise what it is near the bluff I realise what it is near the bluff I realise what it is –––– the stone the stone the stone the stonessss are absolutely  are absolutely  are absolutely  are absolutely 
enormous and they enormous and they enormous and they enormous and they areareareare standing to a height of about five standing to a height of about five standing to a height of about five standing to a height of about five    
metres with huge stmetres with huge stmetres with huge stmetres with huge stones both at bottom and at top. ones both at bottom and at top. ones both at bottom and at top. ones both at bottom and at top. It is like no It is like no It is like no It is like no 
architecture we have seen in the area, massive, imposing,architecture we have seen in the area, massive, imposing,architecture we have seen in the area, massive, imposing,architecture we have seen in the area, massive, imposing, a  a  a  a 
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stretch of enormous masonry five stretch of enormous masonry five stretch of enormous masonry five stretch of enormous masonry five metres high and some 60 metres high and some 60 metres high and some 60 metres high and some 60 
metres longmetres longmetres longmetres long (PS057) (PS057) (PS057) (PS057)....        
[Fig 53][Fig 53][Fig 53][Fig 53]    

    
    
‘‘‘‘This is something elseThis is something elseThis is something elseThis is something else,,,,’ ’ ’ ’ I exclaim as the car pulls up a few I exclaim as the car pulls up a few I exclaim as the car pulls up a few I exclaim as the car pulls up a few 
dozen medozen medozen medozen metres from the main wall face, jtres from the main wall face, jtres from the main wall face, jtres from the main wall face, jumpumpumpumpinginginging out of the  out of the  out of the  out of the 
pickpickpickpick----up eyes already scanning the ground for any sherds up eyes already scanning the ground for any sherds up eyes already scanning the ground for any sherds up eyes already scanning the ground for any sherds 
which might help us date the structure and before my feet hit which might help us date the structure and before my feet hit which might help us date the structure and before my feet hit which might help us date the structure and before my feet hit 
the ground I see a cthe ground I see a cthe ground I see a cthe ground I see a classic Hittite burnished handle sitting on lassic Hittite burnished handle sitting on lassic Hittite burnished handle sitting on lassic Hittite burnished handle sitting on 
top of a moletop of a moletop of a moletop of a mole----hill. hill. hill. hill. ‘‘‘‘It’s Hittite, I knew it!It’s Hittite, I knew it!It’s Hittite, I knew it!It’s Hittite, I knew it!’’’’    I say and start I say and start I say and start I say and start 
making towards the wall. We are all extremely excited and go making towards the wall. We are all extremely excited and go making towards the wall. We are all extremely excited and go making towards the wall. We are all extremely excited and go 
straight up tstraight up tstraight up tstraight up to the huge masonry, enormous bloo the huge masonry, enormous bloo the huge masonry, enormous bloo the huge masonry, enormous blocks of stone cks of stone cks of stone cks of stone 
with no mortar, built in a seriwith no mortar, built in a seriwith no mortar, built in a seriwith no mortar, built in a series es es es ofofofof stepped stepped stepped stepped,,,, vertically that is vertically that is vertically that is vertically that is,,,,    
sections. We scramble up the rise and see that the massive sections. We scramble up the rise and see that the massive sections. We scramble up the rise and see that the massive sections. We scramble up the rise and see that the massive 
wall appears to be a retainer holding back a bank of earth wall appears to be a retainer holding back a bank of earth wall appears to be a retainer holding back a bank of earth wall appears to be a retainer holding back a bank of earth 
behind it and that there is anothbehind it and that there is anothbehind it and that there is anothbehind it and that there is another big retaining wall paralleler big retaining wall paralleler big retaining wall paralleler big retaining wall parallel    
to the first and a whole series of terrto the first and a whole series of terrto the first and a whole series of terrto the first and a whole series of terraces over and down the aces over and down the aces over and down the aces over and down the 
bluff reaching several hundred metres to what appears to be a bluff reaching several hundred metres to what appears to be a bluff reaching several hundred metres to what appears to be a bluff reaching several hundred metres to what appears to be a 
large tumulus which directly overlooks the river, the tributary large tumulus which directly overlooks the river, the tributary large tumulus which directly overlooks the river, the tributary large tumulus which directly overlooks the river, the tributary 
of the Devrez and there is water in the near river at the of the Devrez and there is water in the near river at the of the Devrez and there is water in the near river at the of the Devrez and there is water in the near river at the 
moment. moment. moment. moment.     
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[Fig 54[Fig 54[Fig 54[Fig 54]]]]    

    
    
We pace around the interior.We pace around the interior.We pace around the interior.We pace around the interior. I am thinking of several things.  I am thinking of several things.  I am thinking of several things.  I am thinking of several things. 
If this is really Hittite it must be the most If this is really Hittite it must be the most If this is really Hittite it must be the most If this is really Hittite it must be the most northnorthnorthnorth----westerly westerly westerly westerly 
knownknownknownknown t t t true Hittite site rue Hittite site rue Hittite site rue Hittite site ––––    İnandıktepenandıktepenandıktepenandıktepe south of  south of  south of  south of ÇankırıÇankırıÇankırıÇankırı is not  is not  is not  is not 
far to the southeast and that is an early Hittite site. We may far to the southeast and that is an early Hittite site. We may far to the southeast and that is an early Hittite site. We may far to the southeast and that is an early Hittite site. We may 
know the ancient name of know the ancient name of know the ancient name of know the ancient name of İnandıktepenandıktepenandıktepenandıktepe and if so there is a  and if so there is a  and if so there is a  and if so there is a 
good chance of deducing the ancient name for the site we have good chance of deducing the ancient name for the site we have good chance of deducing the ancient name for the site we have good chance of deducing the ancient name for the site we have 
found today, which has never been recfound today, which has never been recfound today, which has never been recfound today, which has never been recorded by an orded by an orded by an orded by an 
archaeologistarchaeologistarchaeologistarchaeologist,,,, I’m sure. I am also I’m sure. I am also I’m sure. I am also I’m sure. I am also thinking of Hittite texts  thinking of Hittite texts  thinking of Hittite texts  thinking of Hittite texts ––––    
MaMaMaMaşat (teacher’s find), at (teacher’s find), at (teacher’s find), at (teacher’s find), Ortaköy, KuOrtaköy, KuOrtaköy, KuOrtaköy, Kuşaklıaklıaklıaklı,,,, no longer solely at  no longer solely at  no longer solely at  no longer solely at 
BoBoBoBoğazköyazköyazköyazköy----HattusaHattusaHattusaHattusa. And I am thinking of the spectacular . And I am thinking of the spectacular . And I am thinking of the spectacular . And I am thinking of the spectacular 
İnandıktepe relief vase, nandıktepe relief vase, nandıktepe relief vase, nandıktepe relief vase, found during road construction and found during road construction and found during road construction and found during road construction and 
now now now now in Ankara Museum. in Ankara Museum. in Ankara Museum. in Ankara Museum.     
    
So all eyes are peeSo all eyes are peeSo all eyes are peeSo all eyes are peeled for a range of exciting possibilities but led for a range of exciting possibilities but led for a range of exciting possibilities but led for a range of exciting possibilities but 
all we get are more sherds, which do not contradict the Hittiteall we get are more sherds, which do not contradict the Hittiteall we get are more sherds, which do not contradict the Hittiteall we get are more sherds, which do not contradict the Hittite    
possibility. As I photograph, twopossibility. As I photograph, twopossibility. As I photograph, twopossibility. As I photograph, two shady characters pull up in a  shady characters pull up in a  shady characters pull up in a  shady characters pull up in a 
tractor coming out of nowhere. I greet themtractor coming out of nowhere. I greet themtractor coming out of nowhere. I greet themtractor coming out of nowhere. I greet them but can sense their  but can sense their  but can sense their  but can sense their 
bad vibrations. I ask them to move their tractor out of shot, bad vibrations. I ask them to move their tractor out of shot, bad vibrations. I ask them to move their tractor out of shot, bad vibrations. I ask them to move their tractor out of shot, 
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and take more photos. I move our car down the hill ouand take more photos. I move our car down the hill ouand take more photos. I move our car down the hill ouand take more photos. I move our car down the hill out of their t of their t of their t of their 
immediate vicinity. Cevdet comes over and sitimmediate vicinity. Cevdet comes over and sitimmediate vicinity. Cevdet comes over and sitimmediate vicinity. Cevdet comes over and sits and talks to s and talks to s and talks to s and talks to 
them as them as them as them as I I I I continue to photograph. After they leavcontinue to photograph. After they leavcontinue to photograph. After they leavcontinue to photograph. After they leave, Cevdet e, Cevdet e, Cevdet e, Cevdet 
finds me and says they were almost certainly illicit finds me and says they were almost certainly illicit finds me and says they were almost certainly illicit finds me and says they were almost certainly illicit 
excavators. They kept asking about gold. I was using a red excavators. They kept asking about gold. I was using a red excavators. They kept asking about gold. I was using a red excavators. They kept asking about gold. I was using a red 
and white striped 2and white striped 2and white striped 2and white striped 2----m long ranging pole as a scale for the m long ranging pole as a scale for the m long ranging pole as a scale for the m long ranging pole as a scale for the 
photos and the photos and the photos and the photos and the twotwotwotwo chaps asked Cevdet if this was a special  chaps asked Cevdet if this was a special  chaps asked Cevdet if this was a special  chaps asked Cevdet if this was a special 
device for detedevice for detedevice for detedevice for detectctctcting gold…ing gold…ing gold…ing gold…    
    
We finish recording the site, We finish recording the site, We finish recording the site, We finish recording the site, KaKaKaKale Mevkii of Dumanle Mevkii of Dumanle Mevkii of Dumanle Mevkii of Dumanlılılılı, and sit , and sit , and sit , and sit 
by a shady tree to have lunch. Thunder suddenly breaks the by a shady tree to have lunch. Thunder suddenly breaks the by a shady tree to have lunch. Thunder suddenly breaks the by a shady tree to have lunch. Thunder suddenly breaks the 
hot still silence hot still silence hot still silence hot still silence –––– we watch as a dark storm heads from the  we watch as a dark storm heads from the  we watch as a dark storm heads from the  we watch as a dark storm heads from the 
west moving quickly toward us. The Hittite storm god, head west moving quickly toward us. The Hittite storm god, head west moving quickly toward us. The Hittite storm god, head west moving quickly toward us. The Hittite storm god, head 
of tof tof tof the pantheonhe pantheonhe pantheonhe pantheon, is angry, so we finish our lunch and head , is angry, so we finish our lunch and head , is angry, so we finish our lunch and head , is angry, so we finish our lunch and head 
offoffoffoff, tu, tu, tu, turning back to look at the extraordinary façade.rning back to look at the extraordinary façade.rning back to look at the extraordinary façade.rning back to look at the extraordinary façade.    
As we drive back through the viAs we drive back through the viAs we drive back through the viAs we drive back through the village I catch a glimpse of the llage I catch a glimpse of the llage I catch a glimpse of the llage I catch a glimpse of the 
twotwotwotwo tractor chaps sitting on the steps of the  tractor chaps sitting on the steps of the  tractor chaps sitting on the steps of the  tractor chaps sitting on the steps of the belediyebelediyebelediyebelediye building.  building.  building.  building. 
WWWWe nod and pass on. e nod and pass on. e nod and pass on. e nod and pass on.     
    
On to KOn to KOn to KOn to Köprülüöprülüöprülüöprülü where we walk along the left bank of the Devr where we walk along the left bank of the Devr where we walk along the left bank of the Devr where we walk along the left bank of the Devrez ez ez ez 
to visit a natural cave in the cliffto visit a natural cave in the cliffto visit a natural cave in the cliffto visit a natural cave in the cliff (PS058) (PS058) (PS058) (PS058), where we find a , where we find a , where we find a , where we find a 
few sherds and one very dubious candidate for a Palaeolithic few sherds and one very dubious candidate for a Palaeolithic few sherds and one very dubious candidate for a Palaeolithic few sherds and one very dubious candidate for a Palaeolithic 
tool. tool. tool. tool. [Fig 55] [Fig 55] [Fig 55] [Fig 55]     
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As Cevdet and I, after descending from the cliff, stand As Cevdet and I, after descending from the cliff, stand As Cevdet and I, after descending from the cliff, stand As Cevdet and I, after descending from the cliff, stand 
amongst the boulders by the Devrez it starts to rain, gramongst the boulders by the Devrez it starts to rain, gramongst the boulders by the Devrez it starts to rain, gramongst the boulders by the Devrez it starts to rain, great big eat big eat big eat big 
blobs of dusty water. They make dark splashes on my thin blobs of dusty water. They make dark splashes on my thin blobs of dusty water. They make dark splashes on my thin blobs of dusty water. They make dark splashes on my thin 
blue cotton shirt and I enjoy the cool feel of the water on my blue cotton shirt and I enjoy the cool feel of the water on my blue cotton shirt and I enjoy the cool feel of the water on my blue cotton shirt and I enjoy the cool feel of the water on my 
hot back. We stand for a while before hhot back. We stand for a while before hhot back. We stand for a while before hhot back. We stand for a while before heeeeading off, having ading off, having ading off, having ading off, having çayçayçayçay    
and biand biand biand biscuits in Kurscuits in Kurscuits in Kurscuits in Kurşuuuunnnnlu before returning here, driving lu before returning here, driving lu before returning here, driving lu before returning here, driving 
much of thmuch of thmuch of thmuch of the way in the rain, new and strong smells all along e way in the rain, new and strong smells all along e way in the rain, new and strong smells all along e way in the rain, new and strong smells all along 
the wet way home. the wet way home. the wet way home. the wet way home.     
    
IlgazIlgazIlgazIlgaz, Saturday, Saturday, Saturday, Saturday 2 2 2 2ndndndnd August 1997 August 1997 August 1997 August 1997        
A busy day off. Drove north up into and over the Ilgaz A busy day off. Drove north up into and over the Ilgaz A busy day off. Drove north up into and over the Ilgaz A busy day off. Drove north up into and over the Ilgaz 
mountains and on to mountains and on to mountains and on to mountains and on to KastamoKastamoKastamoKastamonu whernu whernu whernu where we called in at the e we called in at the e we called in at the e we called in at the 
museum, museum, museum, museum, llllocated in a building where Atatüocated in a building where Atatüocated in a building where Atatüocated in a building where Atatürk gave a speech rk gave a speech rk gave a speech rk gave a speech 
in 1925. Room devoted to in 1925. Room devoted to in 1925. Room devoted to in 1925. Room devoted to Atatürk Atatürk Atatürk Atatürk with large photographs of with large photographs of with large photographs of with large photographs of 
that so charismatic man and cabinets full of the dishes, that so charismatic man and cabinets full of the dishes, that so charismatic man and cabinets full of the dishes, that so charismatic man and cabinets full of the dishes, 
glasses, cutlery etc used during his stay in glasses, cutlery etc used during his stay in glasses, cutlery etc used during his stay in glasses, cutlery etc used during his stay in KastamonuKastamonuKastamonuKastamonu. Lots . Lots . Lots . Lots 
of other interesting items in the museum, including many of other interesting items in the museum, including many of other interesting items in the museum, including many of other interesting items in the museum, including many 
lionslionslionslions in the gardens. All exhibits are poorly, if at all, labelled  in the gardens. All exhibits are poorly, if at all, labelled  in the gardens. All exhibits are poorly, if at all, labelled  in the gardens. All exhibits are poorly, if at all, labelled 
and displayed. The museum directors are always and displayed. The museum directors are always and displayed. The museum directors are always and displayed. The museum directors are always 
complaining about not having any money to do anything, complaining about not having any money to do anything, complaining about not having any money to do anything, complaining about not having any money to do anything, 
but itbut itbut itbut it’’’’s not money they need, its energy and enthusiasm. s not money they need, its energy and enthusiasm. s not money they need, its energy and enthusiasm. s not money they need, its energy and enthusiasm. 
Turkey’s past is Turkey’s past is Turkey’s past is Turkey’s past is not wellnot wellnot wellnot well served by served by served by served by its museums. its museums. its museums. its museums.    
    
Carried on northwards, scaling the next range of mountains Carried on northwards, scaling the next range of mountains Carried on northwards, scaling the next range of mountains Carried on northwards, scaling the next range of mountains 
–––– jagged young jagged young jagged young jagged young----looking peaks covered in mixed forests and looking peaks covered in mixed forests and looking peaks covered in mixed forests and looking peaks covered in mixed forests and 
thick lawns of thick lawns of thick lawns of thick lawns of grass and flowers. Huge gravel/grass and flowers. Huge gravel/grass and flowers. Huge gravel/grass and flowers. Huge gravel/sand sand sand sand 
extraction plant at Kura with system of buckets on pulleys extraction plant at Kura with system of buckets on pulleys extraction plant at Kura with system of buckets on pulleys extraction plant at Kura with system of buckets on pulleys 
all the way upall the way upall the way upall the way up to the Black Sea coast, which we followed north.  to the Black Sea coast, which we followed north.  to the Black Sea coast, which we followed north.  to the Black Sea coast, which we followed north. 
Reached the coast at Reached the coast at Reached the coast at Reached the coast at İnebölünebölünebölünebölü, ancient , ancient , ancient , ancient IIIIonopolis, attractive onopolis, attractive onopolis, attractive onopolis, attractive 
little town on the sea. Quite hot and humid and people were little town on the sea. Quite hot and humid and people were little town on the sea. Quite hot and humid and people were little town on the sea. Quite hot and humid and people were 
swimming swimming swimming swimming –––– I regretted not having taken my shorts. Strolled  I regretted not having taken my shorts. Strolled  I regretted not having taken my shorts. Strolled  I regretted not having taken my shorts. Strolled 
about here and there, had about here and there, had about here and there, had about here and there, had lunch, walked again and then drove lunch, walked again and then drove lunch, walked again and then drove lunch, walked again and then drove 
back with a short stop in back with a short stop in back with a short stop in back with a short stop in KastamonuKastamonuKastamonuKastamonu. . . .     
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Now it is evening in Ilgaz. The sky is deep blue/black. It has Now it is evening in Ilgaz. The sky is deep blue/black. It has Now it is evening in Ilgaz. The sky is deep blue/black. It has Now it is evening in Ilgaz. The sky is deep blue/black. It has 
been market day here and there is still a buzz of activity been market day here and there is still a buzz of activity been market day here and there is still a buzz of activity been market day here and there is still a buzz of activity 
going on; music playing, mgoing on; music playing, mgoing on; music playing, mgoing on; music playing, motorbikes revving, brakes otorbikes revving, brakes otorbikes revving, brakes otorbikes revving, brakes 
squealsquealsquealsquealininining, and the chat of men as they take the evening air, g, and the chat of men as they take the evening air, g, and the chat of men as they take the evening air, g, and the chat of men as they take the evening air, 
for it has been hot here too. for it has been hot here too. for it has been hot here too. for it has been hot here too.         
    
IlgazIlgazIlgazIlgaz,,,, Sunday 3 Sunday 3 Sunday 3 Sunday 3rdrdrdrd August 1997 August 1997 August 1997 August 1997    
Fun day out in the hotFun day out in the hotFun day out in the hotFun day out in the hot, unforgiving sun. Drove to Kur, unforgiving sun. Drove to Kur, unforgiving sun. Drove to Kur, unforgiving sun. Drove to Kurşunlu unlu unlu unlu 
first thing (Michael ill back at hotel today but ok now) for first thing (Michael ill back at hotel today but ok now) for first thing (Michael ill back at hotel today but ok now) for first thing (Michael ill back at hotel today but ok now) for 
breakfast and supplies. Then on to breakfast and supplies. Then on to breakfast and supplies. Then on to breakfast and supplies. Then on to KöprüKöprüKöprüKöprüllllü ü ü ü ((((‘‘‘‘With BWith BWith BWith Bridgeridgeridgeridge’’’’) to ) to ) to ) to 
parkparkparkpark the car before setting off on a good walk along the  the car before setting off on a good walk along the  the car before setting off on a good walk along the  the car before setting off on a good walk along the 
Devrez Devrez Devrez Devrez ÇayÇayÇayÇay to the west of  to the west of  to the west of  to the west of KöprülüKöprülüKöprülüKöprülü. Our main aim was to . Our main aim was to . Our main aim was to . Our main aim was to 
locate cave sitlocate cave sitlocate cave sitlocate cave sites ales ales ales along the river cliffs and bong the river cliffs and bong the river cliffs and bong the river cliffs and banks and to see if anks and to see if anks and to see if anks and to see if 
there was any evidence for early prehistoric settlement. We there was any evidence for early prehistoric settlement. We there was any evidence for early prehistoric settlement. We there was any evidence for early prehistoric settlement. We 
walked along the treewalked along the treewalked along the treewalked along the tree----lined northlined northlined northlined north bank for a while then out  bank for a while then out  bank for a while then out  bank for a while then out 
into a broad riverside meadow with tall hills, with occasional into a broad riverside meadow with tall hills, with occasional into a broad riverside meadow with tall hills, with occasional into a broad riverside meadow with tall hills, with occasional 
rocky outcrops at both rocky outcrops at both rocky outcrops at both rocky outcrops at both sides. sides. sides. sides.     
    
After a short while we spot a possible cave high up on the north After a short while we spot a possible cave high up on the north After a short while we spot a possible cave high up on the north After a short while we spot a possible cave high up on the north 
side. Tom agrees to go up and investigate, so he leaves his side. Tom agrees to go up and investigate, so he leaves his side. Tom agrees to go up and investigate, so he leaves his side. Tom agrees to go up and investigate, so he leaves his 
bbbbackpack with us, takes a walkieackpack with us, takes a walkieackpack with us, takes a walkieackpack with us, takes a walkie----talkie and scrambles up the talkie and scrambles up the talkie and scrambles up the talkie and scrambles up the 
scree as we watch. He reaches the top, disappears for a few scree as we watch. He reaches the top, disappears for a few scree as we watch. He reaches the top, disappears for a few scree as we watch. He reaches the top, disappears for a few 
mmmmoments and toments and toments and toments and thhhhen returns waving his arms demonstrably. en returns waving his arms demonstrably. en returns waving his arms demonstrably. en returns waving his arms demonstrably. 
‘‘‘‘He’s got something!He’s got something!He’s got something!He’s got something!’’’’ I say knowing of Tom’s wide experience  I say knowing of Tom’s wide experience  I say knowing of Tom’s wide experience  I say knowing of Tom’s wide experience 
in Palaeolithic cave exploring in southin Palaeolithic cave exploring in southin Palaeolithic cave exploring in southin Palaeolithic cave exploring in south----eastern Turkey. eastern Turkey. eastern Turkey. eastern Turkey. 
Eventually we hear him shouting Eventually we hear him shouting Eventually we hear him shouting Eventually we hear him shouting ‘‘‘‘The walkieThe walkieThe walkieThe walkie----talkie’s not talkie’s not talkie’s not talkie’s not 
workingworkingworkingworking,’,’,’,’    and down he comes,and down he comes,and down he comes,and down he comes, slipping down the scree. He had  slipping down the scree. He had  slipping down the scree. He had  slipping down the scree. He had 
found nothing and had been waving to try and get us to found nothing and had been waving to try and get us to found nothing and had been waving to try and get us to found nothing and had been waving to try and get us to 
switch the walkieswitch the walkieswitch the walkieswitch the walkie----talkie on, which we had but there seemed ttalkie on, which we had but there seemed ttalkie on, which we had but there seemed ttalkie on, which we had but there seemed to o o o 
have been a loose connection.have been a loose connection.have been a loose connection.have been a loose connection.    
    
We press on. On both banks we spot rockWe press on. On both banks we spot rockWe press on. On both banks we spot rockWe press on. On both banks we spot rock----cut tombs high up in cut tombs high up in cut tombs high up in cut tombs high up in 
the conglomerathe conglomerathe conglomerathe conglomerate cliffste cliffste cliffste cliffs (PS060) (PS060) (PS060) (PS060). . . .     
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[Fig 56] [Fig 56] [Fig 56] [Fig 56]     

    
    
A major achievement to cut those tombs and well beyond our A major achievement to cut those tombs and well beyond our A major achievement to cut those tombs and well beyond our A major achievement to cut those tombs and well beyond our 
abilities to abilities to abilities to abilities to rrrreach them. Someone, however, has already each them. Someone, however, has already each them. Someone, however, has already each them. Someone, however, has already 
managed that as they are all empty as far as we can tell. managed that as they are all empty as far as we can tell. managed that as they are all empty as far as we can tell. managed that as they are all empty as far as we can tell. 
Soon Cevdet spots another cave high up, this time Soon Cevdet spots another cave high up, this time Soon Cevdet spots another cave high up, this time Soon Cevdet spots another cave high up, this time on the south on the south on the south on the south 
bank. It is clearly my time to climb. I leave my gear, taking bank. It is clearly my time to climb. I leave my gear, taking bank. It is clearly my time to climb. I leave my gear, taking bank. It is clearly my time to climb. I leave my gear, taking 
only the walkieonly the walkieonly the walkieonly the walkie----talkie, a pocket camera and some plastic talkie, a pocket camera and some plastic talkie, a pocket camera and some plastic talkie, a pocket camera and some plastic 
bags. Holding a stoutbags. Holding a stoutbags. Holding a stoutbags. Holding a stout s s s stick, and with my boots and socks tick, and with my boots and socks tick, and with my boots and socks tick, and with my boots and socks 
tied round my neck I ford the broad river, sending fish and tied round my neck I ford the broad river, sending fish and tied round my neck I ford the broad river, sending fish and tied round my neck I ford the broad river, sending fish and 
crabs scrabs scrabs scrabs scuttling as I go. The water does not recuttling as I go. The water does not recuttling as I go. The water does not recuttling as I go. The water does not reach above my ach above my ach above my ach above my 
knee. I reach the southknee. I reach the southknee. I reach the southknee. I reach the south bank and try the walkie bank and try the walkie bank and try the walkie bank and try the walkie----talkietalkietalkietalkie::::    ‘‘‘‘Over Over Over Over 
the river and about to climbthe river and about to climbthe river and about to climbthe river and about to climb,’,’,’,’    I say, redundant really as they I say, redundant really as they I say, redundant really as they I say, redundant really as they 
can clearly see me only 50 yards away. can clearly see me only 50 yards away. can clearly see me only 50 yards away. can clearly see me only 50 yards away. ‘‘‘‘Received, over and Received, over and Received, over and Received, over and 
outoutoutout,,,,’ ’ ’ ’ comes the cleacomes the cleacomes the cleacomes the clear reply. It is a very steep, slippery climb up r reply. It is a very steep, slippery climb up r reply. It is a very steep, slippery climb up r reply. It is a very steep, slippery climb up 
to nearly the top of theto nearly the top of theto nearly the top of theto nearly the top of the slope. The cave is only some 3 slope. The cave is only some 3 slope. The cave is only some 3 slope. The cave is only some 3----4 4 4 4 mmmm deep  deep  deep  deep 
and does not looking very old. I look around, catch my breath and does not looking very old. I look around, catch my breath and does not looking very old. I look around, catch my breath and does not looking very old. I look around, catch my breath 
and start the descent. and start the descent. and start the descent. and start the descent.     
    
As I reach the riverAs I reach the riverAs I reach the riverAs I reach the river    bank, a large herd of goats heads eabank, a large herd of goats heads eabank, a large herd of goats heads eabank, a large herd of goats heads east on st on st on st on 
the north bank. The goatthe north bank. The goatthe north bank. The goatthe north bank. The goat----herdherdherdherd is talking to Cevdet, Tom and  is talking to Cevdet, Tom and  is talking to Cevdet, Tom and  is talking to Cevdet, Tom and 
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Penny as his goats proceed by. They are beautiful animals, Penny as his goats proceed by. They are beautiful animals, Penny as his goats proceed by. They are beautiful animals, Penny as his goats proceed by. They are beautiful animals, 
Angora goats, with soft beige silky coats and elegant, curved Angora goats, with soft beige silky coats and elegant, curved Angora goats, with soft beige silky coats and elegant, curved Angora goats, with soft beige silky coats and elegant, curved 
horns. A couple of them rear up on their hind limbs and chew horns. A couple of them rear up on their hind limbs and chew horns. A couple of them rear up on their hind limbs and chew horns. A couple of them rear up on their hind limbs and chew 
leaves oleaves oleaves oleaves off the willow trees, before marching on. ff the willow trees, before marching on. ff the willow trees, before marching on. ff the willow trees, before marching on.     
[Fig 57[Fig 57[Fig 57[Fig 57] ] ] ]     

    
A donkey is in their midst and I have my eyes out for the A donkey is in their midst and I have my eyes out for the A donkey is in their midst and I have my eyes out for the A donkey is in their midst and I have my eyes out for the 
dog. I see it, loping along like a lioness a few dozen metres dog. I see it, loping along like a lioness a few dozen metres dog. I see it, loping along like a lioness a few dozen metres dog. I see it, loping along like a lioness a few dozen metres 
behind the herd and still on the opposite bank fbehind the herd and still on the opposite bank fbehind the herd and still on the opposite bank fbehind the herd and still on the opposite bank from me. It is a rom me. It is a rom me. It is a rom me. It is a 
mediummediummediummedium----sizesizesizesized d d d kkkkanananangagagagallll with metal spiked collar with metal spiked collar with metal spiked collar with metal spiked collar.... I stand still  I stand still  I stand still  I stand still 
and watch as the dog notices me. It blinks a couple of times, and watch as the dog notices me. It blinks a couple of times, and watch as the dog notices me. It blinks a couple of times, and watch as the dog notices me. It blinks a couple of times, 
turns its head and walks through the few reeds into the water, turns its head and walks through the few reeds into the water, turns its head and walks through the few reeds into the water, turns its head and walks through the few reeds into the water, 
lapping noisily as it reaches the river. After a few moments lapping noisily as it reaches the river. After a few moments lapping noisily as it reaches the river. After a few moments lapping noisily as it reaches the river. After a few moments 
the dog walks further into tthe dog walks further into tthe dog walks further into tthe dog walks further into the stream andhe stream andhe stream andhe stream and, lapping all the , lapping all the , lapping all the , lapping all the 
time, ftime, ftime, ftime, flops down on its belly to cool off, before shaking and lops down on its belly to cool off, before shaking and lops down on its belly to cool off, before shaking and lops down on its belly to cool off, before shaking and 
roaming off behind the herd. As Tom starts to move I tell him roaming off behind the herd. As Tom starts to move I tell him roaming off behind the herd. As Tom starts to move I tell him roaming off behind the herd. As Tom starts to move I tell him 
to sit down and wait for the dog to pass which it does to sit down and wait for the dog to pass which it does to sit down and wait for the dog to pass which it does to sit down and wait for the dog to pass which it does 
peacefully.peacefully.peacefully.peacefully.    
    
I carry on I carry on I carry on I carry on alongalongalongalong the south bank f the south bank f the south bank f the south bank for a while but soon reach an or a while but soon reach an or a while but soon reach an or a while but soon reach an 
impasse with no room to walk between the sheer cliffs and the impasse with no room to walk between the sheer cliffs and the impasse with no room to walk between the sheer cliffs and the impasse with no room to walk between the sheer cliffs and the 
river into which they plunge. I walk back to the shallow point river into which they plunge. I walk back to the shallow point river into which they plunge. I walk back to the shallow point river into which they plunge. I walk back to the shallow point 
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and cross back to the north bank. We continue waland cross back to the north bank. We continue waland cross back to the north bank. We continue waland cross back to the north bank. We continue walking west king west king west king west 
spotting further rockspotting further rockspotting further rockspotting further rock----cut tombs especially cut tombs especially cut tombs especially cut tombs especially on the north bank. on the north bank. on the north bank. on the north bank. 
Crag martins swoop up and down the river and dart up to Crag martins swoop up and down the river and dart up to Crag martins swoop up and down the river and dart up to Crag martins swoop up and down the river and dart up to 
their mud nests on the cliff faces. A kestrel is buzzing their mud nests on the cliff faces. A kestrel is buzzing their mud nests on the cliff faces. A kestrel is buzzing their mud nests on the cliff faces. A kestrel is buzzing tttthen hen hen hen 
darting at the cliffs perhaps to darting at the cliffs perhaps to darting at the cliffs perhaps to darting at the cliffs perhaps to attack fledglings. As we look, attack fledglings. As we look, attack fledglings. As we look, attack fledglings. As we look, 
twotwotwotwo huge eagles appear way up on high, one clearly with huge eagles appear way up on high, one clearly with huge eagles appear way up on high, one clearly with huge eagles appear way up on high, one clearly with the  the  the  the 
pale mottled underpale mottled underpale mottled underpale mottled under----wing plumage of the juvenile golden eagle, wing plumage of the juvenile golden eagle, wing plumage of the juvenile golden eagle, wing plumage of the juvenile golden eagle, 
the other an adult. the other an adult. the other an adult. the other an adult.     
    
We ascend a bluff and deWe ascend a bluff and deWe ascend a bluff and deWe ascend a bluff and decide we have come far enough cide we have come far enough cide we have come far enough cide we have come far enough 
ththththough we have not covered a great distance along the river ough we have not covered a great distance along the river ough we have not covered a great distance along the river ough we have not covered a great distance along the river 
much time spent going up and down the flanks. We have much time spent going up and down the flanks. We have much time spent going up and down the flanks. We have much time spent going up and down the flanks. We have 
found no evidence of early human presence. We see a track on found no evidence of early human presence. We see a track on found no evidence of early human presence. We see a track on found no evidence of early human presence. We see a track on 
the other bank coming down from the hill and decide to walk the other bank coming down from the hill and decide to walk the other bank coming down from the hill and decide to walk the other bank coming down from the hill and decide to walk 
back to back to back to back to Köprülü Köprülü Köprülü Köprülü and take the track by car. We walk quickly and take the track by car. We walk quickly and take the track by car. We walk quickly and take the track by car. We walk quickly 
back in the considerable heat and take the car up to Kback in the considerable heat and take the car up to Kback in the considerable heat and take the car up to Kback in the considerable heat and take the car up to Kapaklapaklapaklapaklıııı    
and down the rocky bumpy track which follows the river until and down the rocky bumpy track which follows the river until and down the rocky bumpy track which follows the river until and down the rocky bumpy track which follows the river until 
it reaches an old, abandoned waterit reaches an old, abandoned waterit reaches an old, abandoned waterit reaches an old, abandoned water----mill, its metal spouts mill, its metal spouts mill, its metal spouts mill, its metal spouts 
intact and griintact and griintact and griintact and grinnnndstones still idstones still idstones still idstones still in place, not used for 20 years n place, not used for 20 years n place, not used for 20 years n place, not used for 20 years or or or or 
more and a rare piece of evidence for what seems a long gone more and a rare piece of evidence for what seems a long gone more and a rare piece of evidence for what seems a long gone more and a rare piece of evidence for what seems a long gone 
way of lifway of lifway of lifway of lifeeee (PS059) (PS059) (PS059) (PS059). Now in the middle of nowhere, once a . Now in the middle of nowhere, once a . Now in the middle of nowhere, once a . Now in the middle of nowhere, once a 
thriving hub of activity and home to a miller and family. thriving hub of activity and home to a miller and family. thriving hub of activity and home to a miller and family. thriving hub of activity and home to a miller and family. 
[Fig 58[Fig 58[Fig 58[Fig 58]]]]    
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Had lunch in the shade of a tree and Cevdet and I walked Had lunch in the shade of a tree and Cevdet and I walked Had lunch in the shade of a tree and Cevdet and I walked Had lunch in the shade of a tree and Cevdet and I walked 
further west along the south bank, to a beautifufurther west along the south bank, to a beautifufurther west along the south bank, to a beautifufurther west along the south bank, to a beautiful spot where l spot where l spot where l spot where 
the willows touchthe willows touchthe willows touchthe willows touch lea lea lea leaves over the swiftly flowing, musically ves over the swiftly flowing, musically ves over the swiftly flowing, musically ves over the swiftly flowing, musically 
bubbling river. Then back tbubbling river. Then back tbubbling river. Then back tbubbling river. Then back to the car and drove back to o the car and drove back to o the car and drove back to o the car and drove back to 
KurKurKurKurşunlu, feeling quite hot and tired by our exertions today. unlu, feeling quite hot and tired by our exertions today. unlu, feeling quite hot and tired by our exertions today. unlu, feeling quite hot and tired by our exertions today. 
Had Had Had Had çayçayçayçay and cola and then quickly investigated a nearby  and cola and then quickly investigated a nearby  and cola and then quickly investigated a nearby  and cola and then quickly investigated a nearby 
tepetepetepetepe, nothing on it, before driving up to , nothing on it, before driving up to , nothing on it, before driving up to , nothing on it, before driving up to YamuköYamuköYamuköYamukören, high ren, high ren, high ren, high 
above the south bank of the Devrez. Lots of locals around the above the south bank of the Devrez. Lots of locals around the above the south bank of the Devrez. Lots of locals around the above the south bank of the Devrez. Lots of locals around the 
mosque and mosque and mosque and mosque and çayçayçayçay was al was al was al was already in progress so we enjoyed a ready in progress so we enjoyed a ready in progress so we enjoyed a ready in progress so we enjoyed a 
ccccouple of glasses of hot, cloverouple of glasses of hot, cloverouple of glasses of hot, cloverouple of glasses of hot, clover----flavoured flavoured flavoured flavoured çayçayçayçay, while the locals , while the locals , while the locals , while the locals 
told us that there were no antiquities in their area and that told us that there were no antiquities in their area and that told us that there were no antiquities in their area and that told us that there were no antiquities in their area and that 
their village was slowly, stetheir village was slowly, stetheir village was slowly, stetheir village was slowly, steadily disintegrating with only adily disintegrating with only adily disintegrating with only adily disintegrating with only 
twotwotwotwo children left in the primary sc children left in the primary sc children left in the primary sc children left in the primary school and everyone drifting hool and everyone drifting hool and everyone drifting hool and everyone drifting 
away to away to away to away to KurKurKurKurşunlu unlu unlu unlu and and and and İstanbul. Drove home from there. stanbul. Drove home from there. stanbul. Drove home from there. stanbul. Drove home from there.     
    
Have been studying the map this evening and tomorrow we Have been studying the map this evening and tomorrow we Have been studying the map this evening and tomorrow we Have been studying the map this evening and tomorrow we 
return to our new Hittite site at return to our new Hittite site at return to our new Hittite site at return to our new Hittite site at DumDumDumDumanlanlanlanlıııı and try to cover  and try to cover  and try to cover  and try to cover tttthe he he he 
ground between it and the great gorge of the Devrez to the east ground between it and the great gorge of the Devrez to the east ground between it and the great gorge of the Devrez to the east ground between it and the great gorge of the Devrez to the east 
of Sunuof Sunuof Sunuof Sunurrrrlu which we haven’t lu which we haven’t lu which we haven’t lu which we haven’t seen at all yet. seen at all yet. seen at all yet. seen at all yet.     
    
IlgazIlgazIlgazIlgaz,,,, Monday 4 Monday 4 Monday 4 Monday 4thththth August 1997 August 1997 August 1997 August 1997    
Cool blowing day. Now the mountains to the north areCool blowing day. Now the mountains to the north areCool blowing day. Now the mountains to the north areCool blowing day. Now the mountains to the north are capped  capped  capped  capped 
in a dense band of clouin a dense band of clouin a dense band of clouin a dense band of cloud while all else above is clear sky, now d while all else above is clear sky, now d while all else above is clear sky, now d while all else above is clear sky, now 
turning into night (8.30turning into night (8.30turning into night (8.30turning into night (8.30    pm). I am sat on the balcony of my pm). I am sat on the balcony of my pm). I am sat on the balcony of my pm). I am sat on the balcony of my 
rorororooooom which has a littlem which has a littlem which has a littlem which has a little light overhead.  light overhead.  light overhead.  light overhead.     
    
Off to Off to Off to Off to KurKurKurKurşunlu unlu unlu unlu again for breakfast this morning, again again for breakfast this morning, again again for breakfast this morning, again again for breakfast this morning, again 
stirring up the life of the stirring up the life of the stirring up the life of the stirring up the life of the lokantalokantalokantalokanta proprietor who bemoans the  proprietor who bemoans the  proprietor who bemoans the  proprietor who bemoans the 
fact that we are justfact that we are justfact that we are justfact that we are just a month too early for the new h a month too early for the new h a month too early for the new h a month too early for the new honey oney oney oney 
season, a major attraction by all accounts. We make do with season, a major attraction by all accounts. We make do with season, a major attraction by all accounts. We make do with season, a major attraction by all accounts. We make do with 
white cheese, olives and a jawhite cheese, olives and a jawhite cheese, olives and a jawhite cheese, olives and a jar of processed honey. r of processed honey. r of processed honey. r of processed honey.     
    
On to On to On to On to Dumanlı Dumanlı Dumanlı Dumanlı once again, taking the rough track past the once again, taking the rough track past the once again, taking the rough track past the once again, taking the rough track past the 
HittiteHittiteHittiteHittite    kalekalekalekale and on north till we could drive no further. Then  and on north till we could drive no further. Then  and on north till we could drive no further. Then  and on north till we could drive no further. Then 
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on foot till we reached the great gorge of the Devrez first east on foot till we reached the great gorge of the Devrez first east on foot till we reached the great gorge of the Devrez first east on foot till we reached the great gorge of the Devrez first east 
of of of of SunurluSunurluSunurluSunurlu. Great views down . Great views down . Great views down . Great views down the gorge the gorge the gorge the gorge –––– lots  lots  lots  lots of rockof rockof rockof rock----cut cut cut cut 
tombs clearly visible and also good views of tombs clearly visible and also good views of tombs clearly visible and also good views of tombs clearly visible and also good views of Gavur KalesiGavur KalesiGavur KalesiGavur Kalesi at  at  at  at 
SakaeliSakaeliSakaeliSakaeli. Walked around the spur a wh. Walked around the spur a wh. Walked around the spur a wh. Walked around the spur a while and then drove back ile and then drove back ile and then drove back ile and then drove back 
to the to the to the to the kkkkalealealeale. Tom and Penny re. Tom and Penny re. Tom and Penny re. Tom and Penny re----doing doing doing doing thethethethe plan of the main  plan of the main  plan of the main  plan of the main 
retaining wall, Michael investigating a nearby cave (no retaining wall, Michael investigating a nearby cave (no retaining wall, Michael investigating a nearby cave (no retaining wall, Michael investigating a nearby cave (no 
luck), Cevluck), Cevluck), Cevluck), Cevdet exploring with localsdet exploring with localsdet exploring with localsdet exploring with locals,,,, and myself collecting  and myself collecting  and myself collecting  and myself collecting 
more diagnostic pottery for the site, which I hope really is more diagnostic pottery for the site, which I hope really is more diagnostic pottery for the site, which I hope really is more diagnostic pottery for the site, which I hope really is 
Hittite. Hittite. Hittite. Hittite.     
    
Drove back to Drove back to Drove back to Drove back to KurKurKurKurşunlu unlu unlu unlu for for for for çayçayçayçay and then took the main road  and then took the main road  and then took the main road  and then took the main road 
west and turned off to west and turned off to west and turned off to west and turned off to YeYeYeYeşilöilöilöilözzzz where a Roman where a Roman where a Roman where a Roman----nosed local nosed local nosed local nosed local 
escorted us to a nearby tumulus which had been illicitly escorted us to a nearby tumulus which had been illicitly escorted us to a nearby tumulus which had been illicitly escorted us to a nearby tumulus which had been illicitly 
excavated in the past year or soexcavated in the past year or soexcavated in the past year or soexcavated in the past year or so (PS061) (PS061) (PS061) (PS061). . . .     
    
[Fig 59[Fig 59[Fig 59[Fig 59]]]]        

    
    
The tumulus is circular but with a low eartThe tumulus is circular but with a low eartThe tumulus is circular but with a low eartThe tumulus is circular but with a low earth platform on its h platform on its h platform on its h platform on its 
northeast side and a hole here had exposed several extremely northeast side and a hole here had exposed several extremely northeast side and a hole here had exposed several extremely northeast side and a hole here had exposed several extremely 
fine revealed blocks of andesite, wellfine revealed blocks of andesite, wellfine revealed blocks of andesite, wellfine revealed blocks of andesite, well----shaped and clearly shaped and clearly shaped and clearly shaped and clearly in in in in 
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situsitusitusitu as part of a grave chamber to one side of the main  as part of a grave chamber to one side of the main  as part of a grave chamber to one side of the main  as part of a grave chamber to one side of the main 
tumulus. In the middle of the tumulus itself was an tumulus. In the middle of the tumulus itself was an tumulus. In the middle of the tumulus itself was an tumulus. In the middle of the tumulus itself was an 
enormousenormousenormousenormous hole through the pebble and earth matrix w hole through the pebble and earth matrix w hole through the pebble and earth matrix w hole through the pebble and earth matrix with ith ith ith 
nothing left for us to see,nothing left for us to see,nothing left for us to see,nothing left for us to see, except in section the clear earlier cut  except in section the clear earlier cut  except in section the clear earlier cut  except in section the clear earlier cut 
of a previous, less thorough attempt to rob the tumulus. No of a previous, less thorough attempt to rob the tumulus. No of a previous, less thorough attempt to rob the tumulus. No of a previous, less thorough attempt to rob the tumulus. No 
associated pottery in the fields. The andesite of the stone associated pottery in the fields. The andesite of the stone associated pottery in the fields. The andesite of the stone associated pottery in the fields. The andesite of the stone 
blocks, however, coulblocks, however, coulblocks, however, coulblocks, however, could have come from the andesite quarry at d have come from the andesite quarry at d have come from the andesite quarry at d have come from the andesite quarry at 
KızıKızıKızıKızılcalcalcalca where we have some very nice where we have some very nice where we have some very nice where we have some very nice Iron Age Iron Age Iron Age Iron Age potter potter potter potteryyyy, so there , so there , so there , so there 
are some connections starting to appear. Had lunch in the are some connections starting to appear. Had lunch in the are some connections starting to appear. Had lunch in the are some connections starting to appear. Had lunch in the 
grass and then called in on the grass and then called in on the grass and then called in on the grass and then called in on the KurKurKurKurşunlu unlu unlu unlu jjjjandarmaandarmaandarmaandarma to take  to take  to take  to take 
our leave of their our leave of their our leave of their our leave of their ilçeilçeilçeilçe for tomorrow for tomorrow for tomorrow for tomorrow we start in Çerke we start in Çerke we start in Çerke we start in Çerkeş    ilçeilçeilçeilçe. . . .     
    
IlgazIlgazIlgazIlgaz,,,, Tuesday 5 Tuesday 5 Tuesday 5 Tuesday 5thththth August 1997 August 1997 August 1997 August 1997    
Busy day out and about. Drove straight to Busy day out and about. Drove straight to Busy day out and about. Drove straight to Busy day out and about. Drove straight to ÇerkeÇerkeÇerkeÇerkeş    fifififirst thing rst thing rst thing rst thing 
to start work in our fourthto start work in our fourthto start work in our fourthto start work in our fourth and final  and final  and final  and final ilçeilçeilçeilçe for this year.  for this year.  for this year.  for this year. 
Started off by having the best breakfast this season Started off by having the best breakfast this season Started off by having the best breakfast this season Started off by having the best breakfast this season –––– fresh  fresh  fresh  fresh 
from the oven chefrom the oven chefrom the oven chefrom the oven cheese ese ese ese börekbörekbörekbörek and  and  and  and popopopoğacacacacaaaa with hot fresh  with hot fresh  with hot fresh  with hot fresh çayçayçayçay in a  in a  in a  in a 
superb little superb little superb little superb little pastanepastanepastanepastane. We shall go there again. . We shall go there again. . We shall go there again. . We shall go there again.     
    
On to the On to the On to the On to the jjjjandarmaandarmaandarmaandarma to let them know of our presence  to let them know of our presence  to let them know of our presence  to let them know of our presence –––– they  they  they  they 
had already received notification, bhad already received notification, bhad already received notification, bhad already received notification, but ut ut ut it’s good to call in it’s good to call in it’s good to call in it’s good to call in 
person and Cevdet is so goperson and Cevdet is so goperson and Cevdet is so goperson and Cevdet is so good at these thinod at these thinod at these thinod at these things. Sat in the gs. Sat in the gs. Sat in the gs. Sat in the 
jjjjandarmaandarmaandarmaandarma garden and drank  garden and drank  garden and drank  garden and drank çayçayçayçay with the  with the  with the  with the secondsecondsecondsecond    in in in in 
command while the troops lined up for inspection, coughing, command while the troops lined up for inspection, coughing, command while the troops lined up for inspection, coughing, command while the troops lined up for inspection, coughing, 
shiftingshiftingshiftingshifting. Then the . Then the . Then the . Then the komutankomutankomutankomutan came out  came out  came out  came out –––– very young freckled very young freckled very young freckled very young freckled----
faced chap with clear brown eyes. They gave our programme a faced chap with clear brown eyes. They gave our programme a faced chap with clear brown eyes. They gave our programme a faced chap with clear brown eyes. They gave our programme a 
good going ovegood going ovegood going ovegood going over, checking our maps, passports etc. Both senior r, checking our maps, passports etc. Both senior r, checking our maps, passports etc. Both senior r, checking our maps, passports etc. Both senior 
chaps had small skin burnschaps had small skin burnschaps had small skin burnschaps had small skin burns,,,,    inoculation marks, just below inoculation marks, just below inoculation marks, just below inoculation marks, just below 
the elbow. Tthe elbow. Tthe elbow. Tthe elbow. Then called in on the police just up the road, and hen called in on the police just up the road, and hen called in on the police just up the road, and hen called in on the police just up the road, and 
met the chief met the chief met the chief met the chief –––– similar fellow. One policeman,  similar fellow. One policeman,  similar fellow. One policeman,  similar fellow. One policeman, HaruHaruHaruHarun, was n, was n, was n, was 
assigned to accompany us rounassigned to accompany us rounassigned to accompany us rounassigned to accompany us round the antiquities of d the antiquities of d the antiquities of d the antiquities of ÇerkeÇerkeÇerkeÇerkeş    
town. First town. First town. First town. First totototo the old  the old  the old  the old hamamhamamhamamhamam    –––– really wonderful old  really wonderful old  really wonderful old  really wonderful old 
(?Selcuk?) baths behind a modern (?Selcuk?) baths behind a modern (?Selcuk?) baths behind a modern (?Selcuk?) baths behind a modern çayçayçayçay house.  house.  house.  house. ÇayÇayÇayÇay boy  boy  boy  boy 
removed pile of old junk to let us in and down we went to a removed pile of old junk to let us in and down we went to a removed pile of old junk to let us in and down we went to a removed pile of old junk to let us in and down we went to a 
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dusty white plastered suite of rooms and old baths. Took a dusty white plastered suite of rooms and old baths. Took a dusty white plastered suite of rooms and old baths. Took a dusty white plastered suite of rooms and old baths. Took a 
look look look look outside too. As I stood photographing the baths the shutter outside too. As I stood photographing the baths the shutter outside too. As I stood photographing the baths the shutter outside too. As I stood photographing the baths the shutter 
in the building behind me opened and an old lady leant out in the building behind me opened and an old lady leant out in the building behind me opened and an old lady leant out in the building behind me opened and an old lady leant out 
and asked me what I thought of their old and asked me what I thought of their old and asked me what I thought of their old and asked me what I thought of their old hamamhamamhamamhamam. . . . 
‘‘‘‘WonderfulWonderfulWonderfulWonderful,’,’,’,’    I saidI saidI saidI said....    ‘‘‘‘God bless God bless God bless God bless you. you. you. you. Welcome from your long Welcome from your long Welcome from your long Welcome from your long 
journey. God keep youjourney. God keep youjourney. God keep youjourney. God keep you,’,’,’,’    she sshe sshe sshe saidaidaidaid....    ‘S‘S‘S‘Stay well and healthytay well and healthytay well and healthytay well and healthy,’,’,’,’ I  I  I  I 
replied and moved on. replied and moved on. replied and moved on. replied and moved on.     
    
Photographed old columns outside the Photographed old columns outside the Photographed old columns outside the Photographed old columns outside the camicamicamicamiiiii and the  and the  and the  and the 
wonderful hugewonderful hugewonderful hugewonderful huge    grave stone opposite the grave stone opposite the grave stone opposite the grave stone opposite the belediybelediybelediybelediyeeee    –––– crude  crude  crude  crude 
waving figure in the middle, Greek inscription underneathwaving figure in the middle, Greek inscription underneathwaving figure in the middle, Greek inscription underneathwaving figure in the middle, Greek inscription underneath    
(PS062(PS062(PS062(PS062)))). . . .     
    
[Fig 60] [Fig 60] [Fig 60] [Fig 60]     

    
    
Another inAnother inAnother inAnother inscribed stone in yard of a scribed stone in yard of a scribed stone in yard of a scribed stone in yard of a çayçayçayçay house  house  house  house –––– locals  locals  locals  locals 
gathered to watchgathered to watchgathered to watchgathered to watch as we copied the inscription, two lin as we copied the inscription, two lin as we copied the inscription, two lin as we copied the inscription, two lines visible es visible es visible es visible 
above ground. above ground. above ground. above ground.     
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[Fig 61] [Fig 61] [Fig 61] [Fig 61]     

    
‘‘‘‘There There There There are three more linesare three more linesare three more linesare three more lines underground underground underground underground,,,,’’’’ they said. they said. they said. they said.    ‘‘‘‘Do you Do you Do you Do you 
want us to dig them out?want us to dig them out?want us to dig them out?want us to dig them out?’ ’ ’ ’ ‘‘‘‘No, no, thanksNo, no, thanksNo, no, thanksNo, no, thanks,’,’,’,’    we repliedwe repliedwe repliedwe replied. . . . 
Definitely not part of our permit. Dropped the policeman and Definitely not part of our permit. Dropped the policeman and Definitely not part of our permit. Dropped the policeman and Definitely not part of our permit. Dropped the policeman and 
headed out northwest headed out northwest headed out northwest headed out northwest fromfromfromfrom    ÇerkeÇerkeÇerkeÇerkeş, first to village of , first to village of , first to village of , first to village of BedilBedilBedilBedil, , , , 
with some great stones inwith some great stones inwith some great stones inwith some great stones in    camiicamiicamiicamii yard yard yard yard (PS063) (PS063) (PS063) (PS063). . . . GravelGravelGravelGravel----voicvoicvoicvoicedededed    
oldoldoldold----timer took us out to fields towards timer took us out to fields towards timer took us out to fields towards timer took us out to fields towards KızıKızıKızıKızıllarllarllarllar    –––– extensive  extensive  extensive  extensive 
Roman site, must be Roman site, must be Roman site, must be Roman site, must be AntoniAntoniAntoniAntoninnnnopolisopolisopolisopolis, lovely lilac, lovely lilac, lovely lilac, lovely lilac----coloured coloured coloured coloured 
scented flowersscented flowersscented flowersscented flowers (PS064) (PS064) (PS064) (PS064). On to . On to . On to . On to KızıllarKızıllarKızıllarKızıllar    –––– chap w chap w chap w chap working on orking on orking on orking on 
building came to help. building came to help. building came to help. building came to help. [Fig 62][Fig 62][Fig 62][Fig 62]        
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More stones in villageMore stones in villageMore stones in villageMore stones in village (PS065) (PS065) (PS065) (PS065), then to , then to , then to , then to kkkkalealealeale    (PS066) (PS066) (PS066) (PS066) ––––    
walls, holes, more pottery, thewalls, holes, more pottery, thewalls, holes, more pottery, thewalls, holes, more pottery, then huge inscribed stone strandedn huge inscribed stone strandedn huge inscribed stone strandedn huge inscribed stone stranded    
in middle of fieldin middle of fieldin middle of fieldin middle of field (PS067) (PS067) (PS067) (PS067). . . .     
[Fig 63[Fig 63[Fig 63[Fig 63]]]]    

    
    ‘‘‘‘It’s so rich hereIt’s so rich hereIt’s so rich hereIt’s so rich here,’,’,’,’    I say to Cevdet who motions me I say to Cevdet who motions me I say to Cevdet who motions me I say to Cevdet who motions me not to say not to say not to say not to say 
that as the locals will smash the stone to look for gold. Great that as the locals will smash the stone to look for gold. Great that as the locals will smash the stone to look for gold. Great that as the locals will smash the stone to look for gold. Great 
site, great old town. site, great old town. site, great old town. site, great old town.     Tonic, films, arrived on bus from Tonic, films, arrived on bus from Tonic, films, arrived on bus from Tonic, films, arrived on bus from 
AnkaraAnkaraAnkaraAnkara. Ch. Ch. Ch. Chips at Petrol ips at Petrol ips at Petrol ips at Petrol OOOOfisifisifisifisi on main road.  on main road.  on main road.  on main road.     
    
Later:Later:Later:Later: Sat on balcony,  Sat on balcony,  Sat on balcony,  Sat on balcony, didididisembodied voices, all still otherwise. sembodied voices, all still otherwise. sembodied voices, all still otherwise. sembodied voices, all still otherwise. 
North Star, PlNorth Star, PlNorth Star, PlNorth Star, Plough arcingough arcingough arcingough arcing down  down  down  down to Arcturus, to Arcturus, to Arcturus, to Arcturus, spike to Spica, spike to Spica, spike to Spica, spike to Spica, 
Turkish Turkish Turkish Turkish towntowntowntown Turkish town, no life on Mars. Why  Turkish town, no life on Mars. Why  Turkish town, no life on Mars. Why  Turkish town, no life on Mars. Why a decent a decent a decent a decent 
pastanepastanepastanepastane sudden sudden sudden suddenly associated with decent sites?ly associated with decent sites?ly associated with decent sites?ly associated with decent sites? Complexity Complexity Complexity Complexity…………    
        
IlgazIlgazIlgazIlgaz,,,, Thursday 7 Thursday 7 Thursday 7 Thursday 7thththth August 1997 August 1997 August 1997 August 1997    
Good to have caught up on some sleep Good to have caught up on some sleep Good to have caught up on some sleep Good to have caught up on some sleep –––– this surveying is  this surveying is  this surveying is  this surveying is 
absabsabsabsolutely exhausting, more so than digging. But fantastic olutely exhausting, more so than digging. But fantastic olutely exhausting, more so than digging. But fantastic olutely exhausting, more so than digging. But fantastic 
fun. fun. fun. fun.     
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Had a wonderful day out today, Had a wonderful day out today, Had a wonderful day out today, Had a wonderful day out today, sunnysunnysunnysunny and really quite hot.  and really quite hot.  and really quite hot.  and really quite hot. 
Michael did all the driving, which I normally do myself, so I Michael did all the driving, which I normally do myself, so I Michael did all the driving, which I normally do myself, so I Michael did all the driving, which I normally do myself, so I 
got to sit in the back of the pgot to sit in the back of the pgot to sit in the back of the pgot to sit in the back of the pickickickick----up a lot, in the pickup a lot, in the pickup a lot, in the pickup a lot, in the pick----up parup parup parup part at t at t at t at 
the the the the back where we standback where we standback where we standback where we stand----up like Roman Emperors when wup like Roman Emperors when wup like Roman Emperors when wup like Roman Emperors when we’re e’re e’re e’re 
on open dirt tracks or siton open dirt tracks or siton open dirt tracks or siton open dirt tracks or sit on the edges when passing through  on the edges when passing through  on the edges when passing through  on the edges when passing through 
villages (villages (villages (villages (‘‘‘‘LLLLooks a little less imperialooks a little less imperialooks a little less imperialooks a little less imperial,’,’,’,’    as I said to Tom).as I said to Tom).as I said to Tom).as I said to Tom).    
    
First to First to First to First to ÇerkeÇerkeÇerkeÇerkeş, where we had the breakfast from heaven at the , where we had the breakfast from heaven at the , where we had the breakfast from heaven at the , where we had the breakfast from heaven at the 
pastanepastanepastanepastane    by the bby the bby the bby the bus station us station us station us station –––– a a a again hot fresh gain hot fresh gain hot fresh gain hot fresh börekbörekbörekbörek and  and  and  and popopopoğacaacaacaaca    
and lots of and lots of and lots of and lots of çayçayçayçay. Then we took the road west and north, first . Then we took the road west and north, first . Then we took the road west and north, first . Then we took the road west and north, first 
going through going through going through going through KızıllarKızıllarKızıllarKızıllar    and up the broad hills that flank the and up the broad hills that flank the and up the broad hills that flank the and up the broad hills that flank the 
ÇerkeÇerkeÇerkeÇerkeş    valley on its north side. Over the broad summit, valley on its north side. Over the broad summit, valley on its north side. Over the broad summit, valley on its north side. Over the broad summit, 
having wonderful views back overhaving wonderful views back overhaving wonderful views back overhaving wonderful views back over the  the  the  the ÇerkeÇerkeÇerkeÇerkeş    vallvallvallvalley, ey, ey, ey, 
including over the whole areaincluding over the whole areaincluding over the whole areaincluding over the whole area which we believe is  which we believe is  which we believe is  which we believe is 
AntoniAntoniAntoniAntoninnnnopolis, opolis, opolis, opolis,     
    
[Fig 64[Fig 64[Fig 64[Fig 64] ] ] ]     

    
    
and on into the next valley system to the north, that of the and on into the next valley system to the north, that of the and on into the next valley system to the north, that of the and on into the next valley system to the north, that of the 
Gerede Çay, which is absolutely stunning and another eastGerede Çay, which is absolutely stunning and another eastGerede Çay, which is absolutely stunning and another eastGerede Çay, which is absolutely stunning and another east----
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west river system with mountain rangewest river system with mountain rangewest river system with mountain rangewest river system with mountain ranges along its along its along its along itssss south and  south and  south and  south and 
north flanks and little villages perched on plateaus and north flanks and little villages perched on plateaus and north flanks and little villages perched on plateaus and north flanks and little villages perched on plateaus and 
ridges all the way up tridges all the way up tridges all the way up tridges all the way up toooo the summits of the hills, each  the summits of the hills, each  the summits of the hills, each  the summits of the hills, each 
surrounded by mosaic of small fields where no tractor can surrounded by mosaic of small fields where no tractor can surrounded by mosaic of small fields where no tractor can surrounded by mosaic of small fields where no tractor can 
venture and where the harvesting and collecting is done by venture and where the harvesting and collecting is done by venture and where the harvesting and collecting is done by venture and where the harvesting and collecting is done by 
handhandhandhand and animal.  and animal.  and animal.  and animal.     
    
[Fig 65[Fig 65[Fig 65[Fig 65] ] ] ]     

    
    
Threshing sledges Threshing sledges Threshing sledges Threshing sledges –––– still used in some are still used in some are still used in some are still used in some areasasasas, pulled by oxen, , pulled by oxen, , pulled by oxen, , pulled by oxen, 
butbutbutbut largely replaced by largely replaced by largely replaced by largely replaced by tractor tractor tractor tractor----drivdrivdrivdriven machines,en machines,en machines,en machines, lots  lots  lots  lots of them of them of them of them 
at work in the fields these days. Harvesting is generally done at work in the fields these days. Harvesting is generally done at work in the fields these days. Harvesting is generally done at work in the fields these days. Harvesting is generally done 
by machine (small, not large combine harvby machine (small, not large combine harvby machine (small, not large combine harvby machine (small, not large combine harvestestestesters) or more ers) or more ers) or more ers) or more 
commonly commonly commonly commonly by hand. Piles of cut cereal are grouped in the by hand. Piles of cut cereal are grouped in the by hand. Piles of cut cereal are grouped in the by hand. Piles of cut cereal are grouped in the 
fields and then later fields and then later fields and then later fields and then later collected by large pitchfork collected by large pitchfork collected by large pitchfork collected by large pitchfork –––– three three three three----
pronged in a tripod formation pronged in a tripod formation pronged in a tripod formation pronged in a tripod formation –––– onto carts pulled by tractors  onto carts pulled by tractors  onto carts pulled by tractors  onto carts pulled by tractors 
or horses. This load is then taken to the threshing machine or horses. This load is then taken to the threshing machine or horses. This load is then taken to the threshing machine or horses. This load is then taken to the threshing machine 
whwhwhwhere it is processed through, creating clouds of fine fibre ere it is processed through, creating clouds of fine fibre ere it is processed through, creating clouds of fine fibre ere it is processed through, creating clouds of fine fibre 
rising high in the hot air. The chaff accumulates in a pile by rising high in the hot air. The chaff accumulates in a pile by rising high in the hot air. The chaff accumulates in a pile by rising high in the hot air. The chaff accumulates in a pile by 
the machine and is then piled into large sacks, for fodder or the machine and is then piled into large sacks, for fodder or the machine and is then piled into large sacks, for fodder or the machine and is then piled into large sacks, for fodder or 
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other purpother purpother purpother purpose and the grain is taken off,ose and the grain is taken off,ose and the grain is taken off,ose and the grain is taken off, to the electric mill of  to the electric mill of  to the electric mill of  to the electric mill of 
coursecoursecoursecourse, no longer to the water, no longer to the water, no longer to the water, no longer to the water----powered mills whose ruins are powered mills whose ruins are powered mills whose ruins are powered mills whose ruins are 
such a feature of the riversuch a feature of the riversuch a feature of the riversuch a feature of the river----sides, as esides, as esides, as esides, as especially along the Devrez specially along the Devrez specially along the Devrez specially along the Devrez 
Çay.Çay.Çay.Çay.    
    
We drove through the high village of AkbaWe drove through the high village of AkbaWe drove through the high village of AkbaWe drove through the high village of Akbaş ( ( ( (‘‘‘‘WhiteheadWhiteheadWhiteheadWhitehead’ ’ ’ ’ ) ) ) ) 
facing north across the Gerede valley, spotting a wonderful facing north across the Gerede valley, spotting a wonderful facing north across the Gerede valley, spotting a wonderful facing north across the Gerede valley, spotting a wonderful 
inscribed sinscribed sinscribed sinscribed stonetonetonetone,,,, which we returned to later which we returned to later which we returned to later which we returned to later,,,, and drove through  and drove through  and drove through  and drove through 
the village to a small track that seemed to go nowhere. the village to a small track that seemed to go nowhere. the village to a small track that seemed to go nowhere. the village to a small track that seemed to go nowhere.     
    
[Fig 66] [Fig 66] [Fig 66] [Fig 66]     

    
    
The only person to ask directions The only person to ask directions The only person to ask directions The only person to ask directions fromfromfromfrom was a la was a la was a la was a laddddy working in y working in y working in y working in 
a field a field a field a field –––– generally of course we prefer to ask men for  generally of course we prefer to ask men for  generally of course we prefer to ask men for  generally of course we prefer to ask men for 
directions or infdirections or infdirections or infdirections or information as the women can be extremely shy. ormation as the women can be extremely shy. ormation as the women can be extremely shy. ormation as the women can be extremely shy. 
Cevdet shouted out Cevdet shouted out Cevdet shouted out Cevdet shouted out atatatat her  her  her  her ‘W‘W‘W‘Where is the road to here is the road to here is the road to here is the road to MeyMeyMeyMeydan?dan?dan?dan?’ ’ ’ ’ In a In a In a In a 
voice pure Montyvoice pure Montyvoice pure Montyvoice pure Monty Python chap Python chap Python chap Python chap----dresseddresseddresseddressed----asasasas----aaaa----lady, lady, lady, lady, she replied she replied she replied she replied 
‘‘‘‘You’re completely on the wrong track here, you know. The You’re completely on the wrong track here, you know. The You’re completely on the wrong track here, you know. The You’re completely on the wrong track here, you know. The 
track you’re ontrack you’re ontrack you’re ontrack you’re on is utterly unsui is utterly unsui is utterly unsui is utterly unsuitable for carstable for carstable for carstable for cars,,,,’ ’ ’ ’ using the word using the word using the word using the word 
‘‘‘‘taxistaxistaxistaxis’ ’ ’ ’ for private cars.for private cars.for private cars.for private cars. ‘ ‘ ‘ ‘You’ve got to go back into the village You’ve got to go back into the village You’ve got to go back into the village You’ve got to go back into the village 
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and take the north road, you know. This road is not and take the north road, you know. This road is not and take the north road, you know. This road is not and take the north road, you know. This road is not aaaat all t all t all t all 
suitable for carssuitable for carssuitable for carssuitable for cars,’,’,’,’    and so on in an excruciatingly loud and and so on in an excruciatingly loud and and so on in an excruciatingly loud and and so on in an excruciatingly loud and 
penetrating voice. Cevdet along with thpenetrating voice. Cevdet along with thpenetrating voice. Cevdet along with thpenetrating voice. Cevdet along with the rest of us managed to e rest of us managed to e rest of us managed to e rest of us managed to 
keep a straight face only until we were immediately out of keep a straight face only until we were immediately out of keep a straight face only until we were immediately out of keep a straight face only until we were immediately out of 
sightsightsightsight of the poor dear.  of the poor dear.  of the poor dear.  of the poor dear.     
    
We descended the pineWe descended the pineWe descended the pineWe descended the pine----clad slopes, fresh and clear smells clad slopes, fresh and clear smells clad slopes, fresh and clear smells clad slopes, fresh and clear smells 
from the trees and ffrom the trees and ffrom the trees and ffrom the trees and flowers, hoopoes and buzzards lilowers, hoopoes and buzzards lilowers, hoopoes and buzzards lilowers, hoopoes and buzzards lifting off fting off fting off fting off 
at our approach and crossat our approach and crossat our approach and crossat our approach and crossed ed ed ed the bridge over the Gerede wthe bridge over the Gerede wthe bridge over the Gerede wthe bridge over the Gerede whhhheeeere re re re 
great herds of black and dark brown cattle were moving great herds of black and dark brown cattle were moving great herds of black and dark brown cattle were moving great herds of black and dark brown cattle were moving 
across the fields. Then up the hills across the fields. Then up the hills across the fields. Then up the hills across the fields. Then up the hills on the north flank, up and on the north flank, up and on the north flank, up and on the north flank, up and 
up, tup, tup, tup, to the village of Meydan. From here or nearby, an o the village of Meydan. From here or nearby, an o the village of Meydan. From here or nearby, an o the village of Meydan. From here or nearby, an 
inscribed stone concerning the Temple of inscribed stone concerning the Temple of inscribed stone concerning the Temple of inscribed stone concerning the Temple of ArtemisArtemisArtemisArtemis f f f from rom rom rom 
ancient Zeita, was found and is now in ancient Zeita, was found and is now in ancient Zeita, was found and is now in ancient Zeita, was found and is now in Çankırı Çankırı Çankırı Çankırı Museum.Museum.Museum.Museum.    
    
The The The The muhtarmuhtarmuhtarmuhtar came to greet us and we stood by his house on the  came to greet us and we stood by his house on the  came to greet us and we stood by his house on the  came to greet us and we stood by his house on the 
edge of the village perched on a high plateau at the top of the edge of the village perched on a high plateau at the top of the edge of the village perched on a high plateau at the top of the edge of the village perched on a high plateau at the top of the 
northern flanks of the Gerede valley, and he pointed east to northern flanks of the Gerede valley, and he pointed east to northern flanks of the Gerede valley, and he pointed east to northern flanks of the Gerede valley, and he pointed east to 
some fields a couple of kilometres away withsome fields a couple of kilometres away withsome fields a couple of kilometres away withsome fields a couple of kilometres away with a a a a rocky  rocky  rocky  rocky bluff at bluff at bluff at bluff at 
their stheir stheir stheir south outh outh outh end. He regretted not being able to accompany end. He regretted not being able to accompany end. He regretted not being able to accompany end. He regretted not being able to accompany us us us us 
on the walk but he had to work in his fields. So off we set, on the walk but he had to work in his fields. So off we set, on the walk but he had to work in his fields. So off we set, on the walk but he had to work in his fields. So off we set, 
walking along the top flanks walking along the top flanks walking along the top flanks walking along the top flanks ofofofof the valley and soon reached  the valley and soon reached  the valley and soon reached  the valley and soon reached 
the fields. All we could see were a few wall foundations and a the fields. All we could see were a few wall foundations and a the fields. All we could see were a few wall foundations and a the fields. All we could see were a few wall foundations and a 
hahahahandful of tile and pottery fragmentsndful of tile and pottery fragmentsndful of tile and pottery fragmentsndful of tile and pottery fragments (PS068) (PS068) (PS068) (PS068). But . But . But . But 
wonderful views across the valley, right over to wonderful views across the valley, right over to wonderful views across the valley, right over to wonderful views across the valley, right over to AkbaAkbaAkbaAkbaş, on the , on the , on the , on the 
opposite flank. opposite flank. opposite flank. opposite flank.     
    
From Meydan we continued north going all the way to From Meydan we continued north going all the way to From Meydan we continued north going all the way to From Meydan we continued north going all the way to 
TaTaTaTaşanlar, which is at the very northwest limit of our survey anlar, which is at the very northwest limit of our survey anlar, which is at the very northwest limit of our survey anlar, which is at the very northwest limit of our survey 
area on the border with the new province of area on the border with the new province of area on the border with the new province of area on the border with the new province of KarabüKarabüKarabüKarabük. As k. As k. As k. As 
normalnormalnormalnormal we pulled up by the local  we pulled up by the local  we pulled up by the local  we pulled up by the local camiicamiicamiicamii and school, where a  and school, where a  and school, where a  and school, where a 
fine column had been built into a stonefine column had been built into a stonefine column had been built into a stonefine column had been built into a stone wall wall wall wall (PS069) (PS069) (PS069) (PS069). I . I . I . I 
photographed it while twophotographed it while twophotographed it while twophotographed it while two cheeky boys made jokes and  cheeky boys made jokes and  cheeky boys made jokes and  cheeky boys made jokes and asked asked asked asked 
Cevdet questions in slightly innocenCevdet questions in slightly innocenCevdet questions in slightly innocenCevdet questions in slightly innocently cheeky fashion. tly cheeky fashion. tly cheeky fashion. tly cheeky fashion. 
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There were twoThere were twoThere were twoThere were two other stones and a large basalt grindstone and  other stones and a large basalt grindstone and  other stones and a large basalt grindstone and  other stones and a large basalt grindstone and 
then a fine white marblthen a fine white marblthen a fine white marblthen a fine white marble font or washe font or washe font or washe font or wash----stone of some sort. Into stone of some sort. Into stone of some sort. Into stone of some sort. Into 
this latter beautiful object someone had recently had a shit. this latter beautiful object someone had recently had a shit. this latter beautiful object someone had recently had a shit. this latter beautiful object someone had recently had a shit. 
Charming. Charming. Charming. Charming.     
    
From From From From TaTaTaTaşanlar anlar anlar anlar we continued our grand loop, heading south to we continued our grand loop, heading south to we continued our grand loop, heading south to we continued our grand loop, heading south to 
Beymelik where, again outside tBeymelik where, again outside tBeymelik where, again outside tBeymelik where, again outside the mosque, was a column he mosque, was a column he mosque, was a column he mosque, was a column 
with a fivewith a fivewith a fivewith a five----line inscription in Greek which Penny made a line inscription in Greek which Penny made a line inscription in Greek which Penny made a line inscription in Greek which Penny made a 
copy ofcopy ofcopy ofcopy of (PS070 (PS070 (PS070 (PS070)))). The local . The local . The local . The local hocahocahocahoca came over to see us.  came over to see us.  came over to see us.  came over to see us. ‘‘‘‘Where Where Where Where 
did this stone come from?did this stone come from?did this stone come from?did this stone come from?’’’’    our our our our usual questionusual questionusual questionusual question....    ‘I don’t know. ‘I don’t know. ‘I don’t know. ‘I don’t know. 
It was here when I arrived in the village in 1993 and I think it It was here when I arrived in the village in 1993 and I think it It was here when I arrived in the village in 1993 and I think it It was here when I arrived in the village in 1993 and I think it 
had already been here a long timehad already been here a long timehad already been here a long timehad already been here a long time.’.’.’.’ So  So  So  So nicenicenicenice to see these old  to see these old  to see these old  to see these old 
stones, some very specifically Christian, incorporated into stones, some very specifically Christian, incorporated into stones, some very specifically Christian, incorporated into stones, some very specifically Christian, incorporated into 
mosques. A mosques. A mosques. A mosques. A material analogy for the waymaterial analogy for the waymaterial analogy for the waymaterial analogy for the way in which  in which  in which  in which Islam tooIslam tooIslam tooIslam tookkkk    
chunks of ideology from Christianity too and elsewhere.chunks of ideology from Christianity too and elsewhere.chunks of ideology from Christianity too and elsewhere.chunks of ideology from Christianity too and elsewhere.    
    
Drove back to Drove back to Drove back to Drove back to AkbaAkbaAkbaAkbaş    where we pulled up in the shade of an old where we pulled up in the shade of an old where we pulled up in the shade of an old where we pulled up in the shade of an old 
tree and Penny and Tom set about taking a squeeze of the tree and Penny and Tom set about taking a squeeze of the tree and Penny and Tom set about taking a squeeze of the tree and Penny and Tom set about taking a squeeze of the 
wonderful carved inscription on a long stretch of column wonderful carved inscription on a long stretch of column wonderful carved inscription on a long stretch of column wonderful carved inscription on a long stretch of column 
lying on its side by the lying on its side by the lying on its side by the lying on its side by the main track through the villagemain track through the villagemain track through the villagemain track through the village    
(PS071(PS071(PS071(PS071))))....    They washed the stone, applied thThey washed the stone, applied thThey washed the stone, applied thThey washed the stone, applied the special paper and e special paper and e special paper and e special paper and 
then beat it with a wire brush to push the paper into all the then beat it with a wire brush to push the paper into all the then beat it with a wire brush to push the paper into all the then beat it with a wire brush to push the paper into all the 
corners of the letters. Then they let it dry. corners of the letters. Then they let it dry. corners of the letters. Then they let it dry. corners of the letters. Then they let it dry.     
    
Meanwhile a gaggle of small children had gathered. They sat Meanwhile a gaggle of small children had gathered. They sat Meanwhile a gaggle of small children had gathered. They sat Meanwhile a gaggle of small children had gathered. They sat 
along a low wall which formed part of the architecture as the along a low wall which formed part of the architecture as the along a low wall which formed part of the architecture as the along a low wall which formed part of the architecture as the 
gablgablgablgable end of the building nee end of the building nee end of the building nee end of the building nexxxxt to the fallen column and t to the fallen column and t to the fallen column and t to the fallen column and 
looked like a kind of poor man’s frieze which I took a photo of. looked like a kind of poor man’s frieze which I took a photo of. looked like a kind of poor man’s frieze which I took a photo of. looked like a kind of poor man’s frieze which I took a photo of.     
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[Fig 67[Fig 67[Fig 67[Fig 67]]]]        

    
    
Then Penny and Tom peeled off the paper and we stored it Then Penny and Tom peeled off the paper and we stored it Then Penny and Tom peeled off the paper and we stored it Then Penny and Tom peeled off the paper and we stored it 
inside the car to dry as we moved on with Tom and I stood up inside the car to dry as we moved on with Tom and I stood up inside the car to dry as we moved on with Tom and I stood up inside the car to dry as we moved on with Tom and I stood up 
iiiin the back of the pickn the back of the pickn the back of the pickn the back of the pick----up holding on to the top of the cab, up holding on to the top of the cab, up holding on to the top of the cab, up holding on to the top of the cab, 
rolling with the bumps and me at leasrolling with the bumps and me at leasrolling with the bumps and me at leasrolling with the bumps and me at least pretending to be t pretending to be t pretending to be t pretending to be 
Antoninus PiusAntoninus PiusAntoninus PiusAntoninus Pius    (?) (?) (?) (?) surveying his domains, travelling up surveying his domains, travelling up surveying his domains, travelling up surveying his domains, travelling up 
from Zeita across the Gerede anfrom Zeita across the Gerede anfrom Zeita across the Gerede anfrom Zeita across the Gerede and over the hills into the Çerked over the hills into the Çerked over the hills into the Çerked over the hills into the Çerkeş    
valley, calling in nvalley, calling in nvalley, calling in nvalley, calling in no doubt at his eponymous city of o doubt at his eponymous city of o doubt at his eponymous city of o doubt at his eponymous city of 
Antoninopolis, now lying quiet and forgotten almost in the Antoninopolis, now lying quiet and forgotten almost in the Antoninopolis, now lying quiet and forgotten almost in the Antoninopolis, now lying quiet and forgotten almost in the 
fields and groves fields and groves fields and groves fields and groves of Kızıof Kızıof Kızıof Kızıllar. llar. llar. llar.     
    
At At At At Kızıllar Kızıllar Kızıllar Kızıllar we took a squeeze of the large stone lying at the we took a squeeze of the large stone lying at the we took a squeeze of the large stone lying at the we took a squeeze of the large stone lying at the 
south end of the site, visited the other day and south end of the site, visited the other day and south end of the site, visited the other day and south end of the site, visited the other day and a a a a pickpickpickpick----up of up of up of up of 
locals locals locals locals came out to see us. Good to know that they check on came out to see us. Good to know that they check on came out to see us. Good to know that they check on came out to see us. Good to know that they check on 
people messing about with their antiquities and they were people messing about with their antiquities and they were people messing about with their antiquities and they were people messing about with their antiquities and they were 
relieved to see our letter of permission from the authorities. But relieved to see our letter of permission from the authorities. But relieved to see our letter of permission from the authorities. But relieved to see our letter of permission from the authorities. But 
then as always they started talking about gold and telling then as always they started talking about gold and telling then as always they started talking about gold and telling then as always they started talking about gold and telling 
how a bulldozer had how a bulldozer had how a bulldozer had how a bulldozer had recrecrecrecently unearthed a great hoard ofently unearthed a great hoard ofently unearthed a great hoard ofently unearthed a great hoard of gold  gold  gold  gold 
nearby nearby nearby nearby duringduringduringduring road  road  road  road construction.construction.construction.construction.        
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CevdetCevdetCevdetCevdet::::    ‘‘‘‘That’s unbelievableThat’s unbelievableThat’s unbelievableThat’s unbelievable....’ ’ ’ ’         
    
‘No,‘No,‘No,‘No, it really happened it really happened it really happened it really happened’’’’....            
    
‘‘‘‘I don’t believe you. There’s no gold here. It’s just a silly storyI don’t believe you. There’s no gold here. It’s just a silly storyI don’t believe you. There’s no gold here. It’s just a silly storyI don’t believe you. There’s no gold here. It’s just a silly story’’’’....    
    
‘‘‘‘No, it’s not just a storyNo, it’s not just a storyNo, it’s not just a storyNo, it’s not just a story’. ’. ’. ’.     
    
Till Cevdet turTill Cevdet turTill Cevdet turTill Cevdet turned to me and said ned to me and said ned to me and said ned to me and said ‘‘‘‘Have we finished here? It’s Have we finished here? It’s Have we finished here? It’s Have we finished here? It’s 
time to time to time to time to gogogogo,’,’,’,’    and the locals took the hint and walked off and the locals took the hint and walked off and the locals took the hint and walked off and the locals took the hint and walked off 
shaking hands all rounshaking hands all rounshaking hands all rounshaking hands all round. We returned to the shade of twod. We returned to the shade of twod. We returned to the shade of twod. We returned to the shade of two    
enormous poplar trees, pollarded with tall straight upper limbs enormous poplar trees, pollarded with tall straight upper limbs enormous poplar trees, pollarded with tall straight upper limbs enormous poplar trees, pollarded with tall straight upper limbs 
and huge hollow trunks wand huge hollow trunks wand huge hollow trunks wand huge hollow trunks with gnith gnith gnith gnarled bark, so oldarled bark, so oldarled bark, so oldarled bark, so old----looking looking looking looking 
they might have been saplings when Antoninopolis was a they might have been saplings when Antoninopolis was a they might have been saplings when Antoninopolis was a they might have been saplings when Antoninopolis was a 
thriving town. Well almost. And we had a fine lunch. thriving town. Well almost. And we had a fine lunch. thriving town. Well almost. And we had a fine lunch. thriving town. Well almost. And we had a fine lunch.     
    
Drove through Drove through Drove through Drove through KınıKınıKınıKınık k k k –––– here in the mosque  here in the mosque  here in the mosque  here in the mosque yardyardyardyard was a capital  was a capital  was a capital  was a capital 
with Christian with Christian with Christian with Christian Chi RhoChi RhoChi RhoChi Rho symbol on it, probably from  symbol on it, probably from  symbol on it, probably from  symbol on it, probably from 
KıKıKıKızzzzııııllar/Antoninollar/Antoninollar/Antoninollar/Antoninopolispolispolispolis (PS072 (PS072 (PS072 (PS072))))....    Then headed back through Then headed back through Then headed back through Then headed back through 
ÇerkeÇerkeÇerkeÇerkeş    and through town heading for a large hill which, and through town heading for a large hill which, and through town heading for a large hill which, and through town heading for a large hill which, 
tttthrough binoculars, appeared to hrough binoculars, appeared to hrough binoculars, appeared to hrough binoculars, appeared to have a wall arhave a wall arhave a wall arhave a wall around its ound its ound its ound its 
summisummisummisummit.t.t.t.    Went through village of BozoWent through village of BozoWent through village of BozoWent through village of Bozoğlu and round the back lu and round the back lu and round the back lu and round the back 
of the hill, stopping to inspect a dugof the hill, stopping to inspect a dugof the hill, stopping to inspect a dugof the hill, stopping to inspect a dug----out tumulusout tumulusout tumulusout tumulus (PS073) (PS073) (PS073) (PS073), , , , 
then following a track right up to the very summit of the hill. then following a track right up to the very summit of the hill. then following a track right up to the very summit of the hill. then following a track right up to the very summit of the hill. 
And indeed there is a fine stone wall circumvallating the And indeed there is a fine stone wall circumvallating the And indeed there is a fine stone wall circumvallating the And indeed there is a fine stone wall circumvallating the 
summitsummitsummitsummit with a single gateway on its northwest side, facing  with a single gateway on its northwest side, facing  with a single gateway on its northwest side, facing  with a single gateway on its northwest side, facing 
directly to directly to directly to directly to ÇerkeÇerkeÇerkeÇerkeş    and to Antoninopolisand to Antoninopolisand to Antoninopolisand to Antoninopolis (PS074) (PS074) (PS074) (PS074). And the . And the . And the . And the 
most magnificent views of the most magnificent views of the most magnificent views of the most magnificent views of the ÇerkeÇerkeÇerkeÇerkeş    valley to west, north valley to west, north valley to west, north valley to west, north 
and east and of the mountains, including and east and of the mountains, including and east and of the mountains, including and east and of the mountains, including IIIIşıkıkıkık    DaDaDaDağıııı to the  to the  to the  to the 
south.south.south.south.    A really commanding poA really commanding poA really commanding poA really commanding point. Collected some sherds, int. Collected some sherds, int. Collected some sherds, int. Collected some sherds, 
including some joining ones which I have been sticking this including some joining ones which I have been sticking this including some joining ones which I have been sticking this including some joining ones which I have been sticking this 
evening. Probably evening. Probably evening. Probably evening. Probably aaaa Late Late Late Late Roman or Byzantine stronghold, as  Roman or Byzantine stronghold, as  Roman or Byzantine stronghold, as  Roman or Byzantine stronghold, as 
we appear to have at Kurwe appear to have at Kurwe appear to have at Kurwe appear to have at Kurşunlu and Sakaunlu and Sakaunlu and Sakaunlu and Sakaeli at least. eli at least. eli at least. eli at least.     
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Drove back through Drove back through Drove back through Drove back through BozoBozoBozoBozoğlulululu, stopping to photo a column , stopping to photo a column , stopping to photo a column , stopping to photo a column by by by by 
the entrance to the cemeterythe entrance to the cemeterythe entrance to the cemeterythe entrance to the cemetery (PS075) (PS075) (PS075) (PS075). Two old chaps were . Two old chaps were . Two old chaps were . Two old chaps were 
dismantling a dilapidated wooden fence and didn’t notice us dismantling a dilapidated wooden fence and didn’t notice us dismantling a dilapidated wooden fence and didn’t notice us dismantling a dilapidated wooden fence and didn’t notice us 
pulling up within yards of them and taking photos of the pulling up within yards of them and taking photos of the pulling up within yards of them and taking photos of the pulling up within yards of them and taking photos of the 
stone. One of them turned to pee at the side of the cemetery as stone. One of them turned to pee at the side of the cemetery as stone. One of them turned to pee at the side of the cemetery as stone. One of them turned to pee at the side of the cemetery as 
they kept up a they kept up a they kept up a they kept up a constant mutter to each other. We drove on constant mutter to each other. We drove on constant mutter to each other. We drove on constant mutter to each other. We drove on 
leaving them leaving them leaving them leaving them none the wiser. Headed for the none the wiser. Headed for the none the wiser. Headed for the none the wiser. Headed for the çay hançay hançay hançay haneeee in  in  in  in 
ÇerkeÇerkeÇerkeÇerkeş where we si where we si where we si where we sit att att att at a table outside and a young boy  a table outside and a young boy  a table outside and a young boy  a table outside and a young boy 
appearsappearsappearsappears. I give him our order . I give him our order . I give him our order . I give him our order ‘‘‘‘FiveFiveFiveFive kolas kolas kolas kolas,,,,’’’’ and he starts and he starts and he starts and he starts asking  asking  asking  asking 
questions like questions like questions like questions like ‘‘‘‘What kind of kolaWhat kind of kolaWhat kind of kolaWhat kind of kola?’, and ?’, and ?’, and ?’, and then another bothen another bothen another bothen another boy y y y 
appears and saysappears and saysappears and saysappears and says    ‘I‘I‘I‘Ignore himgnore himgnore himgnore him, , , , he doesn’t work here. I’m the he doesn’t work here. I’m the he doesn’t work here. I’m the he doesn’t work here. I’m the 
real waiterreal waiterreal waiterreal waiter,’,’,’,’    and the cand the cand the cand the chubby first boy hubby first boy hubby first boy hubby first boy gives a cheeky grin and gives a cheeky grin and gives a cheeky grin and gives a cheeky grin and 
rurururunnnnssss off with us shouting  off with us shouting  off with us shouting  off with us shouting ‘‘‘‘Yaramaz çYaramaz çYaramaz çYaramaz çocukocukocukocuk!!!!’’’’(Naughty boy!) (Naughty boy!) (Naughty boy!) (Naughty boy!) 
after him. Everyone laughed. Sped back to Ilgaz for late after him. Everyone laughed. Sped back to Ilgaz for late after him. Everyone laughed. Sped back to Ilgaz for late after him. Everyone laughed. Sped back to Ilgaz for late 
showers. showers. showers. showers.     
    
Dinner at the Petrol Ofisi this evening and reminders of how Dinner at the Petrol Ofisi this evening and reminders of how Dinner at the Petrol Ofisi this evening and reminders of how Dinner at the Petrol Ofisi this evening and reminders of how 
dangerous Turkish roadsdangerous Turkish roadsdangerous Turkish roadsdangerous Turkish roads are. I are. I are. I are. In the forecourt was a crashedn the forecourt was a crashedn the forecourt was a crashedn the forecourt was a crashed----
out bus, its front completely pushed in and looking a out bus, its front completely pushed in and looking a out bus, its front completely pushed in and looking a out bus, its front completely pushed in and looking a 
complete death trap. I was driving home and we sat by the complete death trap. I was driving home and we sat by the complete death trap. I was driving home and we sat by the complete death trap. I was driving home and we sat by the 
main road waiting for traffic to pass (Bulgarian, Romanian, main road waiting for traffic to pass (Bulgarian, Romanian, main road waiting for traffic to pass (Bulgarian, Romanian, main road waiting for traffic to pass (Bulgarian, Romanian, 
Iranian lorries, buses, German cars). A last lorry wasIranian lorries, buses, German cars). A last lorry wasIranian lorries, buses, German cars). A last lorry wasIranian lorries, buses, German cars). A last lorry was    
approaching and then a large dog carrying a leg of lambapproaching and then a large dog carrying a leg of lambapproaching and then a large dog carrying a leg of lambapproaching and then a large dog carrying a leg of lamb,,,,    
which it had clearly robbed from the which it had clearly robbed from the which it had clearly robbed from the which it had clearly robbed from the lokantalokantalokantalokanta,,,, started to run  started to run  started to run  started to run 
across the road. Everything went into slow motion and the across the road. Everything went into slow motion and the across the road. Everything went into slow motion and the across the road. Everything went into slow motion and the 
dog was hit head on by a lorry travelling at about 60 miles dog was hit head on by a lorry travelling at about 60 miles dog was hit head on by a lorry travelling at about 60 miles dog was hit head on by a lorry travelling at about 60 miles 
an hour. The dog slan hour. The dog slan hour. The dog slan hour. The dog slid a long way up the road with a horrible id a long way up the road with a horrible id a long way up the road with a horrible id a long way up the road with a horrible 
cracking sound, the lorry went past it and the dog came to cracking sound, the lorry went past it and the dog came to cracking sound, the lorry went past it and the dog came to cracking sound, the lorry went past it and the dog came to 
rest directly in front of our car. There was silence for a few rest directly in front of our car. There was silence for a few rest directly in front of our car. There was silence for a few rest directly in front of our car. There was silence for a few 
seconds and we looked at the dog expecting to see a crushed seconds and we looked at the dog expecting to see a crushed seconds and we looked at the dog expecting to see a crushed seconds and we looked at the dog expecting to see a crushed 
mess. The dog then lifted its hemess. The dog then lifted its hemess. The dog then lifted its hemess. The dog then lifted its head a fraction and started to ad a fraction and started to ad a fraction and started to ad a fraction and started to 
emit a low howling sound. We droemit a low howling sound. We droemit a low howling sound. We droemit a low howling sound. We drove off and I could see the ve off and I could see the ve off and I could see the ve off and I could see the 
lorry hlorry hlorry hlorry had pulled in down the road. Asad pulled in down the road. Asad pulled in down the road. Asad pulled in down the road. As I looked in the mirror I  I looked in the mirror I  I looked in the mirror I  I looked in the mirror I 
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saw the dog pull itself onto its front legs and drag its back saw the dog pull itself onto its front legs and drag its back saw the dog pull itself onto its front legs and drag its back saw the dog pull itself onto its front legs and drag its back 
legs along, before astonishingly getting onlegs along, before astonishingly getting onlegs along, before astonishingly getting onlegs along, before astonishingly getting onto all four legs to all four legs to all four legs to all four legs 
and and and and slopingslopingslopingsloping across the road howling as it went. We couldn’t  across the road howling as it went. We couldn’t  across the road howling as it went. We couldn’t  across the road howling as it went. We couldn’t 
believe it could have survived the impact and it believe it could have survived the impact and it believe it could have survived the impact and it believe it could have survived the impact and it must have must have must have must have had had had had 
internal injuries. It was like seeing a ghost. The leg of lamb internal injuries. It was like seeing a ghost. The leg of lamb internal injuries. It was like seeing a ghost. The leg of lamb internal injuries. It was like seeing a ghost. The leg of lamb 
lay in the middle of the road where the dog had firstlay in the middle of the road where the dog had firstlay in the middle of the road where the dog had firstlay in the middle of the road where the dog had first been hit  been hit  been hit  been hit 
by the lorry. We drove home in shocked silence, slowly and by the lorry. We drove home in shocked silence, slowly and by the lorry. We drove home in shocked silence, slowly and by the lorry. We drove home in shocked silence, slowly and 
very carefully. very carefully. very carefully. very carefully.     
    
IlgazIlgazIlgazIlgaz,,,,    Friday Friday Friday Friday 8888thththth August 1997  August 1997  August 1997  August 1997         
End of working week and boy I need a rest. This survey lark End of working week and boy I need a rest. This survey lark End of working week and boy I need a rest. This survey lark End of working week and boy I need a rest. This survey lark 
is exhausting bis exhausting bis exhausting bis exhausting but great fun. Straight to Çerkeut great fun. Straight to Çerkeut great fun. Straight to Çerkeut great fun. Straight to Çerkeş this morning  this morning  this morning  this morning 
to the Yayla Pasto the Yayla Pasto the Yayla Pasto the Yayla Pastanesi atanesi atanesi atanesi as normal s normal s normal s normal –––– shock horror, his door shock horror, his door shock horror, his door shock horror, his doors s s s 
were closed, no sign of life and a group of anxious regulars were closed, no sign of life and a group of anxious regulars were closed, no sign of life and a group of anxious regulars were closed, no sign of life and a group of anxious regulars 
huddled outside. huddled outside. huddled outside. huddled outside. ‘W‘W‘W‘Where is hehere is hehere is hehere is he?’?’?’?’ we blea we blea we blea we bleat in unison. t in unison. t in unison. t in unison. ‘‘‘‘Don’t Don’t Don’t Don’t 
know, no idea what’s happeningknow, no idea what’s happeningknow, no idea what’s happeningknow, no idea what’s happening,,,,’’’’ say the locals. We stand  say the locals. We stand  say the locals. We stand  say the locals. We stand 
about for a few minutes and then thabout for a few minutes and then thabout for a few minutes and then thabout for a few minutes and then the most magnificent sight e most magnificent sight e most magnificent sight e most magnificent sight 
––––    ourourourour patron coming down the hill from the oven carrying a  patron coming down the hill from the oven carrying a  patron coming down the hill from the oven carrying a  patron coming down the hill from the oven carrying a 
large tray with steaming hot cheese large tray with steaming hot cheese large tray with steaming hot cheese large tray with steaming hot cheese börekbörekbörekbörek. We all pile into his . We all pile into his . We all pile into his . We all pile into his 
pastanepastanepastanepastane and immediately attack the  and immediately attack the  and immediately attack the  and immediately attack the börekbörekbörekbörek while he prepares  while he prepares  while he prepares  while he prepares 
large glasses of hot large glasses of hot large glasses of hot large glasses of hot çayçayçayçay for us all. God in his h for us all. God in his h for us all. God in his h for us all. God in his heaven and all eaven and all eaven and all eaven and all 
right with the world. Our patron has the face and bearing of a right with the world. Our patron has the face and bearing of a right with the world. Our patron has the face and bearing of a right with the world. Our patron has the face and bearing of a 
CircCircCircCircassian and it is likely that the name assian and it is likely that the name assian and it is likely that the name assian and it is likely that the name ÇerkeÇerkeÇerkeÇerkeş    is a local is a local is a local is a local 
variant variant variant variant of Çof Çof Çof Çerkez which is Turkish for erkez which is Turkish for erkez which is Turkish for erkez which is Turkish for Circassian. They Circassian. They Circassian. They Circassian. They 
settlsettlsettlsettled in many parts of Turkey during the 19ed in many parts of Turkey during the 19ed in many parts of Turkey during the 19ed in many parts of Turkey during the 19thththth century. He  century. He  century. He  century. He 
cercercercertainly does the best breakfast in southern Paphlagonia. tainly does the best breakfast in southern Paphlagonia. tainly does the best breakfast in southern Paphlagonia. tainly does the best breakfast in southern Paphlagonia.     
    
From From From From ÇerkeÇerkeÇerkeÇerkeş, we headed southwest towards our morning goal , we headed southwest towards our morning goal , we headed southwest towards our morning goal , we headed southwest towards our morning goal 
of of of of IIIIşık Daık Daık Daık Dağı, ı, ı, ı, the mighty mountain. A wreath of dense mist the mighty mountain. A wreath of dense mist the mighty mountain. A wreath of dense mist the mighty mountain. A wreath of dense mist 
enshrouded the mountain as we looked enshrouded the mountain as we looked enshrouded the mountain as we looked enshrouded the mountain as we looked fromfromfromfrom below. We drove  below. We drove  below. We drove  below. We drove 
through the pass and intthrough the pass and intthrough the pass and intthrough the pass and into Ankara province before turning o Ankara province before turning o Ankara province before turning o Ankara province before turning 
back and finding a road up. Up and up we went into the mist back and finding a road up. Up and up we went into the mist back and finding a road up. Up and up we went into the mist back and finding a road up. Up and up we went into the mist 
and then clean through it ending up in clear high sunny air. and then clean through it ending up in clear high sunny air. and then clean through it ending up in clear high sunny air. and then clean through it ending up in clear high sunny air. 
It really was like ascending in a small aircraft and then like It really was like ascending in a small aircraft and then like It really was like ascending in a small aircraft and then like It really was like ascending in a small aircraft and then like 
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flying as we looked down over the mistyflying as we looked down over the mistyflying as we looked down over the mistyflying as we looked down over the misty clouds creeping  clouds creeping  clouds creeping  clouds creeping 
around the base of the mountain, on its northern slopes. around the base of the mountain, on its northern slopes. around the base of the mountain, on its northern slopes. around the base of the mountain, on its northern slopes. 
Higher peaks peeped through the mist. Lots of lovely flowers Higher peaks peeped through the mist. Lots of lovely flowers Higher peaks peeped through the mist. Lots of lovely flowers Higher peaks peeped through the mist. Lots of lovely flowers 
on top and excellent views especially south to the high on top and excellent views especially south to the high on top and excellent views especially south to the high on top and excellent views especially south to the high yaylasyaylasyaylasyaylas    
of Ankara province. of Ankara province. of Ankara province. of Ankara province.     
[Figs 68[Figs 68[Figs 68[Figs 68----69]69]69]69]        
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No siNo siNo siNo sign of obsidiagn of obsidiagn of obsidiagn of obsidian deposits or early n deposits or early n deposits or early n deposits or early sitesitesitesitessss other  other  other  other than tumuli than tumuli than tumuli than tumuli 
so we descended and so we descended and so we descended and so we descended and mamamamade our way back to Agaça Kde our way back to Agaça Kde our way back to Agaça Kde our way back to Agaça Köy wheöy wheöy wheöy where re re re 
a new dam is under construction which will flood the village a new dam is under construction which will flood the village a new dam is under construction which will flood the village a new dam is under construction which will flood the village 
and much of the surrounding landscape. The only known and much of the surrounding landscape. The only known and much of the surrounding landscape. The only known and much of the surrounding landscape. The only known 
threatened archaeological sitethreatened archaeological sitethreatened archaeological sitethreatened archaeological site is a larg is a larg is a larg is a large tumulus by the roade tumulus by the roade tumulus by the roade tumulus by the road----
side which we looked atside which we looked atside which we looked atside which we looked at (PS076) (PS076) (PS076) (PS076). It has a huge trench . It has a huge trench . It has a huge trench . It has a huge trench 
through it, apparently from legal excavations through it, apparently from legal excavations through it, apparently from legal excavations through it, apparently from legal excavations twentytwentytwentytwenty years  years  years  years 
ago, during which nothing was found, according ago, during which nothing was found, according ago, during which nothing was found, according ago, during which nothing was found, according to to to to the the the the 
vatandavatandavatandavatandaşlarlarlarlar toiling in the fields who talked to Cevdet. Then  toiling in the fields who talked to Cevdet. Then  toiling in the fields who talked to Cevdet. Then  toiling in the fields who talked to Cevdet. Then 
the tumulus was illicitly dug and you can still see the the tumulus was illicitly dug and you can still see the the tumulus was illicitly dug and you can still see the the tumulus was illicitly dug and you can still see the 
wooden ladder they used to get into the wooden ladder they used to get into the wooden ladder they used to get into the wooden ladder they used to get into the heartheartheartheart of it. Again they  of it. Again they  of it. Again they  of it. Again they 
found nothing, according to the locals. found nothing, according to the locals. found nothing, according to the locals. found nothing, according to the locals. ‘‘‘‘How do they know How do they know How do they know How do they know 
that?that?that?that?’’’’    we say we say we say we say totototo Cevdet  Cevdet  Cevdet  Cevdet and we all laugh. and we all laugh. and we all laugh. and we all laugh.     
    
We call in on the engineerWe call in on the engineerWe call in on the engineerWe call in on the engineerssss’’’’ camp where they are building the  camp where they are building the  camp where they are building the  camp where they are building the 
dam and get asked in for dam and get asked in for dam and get asked in for dam and get asked in for çayçayçayçay. The. The. The. The manager is a keen and  manager is a keen and  manager is a keen and  manager is a keen and 
bright fellow who at one point says bright fellow who at one point says bright fellow who at one point says bright fellow who at one point says ‘‘‘‘You won’t find a classicYou won’t find a classicYou won’t find a classicYou won’t find a classical al al al 
city like Aphrodisiacity like Aphrodisiacity like Aphrodisiacity like Aphrodisias round here and that’s because ins round here and that’s because ins round here and that’s because ins round here and that’s because in this  this  this  this 
part of Anatolia they built largely in wood, as they do todaypart of Anatolia they built largely in wood, as they do todaypart of Anatolia they built largely in wood, as they do todaypart of Anatolia they built largely in wood, as they do today....’’’’    
And that is absolutely rightAnd that is absolutely rightAnd that is absolutely rightAnd that is absolutely right.... Many of our site Many of our site Many of our site Many of our sitessss consist only  consist only  consist only  consist only 
of broken roof tiles of broken roof tiles of broken roof tiles of broken roof tiles –––– the wood and mud the wood and mud the wood and mud the wood and mud----brick structures have brick structures have brick structures have brick structures have 
simply disappeared without evident trace. Agaça vsimply disappeared without evident trace. Agaça vsimply disappeared without evident trace. Agaça vsimply disappeared without evident trace. Agaça village will illage will illage will illage will 
bebebebe flooded and the  flooded and the  flooded and the  flooded and the manager tells us of the troubles over manager tells us of the troubles over manager tells us of the troubles over manager tells us of the troubles over 
compencompencompencompensationsationsationsation and movement to new quarters. All for a little  and movement to new quarters. All for a little  and movement to new quarters. All for a little  and movement to new quarters. All for a little 
extra irrigation of the fields round extra irrigation of the fields round extra irrigation of the fields round extra irrigation of the fields round ÇerkeÇerkeÇerkeÇerkeş. Is it worth it? . Is it worth it? . Is it worth it? . Is it worth it? 
Cevdet and he talk about how the dam construction company Cevdet and he talk about how the dam construction company Cevdet and he talk about how the dam construction company Cevdet and he talk about how the dam construction company 
could help out could help out could help out could help out ÇankırıÇankırıÇankırıÇankırı    MuseumMuseumMuseumMuseum with some funds and labour  with some funds and labour  with some funds and labour  with some funds and labour 
sssso they can dig the threatened tumulus properly, but Cevdet o they can dig the threatened tumulus properly, but Cevdet o they can dig the threatened tumulus properly, but Cevdet o they can dig the threatened tumulus properly, but Cevdet 
seems unhappy with the line of the conversation and we leave. seems unhappy with the line of the conversation and we leave. seems unhappy with the line of the conversation and we leave. seems unhappy with the line of the conversation and we leave.     
    
On to On to On to On to ÖÖÖÖrencik (rencik (rencik (rencik (‘‘‘‘Little RLittle RLittle RLittle Ruinuinuinuin’’’’) where there are a couple of old ) where there are a couple of old ) where there are a couple of old ) where there are a couple of old 
columnscolumnscolumnscolumns (PS077) (PS077) (PS077) (PS077). A local agrees to . A local agrees to . A local agrees to . A local agrees to take us to a place where take us to a place where take us to a place where take us to a place where 
the columns are alleged to have come from, though nothe columns are alleged to have come from, though nothe columns are alleged to have come from, though nothe columns are alleged to have come from, though no----one one one one 
seems sure. We drive on a couple of kilometres down the road seems sure. We drive on a couple of kilometres down the road seems sure. We drive on a couple of kilometres down the road seems sure. We drive on a couple of kilometres down the road 
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near the village of Karga and wander over a hillnear the village of Karga and wander over a hillnear the village of Karga and wander over a hillnear the village of Karga and wander over a hill----side where the side where the side where the side where the 
local alleges that local alleges that local alleges that local alleges that ‘‘‘‘eski para maeski para maeski para maeski para marararara’’’’    cancancancan    be found be found be found be found but we find no but we find no but we find no but we find no 
trace, no typical holes in the ground and no sherds so we drop trace, no typical holes in the ground and no sherds so we drop trace, no typical holes in the ground and no sherds so we drop trace, no typical holes in the ground and no sherds so we drop 
the local off and head on to the local off and head on to the local off and head on to the local off and head on to DaDaDaDağçukurören where we seeçukurören where we seeçukurören where we seeçukurören where we see    a line a line a line a line 
of fourof fourof fourof four nice columns set into the wall of the local  nice columns set into the wall of the local  nice columns set into the wall of the local  nice columns set into the wall of the local ççççaylıaylıaylıaylıkkkk, an , an , an , an 
old building with floor well below the modern road suold building with floor well below the modern road suold building with floor well below the modern road suold building with floor well below the modern road surfacerfacerfacerface    
(PS078)(PS078)(PS078)(PS078). There is a trough inside and shafts of light come . There is a trough inside and shafts of light come . There is a trough inside and shafts of light come . There is a trough inside and shafts of light come 
through gaps in the roof tiles and form tunnels of lucidity through gaps in the roof tiles and form tunnels of lucidity through gaps in the roof tiles and form tunnels of lucidity through gaps in the roof tiles and form tunnels of lucidity 
through the musky water. As usual there are no men in the through the musky water. As usual there are no men in the through the musky water. As usual there are no men in the through the musky water. As usual there are no men in the 
village so Cevdet talks to some womevillage so Cevdet talks to some womevillage so Cevdet talks to some womevillage so Cevdet talks to some women. An old chap hoves into n. An old chap hoves into n. An old chap hoves into n. An old chap hoves into 
view. view. view. view.     
    
‘‘‘‘DoDoDoDo you know where these stones came from? you know where these stones came from? you know where these stones came from? you know where these stones came from?’’’’    asks Cevdetasks Cevdetasks Cevdetasks Cevdet....        
    
‘Yes, from Ö‘Yes, from Ö‘Yes, from Ö‘Yes, from Ören Mevkiiren Mevkiiren Mevkiiren Mevkii,,,,’ ’ ’ ’ ((((‘‘‘‘RRRRuin uin uin uin FFFFieldieldieldield’’’’) says the old) says the old) says the old) says the old----timer. timer. timer. timer.     
    
‘‘‘‘Please take us therePlease take us therePlease take us therePlease take us there,,,,’’’’    Cevdet asksCevdet asksCevdet asksCevdet asks....        
    
‘‘‘‘I’m too oldI’m too oldI’m too oldI’m too old,’,’,’,’    says the oldsays the oldsays the oldsays the old----timer, just as an even older looking timer, just as an even older looking timer, just as an even older looking timer, just as an even older looking 
oldoldoldold----timer rounds the corner, wearitimer rounds the corner, wearitimer rounds the corner, wearitimer rounds the corner, wearing ng ng ng a woolly cap and bottlea woolly cap and bottlea woolly cap and bottlea woolly cap and bottle----
end glasses like the first chap. end glasses like the first chap. end glasses like the first chap. end glasses like the first chap.     
    
‘‘‘‘Why not come back in half an hour, when the men return Why not come back in half an hour, when the men return Why not come back in half an hour, when the men return Why not come back in half an hour, when the men return 
form the fields for Friday prayerform the fields for Friday prayerform the fields for Friday prayerform the fields for Friday prayer,’,’,’,’    they say. they say. they say. they say.     
    
So we drive down the road and have a quick picnic in the So we drive down the road and have a quick picnic in the So we drive down the road and have a quick picnic in the So we drive down the road and have a quick picnic in the 
shade by a stream and return shade by a stream and return shade by a stream and return shade by a stream and return totototo t t t the village at 12.30. Men are he village at 12.30. Men are he village at 12.30. Men are he village at 12.30. Men are 
steadily streaming into the village on all sides from the steadily streaming into the village on all sides from the steadily streaming into the village on all sides from the steadily streaming into the village on all sides from the 
fields. Magnificent sight of a chap on a fine brown steed with fields. Magnificent sight of a chap on a fine brown steed with fields. Magnificent sight of a chap on a fine brown steed with fields. Magnificent sight of a chap on a fine brown steed with 
leather saddle bearing ovleather saddle bearing ovleather saddle bearing ovleather saddle bearing over his shoulder a huge long scyer his shoulder a huge long scyer his shoulder a huge long scyer his shoulder a huge long scythe the the the 
like like like like aaaa medieval knight. Men gather about us, g medieval knight. Men gather about us, g medieval knight. Men gather about us, g medieval knight. Men gather about us, greeting us and reeting us and reeting us and reeting us and 
asking what we are up to. Some of the older asking what we are up to. Some of the older asking what we are up to. Some of the older asking what we are up to. Some of the older menmenmenmen sta sta sta starrrrt t t t 
arguing about the source of the stones. arguing about the source of the stones. arguing about the source of the stones. arguing about the source of the stones. ‘‘‘‘Don’t give Don’t give Don’t give Don’t give an answer an answer an answer an answer 
if you don’t know theif you don’t know theif you don’t know theif you don’t know the truth truth truth truth....’ ’ ’ ’     ‘‘‘‘I’ll wager fiveI’ll wager fiveI’ll wager fiveI’ll wager five million against  million against  million against  million against 
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your one million that I’m rightyour one million that I’m rightyour one million that I’m rightyour one million that I’m right....’ ’ ’ ’     ‘‘‘‘You don’t know. They wereYou don’t know. They wereYou don’t know. They wereYou don’t know. They were    
here long before youhere long before youhere long before youhere long before you....’’’’    At that point the At that point the At that point the At that point the muhtarmuhtarmuhtarmuhtar rides up on a  rides up on a  rides up on a  rides up on a 
brown filly and jumps off to greet us, his horse stomping and brown filly and jumps off to greet us, his horse stomping and brown filly and jumps off to greet us, his horse stomping and brown filly and jumps off to greet us, his horse stomping and 
snorting behind him as he keeps hold of its rope. snorting behind him as he keeps hold of its rope. snorting behind him as he keeps hold of its rope. snorting behind him as he keeps hold of its rope.     
    
‘‘‘‘Come on Come on Come on Come on muhtarmuhtarmuhtarmuhtar,,,,’’’’ says Cevdet says Cevdet says Cevdet says Cevdet....    ‘‘‘‘KKKKeep your villagers in order!eep your villagers in order!eep your villagers in order!eep your villagers in order!’’’’    
and the old men and the old men and the old men and the old men fall quiet. fall quiet. fall quiet. fall quiet. ‘Please give us someone‘Please give us someone‘Please give us someone‘Please give us someone to guide  to guide  to guide  to guide 
us to us to us to us to ÖÖÖÖren Meren Meren Meren Mevkiivkiivkiivkii’’’’, , , , says Cevdet. says Cevdet. says Cevdet. says Cevdet.     
    
‘‘‘‘Sure but after prayerSure but after prayerSure but after prayerSure but after prayer,’,’,’,’    says the says the says the says the muhtarmuhtarmuhtarmuhtar rolling up his sleeves  rolling up his sleeves  rolling up his sleeves  rolling up his sleeves 
ready to wash before prayer. His hands, face, even his teeth are ready to wash before prayer. His hands, face, even his teeth are ready to wash before prayer. His hands, face, even his teeth are ready to wash before prayer. His hands, face, even his teeth are 
all leathery brown, but from the wrists up his all leathery brown, but from the wrists up his all leathery brown, but from the wrists up his all leathery brown, but from the wrists up his skin is soft and skin is soft and skin is soft and skin is soft and 
pure white. pure white. pure white. pure white.     
    
‘We can’t wait an hour for that‘We can’t wait an hour for that‘We can’t wait an hour for that‘We can’t wait an hour for that,’,’,’,’    says Cevdetsays Cevdetsays Cevdetsays Cevdet....    ‘‘‘‘WWWWe’ve got other e’ve got other e’ve got other e’ve got other 
villages to visitvillages to visitvillages to visitvillages to visit....’ ’ ’ ’     
    
‘‘‘‘I’m sorry but we have to prayI’m sorry but we have to prayI’m sorry but we have to prayI’m sorry but we have to pray,’,’,’,’    says the says the says the says the muhtarmuhtarmuhtarmuhtar in a friendly  in a friendly  in a friendly  in a friendly 
tone and walks off to the mtone and walks off to the mtone and walks off to the mtone and walks off to the mosque where the call to prayer hosque where the call to prayer hosque where the call to prayer hosque where the call to prayer has as as as 
already emittealready emittealready emittealready emitted some time previously. An oldd some time previously. An oldd some time previously. An oldd some time previously. An old----timer timer timer timer 
approaches Cevdet and starts to lecture him on the value of approaches Cevdet and starts to lecture him on the value of approaches Cevdet and starts to lecture him on the value of approaches Cevdet and starts to lecture him on the value of 
prayer and patience but Cevdet interruptsprayer and patience but Cevdet interruptsprayer and patience but Cevdet interruptsprayer and patience but Cevdet interrupts,,,,    ‘‘‘‘Sure I can speak Sure I can speak Sure I can speak Sure I can speak 
TurkishTurkishTurkishTurkish,,,,’’’’ he says, meaning he already understood what the  he says, meaning he already understood what the  he says, meaning he already understood what the  he says, meaning he already understood what the 
muhtarmuhtarmuhtarmuhtar said.  said.  said.  said.     
    
With directions from the With directions from the With directions from the With directions from the men we head off out of the village men we head off out of the village men we head off out of the village men we head off out of the village 
and see a tractor rounding a bend. Cevdet hijacks a youth and see a tractor rounding a bend. Cevdet hijacks a youth and see a tractor rounding a bend. Cevdet hijacks a youth and see a tractor rounding a bend. Cevdet hijacks a youth 
from the tractor and he gets into our car to show us the way. from the tractor and he gets into our car to show us the way. from the tractor and he gets into our car to show us the way. from the tractor and he gets into our car to show us the way. 
The youth has greenThe youth has greenThe youth has greenThe youth has green----yellow eyes and the skin of a reptile. yellow eyes and the skin of a reptile. yellow eyes and the skin of a reptile. yellow eyes and the skin of a reptile. 
First he takes us to the side of a steep rFirst he takes us to the side of a steep rFirst he takes us to the side of a steep rFirst he takes us to the side of a steep rocky bluff and says ocky bluff and says ocky bluff and says ocky bluff and says 
‘T‘T‘T‘This is his is his is his is Ören MevkiiÖren MevkiiÖren MevkiiÖren Mevkii.’ .’ .’ .’ WWWWe start climbing up the side. After a e start climbing up the side. After a e start climbing up the side. After a e start climbing up the side. After a 
bit of clambering and slipping I say to Cevdet bit of clambering and slipping I say to Cevdet bit of clambering and slipping I say to Cevdet bit of clambering and slipping I say to Cevdet ‘‘‘‘The columns The columns The columns The columns 
can’t have come from here. It’s too steep and crumbling to have can’t have come from here. It’s too steep and crumbling to have can’t have come from here. It’s too steep and crumbling to have can’t have come from here. It’s too steep and crumbling to have 
been settled here. All the rocks are natural bouldbeen settled here. All the rocks are natural bouldbeen settled here. All the rocks are natural bouldbeen settled here. All the rocks are natural boulders and ers and ers and ers and 
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outcropsoutcropsoutcropsoutcrops.’.’.’.’    The youth says The youth says The youth says The youth says ‘W‘W‘W‘Well the columns actually came ell the columns actually came ell the columns actually came ell the columns actually came 
from a place called from a place called from a place called from a place called KiliseKiliseKiliseKilise    (‘Church’) (‘Church’) (‘Church’) (‘Church’) which is in the other part which is in the other part which is in the other part which is in the other part 
of of of of Ören MevkiiÖren MevkiiÖren MevkiiÖren Mevkii.’.’.’.’    So we head back to the car and drive along So we head back to the car and drive along So we head back to the car and drive along So we head back to the car and drive along 
the valley and stop by a high the valley and stop by a high the valley and stop by a high the valley and stop by a high tepetepetepetepe at the edge of a field. We  at the edge of a field. We  at the edge of a field. We  at the edge of a field. We 
cliclicliclimb to the top where digging might have taken placemb to the top where digging might have taken placemb to the top where digging might have taken placemb to the top where digging might have taken place    
(PS079(PS079(PS079(PS079, PS079a, PS079a, PS079a, PS079a)))). On one side of the hill is a deep cave, cut . On one side of the hill is a deep cave, cut . On one side of the hill is a deep cave, cut . On one side of the hill is a deep cave, cut 
into the rock and descending steeply down for about 30m into the rock and descending steeply down for about 30m into the rock and descending steeply down for about 30m into the rock and descending steeply down for about 30m 
with eroded and slippery steps all the way. Tom and Michael with eroded and slippery steps all the way. Tom and Michael with eroded and slippery steps all the way. Tom and Michael with eroded and slippery steps all the way. Tom and Michael 
go to the bottom go to the bottom go to the bottom go to the bottom butbutbutbut I go  I go  I go  I go ononononlylylyly far enough to take a photo  far enough to take a photo  far enough to take a photo  far enough to take a photo 
looking looking looking looking outoutoutout of the cave into the bright sky. By now the mist  of the cave into the bright sky. By now the mist  of the cave into the bright sky. By now the mist  of the cave into the bright sky. By now the mist 
has cleared and we have good views of Ihas cleared and we have good views of Ihas cleared and we have good views of Ihas cleared and we have good views of Işık Daık Daık Daık Dağıııı. The reptilian . The reptilian . The reptilian . The reptilian 
youthyouthyouthyouth leaves us and we head to Çerke leaves us and we head to Çerke leaves us and we head to Çerke leaves us and we head to Çerkeş for k for k for k for kola before driving ola before driving ola before driving ola before driving 
home. home. home. home.     
    
IlgazIlgazIlgazIlgaz,,,, Saturday 9 Saturday 9 Saturday 9 Saturday 9thththth August 1997 August 1997 August 1997 August 1997    
Day off toDay off toDay off toDay off today and I have spent the day photographing the day and I have spent the day photographing the day and I have spent the day photographing the day and I have spent the day photographing the 
sherds on the balcony sherds on the balcony sherds on the balcony sherds on the balcony to my room to my room to my room to my room –––– north north north north----facing, so good facing, so good facing, so good facing, so good 
steady diffuse lsteady diffuse lsteady diffuse lsteady diffuse light. ight. ight. ight.     
    
It is a beautiful evening. The It is a beautiful evening. The It is a beautiful evening. The It is a beautiful evening. The muezzinsmuezzinsmuezzinsmuezzins h h h have just started up ave just started up ave just started up ave just started up 
their othertheir othertheir othertheir other----worldlworldlworldlworldly call for prayer, which resounds around the y call for prayer, which resounds around the y call for prayer, which resounds around the y call for prayer, which resounds around the 
town from perhaps town from perhaps town from perhaps town from perhaps tentententen or a dozen mosques and now falls  or a dozen mosques and now falls  or a dozen mosques and now falls  or a dozen mosques and now falls 
silent. Did the first Muslims in this area start off by doing silent. Did the first Muslims in this area start off by doing silent. Did the first Muslims in this area start off by doing silent. Did the first Muslims in this area start off by doing 
this this this this ––––    moving into abandoned or captured towns and moving into abandoned or captured towns and moving into abandoned or captured towns and moving into abandoned or captured towns and 
dominating the sky with their calls, their dominating the sky with their calls, their dominating the sky with their calls, their dominating the sky with their calls, their criescriescriescries of identity? of identity? of identity? of identity? I  I  I  I 
suppose they did suppose they did suppose they did suppose they did –––– Mehmet the Conqueror and the f Mehmet the Conqueror and the f Mehmet the Conqueror and the f Mehmet the Conqueror and the first Friday irst Friday irst Friday irst Friday 
prayer in Haghia Soprayer in Haghia Soprayer in Haghia Soprayer in Haghia Sophia for example. phia for example. phia for example. phia for example.     
    
Ilgaz has had its weekly market day Ilgaz has had its weekly market day Ilgaz has had its weekly market day Ilgaz has had its weekly market day –––– little sta little sta little sta little stalls set up lls set up lls set up lls set up 
along the pavements and streets selling a range of goods along the pavements and streets selling a range of goods along the pavements and streets selling a range of goods along the pavements and streets selling a range of goods 
from the eminently practical to the totally useless. Hustle from the eminently practical to the totally useless. Hustle from the eminently practical to the totally useless. Hustle from the eminently practical to the totally useless. Hustle 
and bustle. and bustle. and bustle. and bustle.     
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TTTThe evening she evening she evening she evening sky, topped by a large horseshoeky, topped by a large horseshoeky, topped by a large horseshoeky, topped by a large horseshoe----sssshaped cloud haped cloud haped cloud haped cloud 
over the northover the northover the northover the northwest, has now turned from pink to greywest, has now turned from pink to greywest, has now turned from pink to greywest, has now turned from pink to grey----blublublublue.e.e.e.    
    
I am very tired. As a vegetarian I have had difficultI am very tired. As a vegetarian I have had difficultI am very tired. As a vegetarian I have had difficultI am very tired. As a vegetarian I have had difficultyyyy finding  finding  finding  finding 
anything palatable to eat in Ilgaz and environs. Almost all anything palatable to eat in Ilgaz and environs. Almost all anything palatable to eat in Ilgaz and environs. Almost all anything palatable to eat in Ilgaz and environs. Almost all 
dishes have bits of meat or meat juice in them so I amdishes have bits of meat or meat juice in them so I amdishes have bits of meat or meat juice in them so I amdishes have bits of meat or meat juice in them so I am very  very  very  very 
restricted to cheese restricted to cheese restricted to cheese restricted to cheese pidpidpidpideeee (dreary) or rice and yoghurt (not v. (dreary) or rice and yoghurt (not v. (dreary) or rice and yoghurt (not v. (dreary) or rice and yoghurt (not v.    
excitiexcitiexcitiexciting either). I have lost quite a lot of weight. I can tell by ng either). I have lost quite a lot of weight. I can tell by ng either). I have lost quite a lot of weight. I can tell by ng either). I have lost quite a lot of weight. I can tell by 
the notches on my belt. I so look forward to returning to our the notches on my belt. I so look forward to returning to our the notches on my belt. I so look forward to returning to our the notches on my belt. I so look forward to returning to our 
lovely flat in Ankara, to seeing and tending to my beautiful lovely flat in Ankara, to seeing and tending to my beautiful lovely flat in Ankara, to seeing and tending to my beautiful lovely flat in Ankara, to seeing and tending to my beautiful 
plants and to cooking some fresh and vital food. plants and to cooking some fresh and vital food. plants and to cooking some fresh and vital food. plants and to cooking some fresh and vital food.     
    
Our plan now is to taOur plan now is to taOur plan now is to taOur plan now is to take all our finds to ke all our finds to ke all our finds to ke all our finds to ÇankÇankÇankÇankırı ırı ırı ırı Museum next Museum next Museum next Museum next 
Thursday and to go directThursday and to go directThursday and to go directThursday and to go directly onto Ankara as we will have twoly onto Ankara as we will have twoly onto Ankara as we will have twoly onto Ankara as we will have two    
vehicles. Andy Goldman is coming up in his VW to look at vehicles. Andy Goldman is coming up in his VW to look at vehicles. Andy Goldman is coming up in his VW to look at vehicles. Andy Goldman is coming up in his VW to look at 
our pottery on Wednesday so we can all head off on our pottery on Wednesday so we can all head off on our pottery on Wednesday so we can all head off on our pottery on Wednesday so we can all head off on 
Thursday. Cevdet can’t wait Thursday. Cevdet can’t wait Thursday. Cevdet can’t wait Thursday. Cevdet can’t wait to return to his wife, of only to return to his wife, of only to return to his wife, of only to return to his wife, of only 
threethreethreethree months, months, months, months, in Den in Den in Den in Denizizizizli, li, li, li, and I can’t wait to see mine, of 9and I can’t wait to see mine, of 9and I can’t wait to see mine, of 9and I can’t wait to see mine, of 9½ ½ ½ ½ 
years, in Ankara as she will probably travel up on Thursday years, in Ankara as she will probably travel up on Thursday years, in Ankara as she will probably travel up on Thursday years, in Ankara as she will probably travel up on Thursday 
too. too. too. too.     
    
IlgazIlgazIlgazIlgaz,,,, Sunday 10 Sunday 10 Sunday 10 Sunday 10thththth August 1997 August 1997 August 1997 August 1997    
Full day in the field. IFull day in the field. IFull day in the field. IFull day in the field. It has been wet and muddy out tht has been wet and muddy out tht has been wet and muddy out tht has been wet and muddy out though ough ough ough 
not too much rain as we were driving around. Firsnot too much rain as we were driving around. Firsnot too much rain as we were driving around. Firsnot too much rain as we were driving around. First to Çerket to Çerket to Çerket to Çerkeş    
for the usual great breakfast chez Yayla Pastanesi. Then for the usual great breakfast chez Yayla Pastanesi. Then for the usual great breakfast chez Yayla Pastanesi. Then for the usual great breakfast chez Yayla Pastanesi. Then 
drove south, first to drove south, first to drove south, first to drove south, first to ÖrenköÖrenköÖrenköÖrenköy (‘Ruined Vy (‘Ruined Vy (‘Ruined Vy (‘Ruined Villageillageillageillage’’’’) where the ) where the ) where the ) where the 
camiicamiicamiicamii, built in 1959, built in 1959, built in 1959, built in 1959, includes many , includes many , includes many , includes many spoliaspoliaspoliaspolia from cla from cla from cla from classical ssical ssical ssical 
buildings, including a parbuildings, including a parbuildings, including a parbuildings, including a part of t of t of t of a a a a Phrygian door very similar Phrygian door very similar Phrygian door very similar Phrygian door very similar 
totototo    tttthe one shown to he one shown to he one shown to he one shown to me here in Ilgaz by a local a few weeks agome here in Ilgaz by a local a few weeks agome here in Ilgaz by a local a few weeks agome here in Ilgaz by a local a few weeks ago    
(PS080)(PS080)(PS080)(PS080). . . .     
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[Fig 70] [Fig 70] [Fig 70] [Fig 70]     

    
    
A local stuck his head out of a door and explained how the A local stuck his head out of a door and explained how the A local stuck his head out of a door and explained how the A local stuck his head out of a door and explained how the 
spoliaspoliaspoliaspolia had originally been part of an earlier  had originally been part of an earlier  had originally been part of an earlier  had originally been part of an earlier camicamicamicamiiiii bu bu bu built on ilt on ilt on ilt on 
funds provided by the wiffunds provided by the wiffunds provided by the wiffunds provided by the wife of Sultan Murad. e of Sultan Murad. e of Sultan Murad. e of Sultan Murad.     
    
On to Yakuplar agaiOn to Yakuplar agaiOn to Yakuplar agaiOn to Yakuplar again to photo old columnn to photo old columnn to photo old columnn to photo old columns in and around s in and around s in and around s in and around 
the the the the camiicamiicamiicamii (PS081) (PS081) (PS081) (PS081). Some locals came over and ask what we . Some locals came over and ask what we . Some locals came over and ask what we . Some locals came over and ask what we 
are up to. We explain. Cevdet says the stones here belong to are up to. We explain. Cevdet says the stones here belong to are up to. We explain. Cevdet says the stones here belong to are up to. We explain. Cevdet says the stones here belong to 
everyone, not just to the village so we are free to come and look everyone, not just to the village so we are free to come and look everyone, not just to the village so we are free to come and look everyone, not just to the village so we are free to come and look 
at them. He shows his museum ID carat them. He shows his museum ID carat them. He shows his museum ID carat them. He shows his museum ID card and is clearly a little d and is clearly a little d and is clearly a little d and is clearly a little 
tired at having to deal with suspicious villagers. More talk of tired at having to deal with suspicious villagers. More talk of tired at having to deal with suspicious villagers. More talk of tired at having to deal with suspicious villagers. More talk of 
gold which is also tiring and annoying. But he handles it all gold which is also tiring and annoying. But he handles it all gold which is also tiring and annoying. But he handles it all gold which is also tiring and annoying. But he handles it all 
very well. very well. very well. very well.     
    
Then a drive on very slippery tracks out to DerThen a drive on very slippery tracks out to DerThen a drive on very slippery tracks out to DerThen a drive on very slippery tracks out to Dereeee Yay Yay Yay Yaylasılasılasılası    
((((‘‘‘‘Stream High PlainStream High PlainStream High PlainStream High Plain’’’’)))),,,,    a huddlea huddlea huddlea huddle of of of of dry dry dry dry----stone buildings with stone buildings with stone buildings with stone buildings with 
wooden and turf roofs, wooden doors, all very like highland wooden and turf roofs, wooden doors, all very like highland wooden and turf roofs, wooden doors, all very like highland wooden and turf roofs, wooden doors, all very like highland 
crofts in Scotland, smoke lifting lazily from the roof. crofts in Scotland, smoke lifting lazily from the roof. crofts in Scotland, smoke lifting lazily from the roof. crofts in Scotland, smoke lifting lazily from the roof.     
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[Fig 71] [Fig 71] [Fig 71] [Fig 71]     

    
    
BeeBeeBeeBee----hives up in a yard, cattle moochinghives up in a yard, cattle moochinghives up in a yard, cattle moochinghives up in a yard, cattle mooching about about about about, donkeys, and , donkeys, and , donkeys, and , donkeys, and 
coming over the hill a herd ofcoming over the hill a herd ofcoming over the hill a herd ofcoming over the hill a herd of    sheep, sheep, sheep, sheep, their bells tinkling their bells tinkling their bells tinkling their bells tinkling 
loudly over the still air. A human voice easily carrying over a loudly over the still air. A human voice easily carrying over a loudly over the still air. A human voice easily carrying over a loudly over the still air. A human voice easily carrying over a 
couple of miles of mountain and stream (according to couple of miles of mountain and stream (according to couple of miles of mountain and stream (according to couple of miles of mountain and stream (according to David David David David 
Wilson,Wilson,Wilson,Wilson, Anatolia Anatolia Anatolia Anatolian mountain peasants can converse over up to n mountain peasants can converse over up to n mountain peasants can converse over up to n mountain peasants can converse over up to 
five five five five miles) as I stand on the wet hillside and listemiles) as I stand on the wet hillside and listemiles) as I stand on the wet hillside and listemiles) as I stand on the wet hillside and listen. A dog n. A dog n. A dog n. A dog 
babababarking rking rking rking –––– could be near, could be  could be near, could be  could be near, could be  could be near, could be a long way oa long way oa long way oa long way offfff to my ears. f to my ears. f to my ears. f to my ears. 
Pine trees, so sweetPine trees, so sweetPine trees, so sweetPine trees, so sweet----smelling, cover the upper slopes, willow the smelling, cover the upper slopes, willow the smelling, cover the upper slopes, willow the smelling, cover the upper slopes, willow the 
lower, with clover all around. A streamlower, with clover all around. A streamlower, with clover all around. A streamlower, with clover all around. A stream running running running running through it  through it  through it  through it 
all. all. all. all.     
    
In the volcanic soft rock In the volcanic soft rock In the volcanic soft rock In the volcanic soft rock tttthere are here are here are here are a seriesa seriesa seriesa series of cut  of cut  of cut  of cut chchchchambersambersambersambers, , , , 
includincludincludincluding some interesting ones in a threeing some interesting ones in a threeing some interesting ones in a threeing some interesting ones in a three----storey storey storey storey 
arrangement which Tom and Michael explored while I walked arrangement which Tom and Michael explored while I walked arrangement which Tom and Michael explored while I walked arrangement which Tom and Michael explored while I walked 
the nearby hillsthe nearby hillsthe nearby hillsthe nearby hills (PS082) (PS082) (PS082) (PS082). . . .     
    
Tried to find overhill route to Tried to find overhill route to Tried to find overhill route to Tried to find overhill route to YalakcukurörYalakcukurörYalakcukurörYalakcukuröreeeennnn but no luck.  but no luck.  but no luck.  but no luck. 
Picked up an Picked up an Picked up an Picked up an ormancıormancıormancıormancı (forester) and friend who sa (forester) and friend who sa (forester) and friend who sa (forester) and friend who sat over the t over the t over the t over the 
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back wheels of back wheels of back wheels of back wheels of the the the the pickpickpickpick----up up up up –––– much needed extra grip as we  much needed extra grip as we  much needed extra grip as we  much needed extra grip as we 
slithered through large pools of mud and water on steep roads slithered through large pools of mud and water on steep roads slithered through large pools of mud and water on steep roads slithered through large pools of mud and water on steep roads 
(memories of mud(memories of mud(memories of mud(memories of mud----driving in Iraq). Keep revs up in driving in Iraq). Keep revs up in driving in Iraq). Keep revs up in driving in Iraq). Keep revs up in secondsecondsecondsecond    
gear and away you go. gear and away you go. gear and away you go. gear and away you go.         
    
Back tBack tBack tBack to Çerkeo Çerkeo Çerkeo Çerkeş, where we , where we , where we , where we drankdrankdrankdrank    muchmuchmuchmuch----needed needed needed needed çayçayçayçay and then  and then  and then  and then 
drove east tdrove east tdrove east tdrove east to Karamustafao Karamustafao Karamustafao Karamustafa where a local boy took us to the  where a local boy took us to the  where a local boy took us to the  where a local boy took us to the 
local caves local caves local caves local caves –––– low holes going at least  low holes going at least  low holes going at least  low holes going at least twentytwentytwentytwenty m m m metresetresetresetres into the  into the  into the  into the 
hillsidehillsidehillsidehillside (PS083) (PS083) (PS083) (PS083). Found a low settlement nearby. Found a low settlement nearby. Found a low settlement nearby. Found a low settlement nearby (PS084) (PS084) (PS084) (PS084). . . . 
Then to Then to Then to Then to Yalakcukurören Yalakcukurören Yalakcukurören Yalakcukurören –––– int int int into village looking for o village looking for o village looking for o village looking for çayçayçayçay house  house  house  house 
where we could have lunch, but too many locals showed up to where we could have lunch, but too many locals showed up to where we could have lunch, but too many locals showed up to where we could have lunch, but too many locals showed up to 
spectate so we left and found a quiet grove of willows where we spectate so we left and found a quiet grove of willows where we spectate so we left and found a quiet grove of willows where we spectate so we left and found a quiet grove of willows where we 
had our simple repast. As I munched on a sandwich I scoured had our simple repast. As I munched on a sandwich I scoured had our simple repast. As I munched on a sandwich I scoured had our simple repast. As I munched on a sandwich I scoured 
the hilltops around with mythe hilltops around with mythe hilltops around with mythe hilltops around with my small binocu small binocu small binocu small binoculours. On one hilllours. On one hilllours. On one hilllours. On one hill----
totototop I thought I could just make out a built wall. After lunch p I thought I could just make out a built wall. After lunch p I thought I could just make out a built wall. After lunch p I thought I could just make out a built wall. After lunch 
we drove closer and sure enough there were walls. So we did the we drove closer and sure enough there were walls. So we did the we drove closer and sure enough there were walls. So we did the we drove closer and sure enough there were walls. So we did the 
long, steep tiring climb up to the summit, long, steep tiring climb up to the summit, long, steep tiring climb up to the summit, long, steep tiring climb up to the summit, known asknown asknown asknown as    
YalakçYalakçYalakçYalakçukurören Kaukurören Kaukurören Kaukurören Kale, and it turned out to be the most le, and it turned out to be the most le, and it turned out to be the most le, and it turned out to be the most 
wondewondewondewonderful dryrful dryrful dryrful dry----stone fortified encstone fortified encstone fortified encstone fortified enclosure, substantially losure, substantially losure, substantially losure, substantially 
modified sevenmodified sevenmodified sevenmodified seven years ago by the locals (as a cow years ago by the locals (as a cow years ago by the locals (as a cow years ago by the locals (as a cow----heheheherder told rder told rder told rder told 
us on the way down)us on the way down)us on the way down)us on the way down) (PS085) (PS085) (PS085) (PS085). . . . [Fig 72[Fig 72[Fig 72[Fig 72]]]]        
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But the original walls we easily told by the high quality of But the original walls we easily told by the high quality of But the original walls we easily told by the high quality of But the original walls we easily told by the high quality of 
their construction and by the consistent grtheir construction and by the consistent grtheir construction and by the consistent grtheir construction and by the consistent grey lichen on the ey lichen on the ey lichen on the ey lichen on the 
stone faces. Newer blocks are stillstone faces. Newer blocks are stillstone faces. Newer blocks are stillstone faces. Newer blocks are still    redredredred----brown. Really brown. Really brown. Really brown. Really 
impressive enclosure, presumably Byzantine to add to the list impressive enclosure, presumably Byzantine to add to the list impressive enclosure, presumably Byzantine to add to the list impressive enclosure, presumably Byzantine to add to the list 
––––    Gavur Kalesi, BozoGavur Kalesi, BozoGavur Kalesi, BozoGavur Kalesi, Bozoğlu, lu, lu, lu, KurKurKurKurşunlu,unlu,unlu,unlu, etc. Drove back, showered,  etc. Drove back, showered,  etc. Drove back, showered,  etc. Drove back, showered, 
slept, drew pottery and ate. Wendy rang slept, drew pottery and ate. Wendy rang slept, drew pottery and ate. Wendy rang slept, drew pottery and ate. Wendy rang –––– storm at Çatal.  storm at Çatal.  storm at Çatal.  storm at Çatal. 
We’ll be together on Thursday. We’ll be together on Thursday. We’ll be together on Thursday. We’ll be together on Thursday.     
    
IlgazIlgazIlgazIlgaz,,,, Monday 11 Monday 11 Monday 11 Monday 11thththth August 1997 August 1997 August 1997 August 1997    
The rain pours down outside. On and off it has rained all day The rain pours down outside. On and off it has rained all day The rain pours down outside. On and off it has rained all day The rain pours down outside. On and off it has rained all day 
but it is stronger than ever nbut it is stronger than ever nbut it is stronger than ever nbut it is stronger than ever now and we will not be going far ow and we will not be going far ow and we will not be going far ow and we will not be going far 
tomorrow.tomorrow.tomorrow.tomorrow. We had planned to go to Çakmak We had planned to go to Çakmak We had planned to go to Çakmak We had planned to go to Çakmak in northeast  in northeast  in northeast  in northeast 
ÇerkeÇerkeÇerkeÇerkeş today but as it is high up in the slippery mountains  today but as it is high up in the slippery mountains  today but as it is high up in the slippery mountains  today but as it is high up in the slippery mountains 
we decided to investigate southwest we decided to investigate southwest we decided to investigate southwest we decided to investigate southwest ÇerkeÇerkeÇerkeÇerkeş    instead. So had the instead. So had the instead. So had the instead. So had the 
usual freshly baked breakfast in Çerkes, then dusual freshly baked breakfast in Çerkes, then dusual freshly baked breakfast in Çerkes, then dusual freshly baked breakfast in Çerkes, then droveroveroverove west  west  west  west 
along the very busy main road. Italong the very busy main road. Italong the very busy main road. Italong the very busy main road. It is an extremely dangerous  is an extremely dangerous  is an extremely dangerous  is an extremely dangerous 
road with lots of slow as well as fast traffic. As we rounded a road with lots of slow as well as fast traffic. As we rounded a road with lots of slow as well as fast traffic. As we rounded a road with lots of slow as well as fast traffic. As we rounded a 
bend we came across a multiple pilebend we came across a multiple pilebend we came across a multiple pilebend we came across a multiple pile----uuuup involving a bus and at p involving a bus and at p involving a bus and at p involving a bus and at 
least three lorries. least three lorries. least three lorries. least three lorries. Turkish TV does not baulk at showing thTurkish TV does not baulk at showing thTurkish TV does not baulk at showing thTurkish TV does not baulk at showing the e e e 
grimmest details of traffic accidents but it doesn’t seem to grimmest details of traffic accidents but it doesn’t seem to grimmest details of traffic accidents but it doesn’t seem to grimmest details of traffic accidents but it doesn’t seem to 
have any effect on the generally poor standard of Turkish have any effect on the generally poor standard of Turkish have any effect on the generally poor standard of Turkish have any effect on the generally poor standard of Turkish 
driving. driving. driving. driving.     
    
We turned off on the track to We turned off on the track to We turned off on the track to We turned off on the track to YeYeYeYeşilöilöilöilörenrenrenren fairly high up and at fairly high up and at fairly high up and at fairly high up and at    
the borders of the provinces of the borders of the provinces of the borders of the provinces of the borders of the provinces of ÇankırıÇankırıÇankırıÇankırı, Ankara, Ankara, Ankara, Ankara, Bolu and , Bolu and , Bolu and , Bolu and 
KarabükKarabükKarabükKarabük. We spotted some old stones to photograph in the . We spotted some old stones to photograph in the . We spotted some old stones to photograph in the . We spotted some old stones to photograph in the 
village village village village (PS086) (PS086) (PS086) (PS086) and then called on the and then called on the and then called on the and then called on the mmmmuhtaruhtaruhtaruhtar in his wooden  in his wooden  in his wooden  in his wooden 
house. He was suspicious of our motives for asking house. He was suspicious of our motives for asking house. He was suspicious of our motives for asking house. He was suspicious of our motives for asking about the about the about the about the 
stones and so Cstones and so Cstones and so Cstones and so Cevdet took him off to ring the evdet took him off to ring the evdet took him off to ring the evdet took him off to ring the jjjjandarmaandarmaandarmaandarma who  who  who  who 
confirmed our story. We then settled down to fresh confirmed our story. We then settled down to fresh confirmed our story. We then settled down to fresh confirmed our story. We then settled down to fresh çayçayçayçay in the  in the  in the  in the 
mmmmuhtar’suhtar’suhtar’suhtar’s guest guest guest guest----room, heated by large woodroom, heated by large woodroom, heated by large woodroom, heated by large wood----burning stove in burning stove in burning stove in burning stove in 
the middle of the room. A blue budgie flitted around, landing the middle of the room. A blue budgie flitted around, landing the middle of the room. A blue budgie flitted around, landing the middle of the room. A blue budgie flitted around, landing 
on oon oon oon our knees and pecking at grains of sugar fallen from the ur knees and pecking at grains of sugar fallen from the ur knees and pecking at grains of sugar fallen from the ur knees and pecking at grains of sugar fallen from the 
sugar bowl.sugar bowl.sugar bowl.sugar bowl.    
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The The The The mmmmuhtaruhtaruhtaruhtar explained how the old stones in his village came  explained how the old stones in his village came  explained how the old stones in his village came  explained how the old stones in his village came 
on the back of a lon the back of a lon the back of a lon the back of a lorry fromorry fromorry fromorry from Eskipazar  Eskipazar  Eskipazar  Eskipazar three years ago. three years ago. three years ago. three years ago. That is That is That is That is 
ancient ancient ancient ancient HadriaHadriaHadriaHadrianopolis, now in nopolis, now in nopolis, now in nopolis, now in KarabüKarabüKarabüKarabük province. I will apply k province. I will apply k province. I will apply k province. I will apply 
to to to to include the area within next year’s project. It’s clear we’ll include the area within next year’s project. It’s clear we’ll include the area within next year’s project. It’s clear we’ll include the area within next year’s project. It’s clear we’ll 
have to scour all the villages for some dihave to scour all the villages for some dihave to scour all the villages for some dihave to scour all the villages for some distance around the stance around the stance around the stance around the 
focus of the focus of the focus of the focus of the ancient city.ancient city.ancient city.ancient city.    
    
The The The The muhtarmuhtarmuhtarmuhtar also points out several fields and general areas  also points out several fields and general areas  also points out several fields and general areas  also points out several fields and general areas 
where graves and ancient remains regularly turwhere graves and ancient remains regularly turwhere graves and ancient remains regularly turwhere graves and ancient remains regularly turn up, but it is n up, but it is n up, but it is n up, but it is 
too muddy and wet for us to go today, so we make a note for too muddy and wet for us to go today, so we make a note for too muddy and wet for us to go today, so we make a note for too muddy and wet for us to go today, so we make a note for 
next ynext ynext ynext year. He takes us to a fountainear. He takes us to a fountainear. He takes us to a fountainear. He takes us to a fountain with a carved capital set  with a carved capital set  with a carved capital set  with a carved capital set 
into it and a flock of very nointo it and a flock of very nointo it and a flock of very nointo it and a flock of very noisy geese chattering around it.isy geese chattering around it.isy geese chattering around it.isy geese chattering around it.    
    
We head back to the main road, some sun out for a whilWe head back to the main road, some sun out for a whilWe head back to the main road, some sun out for a whilWe head back to the main road, some sun out for a while and e and e and e and 
drive a little way east and then take the track off to drive a little way east and then take the track off to drive a little way east and then take the track off to drive a little way east and then take the track off to 
BölüköBölüköBölüköBölükören, also high up in the southwest corner of Çerkeren, also high up in the southwest corner of Çerkeren, also high up in the southwest corner of Çerkeren, also high up in the southwest corner of Çerkeş    iiiilçelçelçelçe. . . . 
There is a column by the There is a column by the There is a column by the There is a column by the camicamicamicamiiiii    (PS087) (PS087) (PS087) (PS087) and some locals and some locals and some locals and some locals 
show up, veshow up, veshow up, veshow up, very friendly. An old chap says, ‘ry friendly. An old chap says, ‘ry friendly. An old chap says, ‘ry friendly. An old chap says, ‘I’ve lots of these I’ve lots of these I’ve lots of these I’ve lots of these 
stones stones stones stones –––– they  they  they  they come from my yardcome from my yardcome from my yardcome from my yard....’’’’ So we go down the muddy  So we go down the muddy  So we go down the muddy  So we go down the muddy 
street to his yard. He points to ruins of a modern building street to his yard. He points to ruins of a modern building street to his yard. He points to ruins of a modern building street to his yard. He points to ruins of a modern building 
and just below it is a square hole in the ground with rubble and just below it is a square hole in the ground with rubble and just below it is a square hole in the ground with rubble and just below it is a square hole in the ground with rubble 
and mortar core of old walls below modern ground level. It’s a and mortar core of old walls below modern ground level. It’s a and mortar core of old walls below modern ground level. It’s a and mortar core of old walls below modern ground level. It’s a 
churchchurchchurchchurch,,,,’’’’ the old man says. T the old man says. T the old man says. T the old man says. The surrounding buildings he surrounding buildings he surrounding buildings he surrounding buildings 
incorporate bits of old architecture within their fabric. incorporate bits of old architecture within their fabric. incorporate bits of old architecture within their fabric. incorporate bits of old architecture within their fabric.     
    
He invitesHe invitesHe invitesHe invites us into the barn, snarling at two us into the barn, snarling at two us into the barn, snarling at two us into the barn, snarling at two large  large  large  large kangalskangalskangalskangals, , , , 
fortunately chained, who bark madly as we enter. In the barn fortunately chained, who bark madly as we enter. In the barn fortunately chained, who bark madly as we enter. In the barn fortunately chained, who bark madly as we enter. In the barn 
are piles of logs anare piles of logs anare piles of logs anare piles of logs and pine cones drying for the wid pine cones drying for the wid pine cones drying for the wid pine cones drying for the wintntntnter fires er fires er fires er fires 
(and winter begins today it seems). He brushes away a pile of (and winter begins today it seems). He brushes away a pile of (and winter begins today it seems). He brushes away a pile of (and winter begins today it seems). He brushes away a pile of 
cones and there, being used as a chopping blcones and there, being used as a chopping blcones and there, being used as a chopping blcones and there, being used as a chopping bloooockckckck,,,,    isisisis a fine  a fine  a fine  a fine 
stone capital, upside down, carved on its sides a beautiful stone capital, upside down, carved on its sides a beautiful stone capital, upside down, carved on its sides a beautiful stone capital, upside down, carved on its sides a beautiful 
cross, a peacock and a wheelcross, a peacock and a wheelcross, a peacock and a wheelcross, a peacock and a wheel----motif. We turn the stone round motif. We turn the stone round motif. We turn the stone round motif. We turn the stone round 
so Iso Iso Iso I can photograph it, and the old chap opens a back door to  can photograph it, and the old chap opens a back door to  can photograph it, and the old chap opens a back door to  can photograph it, and the old chap opens a back door to 
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let in some light. It is a beautiful piece, with a sad end. Cevdet let in some light. It is a beautiful piece, with a sad end. Cevdet let in some light. It is a beautiful piece, with a sad end. Cevdet let in some light. It is a beautiful piece, with a sad end. Cevdet 
makes the usual noises about museumsmakes the usual noises about museumsmakes the usual noises about museumsmakes the usual noises about museums,,,, knowing there is  knowing there is  knowing there is  knowing there is 
little we can really little we can really little we can really little we can really do.do.do.do.    
    
As we walk out the barn a woman of the household sAs we walk out the barn a woman of the household sAs we walk out the barn a woman of the household sAs we walk out the barn a woman of the household saysaysaysays,,,,    
‘‘‘‘There’s another old stone in hereThere’s another old stone in hereThere’s another old stone in hereThere’s another old stone in here,’,’,’,’    and points us into a stone and points us into a stone and points us into a stone and points us into a stone 
and wooden coop which houses ducks and hens. The stink is and wooden coop which houses ducks and hens. The stink is and wooden coop which houses ducks and hens. The stink is and wooden coop which houses ducks and hens. The stink is 
strong and the light weak but we make out a fine strong and the light weak but we make out a fine strong and the light weak but we make out a fine strong and the light weak but we make out a fine doppelsauledoppelsauledoppelsauledoppelsaule    
((((doubledoubledoubledouble column) being used to prop up a wooden support for  column) being used to prop up a wooden support for  column) being used to prop up a wooden support for  column) being used to prop up a wooden support for 
the roof.the roof.the roof.the roof. It is a  It is a  It is a  It is a striking sight and I again take pstriking sight and I again take pstriking sight and I again take pstriking sight and I again take photos using hotos using hotos using hotos using 
the flash. the flash. the flash. the flash. ‘‘‘‘How nice to have a church in your yardHow nice to have a church in your yardHow nice to have a church in your yardHow nice to have a church in your yard,,,,’’’’ I muse as  I muse as  I muse as  I muse as 
we ascend the hill. we ascend the hill. we ascend the hill. we ascend the hill.     
        
A pile of locals are digging a hole in the ground (A pile of locals are digging a hole in the ground (A pile of locals are digging a hole in the ground (A pile of locals are digging a hole in the ground (‘‘‘‘They They They They 
already started looking for goldalready started looking for goldalready started looking for goldalready started looking for gold,,,,’’’’ quips Tom) to clear a dr quips Tom) to clear a dr quips Tom) to clear a dr quips Tom) to clear a drain. ain. ain. ain. 
Their foremanTheir foremanTheir foremanTheir foreman, an impressive looking fellow, s, an impressive looking fellow, s, an impressive looking fellow, s, an impressive looking fellow, saysaysaysays,,,,    ‘‘‘‘Well, a Well, a Well, a Well, a 
big welcome to you and what can I say if someone big welcome to you and what can I say if someone big welcome to you and what can I say if someone big welcome to you and what can I say if someone asksasksasksasks me  me  me  me 
who were those strangerwho were those strangerwho were those strangerwho were those strangerssss who came in a taxi to your village? who came in a taxi to your village? who came in a taxi to your village? who came in a taxi to your village?’ ’ ’ ’     
    
‘‘‘‘We’re researching historical thingsWe’re researching historical thingsWe’re researching historical thingsWe’re researching historical things,’,’,’,’    says Cevdetsays Cevdetsays Cevdetsays Cevdet....        
    
‘‘‘‘Well have you rWell have you rWell have you rWell have you researched that historical thing there?esearched that historical thing there?esearched that historical thing there?esearched that historical thing there?’’’’    says the says the says the says the 
foreman pointing at the old man who has a Byzantine church foreman pointing at the old man who has a Byzantine church foreman pointing at the old man who has a Byzantine church foreman pointing at the old man who has a Byzantine church 
in his yard. I look up and catch a glimpse of in his yard. I look up and catch a glimpse of in his yard. I look up and catch a glimpse of in his yard. I look up and catch a glimpse of YeYeYeYeşilören ilören ilören ilören a few a few a few a few 
miles west across the miles west across the miles west across the miles west across the bybybyby----now sunny and golden hillnow sunny and golden hillnow sunny and golden hillnow sunny and golden hill----slopes slopes slopes slopes 
broken by occasional pollarded poplars, a very fetching broken by occasional pollarded poplars, a very fetching broken by occasional pollarded poplars, a very fetching broken by occasional pollarded poplars, a very fetching 
panorama from this lively villagepanorama from this lively villagepanorama from this lively villagepanorama from this lively village....        
    
‘Yes, we know‘Yes, we know‘Yes, we know‘Yes, we know all about him. He’s very historical all about him. He’s very historical all about him. He’s very historical all about him. He’s very historical,,,,’ ’ ’ ’ Cevdet Cevdet Cevdet Cevdet 
replies and we all laugh and heareplies and we all laugh and heareplies and we all laugh and heareplies and we all laugh and head on our way. d on our way. d on our way. d on our way.     
        
We return to ÇerkeWe return to ÇerkeWe return to ÇerkeWe return to Çerkeş, hoping to get a good lunch in the Yayla , hoping to get a good lunch in the Yayla , hoping to get a good lunch in the Yayla , hoping to get a good lunch in the Yayla 
PastanPastanPastanPastanesi but the place is manned by threeesi but the place is manned by threeesi but the place is manned by threeesi but the place is manned by three    rather slowrather slowrather slowrather slow youths  youths  youths  youths 
who have no talent for providing who have no talent for providing who have no talent for providing who have no talent for providing fodderfodderfodderfodder to the public. Cevdet  to the public. Cevdet  to the public. Cevdet  to the public. Cevdet 
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finds it very funny, but it is a letfinds it very funny, but it is a letfinds it very funny, but it is a letfinds it very funny, but it is a let----down after the down after the down after the down after the cocococordialrdialrdialrdial and  and  and  and 
delicious service we receive each breakfast. delicious service we receive each breakfast. delicious service we receive each breakfast. delicious service we receive each breakfast.     
    
We go to the We go to the We go to the We go to the littlelittlelittlelittle park by the  park by the  park by the  park by the belediyebelediyebelediyebelediye where there is a large  where there is a large  where there is a large  where there is a large 
inscribed stone from inscribed stone from inscribed stone from inscribed stone from KıKıKıKızzzzııııllarllarllarllar, , , , our candidate for our candidate for our candidate for our candidate for ancient ancient ancient ancient 
AntoninoAntoninoAntoninoAntoninopolis.polis.polis.polis.    Penny and Tom try to make a copy of the Penny and Tom try to make a copy of the Penny and Tom try to make a copy of the Penny and Tom try to make a copy of the 
inscription but it is einscription but it is einscription but it is einscription but it is extremely unclear. xtremely unclear. xtremely unclear. xtremely unclear. ‘‘‘‘Just find Just find Just find Just find 
““““AntoninoAntoninoAntoninoAntoninopolispolispolispolis””””,,,,’ ’ ’ ’ I keep telling them. I keep telling them. I keep telling them. I keep telling them.     
    
An unpleasant looking fellow comes overAn unpleasant looking fellow comes overAn unpleasant looking fellow comes overAn unpleasant looking fellow comes over....    ‘‘‘‘What are you What are you What are you What are you 
doing?doing?doing?doing?’’’’ h h h he askse askse askse asks....        
    
‘‘‘‘Researching historical placesResearching historical placesResearching historical placesResearching historical places,’,’,’,’    we say. we say. we say. we say.     
    
‘‘‘‘You realise this is HittiteYou realise this is HittiteYou realise this is HittiteYou realise this is Hittite,’,’,’,’    he sayshe sayshe sayshe says....        
    
‘N‘N‘N‘No, ito, ito, ito, it’s’s’s’s old G old G old G old Greekreekreekreek from a  from a  from a  from a Roman townRoman townRoman townRoman town,’,’,’,’    I sayI sayI sayI say....        
    
‘‘‘‘No, it’s Hittite from No, it’s Hittite from No, it’s Hittite from No, it’s Hittite from KKKKızıllarızıllarızıllarızıllar,,,,’’’’    he says. He turns to Cevdethe says. He turns to Cevdethe says. He turns to Cevdethe says. He turns to Cevdet,,,,    
‘W‘W‘W‘Why do these foreigners come here. They should research their hy do these foreigners come here. They should research their hy do these foreigners come here. They should research their hy do these foreigners come here. They should research their 
own history, not oursown history, not oursown history, not oursown history, not ours.’.’.’.’    
    
    Cevdet argues politely with the potCevdet argues politely with the potCevdet argues politely with the potCevdet argues politely with the pot----bellied man, who bellied man, who bellied man, who bellied man, who 
eventually leaves to be replaced by a gaggle of gawping eventually leaves to be replaced by a gaggle of gawping eventually leaves to be replaced by a gaggle of gawping eventually leaves to be replaced by a gaggle of gawping 
youths who have notyouths who have notyouths who have notyouths who have nothing better to do. I am sick of being a hing better to do. I am sick of being a hing better to do. I am sick of being a hing better to do. I am sick of being a 
circus act. Clearly Cevdet has had enough. At that point Tom circus act. Clearly Cevdet has had enough. At that point Tom circus act. Clearly Cevdet has had enough. At that point Tom circus act. Clearly Cevdet has had enough. At that point Tom 
looks up and says looks up and says looks up and says looks up and says ‘W‘W‘W‘We’ve done all we can for nowe’ve done all we can for nowe’ve done all we can for nowe’ve done all we can for now,,,,’’’’ and we all  and we all  and we all  and we all 
head off. head off. head off. head off. As we leave a man asks if we can read As we leave a man asks if we can read As we leave a man asks if we can read As we leave a man asks if we can read ArmenianArmenianArmenianArmenian. . . . 
‘‘‘‘No, only EnglishNo, only EnglishNo, only EnglishNo, only English,,,,’’’’ says Cevdet. says Cevdet. says Cevdet. says Cevdet.    
    
WWWWe call in at the e call in at the e call in at the e call in at the jjjjandarmaandarmaandarmaandarma to say farewell to  to say farewell to  to say farewell to  to say farewell to ÇerkeÇerkeÇerkeÇerkeş    ilçeilçeilçeilçe. They . They . They . They 
are very friendly. As we leave I note to Cevdet that the usual are very friendly. As we leave I note to Cevdet that the usual are very friendly. As we leave I note to Cevdet that the usual are very friendly. As we leave I note to Cevdet that the usual 
dog is not sitting by the gate. dog is not sitting by the gate. dog is not sitting by the gate. dog is not sitting by the gate. ‘No, it‘No, it‘No, it‘No, it has taken a day’s leave  has taken a day’s leave  has taken a day’s leave  has taken a day’s leave 
from the from the from the from the komutankomutankomutankomutan,’ ,’ ,’ ,’ he quips. he quips. he quips. he quips.         
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On our way out of On our way out of On our way out of On our way out of ÇerkeÇerkeÇerkeÇerkeş    we stop to photograph an old and we stop to photograph an old and we stop to photograph an old and we stop to photograph an old and 
very gracious building witvery gracious building witvery gracious building witvery gracious building with some fine sandstone dressed h some fine sandstone dressed h some fine sandstone dressed h some fine sandstone dressed 
blocks around its windows and blocked door. blocks around its windows and blocked door. blocks around its windows and blocked door. blocks around its windows and blocked door.     
    
[Fig 73] [Fig 73] [Fig 73] [Fig 73]     

    
    
A policeman had told us that it used to be a church. I take A policeman had told us that it used to be a church. I take A policeman had told us that it used to be a church. I take A policeman had told us that it used to be a church. I take 
some photographs and wonder what the building might be like some photographs and wonder what the building might be like some photographs and wonder what the building might be like some photographs and wonder what the building might be like 
inside. As we pull away a pale and anxious womainside. As we pull away a pale and anxious womainside. As we pull away a pale and anxious womainside. As we pull away a pale and anxious woman draws n draws n draws n draws 
back a curtain and follows our departure. Alback a curtain and follows our departure. Alback a curtain and follows our departure. Alback a curtain and follows our departure. Alllll these towns and  these towns and  these towns and  these towns and 
villages used to have Greek and Armenian components, up villages used to have Greek and Armenian components, up villages used to have Greek and Armenian components, up villages used to have Greek and Armenian components, up 
until the earlier decades of this century. And then all those until the earlier decades of this century. And then all those until the earlier decades of this century. And then all those until the earlier decades of this century. And then all those 
centuries of continuous tradition were brought to a sudden centuries of continuous tradition were brought to a sudden centuries of continuous tradition were brought to a sudden centuries of continuous tradition were brought to a sudden 
end. It iend. It iend. It iend. It is extremely sad for all concerned, beyond sad. s extremely sad for all concerned, beyond sad. s extremely sad for all concerned, beyond sad. s extremely sad for all concerned, beyond sad.     
    
We head for We head for We head for We head for SaçSaçSaçSaçak in western ak in western ak in western ak in western ÇerkeÇerkeÇerkeÇerkeş, a large , a large , a large , a large belediyebelediyebelediyebelediye village.  village.  village.  village. 
We photo columns outside tWe photo columns outside tWe photo columns outside tWe photo columns outside the he he he camiicamiicamiicamii    (PS088) (PS088) (PS088) (PS088) and talk to a and talk to a and talk to a and talk to a 
gathering of old chaps who bat our questions amongst gathering of old chaps who bat our questions amongst gathering of old chaps who bat our questions amongst gathering of old chaps who bat our questions amongst 
themselves until the most senior pthemselves until the most senior pthemselves until the most senior pthemselves until the most senior pronounces that the old ronounces that the old ronounces that the old ronounces that the old 
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stones have been in the village as long as anyone alive could stones have been in the village as long as anyone alive could stones have been in the village as long as anyone alive could stones have been in the village as long as anyone alive could 
possibly know and that is a hundred years at least. possibly know and that is a hundred years at least. possibly know and that is a hundred years at least. possibly know and that is a hundred years at least.     
    
We askWe askWe askWe ask how to get to the  how to get to the  how to get to the  how to get to the kakakakalelelele, a high fortified site visible from , a high fortified site visible from , a high fortified site visible from , a high fortified site visible from 
the main road but located several kilometres east othe main road but located several kilometres east othe main road but located several kilometres east othe main road but located several kilometres east of f f f SaçakSaçakSaçakSaçak. It . It . It . It 
is clearly a long trip. We set out is clearly a long trip. We set out is clearly a long trip. We set out is clearly a long trip. We set out onononon the track to  the track to  the track to  the track to Saçak Saçak Saçak Saçak yyyyaylaaylaaylaayla    
and get just beyond thatand get just beyond thatand get just beyond thatand get just beyond that point when the track gives out  point when the track gives out  point when the track gives out  point when the track gives out 
altogether. I had already altogether. I had already altogether. I had already altogether. I had already hadhadhadhad to change to low ratio 4WD. We  to change to low ratio 4WD. We  to change to low ratio 4WD. We  to change to low ratio 4WD. We 
got out and decided it was too far to walk for today and from got out and decided it was too far to walk for today and from got out and decided it was too far to walk for today and from got out and decided it was too far to walk for today and from 
ththththe west a major storm was clearly on ite west a major storm was clearly on ite west a major storm was clearly on ite west a major storm was clearly on its way. The hilltop site s way. The hilltop site s way. The hilltop site s way. The hilltop site 
of Bozoof Bozoof Bozoof Bozoğlu, near lu, near lu, near lu, near ÇerkeÇerkeÇerkeÇerkeş, stood out against the dramatic black , stood out against the dramatic black , stood out against the dramatic black , stood out against the dramatic black 
backdrop. backdrop. backdrop. backdrop.     
    
[Fig 74[Fig 74[Fig 74[Fig 74]]]]    

    
    
As we drove home we hit another storm near llgaz and then As we drove home we hit another storm near llgaz and then As we drove home we hit another storm near llgaz and then As we drove home we hit another storm near llgaz and then 
now another very furious storm has passed through.now another very furious storm has passed through.now another very furious storm has passed through.now another very furious storm has passed through.        
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IlgazIlgazIlgazIlgaz,,,, Tuesday 12 Tuesday 12 Tuesday 12 Tuesday 12thththth August 1997 August 1997 August 1997 August 1997    
Wet wet day. Breakfast a little later than usual at 7,Wet wet day. Breakfast a little later than usual at 7,Wet wet day. Breakfast a little later than usual at 7,Wet wet day. Breakfast a little later than usual at 7, at  at  at  at 
Nero’s Nero’s Nero’s Nero’s –––– actually he manages actually he manages actually he manages actually he manages to look like a cross between Nero  to look like a cross between Nero  to look like a cross between Nero  to look like a cross between Nero 
and Les Dawson. Tasty bread, honey, cheese, olives, tomatoes and Les Dawson. Tasty bread, honey, cheese, olives, tomatoes and Les Dawson. Tasty bread, honey, cheese, olives, tomatoes and Les Dawson. Tasty bread, honey, cheese, olives, tomatoes 
and cucumber with and cucumber with and cucumber with and cucumber with çayçayçayçay and soda. Then  and soda. Then  and soda. Then  and soda. Then drove off to do some drove off to do some drove off to do some drove off to do some 
local checking up. local checking up. local checking up. local checking up.     
    
First to YazFirst to YazFirst to YazFirst to Yazı Köı Köı Köı Köy just a few kilometres east of Ilgaz. And y just a few kilometres east of Ilgaz. And y just a few kilometres east of Ilgaz. And y just a few kilometres east of Ilgaz. And 
what a wonderful village, even in the steady downpour of what a wonderful village, even in the steady downpour of what a wonderful village, even in the steady downpour of what a wonderful village, even in the steady downpour of 
rain, large rambling houses built of a mixture of materials rain, large rambling houses built of a mixture of materials rain, large rambling houses built of a mixture of materials rain, large rambling houses built of a mixture of materials ––––    
wooden frames on stone bases, inwooden frames on stone bases, inwooden frames on stone bases, inwooden frames on stone bases, in----filled with mudfilled with mudfilled with mudfilled with mud----brick, or brick, or brick, or brick, or 
baked tile, or small stones, sobaked tile, or small stones, sobaked tile, or small stones, sobaked tile, or small stones, some plastered over in mud, with me plastered over in mud, with me plastered over in mud, with me plastered over in mud, with 
wooden and tile roofs. The locals at wooden and tile roofs. The locals at wooden and tile roofs. The locals at wooden and tile roofs. The locals at Yazı Yazı Yazı Yazı were very friendly were very friendly were very friendly were very friendly 
and came out to greet us and show us their village. and came out to greet us and show us their village. and came out to greet us and show us their village. and came out to greet us and show us their village.     
    
An elderly chap first showed us a house built 20An elderly chap first showed us a house built 20An elderly chap first showed us a house built 20An elderly chap first showed us a house built 20----30 years 30 years 30 years 30 years 
ago. ago. ago. ago.     
    
[Fig 75] [Fig 75] [Fig 75] [Fig 75]     
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During its construction lots of dDuring its construction lots of dDuring its construction lots of dDuring its construction lots of dressed stone blocks and ressed stone blocks and ressed stone blocks and ressed stone blocks and 
carved stones were unearthedcarved stones were unearthedcarved stones were unearthedcarved stones were unearthed (PS089) (PS089) (PS089) (PS089), some still lying , some still lying , some still lying , some still lying 
around, and the new house was built directly on top of the around, and the new house was built directly on top of the around, and the new house was built directly on top of the around, and the new house was built directly on top of the 
wall foundations of the ancient building, measuring swall foundations of the ancient building, measuring swall foundations of the ancient building, measuring swall foundations of the ancient building, measuring some ome ome ome 
nine bynine bynine bynine by ten metres (NB in Roman/ ten metres (NB in Roman/ ten metres (NB in Roman/ ten metres (NB in Roman/Byzantine settlement, in Byzantine settlement, in Byzantine settlement, in Byzantine settlement, in 
thesthesthesthese parts, probably only churches were built of dressed stone, e parts, probably only churches were built of dressed stone, e parts, probably only churches were built of dressed stone, e parts, probably only churches were built of dressed stone, 
houses etc being of similar materials as today)houses etc being of similar materials as today)houses etc being of similar materials as today)houses etc being of similar materials as today). . . . Around the Around the Around the Around the 
same time an adjacent house was built and the old chap same time an adjacent house was built and the old chap same time an adjacent house was built and the old chap same time an adjacent house was built and the old chap 
himself bought new stone blocks ohimself bought new stone blocks ohimself bought new stone blocks ohimself bought new stone blocks of andesite from the quarry f andesite from the quarry f andesite from the quarry f andesite from the quarry 
at Kat Kat Kat Kızıızıızıızılca, where we found an Iron Age lca, where we found an Iron Age lca, where we found an Iron Age lca, where we found an Iron Age site site site site a while ago and a while ago and a while ago and a while ago and 
where we think blocks were cut where we think blocks were cut where we think blocks were cut where we think blocks were cut forforforfor tumuli graves (as at  tumuli graves (as at  tumuli graves (as at  tumuli graves (as at 
illicitly dug tumulus, the other day). These new blocks grace illicitly dug tumulus, the other day). These new blocks grace illicitly dug tumulus, the other day). These new blocks grace illicitly dug tumulus, the other day). These new blocks grace 
the building, scattered through its lower fabric like fine the building, scattered through its lower fabric like fine the building, scattered through its lower fabric like fine the building, scattered through its lower fabric like fine 
thread in thread in thread in thread in sacking. The sacking. The sacking. The sacking. The old chap shows us the old chap shows us the old chap shows us the old chap shows us the çeçeçeçeşmemememe,,,,    
originally built in 1932, which in a rebuild uses a couple of originally built in 1932, which in a rebuild uses a couple of originally built in 1932, which in a rebuild uses a couple of originally built in 1932, which in a rebuild uses a couple of 
dozen extremely impressive welldozen extremely impressive welldozen extremely impressive welldozen extremely impressive well----dressed blocks of masonry dressed blocks of masonry dressed blocks of masonry dressed blocks of masonry 
also also also also fromfromfromfrom the church site. One has the impression of a bac the church site. One has the impression of a bac the church site. One has the impression of a bac the church site. One has the impression of a back of k of k of k of 
a metal mirror set in a bloa metal mirror set in a bloa metal mirror set in a bloa metal mirror set in a block of ck of ck of ck of concrete, wconcrete, wconcrete, wconcrete, which in the gloomy hich in the gloomy hich in the gloomy hich in the gloomy 
llllight, we at first mistake for a piece of delicate tracery. ight, we at first mistake for a piece of delicate tracery. ight, we at first mistake for a piece of delicate tracery. ight, we at first mistake for a piece of delicate tracery.     
    
‘T‘T‘T‘This his his his çeçeçeçeşmemememe took two took two took two took two years to build years to build years to build years to build,’,’,’,’    says the man. says the man. says the man. says the man. ‘‘‘‘It opened It opened It opened It opened 
in the year I was born in this village, 1934in the year I was born in this village, 1934in the year I was born in this village, 1934in the year I was born in this village, 1934....’’’’    
    
He takes us up the hill toHe takes us up the hill toHe takes us up the hill toHe takes us up the hill to his garden his garden his garden his garden,,,, a wonderful secret  a wonderful secret  a wonderful secret  a wonderful secret 
walledwalledwalledwalled----in world, rich with greenery and dripping with water in world, rich with greenery and dripping with water in world, rich with greenery and dripping with water in world, rich with greenery and dripping with water 
on all sides. Here a few years previously he had found an on all sides. Here a few years previously he had found an on all sides. Here a few years previously he had found an on all sides. Here a few years previously he had found an 
enormous enormous enormous enormous pithospithospithospithos and he had used the large sherds to patch in  and he had used the large sherds to patch in  and he had used the large sherds to patch in  and he had used the large sherds to patch in 
gaps in his stone wall around the garden. gaps in his stone wall around the garden. gaps in his stone wall around the garden. gaps in his stone wall around the garden. ‘‘‘‘Take as many Take as many Take as many Take as many 
sherds as you likesherds as you likesherds as you likesherds as you like,’,’,’,’    he sayhe sayhe sayhe sayssss,,,, as we find ridged body sherds  as we find ridged body sherds  as we find ridged body sherds  as we find ridged body sherds 
and fragments of the baseand fragments of the baseand fragments of the baseand fragments of the base and rim. It is a beautiful spo and rim. It is a beautiful spo and rim. It is a beautiful spo and rim. It is a beautiful spot and t and t and t and 
we wish we could see it in the sun. We head back to the car. A we wish we could see it in the sun. We head back to the car. A we wish we could see it in the sun. We head back to the car. A we wish we could see it in the sun. We head back to the car. A 
man in man in man in man in oooormancrmancrmancrmancıııı uniform has also been helpful. We  uniform has also been helpful. We  uniform has also been helpful. We  uniform has also been helpful. We 
photograph a fragment of a carved capital, also from the photograph a fragment of a carved capital, also from the photograph a fragment of a carved capital, also from the photograph a fragment of a carved capital, also from the 
church site, church site, church site, church site, set into the wall near the set into the wall near the set into the wall near the set into the wall near the camiicamiicamiicamii. Groups of women . Groups of women . Groups of women . Groups of women 
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and children have gathered to watch. A man shouts from a and children have gathered to watch. A man shouts from a and children have gathered to watch. A man shouts from a and children have gathered to watch. A man shouts from a 
balconybalconybalconybalcony,,,,    ‘‘‘‘If you’re searching for gold, donIf you’re searching for gold, donIf you’re searching for gold, donIf you’re searching for gold, don’t forget me!’t forget me!’t forget me!’t forget me!’’’’    and and and and 
we all laugh. we all laugh. we all laugh. we all laugh.     
    
Overnight it seems that a tiny kitten has crept into the space Overnight it seems that a tiny kitten has crept into the space Overnight it seems that a tiny kitten has crept into the space Overnight it seems that a tiny kitten has crept into the space 
aaaabove our spare wheel, which sitsbove our spare wheel, which sitsbove our spare wheel, which sitsbove our spare wheel, which sits horizontally underneath the  horizontally underneath the  horizontally underneath the  horizontally underneath the 
pickpickpickpick----upupupup. We hear its meaiows. We hear its meaiows. We hear its meaiows. We hear its meaiows in the village and Tom  in the village and Tom  in the village and Tom  in the village and Tom 
manages to extract it. It sits inside Penny’manages to extract it. It sits inside Penny’manages to extract it. It sits inside Penny’manages to extract it. It sits inside Penny’s jacket for the rest s jacket for the rest s jacket for the rest s jacket for the rest 
of the morning until our return to Ilgaz.of the morning until our return to Ilgaz.of the morning until our return to Ilgaz.of the morning until our return to Ilgaz.    
    
From From From From YazYazYazYazıııı we drive over to Cendere cross the  we drive over to Cendere cross the  we drive over to Cendere cross the  we drive over to Cendere cross the GökçGökçGökçGökçay ay ay ay –––– muddy  muddy  muddy  muddy 
and fairly full of silty water rushing towards the Devrezand fairly full of silty water rushing towards the Devrezand fairly full of silty water rushing towards the Devrezand fairly full of silty water rushing towards the Devrez    ––––    
and up the steep hill to Hacand up the steep hill to Hacand up the steep hill to Hacand up the steep hill to Hacııııhasan, another fairyhasan, another fairyhasan, another fairyhasan, another fairy----land village land village land village land village 
of multiof multiof multiof multi----storey buildings clinging to the green slippery storey buildings clinging to the green slippery storey buildings clinging to the green slippery storey buildings clinging to the green slippery 
hillside with fetching vhillside with fetching vhillside with fetching vhillside with fetching views across the fertile iews across the fertile iews across the fertile iews across the fertile Gökçay Gökçay Gökçay Gökçay valley valley valley valley 
and plain to the west. and plain to the west. and plain to the west. and plain to the west.     
    
[Fig 76] [Fig 76] [Fig 76] [Fig 76]     
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The locals here were also extremely frThe locals here were also extremely frThe locals here were also extremely frThe locals here were also extremely friendly. We drove up to iendly. We drove up to iendly. We drove up to iendly. We drove up to 
the the the the camiicamiicamiicamii to find a dozen men seated having a natter. They  to find a dozen men seated having a natter. They  to find a dozen men seated having a natter. They  to find a dozen men seated having a natter. They 
all rose to greet us and were very happy to talk about theirall rose to greet us and were very happy to talk about theirall rose to greet us and were very happy to talk about theirall rose to greet us and were very happy to talk about their    
village. No really old things, but one possible village. No really old things, but one possible village. No really old things, but one possible village. No really old things, but one possible font refont refont refont re----used as used as used as used as 
a trough.a trough.a trough.a trough.    
    
One middleOne middleOne middleOne middle----ageageageagedddd chap was clearly a little better off than the  chap was clearly a little better off than the  chap was clearly a little better off than the  chap was clearly a little better off than the 
rest rest rest rest –––– his hair slightly hennaed and gold teeth flashing as he  his hair slightly hennaed and gold teeth flashing as he  his hair slightly hennaed and gold teeth flashing as he  his hair slightly hennaed and gold teeth flashing as he 
talked. We stotalked. We stotalked. We stotalked. We stood on the forecourt of the od on the forecourt of the od on the forecourt of the od on the forecourt of the camiicamiicamiicamii yard,  yard,  yard,  yard, 
ovovovoverlooking the village below and the valley beyond on to erlooking the village below and the valley beyond on to erlooking the village below and the valley beyond on to erlooking the village below and the valley beyond on to 
Ilgaz and after. Ilgaz and after. Ilgaz and after. Ilgaz and after. ‘‘‘‘That’s the oldest house thereThat’s the oldest house thereThat’s the oldest house thereThat’s the oldest house there,’,’,’,’    he indicatedhe indicatedhe indicatedhe indicated....    
‘‘‘‘You can tell by the state of the timbersYou can tell by the state of the timbersYou can tell by the state of the timbersYou can tell by the state of the timbers....’ ’ ’ ’     
    
‘‘‘‘How old is it?How old is it?How old is it?How old is it?’’’’ I ask.  I ask.  I ask.  I ask.     
    
‘‘‘‘Oh could be 200 yearsOh could be 200 yearsOh could be 200 yearsOh could be 200 years,’,’,’,’    he says. It does look that old. he says. It does look that old. he says. It does look that old. he says. It does look that old.     
    
‘W‘W‘W‘We he he he have a good life hereave a good life hereave a good life hereave a good life here,’,’,’,’    an oldean oldean oldean older, more humbly attired man r, more humbly attired man r, more humbly attired man r, more humbly attired man 
says.says.says.says. ‘ ‘ ‘ ‘We grow everything for ourselves only excepting rice We grow everything for ourselves only excepting rice We grow everything for ourselves only excepting rice We grow everything for ourselves only excepting rice 
and tobaccoand tobaccoand tobaccoand tobacco.’.’.’.’        
    
‘‘‘‘That’s rightThat’s rightThat’s rightThat’s right,’,’,’,’    says the smart man and he points to the fields says the smart man and he points to the fields says the smart man and he points to the fields says the smart man and he points to the fields 
and orchards a few hundred feet below usand orchards a few hundred feet below usand orchards a few hundred feet below usand orchards a few hundred feet below us....    ‘‘‘‘As you see our As you see our As you see our As you see our 
fifififields are small, 1elds are small, 1elds are small, 1elds are small, 1----2 2 2 2 donumdonumdonumdonum each, but we grow our wheat for  each, but we grow our wheat for  each, but we grow our wheat for  each, but we grow our wheat for 
bread. We grow vegetables and fruit for our needs. Our bread. We grow vegetables and fruit for our needs. Our bread. We grow vegetables and fruit for our needs. Our bread. We grow vegetables and fruit for our needs. Our 
cabbages are famous. In cabbages are famous. In cabbages are famous. In cabbages are famous. In İstanbul stanbul stanbul stanbul they saythey saythey saythey say,,,,    ““““Give me Give me Give me Give me a a a a 
Hacıhasan Hacıhasan Hacıhasan Hacıhasan cabbage!cabbage!cabbage!cabbage!” ” ” ” That’s the way it is with usThat’s the way it is with usThat’s the way it is with usThat’s the way it is with us.’.’.’.’    And we And we And we And we 
shake handshake handshake handshake handssss and leave this attr and leave this attr and leave this attr and leave this attractive village with its friendly active village with its friendly active village with its friendly active village with its friendly 
and satisfied occupants. and satisfied occupants. and satisfied occupants. and satisfied occupants.     
    
Next we drive up the Next we drive up the Next we drive up the Next we drive up the Çankırı Çankırı Çankırı Çankırı road beyond road beyond road beyond road beyond İnkönkönkönköy in order to y in order to y in order to y in order to 
take photos looking back from the heights over to Salman take photos looking back from the heights over to Salman take photos looking back from the heights over to Salman take photos looking back from the heights over to Salman 
Höyük, Ilgaz and up the Höyük, Ilgaz and up the Höyük, Ilgaz and up the Höyük, Ilgaz and up the Gökçay Gökçay Gökçay Gökçay valley. Despite the clouds, valley. Despite the clouds, valley. Despite the clouds, valley. Despite the clouds, 
sitting on the Ilgaz sitting on the Ilgaz sitting on the Ilgaz sitting on the Ilgaz peaks, the view is excellent peaks, the view is excellent peaks, the view is excellent peaks, the view is excellent –––– we can see  we can see  we can see  we can see 
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the the the the Gökçay Gökçay Gökçay Gökçay just as it meets the Devrez and off they head to just as it meets the Devrez and off they head to just as it meets the Devrez and off they head to just as it meets the Devrez and off they head to 
the east to their the east to their the east to their the east to their inevitableinevitableinevitableinevitable junction with the mighty  junction with the mighty  junction with the mighty  junction with the mighty 
Kızılırmak.Kızılırmak.Kızılırmak.Kızılırmak.    
    
Back to Ilgaz for Back to Ilgaz for Back to Ilgaz for Back to Ilgaz for çayçayçayçay and walnut slice in the  and walnut slice in the  and walnut slice in the  and walnut slice in the pastapastapastapastanenenene, a , a , a , a 
shower here and lunch in the shower here and lunch in the shower here and lunch in the shower here and lunch in the ppppide salonuide salonuide salonuide salonu. . . .     
    
AnkaraAnkaraAnkaraAnkara,,,, Sunday 17 Sunday 17 Sunday 17 Sunday 17thththth August 1997 August 1997 August 1997 August 1997    
Season has well finished now and the Ankara routine Season has well finished now and the Ankara routine Season has well finished now and the Ankara routine Season has well finished now and the Ankara routine 
beckons. All went tremendously well with the end of the beckons. All went tremendously well with the end of the beckons. All went tremendously well with the end of the beckons. All went tremendously well with the end of the 
season. Andy Goseason. Andy Goseason. Andy Goseason. Andy Goldman came up in his VW camper vldman came up in his VW camper vldman came up in his VW camper vldman came up in his VW camper van an an an onononon    
Wednesday lunchtime and went through all of our pWednesday lunchtime and went through all of our pWednesday lunchtime and went through all of our pWednesday lunchtime and went through all of our pottery ottery ottery ottery 
which was extremely useful and he’s given us a better idea of which was extremely useful and he’s given us a better idea of which was extremely useful and he’s given us a better idea of which was extremely useful and he’s given us a better idea of 
the dating of many of our sites. the dating of many of our sites. the dating of many of our sites. the dating of many of our sites.     
    
On the Thursday morninOn the Thursday morninOn the Thursday morninOn the Thursday morning we packed all our pottery neatg we packed all our pottery neatg we packed all our pottery neatg we packed all our pottery neatly ly ly ly 
iiiin the back of the pickn the back of the pickn the back of the pickn the back of the pick----up and aup and aup and aup and allllllll our belongings in the VW  our belongings in the VW  our belongings in the VW  our belongings in the VW 
and headed for and headed for and headed for and headed for Çankırı, Çankırı, Çankırı, Çankırı, bidding a fond farewell to our chums bidding a fond farewell to our chums bidding a fond farewell to our chums bidding a fond farewell to our chums 
in Ilgaz, especially the crew at the hotel. in Ilgaz, especially the crew at the hotel. in Ilgaz, especially the crew at the hotel. in Ilgaz, especially the crew at the hotel.     
    
All went smoothly at All went smoothly at All went smoothly at All went smoothly at Çankırı MÇankırı MÇankırı MÇankırı Museum. The Director and his useum. The Director and his useum. The Director and his useum. The Director and his 
assistant were still away so we made the official handoveassistant were still away so we made the official handoveassistant were still away so we made the official handoveassistant were still away so we made the official handover of r of r of r of 
our stuff to Salem the civiour stuff to Salem the civiour stuff to Salem the civiour stuff to Salem the civil servant who wasl servant who wasl servant who wasl servant who was most helpful. It  most helpful. It  most helpful. It  most helpful. It 
all went so smoothly we were back in Ankara around midall went so smoothly we were back in Ankara around midall went so smoothly we were back in Ankara around midall went so smoothly we were back in Ankara around mid----
day and Cevdet leapt on a bus to see his young wife in day and Cevdet leapt on a bus to see his young wife in day and Cevdet leapt on a bus to see his young wife in day and Cevdet leapt on a bus to see his young wife in 
Denzili. Denzili. Denzili. Denzili.     
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PROJECT PAPHLAGONIA 1998 SEASONPROJECT PAPHLAGONIA 1998 SEASONPROJECT PAPHLAGONIA 1998 SEASONPROJECT PAPHLAGONIA 1998 SEASON    
    
Monday 17Monday 17Monday 17Monday 17thththth August 1998 August 1998 August 1998 August 1998    
Belediye OtBelediye OtBelediye OtBelediye Oteli, eli, eli, eli, Eskipazar town (population 8Eskipazar town (population 8Eskipazar town (population 8Eskipazar town (population 8,,,,600), Karabük 600), Karabük 600), Karabük 600), Karabük 
PPPProvincerovincerovincerovince....    
Start of another season in the field! And what a great start. I Start of another season in the field! And what a great start. I Start of another season in the field! And what a great start. I Start of another season in the field! And what a great start. I 
lounge on a bed inlounge on a bed inlounge on a bed inlounge on a bed in a huge room in a brand new expa a huge room in a brand new expa a huge room in a brand new expa a huge room in a brand new expansive nsive nsive nsive 
hotel in a small town, the world at our feet once more, the hotel in a small town, the world at our feet once more, the hotel in a small town, the world at our feet once more, the hotel in a small town, the world at our feet once more, the 
history for the taking, the past for the making. history for the taking, the past for the making. history for the taking, the past for the making. history for the taking, the past for the making.     
    
Set off at 9.30Set off at 9.30Set off at 9.30Set off at 9.30    from Ankara this morning, self from Ankara this morning, self from Ankara this morning, self from Ankara this morning, self driving our driving our driving our driving our 
Ekan Ekan Ekan Ekan rented Kartal Estate car. In the frented Kartal Estate car. In the frented Kartal Estate car. In the frented Kartal Estate car. In the front seat our ront seat our ront seat our ront seat our 
government rep, Gügovernment rep, Gügovernment rep, Gügovernment rep, Gülay Aslan, an extremely affable and lay Aslan, an extremely affable and lay Aslan, an extremely affable and lay Aslan, an extremely affable and 
helpfulhelpfulhelpfulhelpful young lady from the Ankara M young lady from the Ankara M young lady from the Ankara M young lady from the Ankara Museum. In the back useum. In the back useum. In the back useum. In the back 
Tom Pollard from last year, RaouTom Pollard from last year, RaouTom Pollard from last year, RaouTom Pollard from last year, Raoul Bull a new l Bull a new l Bull a new l Bull a new additiadditiadditiaddition fon fon fon from rom rom rom 
London. Plus masses of luggage squeezed in. We drive out of London. Plus masses of luggage squeezed in. We drive out of London. Plus masses of luggage squeezed in. We drive out of London. Plus masses of luggage squeezed in. We drive out of 
town town town town on the Eskion the Eskion the Eskion the Eskişehir road and oehir road and oehir road and oehir road and onto the new toll expressway, nto the new toll expressway, nto the new toll expressway, nto the new toll expressway, 
leaving it at Gerede and onto leaving it at Gerede and onto leaving it at Gerede and onto leaving it at Gerede and onto Eskipazar to this hotelEskipazar to this hotelEskipazar to this hotelEskipazar to this hotel, which , which , which , which 
Tom and I found on a recce a few weeks ago. The manager Tom and I found on a recce a few weeks ago. The manager Tom and I found on a recce a few weeks ago. The manager Tom and I found on a recce a few weeks ago. The manager 
greets us and we go over the terms. We are taking the entire greets us and we go over the terms. We are taking the entire greets us and we go over the terms. We are taking the entire greets us and we go over the terms. We are taking the entire 
second floor for 2second floor for 2second floor for 2second floor for 2----3 w3 w3 w3 weeks for a eeks for a eeks for a eeks for a total of 9 million Turkish total of 9 million Turkish total of 9 million Turkish total of 9 million Turkish 
LiraLiraLiraLira per night ( per night ( per night ( per night (ca. ca. ca. ca. £20) a real bargain for this place. We all £20) a real bargain for this place. We all £20) a real bargain for this place. We all £20) a real bargain for this place. We all 
have a room each plus we have a huge workroom with tables, have a room each plus we have a huge workroom with tables, have a room each plus we have a huge workroom with tables, have a room each plus we have a huge workroom with tables, 
bookshelves etc. We all have lovely balconies and my room bookshelves etc. We all have lovely balconies and my room bookshelves etc. We all have lovely balconies and my room bookshelves etc. We all have lovely balconies and my room 
faces west to the sunset across a babbling streamfaces west to the sunset across a babbling streamfaces west to the sunset across a babbling streamfaces west to the sunset across a babbling stream, green trees , green trees , green trees , green trees 
and puppies playing by an overgrown abandoned lorry, itand puppies playing by an overgrown abandoned lorry, itand puppies playing by an overgrown abandoned lorry, itand puppies playing by an overgrown abandoned lorry, its s s s 
bonnet pointing to the stars.bonnet pointing to the stars.bonnet pointing to the stars.bonnet pointing to the stars.    
    
We dropped all our stuff here We dropped all our stuff here We dropped all our stuff here We dropped all our stuff here (‘(‘(‘(‘What’s in this case? Stones?What’s in this case? Stones?What’s in this case? Stones?What’s in this case? Stones?’ ’ ’ ’ 
said one helper of our heavy luggage) and headed straight out said one helper of our heavy luggage) and headed straight out said one helper of our heavy luggage) and headed straight out said one helper of our heavy luggage) and headed straight out 
to the town of Karabük (populato the town of Karabük (populato the town of Karabük (populato the town of Karabük (populationtiontiontion 107, 107, 107, 107,000) to call on th000) to call on th000) to call on th000) to call on the e e e 
vvvvalialialiali. He’s not in town, we see. He’s not in town, we see. He’s not in town, we see. He’s not in town, we see on on on one of his assistants, Mustafa e of his assistants, Mustafa e of his assistants, Mustafa e of his assistants, Mustafa 
IIIIşıııık, a most helpful chap, lots of k, a most helpful chap, lots of k, a most helpful chap, lots of k, a most helpful chap, lots of çayçayçayçay and k and k and k and kola. Huge old ola. Huge old ola. Huge old ola. Huge old 
SovietSovietSovietSoviet----style steel factory belchinstyle steel factory belchinstyle steel factory belchinstyle steel factory belching smoke on way into town. g smoke on way into town. g smoke on way into town. g smoke on way into town.     
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[Fig 77] [Fig 77] [Fig 77] [Fig 77]     

    
I ask I ask I ask I ask Mustafa about the local fooMustafa about the local fooMustafa about the local fooMustafa about the local football team tball team tball team tball team –––– in the first  in the first  in the first  in the first 
division but drat, their ground is being rebuilt so we won’t be division but drat, their ground is being rebuilt so we won’t be division but drat, their ground is being rebuilt so we won’t be division but drat, their ground is being rebuilt so we won’t be 
able to see them in action these next couple of weeks. Mustafa able to see them in action these next couple of weeks. Mustafa able to see them in action these next couple of weeks. Mustafa able to see them in action these next couple of weeks. Mustafa 
says no need for us to visit says no need for us to visit says no need for us to visit says no need for us to visit emniyetemniyetemniyetemniyet as he  as he  as he  as he has written to them. has written to them. has written to them. has written to them. 
Excellent. Excellent. Excellent. Excellent. So we drive back So we drive back So we drive back So we drive back totototo    EskipazaEskipazaEskipazaEskipazarrrr, seeing much , seeing much , seeing much , seeing much 
evidence of massive flood damage to the road from a couple of evidence of massive flood damage to the road from a couple of evidence of massive flood damage to the road from a couple of evidence of massive flood damage to the road from a couple of 
months ago. months ago. months ago. months ago.     
    
We go to the We go to the We go to the We go to the kaymakamkaymakamkaymakamkaymakam in Eskipazar in Eskipazar in Eskipazar in Eskipazar, but he is, but he is, but he is, but he is not there so  not there so  not there so  not there so 
we call on the we call on the we call on the we call on the janjanjanjandarmadarmadarmadarma. The . The . The . The komutankomutankomutankomutan is sitting musing by  is sitting musing by  is sitting musing by  is sitting musing by 
a table in the garden and is happy to see us, hia table in the garden and is happy to see us, hia table in the garden and is happy to see us, hia table in the garden and is happy to see us, his s s s çayçayçayçay----stained stained stained stained 
teeth bared as he greets us. Yes, letters have arrived about us teeth bared as he greets us. Yes, letters have arrived about us teeth bared as he greets us. Yes, letters have arrived about us teeth bared as he greets us. Yes, letters have arrived about us 
and all is well. He mentions villages where we might start. and all is well. He mentions villages where we might start. and all is well. He mentions villages where we might start. and all is well. He mentions villages where we might start. 
Everyone talks about HadEveryone talks about HadEveryone talks about HadEveryone talks about Hadrrrrianopolis. In the background, cute, ianopolis. In the background, cute, ianopolis. In the background, cute, ianopolis. In the background, cute, 
fluffy white and ginger kittens play on a wall in front ofluffy white and ginger kittens play on a wall in front ofluffy white and ginger kittens play on a wall in front ofluffy white and ginger kittens play on a wall in front of an f an f an f an 
ancient mud and wood house. By now it is 3.45. We buy ancient mud and wood house. By now it is 3.45. We buy ancient mud and wood house. By now it is 3.45. We buy ancient mud and wood house. By now it is 3.45. We buy 
water and biscuits and sit sipping water and biscuits and sit sipping water and biscuits and sit sipping water and biscuits and sit sipping çayçayçayçay back at the hotel.  back at the hotel.  back at the hotel.  back at the hotel.     
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Name on Name on Name on Name on Ekan Ekan Ekan Ekan company’scompany’scompany’scompany’s card card card card::::    SadSadSadSadık Altıpaık Altıpaık Altıpaık Altıparmakrmakrmakrmak =  =  =  = SadıSadıSadıSadık k k k 
SixSixSixSix----fingers. Tom mfingers. Tom mfingers. Tom mfingers. Tom mentions Ertuentions Ertuentions Ertuentions Ertuğrul Dörterul Dörterul Dörterul Dörtelma lma lma lma = Ertu= Ertu= Ertu= Ertuğrul rul rul rul 
FourFourFourFour----applesapplesapplesapples.... Güla Güla Güla Gülay laughsy laughsy laughsy laughs,,,,    ‘‘‘‘Do you have sDo you have sDo you have sDo you have such uch uch uch namesnamesnamesnames in  in  in  in 
EnglandEnglandEnglandEngland?’?’?’?’    
    
‘Ramsbottom‘Ramsbottom‘Ramsbottom‘Ramsbottom,’,’,’,’    says Tomsays Tomsays Tomsays Tom....        
    
‘‘‘‘CheersCheersCheersCheers,,,,    you translateyou translateyou translateyou translate,’,’,’,’ I offer.  I offer.  I offer.  I offer.     
    
Gülay really is excellent. Husband aGülay really is excellent. Husband aGülay really is excellent. Husband aGülay really is excellent. Husband a doctor in Ankar doctor in Ankar doctor in Ankar doctor in Ankara. She a. She a. She a. She 
is tryingis tryingis tryingis trying to stop smoking as is Tom. Raou to stop smoking as is Tom. Raou to stop smoking as is Tom. Raou to stop smoking as is Tom. Raoul is quiet and l is quiet and l is quiet and l is quiet and 
perhaps not feeling 100% but sleeps and feels better. perhaps not feeling 100% but sleeps and feels better. perhaps not feeling 100% but sleeps and feels better. perhaps not feeling 100% but sleeps and feels better. Gülay Gülay Gülay Gülay 
and I talk in Turkish aand I talk in Turkish aand I talk in Turkish aand I talk in Turkish all the time, Tom a lot too. Raoull the time, Tom a lot too. Raoull the time, Tom a lot too. Raoull the time, Tom a lot too. Raoul knows l knows l knows l knows 
none. none. none. none.     
    
Back here we organise the workBack here we organise the workBack here we organise the workBack here we organise the work----room, setting out all our room, setting out all our room, setting out all our room, setting out all our 
booksbooksbooksbooks, maps, equipment. Down below they have cleaned the , maps, equipment. Down below they have cleaned the , maps, equipment. Down below they have cleaned the , maps, equipment. Down below they have cleaned the 
swimming pool and are filling it with fresh clean water. swimming pool and are filling it with fresh clean water. swimming pool and are filling it with fresh clean water. swimming pool and are filling it with fresh clean water.     
    
[Fig 78] [Fig 78] [Fig 78] [Fig 78]     
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Tom and I sneak down in shorts and jump in the extTom and I sneak down in shorts and jump in the extTom and I sneak down in shorts and jump in the extTom and I sneak down in shorts and jump in the extremely remely remely remely 
cold water and swim for fivecold water and swim for fivecold water and swim for fivecold water and swim for five minutes. By th minutes. By th minutes. By th minutes. By the side of the pool e side of the pool e side of the pool e side of the pool 
are concrete care concrete care concrete care concrete changing rooms and a hanging rooms and a hanging rooms and a hanging rooms and a pissoirpissoirpissoirpissoir    –––– someone has  someone has  someone has  someone has 
crapped on the floor in the middle of the little room which has crapped on the floor in the middle of the little room which has crapped on the floor in the middle of the little room which has crapped on the floor in the middle of the little room which has 
no door. But the pool is lovely and the water may be warmer no door. But the pool is lovely and the water may be warmer no door. But the pool is lovely and the water may be warmer no door. But the pool is lovely and the water may be warmer 
after a day in the sun. after a day in the sun. after a day in the sun. after a day in the sun.     
    
We all have dinner We all have dinner We all have dinner We all have dinner ––––    mezemezemezemeze for me,  for me,  for me,  for me, kökökököftefteftefte for the others.  for the others.  for the others.  for the others. Gülay Gülay Gülay Gülay 
isisisis intrigued intrigued intrigued intrigued by vegetarianism as most Turkish women are.  by vegetarianism as most Turkish women are.  by vegetarianism as most Turkish women are.  by vegetarianism as most Turkish women are. 
After a while we are joined by the After a while we are joined by the After a while we are joined by the After a while we are joined by the kaymakamkaymakamkaymakamkaymakam himself and the  himself and the  himself and the  himself and the 
belediyebelediyebelediyebelediye    babababaşkankankankan visiting the h visiting the h visiting the h visiting the hotel for a farewell dinner for twootel for a farewell dinner for twootel for a farewell dinner for twootel for a farewell dinner for two    
local policemen. They are very friendly and they offer to give local policemen. They are very friendly and they offer to give local policemen. They are very friendly and they offer to give local policemen. They are very friendly and they offer to give 
us a guide tomorrow us a guide tomorrow us a guide tomorrow us a guide tomorrow –––– a great idea, so we postpone breakfast  a great idea, so we postpone breakfast  a great idea, so we postpone breakfast  a great idea, so we postpone breakfast 
time till 7.30. time till 7.30. time till 7.30. time till 7.30. ‘‘‘‘HadHadHadHadrrrriiiiaaaanopolisnopolisnopolisnopolis,’,’,’,’    says the says the says the says the kaymakam.kaymakam.kaymakam.kaymakam.    ‘You ‘You ‘You ‘You 
must go there. It covmust go there. It covmust go there. It covmust go there. It covers fiveers fiveers fiveers five square kilometres and there are  square kilometres and there are  square kilometres and there are  square kilometres and there are 
graves, columns and so ongraves, columns and so ongraves, columns and so ongraves, columns and so on....’’’’ Apparently the  Apparently the  Apparently the  Apparently the Culture MinistryCulture MinistryCulture MinistryCulture Ministry    
aaaa few years ago promised to excavate the site and  few years ago promised to excavate the site and  few years ago promised to excavate the site and  few years ago promised to excavate the site and ‘‘‘‘make it like make it like make it like make it like 
EphesusEphesusEphesusEphesus,,,,’ ’ ’ ’ and when we showed up today he thought that isand when we showed up today he thought that isand when we showed up today he thought that isand when we showed up today he thought that is    
whawhawhawhat we t we t we t we had cohad cohad cohad come to do. Very smartme to do. Very smartme to do. Very smartme to do. Very smart suit. They left us a lovely  suit. They left us a lovely  suit. They left us a lovely  suit. They left us a lovely 
booklet full of booklet full of booklet full of booklet full of photographs photographs photographs photographs of themselves, laying foundations, of themselves, laying foundations, of themselves, laying foundations, of themselves, laying foundations, 
planting trees, being municipal heroes here in the wonderful planting trees, being municipal heroes here in the wonderful planting trees, being municipal heroes here in the wonderful planting trees, being municipal heroes here in the wonderful 
hilly country of northern Anatolia. hilly country of northern Anatolia. hilly country of northern Anatolia. hilly country of northern Anatolia.     
    
Eskipazar, Tuesday Eskipazar, Tuesday Eskipazar, Tuesday Eskipazar, Tuesday 18181818thththth August 1998  August 1998  August 1998  August 1998     
Wonderful day out in the widWonderful day out in the widWonderful day out in the widWonderful day out in the wideeee----skied landsskied landsskied landsskied landscape of southern cape of southern cape of southern cape of southern 
Paphlagonia. VeryPaphlagonia. VeryPaphlagonia. VeryPaphlagonia. Very comfortable night in large double bed in  comfortable night in large double bed in  comfortable night in large double bed in  comfortable night in large double bed in 
my room my room my room my room –––– I also have a single bed and a large couch and  I also have a single bed and a large couch and  I also have a single bed and a large couch and  I also have a single bed and a large couch and 
much other furniture. Only woke at 4.10 to hear a train much other furniture. Only woke at 4.10 to hear a train much other furniture. Only woke at 4.10 to hear a train much other furniture. Only woke at 4.10 to hear a train 
passing along the track which runs along the far bank passing along the track which runs along the far bank passing along the track which runs along the far bank passing along the track which runs along the far bank of the of the of the of the 
river, all the way from Ankara river, all the way from Ankara river, all the way from Ankara river, all the way from Ankara to Zonguldato Zonguldato Zonguldato Zonguldak (A to Z) via k (A to Z) via k (A to Z) via k (A to Z) via 
ÇankırıÇankırıÇankırıÇankırı. Breakfast at 7.30 in office . Breakfast at 7.30 in office . Breakfast at 7.30 in office . Breakfast at 7.30 in office –––– br br br breadeadeadead, cheese, olives, , cheese, olives, , cheese, olives, , cheese, olives, 
honey. Then up to honey. Then up to honey. Then up to honey. Then up to kaymakamlıkkaymakamlıkkaymakamlıkkaymakamlık, to sit, to sit, to sit, to sit and drink  and drink  and drink  and drink çayçayçayçay and  and  and  and 
chat to the wonderful chat to the wonderful chat to the wonderful chat to the wonderful kaymakamkaymakamkaymakamkaymakam who turned up in  who turned up in  who turned up in  who turned up in jeans and jeans and jeans and jeans and 
shirt specially to guide us round the sites. He has an open, shirt specially to guide us round the sites. He has an open, shirt specially to guide us round the sites. He has an open, shirt specially to guide us round the sites. He has an open, 
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expressive face, brexpressive face, brexpressive face, brexpressive face, broad eyes and gleaming smile. oad eyes and gleaming smile. oad eyes and gleaming smile. oad eyes and gleaming smile. ‘‘‘‘I spent a year I spent a year I spent a year I spent a year 
in Southamptonin Southamptonin Southamptonin Southampton,’,’,’,’    he says but has forgotten all his English. he says but has forgotten all his English. he says but has forgotten all his English. he says but has forgotten all his English. 
He He He He ordersordersordersorders    ssssiiiimitmitmitmit for his breakfast and we set off in two cars,  for his breakfast and we set off in two cars,  for his breakfast and we set off in two cars,  for his breakfast and we set off in two cars, 
oursoursoursours and his, out to the villages southwest and his, out to the villages southwest and his, out to the villages southwest and his, out to the villages southwest of here in a  of here in a  of here in a  of here in a 
beautiful broad and fertile vallbeautiful broad and fertile vallbeautiful broad and fertile vallbeautiful broad and fertile valley via the ey via the ey via the ey via the survivingsurvivingsurvivingsurviving remains  remains  remains  remains 
of the great ancient town of of the great ancient town of of the great ancient town of of the great ancient town of KaisareiaKaisareiaKaisareiaKaisareia Had Had Had Hadrrrrianopolis. ianopolis. ianopolis. ianopolis.     
    
What a site! It is spread over a vast area of the countryside, What a site! It is spread over a vast area of the countryside, What a site! It is spread over a vast area of the countryside, What a site! It is spread over a vast area of the countryside, 
bits of wall, rockbits of wall, rockbits of wall, rockbits of wall, rock----cut tombs, tiles and scatters of debris visible cut tombs, tiles and scatters of debris visible cut tombs, tiles and scatters of debris visible cut tombs, tiles and scatters of debris visible 
at every turn.  In the middle is a large at every turn.  In the middle is a large at every turn.  In the middle is a large at every turn.  In the middle is a large quarry of high quality quarry of high quality quarry of high quality quarry of high quality 
limestone, used to provide stone for the limestone, used to provide stone for the limestone, used to provide stone for the limestone, used to provide stone for the Anıt Kabir, Atatürk’s Anıt Kabir, Atatürk’s Anıt Kabir, Atatürk’s Anıt Kabir, Atatürk’s 
mmmmausoleum, in Ankara. The ausoleum, in Ankara. The ausoleum, in Ankara. The ausoleum, in Ankara. The kaymakamkaymakamkaymakamkaymakam, Kenan Bey, takes , Kenan Bey, takes , Kenan Bey, takes , Kenan Bey, takes 
great pleasure in showing us around. We look at some rockgreat pleasure in showing us around. We look at some rockgreat pleasure in showing us around. We look at some rockgreat pleasure in showing us around. We look at some rock----
cut tombs cut tombs cut tombs cut tombs     
    
[Fig 79] [Fig 79] [Fig 79] [Fig 79]     

    
    
and a few hundred yards away a larand a few hundred yards away a larand a few hundred yards away a larand a few hundred yards away a large shepherd dog lopes ge shepherd dog lopes ge shepherd dog lopes ge shepherd dog lopes 
toward us, looking like a small lioness, but loses interest and toward us, looking like a small lioness, but loses interest and toward us, looking like a small lioness, but loses interest and toward us, looking like a small lioness, but loses interest and 
turns away, running manically. We walk downhill through turns away, running manically. We walk downhill through turns away, running manically. We walk downhill through turns away, running manically. We walk downhill through 
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the the the the dusdusdusdusty golden vegetation, parting branches of oak trees to ty golden vegetation, parting branches of oak trees to ty golden vegetation, parting branches of oak trees to ty golden vegetation, parting branches of oak trees to 
glimpse at hidden features. Kenan Bey’s chauffeur inglimpse at hidden features. Kenan Bey’s chauffeur inglimpse at hidden features. Kenan Bey’s chauffeur inglimpse at hidden features. Kenan Bey’s chauffeur in    
immaculate black suit and white shirt stands ready to drive immaculate black suit and white shirt stands ready to drive immaculate black suit and white shirt stands ready to drive immaculate black suit and white shirt stands ready to drive 
us on. We head on to an outlying village, us on. We head on to an outlying village, us on. We head on to an outlying village, us on. We head on to an outlying village, ÇaylıÇaylıÇaylıÇaylı, where there , where there , where there , where there 
are three corbelled features in the ground. Soare three corbelled features in the ground. Soare three corbelled features in the ground. Soare three corbelled features in the ground. So----called called called called 
kütüphakütüphakütüphakütüphanenenene, library, because a farmer found a book , library, because a farmer found a book , library, because a farmer found a book , library, because a farmer found a book in in in in one of one of one of one of 
the featuresthe featuresthe featuresthe features. . . . ‘‘‘‘Did the Romans have books?Did the Romans have books?Did the Romans have books?Did the Romans have books?’’’’    they ask. I explain they ask. I explain they ask. I explain they ask. I explain 
about parchment and wax but no paper. about parchment and wax but no paper. about parchment and wax but no paper. about parchment and wax but no paper. ‘‘‘‘Maybe an Ottoman Maybe an Ottoman Maybe an Ottoman Maybe an Ottoman 
bookbookbookbook,’,’,’,’    they say. I take the they say. I take the they say. I take the they say. I take the kaymakamkaymakamkaymakamkaymakam’s’s’s’s photograph,  photograph,  photograph,  photograph,     
    
[Fig 80[Fig 80[Fig 80[Fig 80]]]]        

    
he leaning against the broad, sunny backdrop, and he he leaning against the broad, sunny backdrop, and he he leaning against the broad, sunny backdrop, and he he leaning against the broad, sunny backdrop, and he 
returns to town, I having sat in his car for a while, whireturns to town, I having sat in his car for a while, whireturns to town, I having sat in his car for a while, whireturns to town, I having sat in his car for a while, while his le his le his le his 
assistant, Ahmet, driassistant, Ahmet, driassistant, Ahmet, driassistant, Ahmet, drivevevevessss mine.  mine.  mine.  mine.     
    
WWWWe continue with Ahmet, a short e continue with Ahmet, a short e continue with Ahmet, a short e continue with Ahmet, a short moustached, bmoustached, bmoustached, bmoustached, balding and alding and alding and alding and 
very genial man. He directs us along dirt tracks to the village very genial man. He directs us along dirt tracks to the village very genial man. He directs us along dirt tracks to the village very genial man. He directs us along dirt tracks to the village 
of Bahof Bahof Bahof Bahçepıçepıçepıçepınar. We pull up by a group of women washing nar. We pull up by a group of women washing nar. We pull up by a group of women washing nar. We pull up by a group of women washing 
clothes at a clothes at a clothes at a clothes at a çeçeçeçeşmemememe.... Behind them Behind them Behind them Behind them is is is is a wonderful old  a wonderful old  a wonderful old  a wonderful old hamhamhamhamamamamam, , , , 
overgrown and ancientovergrown and ancientovergrown and ancientovergrown and ancient (PS090) (PS090) (PS090) (PS090). . . . ‘‘‘‘Can we enter?Can we enter?Can we enter?Can we enter?’ w’ w’ w’ we ask. e ask. e ask. e ask. ‘‘‘‘No,No,No,No,’’’’    
they say. they say. they say. they say. ‘‘‘‘Sure?Sure?Sure?Sure?’ w’ w’ w’ we ask. e ask. e ask. e ask. ‘‘‘‘Well there is an old lady with a Well there is an old lady with a Well there is an old lady with a Well there is an old lady with a 
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key,key,key,key,’’’’ they conced they conced they conced they concede. And presee. And presee. And presee. And presently she arrives, antly she arrives, antly she arrives, antly she arrives, a bent old lady  bent old lady  bent old lady  bent old lady 
with pale skin and blue eyes (common around here), carrying with pale skin and blue eyes (common around here), carrying with pale skin and blue eyes (common around here), carrying with pale skin and blue eyes (common around here), carrying 
an enormous wooden key with half a dozen teeth. The key is an enormous wooden key with half a dozen teeth. The key is an enormous wooden key with half a dozen teeth. The key is an enormous wooden key with half a dozen teeth. The key is 
polished hard and smoothed through decades of use. With it polished hard and smoothed through decades of use. With it polished hard and smoothed through decades of use. With it polished hard and smoothed through decades of use. With it 
she opens a wooden lock on the wooden door oshe opens a wooden lock on the wooden door oshe opens a wooden lock on the wooden door oshe opens a wooden lock on the wooden door on a wooden leann a wooden leann a wooden leann a wooden lean----
to at the side of the stone to at the side of the stone to at the side of the stone to at the side of the stone hahahahamammammammam. . . .     
    
[Fig 81] [Fig 81] [Fig 81] [Fig 81]     

    
    
Inside, the Inside, the Inside, the Inside, the hamhamhamhamamamamam is full of straw and animal fodder. We  is full of straw and animal fodder. We  is full of straw and animal fodder. We  is full of straw and animal fodder. We 
plungplungplungplunge in and find our way into the twoe in and find our way into the twoe in and find our way into the twoe in and find our way into the two    domed bath domed bath domed bath domed bath 
chambers, still in excellent condition. Ahmet chambers, still in excellent condition. Ahmet chambers, still in excellent condition. Ahmet chambers, still in excellent condition. Ahmet discovers that discovers that discovers that discovers that 
the the the the hahahahamammammammam was last us was last us was last us was last used only 60 years ago. It is probably of ed only 60 years ago. It is probably of ed only 60 years ago. It is probably of ed only 60 years ago. It is probably of 
the time of the time of the time of the time of MuMuMuMurat IV rat IV rat IV rat IV he thinkhe thinkhe thinkhe thinks.s.s.s.        
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[Fig 82[Fig 82[Fig 82[Fig 82]]]]    

    
We jump in the car and head off in the midWe jump in the car and head off in the midWe jump in the car and head off in the midWe jump in the car and head off in the mid----day heat by now, day heat by now, day heat by now, day heat by now, 
up to a village called Kapucular whereup to a village called Kapucular whereup to a village called Kapucular whereup to a village called Kapucular where there is another  there is another  there is another  there is another 
wonderful wonderful wonderful wonderful hamhamhamhamamamamam, stan, stan, stan, standing proud on a hillding proud on a hillding proud on a hillding proud on a hill (PS091) (PS091) (PS091) (PS091). Aga. Aga. Aga. Again in in in 
an old lady with key was produced and we clambered in an old lady with key was produced and we clambered in an old lady with key was produced and we clambered in an old lady with key was produced and we clambered in 
amongst the straw to look at the inner plastered walls. amongst the straw to look at the inner plastered walls. amongst the straw to look at the inner plastered walls. amongst the straw to look at the inner plastered walls.     
        
TTTThen a drive back through Eskipazar and on to the main hen a drive back through Eskipazar and on to the main hen a drive back through Eskipazar and on to the main hen a drive back through Eskipazar and on to the main 
ÇerkeÇerkeÇerkeÇerkeş road to the village of  road to the village of  road to the village of  road to the village of Hamamlı (‘WithHamamlı (‘WithHamamlı (‘WithHamamlı (‘With----Hamam’)Hamam’)Hamam’)Hamam’), by , by , by , by 
the confluence ofthe confluence ofthe confluence ofthe confluence of the the the the    ÇerkeÇerkeÇerkeÇerkeş    and Gerede rivers, where there are and Gerede rivers, where there are and Gerede rivers, where there are and Gerede rivers, where there are 
ruins of several early Turkish buildingsruins of several early Turkish buildingsruins of several early Turkish buildingsruins of several early Turkish buildings (PS092) (PS092) (PS092) (PS092). . . .     
[[[[Figs 83Figs 83Figs 83Figs 83----84] 84] 84] 84]     
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Old folks come out to explain and guide us. StrolledOld folks come out to explain and guide us. StrolledOld folks come out to explain and guide us. StrolledOld folks come out to explain and guide us. Strolled along the  along the  along the  along the 
river briver briver briver bank with Ahmet and tank with Ahmet and tank with Ahmet and tank with Ahmet and took his photo, ducks and people ook his photo, ducks and people ook his photo, ducks and people ook his photo, ducks and people 
inininin the background. Sunny hot day. the background. Sunny hot day. the background. Sunny hot day. the background. Sunny hot day.    Village local came out Village local came out Village local came out Village local came out 
with tray of with tray of with tray of with tray of ayranayranayranayran.... Turned out to be bank manager from  Turned out to be bank manager from  Turned out to be bank manager from  Turned out to be bank manager from 
Ankara on holiday to see his father, now 86. As we pulled off Ankara on holiday to see his father, now 86. As we pulled off Ankara on holiday to see his father, now 86. As we pulled off Ankara on holiday to see his father, now 86. As we pulled off 
his fatherhis fatherhis fatherhis father h h h himself showed up, imself showed up, imself showed up, imself showed up, grinning and chatting to us grinning and chatting to us grinning and chatting to us grinning and chatting to us 
through false teeth. through false teeth. through false teeth. through false teeth.     
    
Back at hotel RaoBack at hotel RaoBack at hotel RaoBack at hotel Raoul and I went for a swim, still cold but very ul and I went for a swim, still cold but very ul and I went for a swim, still cold but very ul and I went for a swim, still cold but very 
refreshing. Showered, snoozed and worked on notes and maps refreshing. Showered, snoozed and worked on notes and maps refreshing. Showered, snoozed and worked on notes and maps refreshing. Showered, snoozed and worked on notes and maps 
etc from 5 tiletc from 5 tiletc from 5 tiletc from 5 tilllll 7. Then nosh in restaurant. Chips, took one  7. Then nosh in restaurant. Chips, took one  7. Then nosh in restaurant. Chips, took one  7. Then nosh in restaurant. Chips, took one 
hour to arrive but veryhour to arrive but veryhour to arrive but veryhour to arrive but very good. Gülay only woman in  good. Gülay only woman in  good. Gülay only woman in  good. Gülay only woman in 
restaurant. She is excellent restaurant. She is excellent restaurant. She is excellent restaurant. She is excellent –––– very pleasant and helpful.  very pleasant and helpful.  very pleasant and helpful.  very pleasant and helpful. 
Couple of chaps came over to say hello. Wendy called Couple of chaps came over to say hello. Wendy called Couple of chaps came over to say hello. Wendy called Couple of chaps came over to say hello. Wendy called –––– all well  all well  all well  all well 
at Çatal. Wish she was here. at Çatal. Wish she was here. at Çatal. Wish she was here. at Çatal. Wish she was here.     
    
Eskipazar, Wednesday Eskipazar, Wednesday Eskipazar, Wednesday Eskipazar, Wednesday 19191919thththth August 1998  August 1998  August 1998  August 1998     
Magnificent day out in the hot AnatolMagnificent day out in the hot AnatolMagnificent day out in the hot AnatolMagnificent day out in the hot Anatolian sun. After ian sun. After ian sun. After ian sun. After 
breakfast Ahmet Bey came to us and off we breakfast Ahmet Bey came to us and off we breakfast Ahmet Bey came to us and off we breakfast Ahmet Bey came to us and off we set, firstly to look set, firstly to look set, firstly to look set, firstly to look 
at some at some at some at some hahahahamamsmamsmamsmams. Turned off the main road to drive through a . Turned off the main road to drive through a . Turned off the main road to drive through a . Turned off the main road to drive through a 
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green fertile land with wooden plank fences (the planks green fertile land with wooden plank fences (the planks green fertile land with wooden plank fences (the planks green fertile land with wooden plank fences (the planks 
upright and tapered at the top). All this had previously been upright and tapered at the top). All this had previously been upright and tapered at the top). All this had previously been upright and tapered at the top). All this had previously been 
flooded earlier this year. A van led the way. We parked in the flooded earlier this year. A van led the way. We parked in the flooded earlier this year. A van led the way. We parked in the flooded earlier this year. A van led the way. We parked in the 
village and headed through a village and headed through a village and headed through a village and headed through a damp cornfield to arrive damp cornfield to arrive damp cornfield to arrive damp cornfield to arrive 
suddenly at a building standing by tsuddenly at a building standing by tsuddenly at a building standing by tsuddenly at a building standing by the field he field he field he field –––– an old  an old  an old  an old 
hahahahamammammammam in excellent condition in excellent condition in excellent condition in excellent condition (PS093) (PS093) (PS093) (PS093). . . .     
    
[Fig 85] [Fig 85] [Fig 85] [Fig 85]     

    
    
Back to the villagBack to the villagBack to the villagBack to the village and drove up a little to see yet another e and drove up a little to see yet another e and drove up a little to see yet another e and drove up a little to see yet another 
hahahahamammammammam higher up higher up higher up higher up (PS094) (PS094) (PS094) (PS094), set on a natural , set on a natural , set on a natural , set on a natural tepetepetepetepe with clear  with clear  with clear  with clear 
tracetracetracetraces of walls on its sides, lovely views up and down the s of walls on its sides, lovely views up and down the s of walls on its sides, lovely views up and down the s of walls on its sides, lovely views up and down the 
valley of the Eskipazar Çay, green avalley of the Eskipazar Çay, green avalley of the Eskipazar Çay, green avalley of the Eskipazar Çay, green and beautiful, two tumuli nd beautiful, two tumuli nd beautiful, two tumuli nd beautiful, two tumuli 
clearly in viewclearly in viewclearly in viewclearly in view. . . .     
    
Back tBack tBack tBack to the road and off to Karahasanlar to see another o the road and off to Karahasanlar to see another o the road and off to Karahasanlar to see another o the road and off to Karahasanlar to see another 
hahahahamammammammam (PS095) (PS095) (PS095) (PS095). We asked the locals. We asked the locals. We asked the locals. We asked the locals....    ‘No there’s no‘No there’s no‘No there’s no‘No there’s nothing thing thing thing 
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herehereherehere....’ ’ ’ ’ ‘‘‘‘YeYeYeYes there iss there iss there iss there is....’ ’ ’ ’ ‘‘‘‘You must mean this hereYou must mean this hereYou must mean this hereYou must mean this here,’,’,’,’    the old lady the old lady the old lady the old lady 
says taking us to a not very old house. There is nothing but says taking us to a not very old house. There is nothing but says taking us to a not very old house. There is nothing but says taking us to a not very old house. There is nothing but 
straw inside. Eventually she relents and lets straw inside. Eventually she relents and lets straw inside. Eventually she relents and lets straw inside. Eventually she relents and lets us into her own us into her own us into her own us into her own 
very old house. very old house. very old house. very old house. In the covered entrance hall there is a small In the covered entrance hall there is a small In the covered entrance hall there is a small In the covered entrance hall there is a small 
hamamhamamhamamhamam still pre still pre still pre still preserserserserved to its roof. Tom and I crunch small lego ved to its roof. Tom and I crunch small lego ved to its roof. Tom and I crunch small lego ved to its roof. Tom and I crunch small lego 
blocks as weblocks as weblocks as weblocks as we peer in and everyone laughs.  peer in and everyone laughs.  peer in and everyone laughs.  peer in and everyone laughs. ‘‘‘‘Are you going to Are you going to Are you going to Are you going to 
throw me out?throw me out?throw me out?throw me out?’’’’ s s s she askshe askshe askshe asks....    ‘‘‘‘What are you doing?What are you doing?What are you doing?What are you doing?’ ’ ’ ’     ‘‘‘‘Don’t worry, Don’t worry, Don’t worry, Don’t worry, 
we’re just making a quick inspection, nothing to worry we’re just making a quick inspection, nothing to worry we’re just making a quick inspection, nothing to worry we’re just making a quick inspection, nothing to worry 
aboutaboutaboutabout....’’’’    She doesn’t seem to believShe doesn’t seem to believShe doesn’t seem to believShe doesn’t seem to believe us but is very friendly and e us but is very friendly and e us but is very friendly and e us but is very friendly and 
takes us round to the back of her wooden, brick and stone takes us round to the back of her wooden, brick and stone takes us round to the back of her wooden, brick and stone takes us round to the back of her wooden, brick and stone 
houhouhouhouse to see the outside of the se to see the outside of the se to see the outside of the se to see the outside of the hahahahamammammammam. A puppy dog shares a . A puppy dog shares a . A puppy dog shares a . A puppy dog shares a 
bbbbowl of grain with some scrawny towl of grain with some scrawny towl of grain with some scrawny towl of grain with some scrawny turkeys. We head off after a urkeys. We head off after a urkeys. We head off after a urkeys. We head off after a 
glass of chewy refreshing glass of chewy refreshing glass of chewy refreshing glass of chewy refreshing ayranayranayranayran....    
    
We get to theWe get to theWe get to theWe get to the village of Deresemail where the  village of Deresemail where the  village of Deresemail where the  village of Deresemail where the muhtarmuhtarmuhtarmuhtar awaits  awaits  awaits  awaits 
us. He and one other are keen to guide us to Asarus. He and one other are keen to guide us to Asarus. He and one other are keen to guide us to Asarus. He and one other are keen to guide us to Asar Kal Kal Kal Kalesi, site esi, site esi, site esi, site 
of of of of ancientancientancientancient Kimiata Kimiata Kimiata Kimiata (PS096) (PS096) (PS096) (PS096). We climb up the steep hill, . We climb up the steep hill, . We climb up the steep hill, . We climb up the steep hill, 
stopping frequently to admire the spectacular views across the stopping frequently to admire the spectacular views across the stopping frequently to admire the spectacular views across the stopping frequently to admire the spectacular views across the 
adjacent valleys and to theadjacent valleys and to theadjacent valleys and to theadjacent valleys and to the mountains on the horizon. Half  mountains on the horizon. Half  mountains on the horizon. Half  mountains on the horizon. Half 
way up there is a dressed and decorated stone, which we way up there is a dressed and decorated stone, which we way up there is a dressed and decorated stone, which we way up there is a dressed and decorated stone, which we 
photograph. photograph. photograph. photograph. [Fig 86[Fig 86[Fig 86[Fig 86] ] ] ]     
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Higher there is an extensive flat level area, walled in by a fine Higher there is an extensive flat level area, walled in by a fine Higher there is an extensive flat level area, walled in by a fine Higher there is an extensive flat level area, walled in by a fine 
terrace wall and some excellent dressed and decorated stones terrace wall and some excellent dressed and decorated stones terrace wall and some excellent dressed and decorated stones terrace wall and some excellent dressed and decorated stones 
from longfrom longfrom longfrom long----collapscollapscollapscollapsed buildings. Lots of illicit digging at every ed buildings. Lots of illicit digging at every ed buildings. Lots of illicit digging at every ed buildings. Lots of illicit digging at every 
turn. On up to the summit of the turn. On up to the summit of the turn. On up to the summit of the turn. On up to the summit of the hhhhill, covered in deep dried ill, covered in deep dried ill, covered in deep dried ill, covered in deep dried 
vegetation, sticking to bootsvegetation, sticking to bootsvegetation, sticking to bootsvegetation, sticking to boots and and and and clothes. Mo clothes. Mo clothes. Mo clothes. More illicit digging. re illicit digging. re illicit digging. re illicit digging. 
Tom and RaouTom and RaouTom and RaouTom and Raoul fill in forms while I take photogrl fill in forms while I take photogrl fill in forms while I take photogrl fill in forms while I take photographs. Gülay aphs. Gülay aphs. Gülay aphs. Gülay 
finds the going tough afinds the going tough afinds the going tough afinds the going tough and sits for a while with the nd sits for a while with the nd sits for a while with the nd sits for a while with the mmmmuhtaruhtaruhtaruhtar. . . . 
We head over to another hilltop where there are regular blocks We head over to another hilltop where there are regular blocks We head over to another hilltop where there are regular blocks We head over to another hilltop where there are regular blocks 
in a hole, illegally dug. There are inscribed stones in Greek at in a hole, illegally dug. There are inscribed stones in Greek at in a hole, illegally dug. There are inscribed stones in Greek at in a hole, illegally dug. There are inscribed stones in Greek at 
several points. Lost city, lost people, lost language, and all on several points. Lost city, lost people, lost language, and all on several points. Lost city, lost people, lost language, and all on several points. Lost city, lost people, lost language, and all on 
a hilltop in Turkeya hilltop in Turkeya hilltop in Turkeya hilltop in Turkey,,,, too  too  too  too sad for any words. sad for any words. sad for any words. sad for any words.     
    
[Fig 87[Fig 87[Fig 87[Fig 87]]]]    

    
    
There are allegedly caves which descend for great depths. We There are allegedly caves which descend for great depths. We There are allegedly caves which descend for great depths. We There are allegedly caves which descend for great depths. We 
trek over to one but it is ftrek over to one but it is ftrek over to one but it is ftrek over to one but it is full of rubble, but there are ull of rubble, but there are ull of rubble, but there are ull of rubble, but there are 6666----8888 well well well well----
cut steps descending into it. Possibly once cut steps descending into it. Possibly once cut steps descending into it. Possibly once cut steps descending into it. Possibly once anananan    accessaccessaccessaccess to the  to the  to the  to the 
stream way down below, suggests Ahmstream way down below, suggests Ahmstream way down below, suggests Ahmstream way down below, suggests Ahmetetetet,,,, who is turning  who is turning  who is turning  who is turning 
pink in the sun. pink in the sun. pink in the sun. pink in the sun. ‘‘‘‘Does Tom like jokes?Does Tom like jokes?Does Tom like jokes?Does Tom like jokes?’’’’ h h h he asks mee asks mee asks mee asks me....    ‘‘‘‘Of courseOf courseOf courseOf course,’,’,’,’    
I say. I say. I say. I say. ‘‘‘‘GoodGoodGoodGood,,,,’’’’ he says. Late he says. Late he says. Late he says. Later he tells Tom that a farmer’s girl r he tells Tom that a farmer’s girl r he tells Tom that a farmer’s girl r he tells Tom that a farmer’s girl 
in Eskipain Eskipain Eskipain Eskipazar has seen him and fallen in love with him and zar has seen him and fallen in love with him and zar has seen him and fallen in love with him and zar has seen him and fallen in love with him and 
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wants to marry him so he must now stay in Turkey. wants to marry him so he must now stay in Turkey. wants to marry him so he must now stay in Turkey. wants to marry him so he must now stay in Turkey. Tom is Tom is Tom is Tom is 
not convinced. Ahmet spends the rest of the time playing not convinced. Ahmet spends the rest of the time playing not convinced. Ahmet spends the rest of the time playing not convinced. Ahmet spends the rest of the time playing 
jokes on people. He looks very hot. Indeed it is vjokes on people. He looks very hot. Indeed it is vjokes on people. He looks very hot. Indeed it is vjokes on people. He looks very hot. Indeed it is very hot, no ery hot, no ery hot, no ery hot, no 
clouds in the sky. clouds in the sky. clouds in the sky. clouds in the sky. Some martins buzz by our heads, soariSome martins buzz by our heads, soariSome martins buzz by our heads, soariSome martins buzz by our heads, soaring ng ng ng 
over the great slabs of rockover the great slabs of rockover the great slabs of rockover the great slabs of rock. . . . ‘‘‘‘Rain birdsRain birdsRain birdsRain birds,’ says Ahmet.,’ says Ahmet.,’ says Ahmet.,’ says Ahmet.    ‘‘‘‘If you If you If you If you 
see thesee thesee thesee them it’s going to rainm it’s going to rainm it’s going to rainm it’s going to rain.’.’.’.’    I I I I saysaysaysay that this is  that this is  that this is  that this is their nesting their nesting their nesting their nesting 
place so they areplace so they areplace so they areplace so they are always around here always around here always around here always around here....    ‘‘‘‘MaybeMaybeMaybeMaybe,’,’,’,’    concedes concedes concedes concedes 
Ahmet with a smile. He is such a nice person. Ahmet with a smile. He is such a nice person. Ahmet with a smile. He is such a nice person. Ahmet with a smile. He is such a nice person.     
    
We clamber down the far side of the huge hill, slithering on We clamber down the far side of the huge hill, slithering on We clamber down the far side of the huge hill, slithering on We clamber down the far side of the huge hill, slithering on 
the hot dead grass and scree to reathe hot dead grass and scree to reathe hot dead grass and scree to reathe hot dead grass and scree to reach the entrance to another ch the entrance to another ch the entrance to another ch the entrance to another 
cave but it has all collapsed and we cannot enter. We even cave but it has all collapsed and we cannot enter. We even cave but it has all collapsed and we cannot enter. We even cave but it has all collapsed and we cannot enter. We even 
have a torch with us. We clamber back up the hill, the have a torch with us. We clamber back up the hill, the have a torch with us. We clamber back up the hill, the have a torch with us. We clamber back up the hill, the 
babbling stream far below babbling stream far below babbling stream far below babbling stream far below us, and meet up with Gülay and us, and meet up with Gülay and us, and meet up with Gülay and us, and meet up with Gülay and 
the the the the mmmmuhtaruhtaruhtaruhtar who have found a wonderful inscription cut int who have found a wonderful inscription cut int who have found a wonderful inscription cut int who have found a wonderful inscription cut intoooo    
the rock of another hillthe rock of another hillthe rock of another hillthe rock of another hill----top.top.top.top.    We stumbleWe stumbleWe stumbleWe stumble over to them, me over to them, me over to them, me over to them, me,,,, Tom  Tom  Tom  Tom 
and Raouand Raouand Raouand Raoul wall wall wall walkkkking the contours carefully to avoid ing the contours carefully to avoid ing the contours carefully to avoid ing the contours carefully to avoid 
unnecessary loss of height. Ahmet and the slightly fishy unnecessary loss of height. Ahmet and the slightly fishy unnecessary loss of height. Ahmet and the slightly fishy unnecessary loss of height. Ahmet and the slightly fishy 
looking chap from the village take the direct route, going looking chap from the village take the direct route, going looking chap from the village take the direct route, going looking chap from the village take the direct route, going 
rapidly down and then sharrapidly down and then sharrapidly down and then sharrapidly down and then sharply up. We arrive first, not ply up. We arrive first, not ply up. We arrive first, not ply up. We arrive first, not 
greatly exerted. Ahmet stumbles in later covered in sweat and greatly exerted. Ahmet stumbles in later covered in sweat and greatly exerted. Ahmet stumbles in later covered in sweat and greatly exerted. Ahmet stumbles in later covered in sweat and 
looking very red. It really is hot. At one point we huddle like looking very red. It really is hot. At one point we huddle like looking very red. It really is hot. At one point we huddle like looking very red. It really is hot. At one point we huddle like 
sheep into the patchy shade of a small old oak tree, our legs in sheep into the patchy shade of a small old oak tree, our legs in sheep into the patchy shade of a small old oak tree, our legs in sheep into the patchy shade of a small old oak tree, our legs in 
the sun. We reach a spring and sip athe sun. We reach a spring and sip athe sun. We reach a spring and sip athe sun. We reach a spring and sip at a trickle of water. We t a trickle of water. We t a trickle of water. We t a trickle of water. We 
head down to the river, spotting rockhead down to the river, spotting rockhead down to the river, spotting rockhead down to the river, spotting rock----cut tombs at many cut tombs at many cut tombs at many cut tombs at many 
points and a man on a horse carved in the hard rock. At the points and a man on a horse carved in the hard rock. At the points and a man on a horse carved in the hard rock. At the points and a man on a horse carved in the hard rock. At the 
river Ahmet and fishy man drink like sheep from the river Ahmet and fishy man drink like sheep from the river Ahmet and fishy man drink like sheep from the river Ahmet and fishy man drink like sheep from the 
running water. We makrunning water. We makrunning water. We makrunning water. We make the long trek back to Dereseme the long trek back to Dereseme the long trek back to Dereseme the long trek back to Deresemail ail ail ail 
where lwhere lwhere lwhere locals greet us and we drink greedily from the ocals greet us and we drink greedily from the ocals greet us and we drink greedily from the ocals greet us and we drink greedily from the 
fountain. We have been up on the hot hill for about fountain. We have been up on the hot hill for about fountain. We have been up on the hot hill for about fountain. We have been up on the hot hill for about sixsixsixsix hours  hours  hours  hours 
in the meantime. Someone brings in the meantime. Someone brings in the meantime. Someone brings in the meantime. Someone brings ayranayranayranayran and plums. A nice  and plums. A nice  and plums. A nice  and plums. A nice 
looking young boy latches onto me and tells me his name is looking young boy latches onto me and tells me his name is looking young boy latches onto me and tells me his name is looking young boy latches onto me and tells me his name is 
Vulkan. We photo a wonderful inscVulkan. We photo a wonderful inscVulkan. We photo a wonderful inscVulkan. We photo a wonderful inscription on a base in the ription on a base in the ription on a base in the ription on a base in the 
villagevillagevillagevillage (PS097) (PS097) (PS097) (PS097) and set off, Vulkan and I exchanging grins  and set off, Vulkan and I exchanging grins  and set off, Vulkan and I exchanging grins  and set off, Vulkan and I exchanging grins 
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as we go. We are all exhausted. Back at as we go. We are all exhausted. Back at as we go. We are all exhausted. Back at as we go. We are all exhausted. Back at the hotel, Raouthe hotel, Raouthe hotel, Raouthe hotel, Raoul and I l and I l and I l and I 
flingflingflingfling ourselves in the pool with a group of small boys, so  ourselves in the pool with a group of small boys, so  ourselves in the pool with a group of small boys, so  ourselves in the pool with a group of small boys, so 
refreshing. It has been a very long day out with trefreshing. It has been a very long day out with trefreshing. It has been a very long day out with trefreshing. It has been a very long day out with the honest he honest he honest he honest 
and heartand heartand heartand heart----free folks of northern Turkey who welcome the free folks of northern Turkey who welcome the free folks of northern Turkey who welcome the free folks of northern Turkey who welcome the 
stranger. They seem only recently to have arrived here. stranger. They seem only recently to have arrived here. stranger. They seem only recently to have arrived here. stranger. They seem only recently to have arrived here.     
    
Dinner is served by Cengiz Dinner is served by Cengiz Dinner is served by Cengiz Dinner is served by Cengiz –––– rough rough rough rough,,,,    roguishroguishroguishroguish look, but charm  look, but charm  look, but charm  look, but charm 
too. Good omelette. From here now view of locals walking the too. Good omelette. From here now view of locals walking the too. Good omelette. From here now view of locals walking the too. Good omelette. From here now view of locals walking the 
streets, wostreets, wostreets, wostreets, women covered at every point, men loitering. It is men covered at every point, men loitering. It is men covered at every point, men loitering. It is men covered at every point, men loitering. It is 
dark. dark. dark. dark.     
    
    
Eskipazar, Thursday Eskipazar, Thursday Eskipazar, Thursday Eskipazar, Thursday 20202020thththth August 1998  August 1998  August 1998  August 1998     
Slightly less exhausting day today. Really quite hot too. Slightly less exhausting day today. Really quite hot too. Slightly less exhausting day today. Really quite hot too. Slightly less exhausting day today. Really quite hot too. 
Breakfast at 6.30 and then out in thBreakfast at 6.30 and then out in thBreakfast at 6.30 and then out in thBreakfast at 6.30 and then out in the car to the southwest of e car to the southwest of e car to the southwest of e car to the southwest of 
EskipaEskipaEskipaEskipazar, crossing the local river by azar, crossing the local river by azar, crossing the local river by azar, crossing the local river by a temporary road next  temporary road next  temporary road next  temporary road next 
to the shattered bridge of the previous road (shattered by flood to the shattered bridge of the previous road (shattered by flood to the shattered bridge of the previous road (shattered by flood to the shattered bridge of the previous road (shattered by flood 
earlier this year), then over the railearlier this year), then over the railearlier this year), then over the railearlier this year), then over the rail----track and along the track and along the track and along the track and along the 
tarmac road to a laytarmac road to a laytarmac road to a laytarmac road to a lay----by. I immediately spot a thick mortar by. I immediately spot a thick mortar by. I immediately spot a thick mortar by. I immediately spot a thick mortar 
floor in the section of the road cutfloor in the section of the road cutfloor in the section of the road cutfloor in the section of the road cut (PS098) (PS098) (PS098) (PS098). We rev. We rev. We rev. We revisit all the isit all the isit all the isit all the 
places shown to us by the places shown to us by the places shown to us by the places shown to us by the kaymakamkaymakamkaymakamkaymakam the other day and take  the other day and take  the other day and take  the other day and take 
photos and notes. Firstly an area of raised ground with photos and notes. Firstly an area of raised ground with photos and notes. Firstly an area of raised ground with photos and notes. Firstly an area of raised ground with 
shrubbery. Here there are pieces of grave stele with shrubbery. Here there are pieces of grave stele with shrubbery. Here there are pieces of grave stele with shrubbery. Here there are pieces of grave stele with 
inscriptions, tile fragments and a few sherds. There is a inscriptions, tile fragments and a few sherds. There is a inscriptions, tile fragments and a few sherds. There is a inscriptions, tile fragments and a few sherds. There is a 
superbly carved pisuperbly carved pisuperbly carved pisuperbly carved piece of limestone with an eightece of limestone with an eightece of limestone with an eightece of limestone with an eight----pointed pointed pointed pointed 
rosette, its cool grey curves sharp against the dirt and rosette, its cool grey curves sharp against the dirt and rosette, its cool grey curves sharp against the dirt and rosette, its cool grey curves sharp against the dirt and 
gray/green shrubs. There is also a patch of mosaic floor gray/green shrubs. There is also a patch of mosaic floor gray/green shrubs. There is also a patch of mosaic floor gray/green shrubs. There is also a patch of mosaic floor 
exposed in the section of an illicit dig. exposed in the section of an illicit dig. exposed in the section of an illicit dig. exposed in the section of an illicit dig.     
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[Fig 88][Fig 88][Fig 88][Fig 88]    

    
    
We continue along the road and pull in wheWe continue along the road and pull in wheWe continue along the road and pull in wheWe continue along the road and pull in where there are some re there are some re there are some re there are some 
rockrockrockrock----cut tombs, called Yedi Mezarcut tombs, called Yedi Mezarcut tombs, called Yedi Mezarcut tombs, called Yedi Mezar ( ( ( (‘‘‘‘Seven TombsSeven TombsSeven TombsSeven Tombs’’’’), but there ), but there ), but there ), but there 
only only only only appear to be sixappear to be sixappear to be sixappear to be six (PS099) (PS099) (PS099) (PS099). Neat cuts in the rock orientated . Neat cuts in the rock orientated . Neat cuts in the rock orientated . Neat cuts in the rock orientated 
northeastnortheastnortheastnortheast----southwest.southwest.southwest.southwest.    
    
We continue to some more rockWe continue to some more rockWe continue to some more rockWe continue to some more rock----cut features this time in a cut features this time in a cut features this time in a cut features this time in a 
cliff face by the roadcliff face by the roadcliff face by the roadcliff face by the road (PS100) (PS100) (PS100) (PS100). W. W. W. We scramble all over the spur e scramble all over the spur e scramble all over the spur e scramble all over the spur 
finding excellent traces of rubble and mortar core walls with finding excellent traces of rubble and mortar core walls with finding excellent traces of rubble and mortar core walls with finding excellent traces of rubble and mortar core walls with 
some facing stones still in situ. We begin to see them some facing stones still in situ. We begin to see them some facing stones still in situ. We begin to see them some facing stones still in situ. We begin to see them 
everywhere on the sides and on the summit and then we spot everywhere on the sides and on the summit and then we spot everywhere on the sides and on the summit and then we spot everywhere on the sides and on the summit and then we spot 
them on the spur across the road. It seems this wasthem on the spur across the road. It seems this wasthem on the spur across the road. It seems this wasthem on the spur across the road. It seems this was a major  a major  a major  a major 
entrance into the city, ancient road where the modentrance into the city, ancient road where the modentrance into the city, ancient road where the modentrance into the city, ancient road where the modern one now ern one now ern one now ern one now 
runs. And a stream rruns. And a stream rruns. And a stream rruns. And a stream runs though it too. In the background we uns though it too. In the background we uns though it too. In the background we uns though it too. In the background we 
see the great exposed faces of the limestone quarry, used fsee the great exposed faces of the limestone quarry, used fsee the great exposed faces of the limestone quarry, used fsee the great exposed faces of the limestone quarry, used for or or or 
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the stone which the stone which the stone which the stone which now houses Atatürk’s body, the Anınow houses Atatürk’s body, the Anınow houses Atatürk’s body, the Anınow houses Atatürk’s body, the Anıt Kabir in t Kabir in t Kabir in t Kabir in 
Ankara. We also find a series of circular features cut into the Ankara. We also find a series of circular features cut into the Ankara. We also find a series of circular features cut into the Ankara. We also find a series of circular features cut into the 
rock, perhaps an olive press. rock, perhaps an olive press. rock, perhaps an olive press. rock, perhaps an olive press.     
    
We head on down the road to We head on down the road to We head on down the road to We head on down the road to HacamatlaHacamatlaHacamatlaHacamatlar par par par passing twossing twossing twossing two    
fragments of a white column, smashed by locals in the belief fragments of a white column, smashed by locals in the belief fragments of a white column, smashed by locals in the belief fragments of a white column, smashed by locals in the belief 
thathathathat all carved stones contain gold insidet all carved stones contain gold insidet all carved stones contain gold insidet all carved stones contain gold inside (PS101) (PS101) (PS101) (PS101). At . At . At . At 
Hacamatlar Hacamatlar Hacamatlar Hacamatlar itself we photograph various stones set into the itself we photograph various stones set into the itself we photograph various stones set into the itself we photograph various stones set into the 
mosquemosquemosquemosque (PS102) (PS102) (PS102) (PS102). T. T. T. There is a wonderful old house, twohere is a wonderful old house, twohere is a wonderful old house, twohere is a wonderful old house, two----storey, storey, storey, storey, 
built of wood, mudbuilt of wood, mudbuilt of wood, mudbuilt of wood, mud----brickbrickbrickbrick and stone with broken windows.  and stone with broken windows.  and stone with broken windows.  and stone with broken windows. 
Turkeys strut by and kids arTurkeys strut by and kids arTurkeys strut by and kids arTurkeys strut by and kids are playie playie playie playing. It is market day in ng. It is market day in ng. It is market day in ng. It is market day in 
EskipazaEskipazaEskipazaEskipazar and all the villages are deserted, especially of men r and all the villages are deserted, especially of men r and all the villages are deserted, especially of men r and all the villages are deserted, especially of men 
but also of women. It is very quiet, only the passing stream but also of women. It is very quiet, only the passing stream but also of women. It is very quiet, only the passing stream but also of women. It is very quiet, only the passing stream 
making a steady and very pleasing noise. We pamaking a steady and very pleasing noise. We pamaking a steady and very pleasing noise. We pamaking a steady and very pleasing noise. We pass on to ss on to ss on to ss on to 
ÇaylıÇaylıÇaylıÇaylı village, again photographing stones by the mosque village, again photographing stones by the mosque village, again photographing stones by the mosque village, again photographing stones by the mosque    
(PS103)(PS103)(PS103)(PS103). Turkeys come out to see us and Tom squats in . Turkeys come out to see us and Tom squats in . Turkeys come out to see us and Tom squats in . Turkeys come out to see us and Tom squats in 
front of them quietly gobbling back at them which they seem front of them quietly gobbling back at them which they seem front of them quietly gobbling back at them which they seem front of them quietly gobbling back at them which they seem 
to enjoy. to enjoy. to enjoy. to enjoy.     
    
Next on up the hill on the south side of the broad valley to Next on up the hill on the south side of the broad valley to Next on up the hill on the south side of the broad valley to Next on up the hill on the south side of the broad valley to 
BeytBeytBeytBeytarla.arla.arla.arla. Here we accost two Here we accost two Here we accost two Here we accost two small boys who jump in the car  small boys who jump in the car  small boys who jump in the car  small boys who jump in the car 
and giggle as they take us into the village. First we photo and giggle as they take us into the village. First we photo and giggle as they take us into the village. First we photo and giggle as they take us into the village. First we photo 
another superb stone in the another superb stone in the another superb stone in the another superb stone in the çeçeçeçeşmemememe, with eight, with eight, with eight, with eight----pointed rosette pointed rosette pointed rosette pointed rosette 
forced througforced througforced througforced through the middle by the water pipeh the middle by the water pipeh the middle by the water pipeh the middle by the water pipe (PS104) (PS104) (PS104) (PS104)....    We We We We 
walk across a flat piewalk across a flat piewalk across a flat piewalk across a flat piece of land toce of land toce of land toce of land to revisit t revisit t revisit t revisit the sohe sohe sohe so----calledcalledcalledcalled ‘library’  ‘library’  ‘library’  ‘library’ 
and take photosand take photosand take photosand take photos (PS105) (PS105) (PS105) (PS105). The . The . The . The few locals are bemused but few locals are bemused but few locals are bemused but few locals are bemused but 
indulgent.indulgent.indulgent.indulgent.    
    
By now we have done enough on HadBy now we have done enough on HadBy now we have done enough on HadBy now we have done enough on Hadrrrrianopolis, so we feel for ianopolis, so we feel for ianopolis, so we feel for ianopolis, so we feel for 
our preliminary purposesour preliminary purposesour preliminary purposesour preliminary purposes,,,, and we head off to see a couple of  and we head off to see a couple of  and we head off to see a couple of  and we head off to see a couple of 
tumuli. First we drivtumuli. First we drivtumuli. First we drivtumuli. First we drive through the hece through the hece through the hece through the hectic streets of Eskipazatic streets of Eskipazatic streets of Eskipazatic streets of Eskipazar r r r 
to reach to reach to reach to reach ÇeÇeÇeÇeştepe, a large tumulus right by the mosquetepe, a large tumulus right by the mosquetepe, a large tumulus right by the mosquetepe, a large tumulus right by the mosque    
(PS106)(PS106)(PS106)(PS106). There are large illicit gashes cut into the tumulus. . There are large illicit gashes cut into the tumulus. . There are large illicit gashes cut into the tumulus. . There are large illicit gashes cut into the tumulus. 
A smiling lady, off to market in full overcoat and headscarf A smiling lady, off to market in full overcoat and headscarf A smiling lady, off to market in full overcoat and headscarf A smiling lady, off to market in full overcoat and headscarf 
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chats to us and says that nothing was found in this chats to us and says that nothing was found in this chats to us and says that nothing was found in this chats to us and says that nothing was found in this 
tumulus, not like the one across the wtumulus, not like the one across the wtumulus, not like the one across the wtumulus, not like the one across the way. She says we must ay. She says we must ay. She says we must ay. She says we must 
visit Samil Tepe. visit Samil Tepe. visit Samil Tepe. visit Samil Tepe.     
    
Back towards EskipazaBack towards EskipazaBack towards EskipazaBack towards Eskipazar and off right to r and off right to r and off right to r and off right to İstasyon stasyon stasyon stasyon mmmmahahahahellesiellesiellesiellesi    
where we record another tumulus, this one with houses built where we record another tumulus, this one with houses built where we record another tumulus, this one with houses built where we record another tumulus, this one with houses built 
into into into into its its its its slopes and rudely hacked aboutslopes and rudely hacked aboutslopes and rudely hacked aboutslopes and rudely hacked about (PS107) (PS107) (PS107) (PS107). . . .     
    
[F[F[F[Fig 89ig 89ig 89ig 89]]]]        

    
    
SSSSome strangeome strangeome strangeome strange----looking children rulooking children rulooking children rulooking children rush over to us with a greensh over to us with a greensh over to us with a greensh over to us with a green----
eyed dog and ask questions and giggle and gawp. The eyed dog and ask questions and giggle and gawp. The eyed dog and ask questions and giggle and gawp. The eyed dog and ask questions and giggle and gawp. The 
railway is right by us. railway is right by us. railway is right by us. railway is right by us. ‘‘‘‘You should be careful of the trainsYou should be careful of the trainsYou should be careful of the trainsYou should be careful of the trains,’,’,’,’    
says Gülasays Gülasays Gülasays Gülay. y. y. y.     
    
‘‘‘‘We know their times, don’t worryWe know their times, don’t worryWe know their times, don’t worryWe know their times, don’t worry,,,,’ ’ ’ ’ a gapa gapa gapa gap----toothed youngster toothed youngster toothed youngster toothed youngster 
replies. replies. replies. replies.     
    
‘‘‘‘What are their times?What are their times?What are their times?What are their times?’’’’    I enqI enqI enqI enquire. uire. uire. uire.     
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‘‘‘‘One oOne oOne oOne o----clock, two o’clock, three o’clock etcclock, two o’clock, three o’clock etcclock, two o’clock, three o’clock etcclock, two o’clock, three o’clock etc,’,’,’,’    they chant in they chant in they chant in they chant in 
idiotic voices. A little boy in pyjamas mimics my voice, idiotic voices. A little boy in pyjamas mimics my voice, idiotic voices. A little boy in pyjamas mimics my voice, idiotic voices. A little boy in pyjamas mimics my voice, 
giggles, blushes and looks away. We jump in the hot car and giggles, blushes and looks away. We jump in the hot car and giggles, blushes and looks away. We jump in the hot car and giggles, blushes and looks away. We jump in the hot car and 
depart, smiling in our turn. depart, smiling in our turn. depart, smiling in our turn. depart, smiling in our turn.     
    
Back at EskipazarBack at EskipazarBack at EskipazarBack at Eskipazar    for lunch. We go to afor lunch. We go to afor lunch. We go to afor lunch. We go to a place advertising  place advertising  place advertising  place advertising 
gözlemegözlemegözlemegözleme and a range of good local dishes. They only have  and a range of good local dishes. They only have  and a range of good local dishes. They only have  and a range of good local dishes. They only have tosttosttosttost    
(toasted sandwiches) or (toasted sandwiches) or (toasted sandwiches) or (toasted sandwiches) or köfteköfteköfteköfte. We all order . We all order . We all order . We all order tosttosttosttost, allegedly , allegedly , allegedly , allegedly 
with with with with kakakakaşarararar cheese. It eventually arrives and is tasteless.  cheese. It eventually arrives and is tasteless.  cheese. It eventually arrives and is tasteless.  cheese. It eventually arrives and is tasteless. ‘‘‘‘What What What What 
cheese is this?cheese is this?cheese is this?cheese is this?’’’’    asks Gülayasks Gülayasks Gülayasks Gülay....    ‘‘‘‘KöyKöyKöyKöy (village) cheese (village) cheese (village) cheese (village) cheese,’,’,’,’    the chap the chap the chap the chap 
replies affably. replies affably. replies affably. replies affably. ‘‘‘‘Not Not Not Not kakakakaşarararar????’’’’    ‘‘‘‘I’m sorry I shouldn’t have said it I’m sorry I shouldn’t have said it I’m sorry I shouldn’t have said it I’m sorry I shouldn’t have said it 
was was was was kakakakaşarararar.’.’.’.’    We munch on and leave heading out to We munch on and leave heading out to We munch on and leave heading out to We munch on and leave heading out to KoyceKoyceKoyceKoyceğiz iz iz iz 
village where there are various stones but novillage where there are various stones but novillage where there are various stones but novillage where there are various stones but no----one to show us one to show us one to show us one to show us 
roundroundroundround (PS108) (PS108) (PS108) (PS108). We head to so. We head to so. We head to so. We head to so----called Samil Tepe and stop to called Samil Tepe and stop to called Samil Tepe and stop to called Samil Tepe and stop to 
ask someone where it is. ask someone where it is. ask someone where it is. ask someone where it is. ‘‘‘‘There’s noThere’s noThere’s noThere’s no----one of that name hereone of that name hereone of that name hereone of that name here,’,’,’,’    he he he he 
responds. responds. responds. responds. ‘‘‘‘It’s not a person, it’s a placeIt’s not a person, it’s a placeIt’s not a person, it’s a placeIt’s not a person, it’s a place....’’’’    ‘‘‘‘Ah, yesAh, yesAh, yesAh, yes,,,, near  near  near  near 
DeresemDeresemDeresemDeresemail down thereail down thereail down thereail down there,’,’,’,’    pointing to pointing to pointing to pointing to the the the the road we had indeed road we had indeed road we had indeed road we had indeed 
taken yesterday. So Samil Tepe meant taken yesterday. So Samil Tepe meant taken yesterday. So Samil Tepe meant taken yesterday. So Samil Tepe meant Asar KalesiAsar KalesiAsar KalesiAsar Kalesi by  by  by  by 
Deresemail villageDeresemail villageDeresemail villageDeresemail village,,,, i i i it seemed. t seemed. t seemed. t seemed.     
    
Back to EskipazaBack to EskipazaBack to EskipazaBack to Eskipazar to photograph some exquisite carr to photograph some exquisite carr to photograph some exquisite carr to photograph some exquisite carvvvved and ed and ed and ed and 
inscribed stones in the inscribed stones in the inscribed stones in the inscribed stones in the kkkkaymakamlıaymakamlıaymakamlıaymakamlıkkkk (PS109) (PS109) (PS109) (PS109). . . . [Fig 90[Fig 90[Fig 90[Fig 90]]]]    
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Ahmet out Ahmet out Ahmet out Ahmet out totototo lunch. Onto Belediye Park to photo yet more  lunch. Onto Belediye Park to photo yet more  lunch. Onto Belediye Park to photo yet more  lunch. Onto Belediye Park to photo yet more 
very high quality stones and Greek inscriptions in the park very high quality stones and Greek inscriptions in the park very high quality stones and Greek inscriptions in the park very high quality stones and Greek inscriptions in the park 
and and and and to to to to eat iceeat iceeat iceeat ice----cream in the shade. cream in the shade. cream in the shade. cream in the shade.     
    
[Fig 91][Fig 91][Fig 91][Fig 91]    

    
    
‘‘‘‘Is there any Is there any Is there any Is there any çayçayçayçay????’’’’    we askwe askwe askwe ask....    ‘‘‘‘NoNoNoNo....’’’’    ‘‘‘‘But this is a But this is a But this is a But this is a ççççay bahçesay bahçesay bahçesay bahçesiiii    ((((teateateatea    
garden)garden)garden)garden).’.’.’.’    ‘‘‘‘Still, we make no Still, we make no Still, we make no Still, we make no çayçayçayçay.’.’.’.’    The Greek inscriptions The Greek inscriptions The Greek inscriptions The Greek inscriptions 
make up for it. Only 80 years ago many of the locals in this make up for it. Only 80 years ago many of the locals in this make up for it. Only 80 years ago many of the locals in this make up for it. Only 80 years ago many of the locals in this 
area would have been able to read these inscriptions. I wonder area would have been able to read these inscriptions. I wonder area would have been able to read these inscriptions. I wonder area would have been able to read these inscriptions. I wonder 
what they made of them. Sad, infinitely so, that they have all what they made of them. Sad, infinitely so, that they have all what they made of them. Sad, infinitely so, that they have all what they made of them. Sad, infinitely so, that they have all 
leftleftleftleft after centuries and more of being part of this land.  after centuries and more of being part of this land.  after centuries and more of being part of this land.  after centuries and more of being part of this land.     
    
We return to see Ahmet who looks none the worse for our hard We return to see Ahmet who looks none the worse for our hard We return to see Ahmet who looks none the worse for our hard We return to see Ahmet who looks none the worse for our hard 
day out yesterday. We kiss on both cheeks and chat about day out yesterday. We kiss on both cheeks and chat about day out yesterday. We kiss on both cheeks and chat about day out yesterday. We kiss on both cheeks and chat about 
caves. He gives us some names to follow up and says he caves. He gives us some names to follow up and says he caves. He gives us some names to follow up and says he caves. He gives us some names to follow up and says he 
might call by later. We retmight call by later. We retmight call by later. We retmight call by later. We return home and take a long cool urn home and take a long cool urn home and take a long cool urn home and take a long cool 
swim, diving to the very bottom and swimming along before swim, diving to the very bottom and swimming along before swim, diving to the very bottom and swimming along before swim, diving to the very bottom and swimming along before 
coming up for air. coming up for air. coming up for air. coming up for air. I stroll into town and back inI stroll into town and back inI stroll into town and back inI stroll into town and back in the hot sun.  the hot sun.  the hot sun.  the hot sun.     
    
Ahmet shows up, but too late to go out, so we might see him Ahmet shows up, but too late to go out, so we might see him Ahmet shows up, but too late to go out, so we might see him Ahmet shows up, but too late to go out, so we might see him 
tomorrow. I ring Wendy who is sad not to tomorrow. I ring Wendy who is sad not to tomorrow. I ring Wendy who is sad not to tomorrow. I ring Wendy who is sad not to bebebebe here. We have  here. We have  here. We have  here. We have 
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nosh. The normalnosh. The normalnosh. The normalnosh. The normal restaurant is closed for a special do, farewell  restaurant is closed for a special do, farewell  restaurant is closed for a special do, farewell  restaurant is closed for a special do, farewell 
tttto a local o a local o a local o a local müftimüftimüftimüfti or or or or religious chap. We are shown into the inside  religious chap. We are shown into the inside  religious chap. We are shown into the inside  religious chap. We are shown into the inside 
room and are not allowed to drink beer. Lots of jokes about room and are not allowed to drink beer. Lots of jokes about room and are not allowed to drink beer. Lots of jokes about room and are not allowed to drink beer. Lots of jokes about 
that. that. that. that. ‘‘‘‘If they’re not drinking it will be a quick fIf they’re not drinking it will be a quick fIf they’re not drinking it will be a quick fIf they’re not drinking it will be a quick farewellarewellarewellarewell,’,’,’,’ says  says  says  says 
GülayGülayGülayGülay,,,, and sure enough they have eaten and spoken and  and sure enough they have eaten and spoken and  and sure enough they have eaten and spoken and  and sure enough they have eaten and spoken and 
gone within an hour. gone within an hour. gone within an hour. gone within an hour.     
    
Eskipazar, Friday Eskipazar, Friday Eskipazar, Friday Eskipazar, Friday 21212121stststst August 1998. My 44 August 1998. My 44 August 1998. My 44 August 1998. My 44thththth birthday! birthday! birthday! birthday!    
Great day out. First into town to buy hot fresh bread andGreat day out. First into town to buy hot fresh bread andGreat day out. First into town to buy hot fresh bread andGreat day out. First into town to buy hot fresh bread and    
supplies for lunch. Then out southwestsupplies for lunch. Then out southwestsupplies for lunch. Then out southwestsupplies for lunch. Then out southwest through Hadri through Hadri through Hadri through Hadrianopolis anopolis anopolis anopolis 
and onto and onto and onto and onto YazıbYazıbYazıbYazıboy village where Ahmet had said there were oy village where Ahmet had said there were oy village where Ahmet had said there were oy village where Ahmet had said there were 
caves. We ask a localcaves. We ask a localcaves. We ask a localcaves. We ask a local....    ‘N‘N‘N‘No, there are no caves here, just fields o, there are no caves here, just fields o, there are no caves here, just fields o, there are no caves here, just fields 
and forestand forestand forestand forest....’’’’        
    
We head on up the slopes, increasingly forested as we climb We head on up the slopes, increasingly forested as we climb We head on up the slopes, increasingly forested as we climb We head on up the slopes, increasingly forested as we climb 
towards towards towards towards SevkilerSevkilerSevkilerSevkiler. A man on a horse. A man on a horse. A man on a horse. A man on a horse is ascending also. We  is ascending also. We  is ascending also. We  is ascending also. We 
pull up bpull up bpull up bpull up beseseseside himide himide himide him....    ‘‘‘‘No, only forests hereNo, only forests hereNo, only forests hereNo, only forests here,,,,’ ’ ’ ’ he yells, not he yells, not he yells, not he yells, not 
breaking his horse’s stride. We laugh and turn back to breaking his horse’s stride. We laugh and turn back to breaking his horse’s stride. We laugh and turn back to breaking his horse’s stride. We laugh and turn back to 
Yazıboy Yazıboy Yazıboy Yazıboy and find another villager who sayand find another villager who sayand find another villager who sayand find another villager who says we should find s we should find s we should find s we should find 
the the the the muhtarmuhtarmuhtarmuhtar in  in  in  in Şehler village. We head there, a wooden stone ehler village. We head there, a wooden stone ehler village. We head there, a wooden stone ehler village. We head there, a wooden stone 
village clinging to the hillsides, village clinging to the hillsides, village clinging to the hillsides, village clinging to the hillsides, a lazy dog half raising a a lazy dog half raising a a lazy dog half raising a a lazy dog half raising a 
head and villaghead and villaghead and villaghead and villagers coming out to meet us. The ers coming out to meet us. The ers coming out to meet us. The ers coming out to meet us. The mmmmuhuhuhuhtartartartar is in  is in  is in  is in 
EskipazaEskipazaEskipazaEskipazar for the big visit of the Minister r for the big visit of the Minister r for the big visit of the Minister r for the big visit of the Minister ofofofof Forestry.  Forestry.  Forestry.  Forestry.     
    
A girl tells us there are caves below A girl tells us there are caves below A girl tells us there are caves below A girl tells us there are caves below YazıboyYazıboyYazıboyYazıboy. We . We . We . We wait for a wait for a wait for a wait for a 
mmmman who can take usan who can take usan who can take usan who can take us there. A small child accepts there. A small child accepts there. A small child accepts there. A small child accepts a  a  a  a sweet sweet sweet sweet 
from Gülafrom Gülafrom Gülafrom Gülay. The man arrives and takes us down a rough y. The man arrives and takes us down a rough y. The man arrives and takes us down a rough y. The man arrives and takes us down a rough 
path in the car path in the car path in the car path in the car to the back of the Eskipazato the back of the Eskipazato the back of the Eskipazato the back of the Eskipazar Çay. He walks r Çay. He walks r Çay. He walks r Çay. He walks 
back up the hill after pointing out the caves to us. They are on back up the hill after pointing out the caves to us. They are on back up the hill after pointing out the caves to us. They are on back up the hill after pointing out the caves to us. They are on 
the other bank. We start walkingthe other bank. We start walkingthe other bank. We start walkingthe other bank. We start walking, descending to the river. It , descending to the river. It , descending to the river. It , descending to the river. It 
fffflows fastlows fastlows fastlows fast and is full of lime turning everything white.  and is full of lime turning everything white.  and is full of lime turning everything white.  and is full of lime turning everything white.     
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[Fig 92] [Fig 92] [Fig 92] [Fig 92]     

    
    
We eventually find a suitable place to cross and spring over, We eventually find a suitable place to cross and spring over, We eventually find a suitable place to cross and spring over, We eventually find a suitable place to cross and spring over, 
then clamber up the other bank. We reach the caves and they then clamber up the other bank. We reach the caves and they then clamber up the other bank. We reach the caves and they then clamber up the other bank. We reach the caves and they 
turn out to be Byzantineturn out to be Byzantineturn out to be Byzantineturn out to be Byzantine----Christian rockChristian rockChristian rockChristian rock----cut tombs, a series of cut tombs, a series of cut tombs, a series of cut tombs, a series of 
intercintercintercinterconnecting rooms and tunnels (PS110)onnecting rooms and tunnels (PS110)onnecting rooms and tunnels (PS110)onnecting rooms and tunnels (PS110).  The main .  The main .  The main .  The main 
grave has been robbed out. grave has been robbed out. grave has been robbed out. grave has been robbed out.     
    
As I look inside a large bat flaps lazily, like in slow motion or As I look inside a large bat flaps lazily, like in slow motion or As I look inside a large bat flaps lazily, like in slow motion or As I look inside a large bat flaps lazily, like in slow motion or 
a dreama dreama dreama dream,,,, from one chamber to a from one chamber to a from one chamber to a from one chamber to another. Tom goes down a nother. Tom goes down a nother. Tom goes down a nother. Tom goes down a 
narrow tnarrow tnarrow tnarrow tunnel, shimmying down a total of some 30 metres unnel, shimmying down a total of some 30 metres unnel, shimmying down a total of some 30 metres unnel, shimmying down a total of some 30 metres 
talktalktalktalking as he goes, his voice getting fainter, more distorted as ing as he goes, his voice getting fainter, more distorted as ing as he goes, his voice getting fainter, more distorted as ing as he goes, his voice getting fainter, more distorted as 
he goes. He reaches another chamber and returns. he goes. He reaches another chamber and returns. he goes. He reaches another chamber and returns. he goes. He reaches another chamber and returns.     
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[Fig 93][Fig 93][Fig 93][Fig 93]    

    
    
We go out into the light and start to walk around, looking for We go out into the light and start to walk around, looking for We go out into the light and start to walk around, looking for We go out into the light and start to walk around, looking for 
material. Suddenly Tom gives a shout and we hurry over. He material. Suddenly Tom gives a shout and we hurry over. He material. Suddenly Tom gives a shout and we hurry over. He material. Suddenly Tom gives a shout and we hurry over. He 
has fhas fhas fhas found a large sherd with the shape of a hand in relief. ound a large sherd with the shape of a hand in relief. ound a large sherd with the shape of a hand in relief. ound a large sherd with the shape of a hand in relief.     
[Fig 94][Fig 94][Fig 94][Fig 94]    
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    We start to pick up lots of handWe start to pick up lots of handWe start to pick up lots of handWe start to pick up lots of hand----made pottery, made pottery, made pottery, made pottery, Early Early Early Early Bronze Bronze Bronze Bronze 
Age or earlier. We scramblAge or earlier. We scramblAge or earlier. We scramblAge or earlier. We scramble up the slopes and reach a finee up the slopes and reach a finee up the slopes and reach a finee up the slopes and reach a fine flat  flat  flat  flat 
level spur about 15 metres above the river, a perfect spot to level spur about 15 metres above the river, a perfect spot to level spur about 15 metres above the river, a perfect spot to level spur about 15 metres above the river, a perfect spot to 
ssssettleettleettleettle (PS111) (PS111) (PS111) (PS111). . . .     
    
[Fig 95] [Fig 95] [Fig 95] [Fig 95]     

    
    
There is a low bank around the riverside edge of the spur. It is There is a low bank around the riverside edge of the spur. It is There is a low bank around the riverside edge of the spur. It is There is a low bank around the riverside edge of the spur. It is 
clearly clearly clearly clearly an Early an Early an Early an Early Bronze Age, perhaps also Iron Age Bronze Age, perhaps also Iron Age Bronze Age, perhaps also Iron Age Bronze Age, perhaps also Iron Age 
settlement. We also find some flint and one obsidian piece settlement. We also find some flint and one obsidian piece settlement. We also find some flint and one obsidian piece settlement. We also find some flint and one obsidian piece 
and one tool which is perhaps Mesolithic or earlierand one tool which is perhaps Mesolithic or earlierand one tool which is perhaps Mesolithic or earlierand one tool which is perhaps Mesolithic or earlier. It is a . It is a . It is a . It is a 
wonderful prehistoric site and we spend a lot of time walking wonderful prehistoric site and we spend a lot of time walking wonderful prehistoric site and we spend a lot of time walking wonderful prehistoric site and we spend a lot of time walking 
it and recording it. Some people chose to live their lives there it and recording it. Some people chose to live their lives there it and recording it. Some people chose to live their lives there it and recording it. Some people chose to live their lives there 
once.once.once.once.    
        
We head back to the car, stopping at the river to We head back to the car, stopping at the river to We head back to the car, stopping at the river to We head back to the car, stopping at the river to slake oslake oslake oslake our ur ur ur 
thirst and wash our faces in the cool fast waters. thirst and wash our faces in the cool fast waters. thirst and wash our faces in the cool fast waters. thirst and wash our faces in the cool fast waters. Back at the Back at the Back at the Back at the 
car we have a leisurely picnic in the shade of a tree. It is car we have a leisurely picnic in the shade of a tree. It is car we have a leisurely picnic in the shade of a tree. It is car we have a leisurely picnic in the shade of a tree. It is 
idyllic. As we drive the call to prayer, the main Friday idyllic. As we drive the call to prayer, the main Friday idyllic. As we drive the call to prayer, the main Friday idyllic. As we drive the call to prayer, the main Friday 
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midday prayer, plays out across the valleys and treemidday prayer, plays out across the valleys and treemidday prayer, plays out across the valleys and treemidday prayer, plays out across the valleys and tree----lined lined lined lined 
slopes. slopes. slopes. slopes.     
    
After lunch we head up inAfter lunch we head up inAfter lunch we head up inAfter lunch we head up intotototo the mountains, making for the the mountains, making for the the mountains, making for the the mountains, making for the    
village of Ören. It is a hard drive on a stone track through village of Ören. It is a hard drive on a stone track through village of Ören. It is a hard drive on a stone track through village of Ören. It is a hard drive on a stone track through 
high pine and beech forests, occasional glimpses of distant high pine and beech forests, occasional glimpses of distant high pine and beech forests, occasional glimpses of distant high pine and beech forests, occasional glimpses of distant 
landscapes way below. Eventually we reach Ören (landscapes way below. Eventually we reach Ören (landscapes way below. Eventually we reach Ören (landscapes way below. Eventually we reach Ören (‘‘‘‘RuinRuinRuinRuin’’’’) but ) but ) but ) but 
nononono----one knows anything about ruins. It is a very remote and one knows anything about ruins. It is a very remote and one knows anything about ruins. It is a very remote and one knows anything about ruins. It is a very remote and 
strange place. strange place. strange place. strange place. We speed back the way we come, hurtling We speed back the way we come, hurtling We speed back the way we come, hurtling We speed back the way we come, hurtling 
through the forests leaving a great dust plume behind the car, through the forests leaving a great dust plume behind the car, through the forests leaving a great dust plume behind the car, through the forests leaving a great dust plume behind the car, 
on to Hadrianopolis and back home where I take Gülay to the on to Hadrianopolis and back home where I take Gülay to the on to Hadrianopolis and back home where I take Gülay to the on to Hadrianopolis and back home where I take Gülay to the 
bus office as she returns to Ankara tilbus office as she returns to Ankara tilbus office as she returns to Ankara tilbus office as she returns to Ankara tilllll tomorrow night. Our  tomorrow night. Our  tomorrow night. Our  tomorrow night. Our 
day off tomorrow. day off tomorrow. day off tomorrow. day off tomorrow.     
    
Eskipazar, SEskipazar, SEskipazar, SEskipazar, Saturday aturday aturday aturday 22222222ndndndnd August 1998  August 1998  August 1998  August 1998     
Bit of a lieBit of a lieBit of a lieBit of a lie----in today, then off in the car to the town of in today, then off in the car to the town of in today, then off in the car to the town of in today, then off in the car to the town of 
Safranbolu, famous for its surviving and restored Ottoman Safranbolu, famous for its surviving and restored Ottoman Safranbolu, famous for its surviving and restored Ottoman Safranbolu, famous for its surviving and restored Ottoman 
houses. All quite pretty but I thought of the Greeks and houses. All quite pretty but I thought of the Greeks and houses. All quite pretty but I thought of the Greeks and houses. All quite pretty but I thought of the Greeks and 
Armenians who lived there for so many centuries until quiArmenians who lived there for so many centuries until quiArmenians who lived there for so many centuries until quiArmenians who lived there for so many centuries until quite te te te 
recently, who built and lived in many of the beautiful sad recently, who built and lived in many of the beautiful sad recently, who built and lived in many of the beautiful sad recently, who built and lived in many of the beautiful sad 
houses and who left only a few decades ago and now they are houses and who left only a few decades ago and now they are houses and who left only a few decades ago and now they are houses and who left only a few decades ago and now they are 
not even mentioned in the history of the town, they have been not even mentioned in the history of the town, they have been not even mentioned in the history of the town, they have been not even mentioned in the history of the town, they have been 
scratched from the photograph of the past.scratched from the photograph of the past.scratched from the photograph of the past.scratched from the photograph of the past.    
    
Mooched around the mucky strMooched around the mucky strMooched around the mucky strMooched around the mucky streets, ate eets, ate eets, ate eets, ate pidepidepidepide and visited  and visited  and visited  and visited 
houses, houses, houses, houses, before driving back pasbefore driving back pasbefore driving back pasbefore driving back past the great 1940s Soviett the great 1940s Soviett the great 1940s Soviett the great 1940s Soviet----style style style style 
ssssteel works by Karabük, spewing a range of coloured smokes teel works by Karabük, spewing a range of coloured smokes teel works by Karabük, spewing a range of coloured smokes teel works by Karabük, spewing a range of coloured smokes 
high into the sky. Dozed and read. Gülay returned from high into the sky. Dozed and read. Gülay returned from high into the sky. Dozed and read. Gülay returned from high into the sky. Dozed and read. Gülay returned from 
Ankara bring a lovely painted pot as a present for meAnkara bring a lovely painted pot as a present for meAnkara bring a lovely painted pot as a present for meAnkara bring a lovely painted pot as a present for me. . . .     
    
Now a Now a Now a Now a sazsazsazsaz player entertains the crowds outside my window  player entertains the crowds outside my window  player entertains the crowds outside my window  player entertains the crowds outside my window 
for a for a for a for a sünnetsünnetsünnetsünnet    celebrationcelebrationcelebrationcelebration (circumcision), hopefully not for too  (circumcision), hopefully not for too  (circumcision), hopefully not for too  (circumcision), hopefully not for too 
long.long.long.long.    
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Eskipazar, Sunday Eskipazar, Sunday Eskipazar, Sunday Eskipazar, Sunday 23232323rdrdrdrd August 1998  August 1998  August 1998  August 1998     
The doThe doThe doThe do last night went on and on with very loud music so all  last night went on and on with very loud music so all  last night went on and on with very loud music so all  last night went on and on with very loud music so all 
felt rather tired today, butfelt rather tired today, butfelt rather tired today, butfelt rather tired today, but had a great day out had a great day out had a great day out had a great day out in the sun.  in the sun.  in the sun.  in the sun. 
Drove into EskipazaDrove into EskipazaDrove into EskipazaDrove into Eskipazar for bread and then on to the village of r for bread and then on to the village of r for bread and then on to the village of r for bread and then on to the village of 
BayındıBayındıBayındıBayındır. Rather early for a Sunday morning so the r. Rather early for a Sunday morning so the r. Rather early for a Sunday morning so the r. Rather early for a Sunday morning so the muhtarmuhtarmuhtarmuhtar    
was asleep and his woman told us to come back at 9.30. We was asleep and his woman told us to come back at 9.30. We was asleep and his woman told us to come back at 9.30. We was asleep and his woman told us to come back at 9.30. We 
headed off, large flocks of handsome geese watheaded off, large flocks of handsome geese watheaded off, large flocks of handsome geese watheaded off, large flocks of handsome geese watching our ching our ching our ching our 
passing, stopped to photograph a large carved stone in the passing, stopped to photograph a large carved stone in the passing, stopped to photograph a large carved stone in the passing, stopped to photograph a large carved stone in the 
main drag main drag main drag main drag (PS112) (PS112) (PS112) (PS112) and followed a small boy on a bicycle and followed a small boy on a bicycle and followed a small boy on a bicycle and followed a small boy on a bicycle 
who had been assigned to show us a place where antiquities who had been assigned to show us a place where antiquities who had been assigned to show us a place where antiquities who had been assigned to show us a place where antiquities 
had been found. He pointed across the whad been found. He pointed across the whad been found. He pointed across the whad been found. He pointed across the wide valley, with the ide valley, with the ide valley, with the ide valley, with the 
main Çerkemain Çerkemain Çerkemain Çerkeş    road running through it and left us to it. We road running through it and left us to it. We road running through it and left us to it. We road running through it and left us to it. We 
headed off and found a gravel quarry, parked the car and headed off and found a gravel quarry, parked the car and headed off and found a gravel quarry, parked the car and headed off and found a gravel quarry, parked the car and 
went went went went ffffor a walk along the banks of the lovely Gerede Çayor a walk along the banks of the lovely Gerede Çayor a walk along the banks of the lovely Gerede Çayor a walk along the banks of the lovely Gerede Çay....        
    
[Fig 96][Fig 96][Fig 96][Fig 96]        

    
    
Climbed up hClimbed up hClimbed up hClimbed up high, great sweeping views of the river and its igh, great sweeping views of the river and its igh, great sweeping views of the river and its igh, great sweeping views of the river and its 
banks, walked over fibanks, walked over fibanks, walked over fibanks, walked over fields looking for material. Nothing till elds looking for material. Nothing till elds looking for material. Nothing till elds looking for material. Nothing till 
we came to another valley, that of a tributary, now dry, of the we came to another valley, that of a tributary, now dry, of the we came to another valley, that of a tributary, now dry, of the we came to another valley, that of a tributary, now dry, of the 
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Gerede. Here we found the Gerede. Here we found the Gerede. Here we found the Gerede. Here we found the low rocky rlow rocky rlow rocky rlow rocky remains of an abandoned emains of an abandoned emains of an abandoned emains of an abandoned 
village, rectangular houses, irrigation canals leading from village, rectangular houses, irrigation canals leading from village, rectangular houses, irrigation canals leading from village, rectangular houses, irrigation canals leading from 
the stream, old tracks etcthe stream, old tracks etcthe stream, old tracks etcthe stream, old tracks etc (PS11 (PS11 (PS11 (PS113)3)3)3). Very little pottery in the . Very little pottery in the . Very little pottery in the . Very little pottery in the 
ruins and hard to date but not particularly old. In the nearby ruins and hard to date but not particularly old. In the nearby ruins and hard to date but not particularly old. In the nearby ruins and hard to date but not particularly old. In the nearby 
fields a good few sherds fields a good few sherds fields a good few sherds fields a good few sherds of Middleof Middleof Middleof Middle----Late Bronze Age wheelLate Bronze Age wheelLate Bronze Age wheelLate Bronze Age wheel----
made burnished pottery i.emade burnished pottery i.emade burnished pottery i.emade burnished pottery i.e. possibly. possibly. possibly. possibly of Hittite date but  of Hittite date but  of Hittite date but  of Hittite date but 
perhaps belonging to the natives of this area coperhaps belonging to the natives of this area coperhaps belonging to the natives of this area coperhaps belonging to the natives of this area contemporary ntemporary ntemporary ntemporary 
with the Hittites. We walked on for a while in the very hot sun with the Hittites. We walked on for a while in the very hot sun with the Hittites. We walked on for a while in the very hot sun with the Hittites. We walked on for a while in the very hot sun 
and then turned backand then turned backand then turned backand then turned back,,,, this time sticking close to the river.  this time sticking close to the river.  this time sticking close to the river.  this time sticking close to the river. 
Found a low shelter in the rock with a few flint chips outside Found a low shelter in the rock with a few flint chips outside Found a low shelter in the rock with a few flint chips outside Found a low shelter in the rock with a few flint chips outside 
it, but again date unclearit, but again date unclearit, but again date unclearit, but again date unclear (PS114) (PS114) (PS114) (PS114). . . .     
    
Back to car and on Back to car and on Back to car and on Back to car and on to village of Kuzören. Locals gathered to to village of Kuzören. Locals gathered to to village of Kuzören. Locals gathered to to village of Kuzören. Locals gathered to 
greet us greet us greet us greet us –––– the most mixed and entertaining array of middl the most mixed and entertaining array of middl the most mixed and entertaining array of middl the most mixed and entertaining array of middleeee----
agedagedagedaged ladies and small girls. The ladies were so pleased to see  ladies and small girls. The ladies were so pleased to see  ladies and small girls. The ladies were so pleased to see  ladies and small girls. The ladies were so pleased to see 
us, brought us, brought us, brought us, brought ayranayranayranayran and gave us good value conversation. I  and gave us good value conversation. I  and gave us good value conversation. I  and gave us good value conversation. I 
took their photo against the wall otook their photo against the wall otook their photo against the wall otook their photo against the wall of a house. f a house. f a house. f a house.     
    
[[[[Fig 97Fig 97Fig 97Fig 97]]]]        
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But no ruins. As we drove back we saw a pile of digging in a But no ruins. As we drove back we saw a pile of digging in a But no ruins. As we drove back we saw a pile of digging in a But no ruins. As we drove back we saw a pile of digging in a 
field, stopped to find illicit dig of Romanfield, stopped to find illicit dig of Romanfield, stopped to find illicit dig of Romanfield, stopped to find illicit dig of Roman----Byzantine site with Byzantine site with Byzantine site with Byzantine site with 
stone walls, tile, pottery, glassstone walls, tile, pottery, glassstone walls, tile, pottery, glassstone walls, tile, pottery, glass (PS115) (PS115) (PS115) (PS115). Lovely location in . Lovely location in . Lovely location in . Lovely location in 
broad high valley with trbroad high valley with trbroad high valley with trbroad high valley with trees and hill slopesees and hill slopesees and hill slopesees and hill slopes around. Cow bells  around. Cow bells  around. Cow bells  around. Cow bells 
and donkeys brayand donkeys brayand donkeys brayand donkeys braying in the heat. Sat under a tree to have ing in the heat. Sat under a tree to have ing in the heat. Sat under a tree to have ing in the heat. Sat under a tree to have 
lunch. Then on to village of Ören where the lunch. Then on to village of Ören where the lunch. Then on to village of Ören where the lunch. Then on to village of Ören where the muhtarmuhtarmuhtarmuhtar assured us  assured us  assured us  assured us 
there was nothing historical and finally to Pelitcik to photo there was nothing historical and finally to Pelitcik to photo there was nothing historical and finally to Pelitcik to photo there was nothing historical and finally to Pelitcik to photo 
old stone in villageold stone in villageold stone in villageold stone in village (PS116) (PS116) (PS116) (PS116), before returning home. Sn, before returning home. Sn, before returning home. Sn, before returning home. Snoozed oozed oozed oozed 
this afternoon. Wendy called. Relief hands on pots is Early this afternoon. Wendy called. Relief hands on pots is Early this afternoon. Wendy called. Relief hands on pots is Early this afternoon. Wendy called. Relief hands on pots is Early 
Neolithic in Balkans!Neolithic in Balkans!Neolithic in Balkans!Neolithic in Balkans!    
    
Eskipazar, Tuesday Eskipazar, Tuesday Eskipazar, Tuesday Eskipazar, Tuesday 25252525thththth August 1998  August 1998  August 1998  August 1998     
Back iBack iBack iBack in Eskipazan Eskipazan Eskipazan Eskipazar after exhausting couple of days. r after exhausting couple of days. r after exhausting couple of days. r after exhausting couple of days. 
Yesterday Yesterday Yesterday Yesterday sssspent the morning out and about. First drove way pent the morning out and about. First drove way pent the morning out and about. First drove way pent the morning out and about. First drove way 
up high into the mouup high into the mouup high into the mouup high into the mountains to the ntains to the ntains to the ntains to the extremelyextremelyextremelyextremely remote village of  remote village of  remote village of  remote village of 
Kulat, finding nothing archaeological but great views across Kulat, finding nothing archaeological but great views across Kulat, finding nothing archaeological but great views across Kulat, finding nothing archaeological but great views across 
the distant misty landscape. Back down to the distant misty landscape. Back down to the distant misty landscape. Back down to the distant misty landscape. Back down to village ovillage ovillage ovillage offff    
ÇavuÇavuÇavuÇavuşlar lar lar lar –––– high Byzantine columns outside school high Byzantine columns outside school high Byzantine columns outside school high Byzantine columns outside school (PS117) (PS117) (PS117) (PS117). . . . 
Very friendly locals show us inscribed stoVery friendly locals show us inscribed stoVery friendly locals show us inscribed stoVery friendly locals show us inscribed stones outside their nes outside their nes outside their nes outside their 
houses and mosque houses and mosque houses and mosque houses and mosque yardyardyardyard. Then chap takes us out into fields . Then chap takes us out into fields . Then chap takes us out into fields . Then chap takes us out into fields 
to the source of stones to the source of stones to the source of stones to the source of stones ––––    lovelylovelylovelylovely little spur riddled with illicit  little spur riddled with illicit  little spur riddled with illicit  little spur riddled with illicit 
holesholesholesholes (PS118) (PS118) (PS118) (PS118). Lot of dressed stone, tiles etc. He then takes us . Lot of dressed stone, tiles etc. He then takes us . Lot of dressed stone, tiles etc. He then takes us . Lot of dressed stone, tiles etc. He then takes us 
to cemetery with old stonesto cemetery with old stonesto cemetery with old stonesto cemetery with old stones (PS119) (PS119) (PS119) (PS119), then a shor, then a shor, then a shor, then a short drive to t drive to t drive to t drive to 
KumKumKumKumbet where there are more inscribed stonesbet where there are more inscribed stonesbet where there are more inscribed stonesbet where there are more inscribed stones (PS120) (PS120) (PS120) (PS120). . . . 
Beautiful stuff. Back to his house in the village for Beautiful stuff. Back to his house in the village for Beautiful stuff. Back to his house in the village for Beautiful stuff. Back to his house in the village for çayçayçayçay and  and  and  and 
then to his carthen to his carthen to his carthen to his car----wash business for a free car wash, buzzards wash business for a free car wash, buzzards wash business for a free car wash, buzzards wash business for a free car wash, buzzards 
wheeling against the distant harvested stubble, golden. wheeling against the distant harvested stubble, golden. wheeling against the distant harvested stubble, golden. wheeling against the distant harvested stubble, golden.     
    
Then to AnkThen to AnkThen to AnkThen to Ankara by ara by ara by ara by 3.003.003.003.00 to return the hired car. Stayed  to return the hired car. Stayed  to return the hired car. Stayed  to return the hired car. Stayed 
overnight in Ankara. Jim Crow bought the Toyota overnight in Ankara. Jim Crow bought the Toyota overnight in Ankara. Jim Crow bought the Toyota overnight in Ankara. Jim Crow bought the Toyota to to to to 
EskipazarEskipazarEskipazarEskipazar today but had to leave before we got here. He has  today but had to leave before we got here. He has  today but had to leave before we got here. He has  today but had to leave before we got here. He has 
put several dents in it.put several dents in it.put several dents in it.put several dents in it.    Caught bus back here this afternoon. Caught bus back here this afternoon. Caught bus back here this afternoon. Caught bus back here this afternoon. 
Still very warm. Still very warm. Still very warm. Still very warm.     
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Eskipazar, WednesdayEskipazar, WednesdayEskipazar, WednesdayEskipazar, Wednesday    28282828thththth August 1998 August 1998 August 1998 August 1998    
Wendy will be here tomorrow! She is making the long trip up Wendy will be here tomorrow! She is making the long trip up Wendy will be here tomorrow! She is making the long trip up Wendy will be here tomorrow! She is making the long trip up 
from Konya and hopefully will be here at 5 or 7 in the from Konya and hopefully will be here at 5 or 7 in the from Konya and hopefully will be here at 5 or 7 in the from Konya and hopefully will be here at 5 or 7 in the 
evening. evening. evening. evening.     
    
Had a great day out in the still hot sun. First offHad a great day out in the still hot sun. First offHad a great day out in the still hot sun. First offHad a great day out in the still hot sun. First off, drove along , drove along , drove along , drove along 
the long road to Çthe long road to Çthe long road to Çthe long road to Çömlekciler, stopping off firsömlekciler, stopping off firsömlekciler, stopping off firsömlekciler, stopping off first to investigate t to investigate t to investigate t to investigate 
an interesting looking area to the right off the road. As we an interesting looking area to the right off the road. As we an interesting looking area to the right off the road. As we an interesting looking area to the right off the road. As we 
crossed the fields we found lots of tile fragments and sherds crossed the fields we found lots of tile fragments and sherds crossed the fields we found lots of tile fragments and sherds crossed the fields we found lots of tile fragments and sherds 
of Roman/Byzantine dateof Roman/Byzantine dateof Roman/Byzantine dateof Roman/Byzantine date (PS121) (PS121) (PS121) (PS121). Then a great . Then a great . Then a great . Then a great tepetepetepetepe loomed  loomed  loomed  loomed 
into view, partly hidden in a dipinto view, partly hidden in a dipinto view, partly hidden in a dipinto view, partly hidden in a dip (PS122) (PS122) (PS122) (PS122). It turned out t. It turned out t. It turned out t. It turned out to be o be o be o be 
the most wonderful site, a natural hill, about 30the most wonderful site, a natural hill, about 30the most wonderful site, a natural hill, about 30the most wonderful site, a natural hill, about 30----40m high 40m high 40m high 40m high 
with with with with allallallall----round excellent views and command of the landscape. round excellent views and command of the landscape. round excellent views and command of the landscape. round excellent views and command of the landscape.     
[Fig 98[Fig 98[Fig 98[Fig 98]]]]    

    
        
On top weOn top weOn top weOn top we collected many sherds, all of Middle to L collected many sherds, all of Middle to L collected many sherds, all of Middle to L collected many sherds, all of Middle to Late Bronze ate Bronze ate Bronze ate Bronze 
Age, wheelAge, wheelAge, wheelAge, wheel----made burnished. It is clearly a major Hittitmade burnished. It is clearly a major Hittitmade burnished. It is clearly a major Hittitmade burnished. It is clearly a major Hittite site e site e site e site 
situated to control the landscapesituated to control the landscapesituated to control the landscapesituated to control the landscape,,,, a classic spot for the  a classic spot for the  a classic spot for the  a classic spot for the 
Hittites. There are stone fortifications around Hittites. There are stone fortifications around Hittites. There are stone fortifications around Hittites. There are stone fortifications around the perimeter of the perimeter of the perimeter of the perimeter of 
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the summit, a rthe summit, a rthe summit, a rthe summit, a ramp access with large tumulusamp access with large tumulusamp access with large tumulusamp access with large tumulus (PS123) (PS123) (PS123) (PS123), a , a , a , a 
spring and a nearby stream. This is by the village of spring and a nearby stream. This is by the village of spring and a nearby stream. This is by the village of spring and a nearby stream. This is by the village of 
İncebonceboncebonceboğazazazaz    ((((‘‘‘‘NNNNarrarrarrarrowowowow Neck or P Neck or P Neck or P Neck or Passassassass’’’’). A truly wonderful sit). A truly wonderful sit). A truly wonderful sit). A truly wonderful site e e e 
and we all spent much time waland we all spent much time waland we all spent much time waland we all spent much time walking over it. I went down into king over it. I went down into king over it. I went down into king over it. I went down into 
the fields to take photos, the fields to take photos, the fields to take photos, the fields to take photos, thethethethe stark Anatolian landscape, miles  stark Anatolian landscape, miles  stark Anatolian landscape, miles  stark Anatolian landscape, miles 
of fields and golden stubble, scattered trees and ranging hills of fields and golden stubble, scattered trees and ranging hills of fields and golden stubble, scattered trees and ranging hills of fields and golden stubble, scattered trees and ranging hills 
and mountains, the sun hoand mountains, the sun hoand mountains, the sun hoand mountains, the sun hot over it all. t over it all. t over it all. t over it all.     
        
We then headed east over the rolling hills and limestone We then headed east over the rolling hills and limestone We then headed east over the rolling hills and limestone We then headed east over the rolling hills and limestone 
valleys to reach valleys to reach valleys to reach valleys to reach Çömlekciler Çömlekciler Çömlekciler Çömlekciler where the locals told us there were where the locals told us there were where the locals told us there were where the locals told us there were 
no antiquities in the area and we couldn’t see anything in no antiquities in the area and we couldn’t see anything in no antiquities in the area and we couldn’t see anything in no antiquities in the area and we couldn’t see anything in 
the village so we headed back and set off on a track intothe village so we headed back and set off on a track intothe village so we headed back and set off on a track intothe village so we headed back and set off on a track into the  the  the  the 
mountains tmountains tmountains tmountains to the north, traversing wide beeo the north, traversing wide beeo the north, traversing wide beeo the north, traversing wide beech and pine ch and pine ch and pine ch and pine 
forests with wonderful vistasforests with wonderful vistasforests with wonderful vistasforests with wonderful vistas (all in the Toyota 4WD (all in the Toyota 4WD (all in the Toyota 4WD (all in the Toyota 4WD, a tough , a tough , a tough , a tough 
vehicle which got put through its paces today). vehicle which got put through its paces today). vehicle which got put through its paces today). vehicle which got put through its paces today).     
    
Eventually reached the village of Karaören (Eventually reached the village of Karaören (Eventually reached the village of Karaören (Eventually reached the village of Karaören (‘‘‘‘Black RuinsBlack RuinsBlack RuinsBlack Ruins’’’’), a ), a ), a ), a 
series of stone/mud/woseries of stone/mud/woseries of stone/mud/woseries of stone/mud/wood buildings grasping the hillside. od buildings grasping the hillside. od buildings grasping the hillside. od buildings grasping the hillside. 
Here we got talking to a local (Freddy Mercury lookHere we got talking to a local (Freddy Mercury lookHere we got talking to a local (Freddy Mercury lookHere we got talking to a local (Freddy Mercury look----alike) alike) alike) alike) 
who gave us who gave us who gave us who gave us ayranayranayranayran and then took us in the car up the wooded  and then took us in the car up the wooded  and then took us in the car up the wooded  and then took us in the car up the wooded 
steep hill to see an inscribed funerary stone steep hill to see an inscribed funerary stone steep hill to see an inscribed funerary stone steep hill to see an inscribed funerary stone (PS124) (PS124) (PS124) (PS124) and and and and 
then further up to its alleged findthen further up to its alleged findthen further up to its alleged findthen further up to its alleged find----spot spot spot spot ––––    a series of buildings a series of buildings a series of buildings a series of buildings 
and tombs illicitly dugand tombs illicitly dugand tombs illicitly dugand tombs illicitly dug (PS125) (PS125) (PS125) (PS125). We then drove for several . We then drove for several . We then drove for several . We then drove for several 
kilometres into the hills, getting magnificent views across the kilometres into the hills, getting magnificent views across the kilometres into the hills, getting magnificent views across the kilometres into the hills, getting magnificent views across the 
treetreetreetree----clad mountains to the wide valleys far below, and the clad mountains to the wide valleys far below, and the clad mountains to the wide valleys far below, and the clad mountains to the wide valleys far below, and the 
EskipazarEskipazarEskipazarEskipazar----Karabük road. Here, near a summit he showeKarabük road. Here, near a summit he showeKarabük road. Here, near a summit he showeKarabük road. Here, near a summit he showed us d us d us d us 
an extensive stone settlement, collapsed walls, millstone etc, an extensive stone settlement, collapsed walls, millstone etc, an extensive stone settlement, collapsed walls, millstone etc, an extensive stone settlement, collapsed walls, millstone etc, 
probably a relatively modern abandoned villageprobably a relatively modern abandoned villageprobably a relatively modern abandoned villageprobably a relatively modern abandoned village (PS126) (PS126) (PS126) (PS126). . . .     
    
We call in at the adjacent village We call in at the adjacent village We call in at the adjacent village We call in at the adjacent village DoDoDoDoğancancancancıııılar (lar (lar (lar (‘‘‘‘HawkersHawkersHawkersHawkers’’’’) ) ) ) 
where we meet the where we meet the where we meet the where we meet the muhtarmuhtarmuhtarmuhtar who is repairing his tractor, a most  who is repairing his tractor, a most  who is repairing his tractor, a most  who is repairing his tractor, a most 
pleasant man. We drink pleasant man. We drink pleasant man. We drink pleasant man. We drink ayranayranayranayran and he says he knows many  and he says he knows many  and he says he knows many  and he says he knows many 
historical places in this area but we should start early in the historical places in this area but we should start early in the historical places in this area but we should start early in the historical places in this area but we should start early in the 
morning because of the heat and the walking. We fix upmorning because of the heat and the walking. We fix upmorning because of the heat and the walking. We fix upmorning because of the heat and the walking. We fix up    for for for for 
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Tuesday next week and head Tuesday next week and head Tuesday next week and head Tuesday next week and head ofofofofffff eating a quick picnic down  eating a quick picnic down  eating a quick picnic down  eating a quick picnic down 
the hill. the hill. the hill. the hill.     
    
On way home we call in at Hanköy to discover that the old On way home we call in at Hanköy to discover that the old On way home we call in at Hanköy to discover that the old On way home we call in at Hanköy to discover that the old 
hanhanhanhan has been completely demolished and built over has been completely demolished and built over has been completely demolished and built over has been completely demolished and built over (PS127) (PS127) (PS127) (PS127). . . . 
We ford the river by the massive shattered remains of the We ford the river by the massive shattered remains of the We ford the river by the massive shattered remains of the We ford the river by the massive shattered remains of the 
concreconcreconcreconcrete bridge swept away in the floods. Back to hotel for te bridge swept away in the floods. Back to hotel for te bridge swept away in the floods. Back to hotel for te bridge swept away in the floods. Back to hotel for 
snooze, swim, shower and sherd drawing before dinner. snooze, swim, shower and sherd drawing before dinner. snooze, swim, shower and sherd drawing before dinner. snooze, swim, shower and sherd drawing before dinner.     
    
Eskipazar, Monday Eskipazar, Monday Eskipazar, Monday Eskipazar, Monday 31313131stststst August 1998  August 1998  August 1998  August 1998     
Busy few days. Thursday Busy few days. Thursday Busy few days. Thursday Busy few days. Thursday –––– drove out east past Hamam drove out east past Hamam drove out east past Hamam drove out east past Hamamlılılılı and  and  and  and 
on road to Bölükören, spotting and recording large tumuli as on road to Bölükören, spotting and recording large tumuli as on road to Bölükören, spotting and recording large tumuli as on road to Bölükören, spotting and recording large tumuli as 
we gowe gowe gowe go (PS128, PS129 (PS128, PS129 (PS128, PS129 (PS128, PS129, PS132, PS132, PS132, PS132, PS132a, PS132a, PS132a, PS132a)))). One had been . One had been . One had been . One had been 
spectacularly dug out by machine revealing a clean section spectacularly dug out by machine revealing a clean section spectacularly dug out by machine revealing a clean section spectacularly dug out by machine revealing a clean section 
through the tumulus, almost every bucketful of earth visible through the tumulus, almost every bucketful of earth visible through the tumulus, almost every bucketful of earth visible through the tumulus, almost every bucketful of earth visible 
and a long tunnel and a long tunnel and a long tunnel and a long tunnel into the centre of the large mound. into the centre of the large mound. into the centre of the large mound. into the centre of the large mound.     On to On to On to On to 
various villages including Bölükören and Kavarious villages including Bölükören and Kavarious villages including Bölükören and Kavarious villages including Bölükören and Kabaca with old baca with old baca with old baca with old 
stonesstonesstonesstones (PS130, PS131) (PS130, PS131) (PS130, PS131) (PS130, PS131). Finally in. Finally in. Finally in. Finally in    KapaklıKapaklıKapaklıKapaklıköyüköyüköyüköyü, stone with , stone with , stone with , stone with 
two two two two birds on birds on birds on birds on çeçeçeçeşmemememe, woman washin, woman washin, woman washin, woman washing g g g clothes, old Turkish clothes, old Turkish clothes, old Turkish clothes, old Turkish 
inscriptionsinscriptionsinscriptionsinscriptions (PS133) (PS133) (PS133) (PS133). Wendy arrived at 5. Wendy arrived at 5. Wendy arrived at 5. Wendy arrived at 5.00.00.00.00 that evening.  that evening.  that evening.  that evening.     
    
Friday Friday Friday Friday –––– first to  first to  first to  first to YazıbYazıbYazıbYazıboy oy oy oy (PS134) (PS134) (PS134) (PS134) to revisit the to revisit the to revisit the to revisit the prehistoricprehistoricprehistoricprehistoric    
site. Collected lots more pottery. Drove into mountains to site. Collected lots more pottery. Drove into mountains to site. Collected lots more pottery. Drove into mountains to site. Collected lots more pottery. Drove into mountains to 
village of Yürecik where local takes us into his garden for village of Yürecik where local takes us into his garden for village of Yürecik where local takes us into his garden for village of Yürecik where local takes us into his garden for çayçayçayçay    
and freshly picked cucumberand freshly picked cucumberand freshly picked cucumberand freshly picked cucumber with salt. Then on to hill  with salt. Then on to hill  with salt. Then on to hill  with salt. Then on to hill toptoptoptop,,,,    
illicit excavations but no archaeological material visibleillicit excavations but no archaeological material visibleillicit excavations but no archaeological material visibleillicit excavations but no archaeological material visible    
(PS135)(PS135)(PS135)(PS135). High b. High b. High b. High broad views over half the world. road views over half the world. road views over half the world. road views over half the world. Back down to Back down to Back down to Back down to 
plain and on to Ankaraplain and on to Ankaraplain and on to Ankaraplain and on to Ankara for the weekend  for the weekend  for the weekend  for the weekend –––– film film film film----going, going, going, going, 
swimming at Embassy pool etc. Very relaxing and swimming at Embassy pool etc. Very relaxing and swimming at Embassy pool etc. Very relaxing and swimming at Embassy pool etc. Very relaxing and 
refreshing. Prehistoric Societyrefreshing. Prehistoric Societyrefreshing. Prehistoric Societyrefreshing. Prehistoric Society reception at BIAA last night.  reception at BIAA last night.  reception at BIAA last night.  reception at BIAA last night. 
Today Wendy returned to Çatal and we came here via Today Wendy returned to Çatal and we came here via Today Wendy returned to Çatal and we came here via Today Wendy returned to Çatal and we came here via 
Çankırı, Çankırı, Çankırı, Çankırı, finding an excellent hotel to spend the second half of finding an excellent hotel to spend the second half of finding an excellent hotel to spend the second half of finding an excellent hotel to spend the second half of 
the season. Called in at the season. Called in at the season. Called in at the season. Called in at Çankırı Çankırı Çankırı Çankırı Museum, old chum Yucel Museum, old chum Yucel Museum, old chum Yucel Museum, old chum Yucel 
Kiper now in charge and full of helpful advice and support. Kiper now in charge and full of helpful advice and support. Kiper now in charge and full of helpful advice and support. Kiper now in charge and full of helpful advice and support. 
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We shall move thither on Friday. Drove back on mountain We shall move thither on Friday. Drove back on mountain We shall move thither on Friday. Drove back on mountain We shall move thither on Friday. Drove back on mountain 
road from Korgun road from Korgun road from Korgun road from Korgun to to to to KurKurKurKurşunlu unlu unlu unlu –––– spe spe spe spectacular ctacular ctacular ctacular –––– and back to  and back to  and back to  and back to 
EskipazaEskipazaEskipazaEskipazar, now cloudy and cooler. I hope I can swim tomorrow r, now cloudy and cooler. I hope I can swim tomorrow r, now cloudy and cooler. I hope I can swim tomorrow r, now cloudy and cooler. I hope I can swim tomorrow 
though. though. though. though.     
    
Eskipazar, Tuesday Eskipazar, Tuesday Eskipazar, Tuesday Eskipazar, Tuesday 1111stststst September 1998  September 1998  September 1998  September 1998     
Wild day out. First Wild day out. First Wild day out. First Wild day out. First DoDoDoDoğancıancıancıancılar (lar (lar (lar (‘‘‘‘HawkersHawkersHawkersHawkers’’’’) to meet the ) to meet the ) to meet the ) to meet the 
muhtarmuhtarmuhtarmuhtar for a trip to look at ruins. Low sun in the dee for a trip to look at ruins. Low sun in the dee for a trip to look at ruins. Low sun in the dee for a trip to look at ruins. Low sun in the deep treep treep treep tree----
clad valley as we drove to meet him, slothful dogs limping clad valley as we drove to meet him, slothful dogs limping clad valley as we drove to meet him, slothful dogs limping clad valley as we drove to meet him, slothful dogs limping 
along the village tracks. We drove up a small steep dirt track along the village tracks. We drove up a small steep dirt track along the village tracks. We drove up a small steep dirt track along the village tracks. We drove up a small steep dirt track 
into the mountains, eventually reaching an extensive arc of into the mountains, eventually reaching an extensive arc of into the mountains, eventually reaching an extensive arc of into the mountains, eventually reaching an extensive arc of 
stone ruins, now overgrown in oak trees, scattered over much stone ruins, now overgrown in oak trees, scattered over much stone ruins, now overgrown in oak trees, scattered over much stone ruins, now overgrown in oak trees, scattered over much 
of a lof a lof a lof a large southarge southarge southarge south----facing slope, much of it illicitly dug overfacing slope, much of it illicitly dug overfacing slope, much of it illicitly dug overfacing slope, much of it illicitly dug over    
(PS136)(PS136)(PS136)(PS136). A few scraps of tile and pottery. Then downhill to a . A few scraps of tile and pottery. Then downhill to a . A few scraps of tile and pottery. Then downhill to a . A few scraps of tile and pottery. Then downhill to a 
stray church column bstray church column bstray church column bstray church column by the roadsidey the roadsidey the roadsidey the roadside (PS137, PS138) (PS137, PS138) (PS137, PS138) (PS137, PS138). This . This . This . This 
landscape landscape landscape landscape must have been densely dotted with churches for a must have been densely dotted with churches for a must have been densely dotted with churches for a must have been densely dotted with churches for a 
period of several centperiod of several centperiod of several centperiod of several centuries. Did they have bells? It is almost too uries. Did they have bells? It is almost too uries. Did they have bells? It is almost too uries. Did they have bells? It is almost too 
much to imagine these harsh demanding valleys full of the much to imagine these harsh demanding valleys full of the much to imagine these harsh demanding valleys full of the much to imagine these harsh demanding valleys full of the 
sound of church bells instead of the sound of church bells instead of the sound of church bells instead of the sound of church bells instead of the muezzin’smuezzin’smuezzin’smuezzin’s distorted wail.  distorted wail.  distorted wail.  distorted wail.     
    
MuhtarMuhtarMuhtarMuhtar took us to another dug took us to another dug took us to another dug took us to another dug----over Roman/Byzantine site over Roman/Byzantine site over Roman/Byzantine site over Roman/Byzantine site 
in the fields in the fields in the fields in the fields –––– collapsed stone  collapsed stone  collapsed stone  collapsed stone walls, scraps of tile etcwalls, scraps of tile etcwalls, scraps of tile etcwalls, scraps of tile etc (PS139,  (PS139,  (PS139,  (PS139, 
PS140)PS140)PS140)PS140). Then to Büyük Tarla Mahellesi near the Karabük . Then to Büyük Tarla Mahellesi near the Karabük . Then to Büyük Tarla Mahellesi near the Karabük . Then to Büyük Tarla Mahellesi near the Karabük 
road to show us a column with Greek inscription, clearly a road to show us a column with Greek inscription, clearly a road to show us a column with Greek inscription, clearly a road to show us a column with Greek inscription, clearly a 
funerary inscriptionfunerary inscriptionfunerary inscriptionfunerary inscription (PS141) (PS141) (PS141) (PS141). . . . MuhtarMuhtarMuhtarMuhtar very interested and  very interested and  very interested and  very interested and 
clearly wants to dig under the stone to find the boclearly wants to dig under the stone to find the boclearly wants to dig under the stone to find the boclearly wants to dig under the stone to find the body and dy and dy and dy and 
grave goods of such an important person. We return the grave goods of such an important person. We return the grave goods of such an important person. We return the grave goods of such an important person. We return the 
muhtarmuhtarmuhtarmuhtar to his village and head off, to his village and head off, to his village and head off, to his village and head off, leaving Eskipaza leaving Eskipaza leaving Eskipaza leaving Eskipazar subr subr subr sub----
province and heading now to province and heading now to province and heading now to province and heading now to OvacıOvacıOvacıOvacık, setting off for the k, setting off for the k, setting off for the k, setting off for the 
Karabük road. The drive there is long and very dusty, much Karabük road. The drive there is long and very dusty, much Karabük road. The drive there is long and very dusty, much Karabük road. The drive there is long and very dusty, much 
of the main road is dof the main road is dof the main road is dof the main road is down and we have to take long slow own and we have to take long slow own and we have to take long slow own and we have to take long slow 
detours on tiny rough tracks. The landscape is wild and very detours on tiny rough tracks. The landscape is wild and very detours on tiny rough tracks. The landscape is wild and very detours on tiny rough tracks. The landscape is wild and very 
striking striking striking striking –––– massive mountains covered in either mixed forests,  massive mountains covered in either mixed forests,  massive mountains covered in either mixed forests,  massive mountains covered in either mixed forests, 
the deciduous trees just with a hint of yellow death in their the deciduous trees just with a hint of yellow death in their the deciduous trees just with a hint of yellow death in their the deciduous trees just with a hint of yellow death in their 
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green leaves, or in eroded soilgreen leaves, or in eroded soilgreen leaves, or in eroded soilgreen leaves, or in eroded soillllless bess bess bess barenessarenessarenessareness. O. O. O. Occasionalccasionalccasionalccasional huge  huge  huge  huge 
vistas over distant small golden plains and river valleys. vistas over distant small golden plains and river valleys. vistas over distant small golden plains and river valleys. vistas over distant small golden plains and river valleys. 
Extremely striking landscape but inhospitable to human Extremely striking landscape but inhospitable to human Extremely striking landscape but inhospitable to human Extremely striking landscape but inhospitable to human 
settlement. It is rapidly clear that there will not be much for settlement. It is rapidly clear that there will not be much for settlement. It is rapidly clear that there will not be much for settlement. It is rapidly clear that there will not be much for 
us to find in us to find in us to find in us to find in OvacıOvacıOvacıOvacık subk subk subk sub----province. province. province. province.     
    
Eventually we reach Eventually we reach Eventually we reach Eventually we reach Ovacık Ovacık Ovacık Ovacık town, actually a small villagetown, actually a small villagetown, actually a small villagetown, actually a small village,,,,    
and call in on the and call in on the and call in on the and call in on the jandarmajandarmajandarmajandarma, a very friendly bunch who tell , a very friendly bunch who tell , a very friendly bunch who tell , a very friendly bunch who tell 
us what they know and then prus what they know and then prus what they know and then prus what they know and then provide a Land Rover escort with ovide a Land Rover escort with ovide a Land Rover escort with ovide a Land Rover escort with 
sixsixsixsix soldiers to take us to Karakoyunlu on the  soldiers to take us to Karakoyunlu on the  soldiers to take us to Karakoyunlu on the  soldiers to take us to Karakoyunlu on the SoSoSoSoğanlıanlıanlıanlı    Çay Çay Çay Çay 
where there is a wonderful Paphlagonian rockwhere there is a wonderful Paphlagonian rockwhere there is a wonderful Paphlagonian rockwhere there is a wonderful Paphlagonian rock----cut tomb which cut tomb which cut tomb which cut tomb which 
we clamber all overwe clamber all overwe clamber all overwe clamber all over (PS142) (PS142) (PS142) (PS142). . . .     
    
[Fig 99[Fig 99[Fig 99[Fig 99] ] ] ]     
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It has been severely hacked about in recent times. Then into It has been severely hacked about in recent times. Then into It has been severely hacked about in recent times. Then into It has been severely hacked about in recent times. Then into 
village where there are various old stonesvillage where there are various old stonesvillage where there are various old stonesvillage where there are various old stones (PS143) (PS143) (PS143) (PS143), some , some , some , some 
embedded in a embedded in a embedded in a embedded in a ttttüüüürberberberbe    of a hof a hof a hof a holy moly moly moly man at the back of the an at the back of the an at the back of the an at the back of the ccccamiamiamiamiiiii. . . . 
JandarmaJandarmaJandarmaJandarma then returned to  then returned to  then returned to  then returned to Ovacık Ovacık Ovacık Ovacık along the dusty tralong the dusty tralong the dusty tralong the dusty tracks acks acks acks 
and we headed down off the and we headed down off the and we headed down off the and we headed down off the mountains onto the Karabük mountains onto the Karabük mountains onto the Karabük mountains onto the Karabük 
road, making the loroad, making the loroad, making the loroad, making the long drive home.ng drive home.ng drive home.ng drive home.    Ovacık Ovacık Ovacık Ovacık landscape is landscape is landscape is landscape is 
stunning. We shall spend tomorrow there and then stunning. We shall spend tomorrow there and then stunning. We shall spend tomorrow there and then stunning. We shall spend tomorrow there and then aimaimaimaim to  to  to  to 
move to move to move to move to Çankırı Çankırı Çankırı Çankırı on Thursday, a day ahead of schedule. on Thursday, a day ahead of schedule. on Thursday, a day ahead of schedule. on Thursday, a day ahead of schedule.     
    
Back hBack hBack hBack here threw myself into the pool, water very cold, for a ere threw myself into the pool, water very cold, for a ere threw myself into the pool, water very cold, for a ere threw myself into the pool, water very cold, for a 
refreshing swim and then drew pottery and studied maps. refreshing swim and then drew pottery and studied maps. refreshing swim and then drew pottery and studied maps. refreshing swim and then drew pottery and studied maps.     
    
Eskipazar, Wednesday Eskipazar, Wednesday Eskipazar, Wednesday Eskipazar, Wednesday 2222ndndndnd September 1998  September 1998  September 1998  September 1998     
Last night in Last night in Last night in Last night in EskipazarEskipazarEskipazarEskipazar! We are all looking forward to ! We are all looking forward to ! We are all looking forward to ! We are all looking forward to 
moving to moving to moving to moving to ÇankırıÇankırıÇankırıÇankırı, to our smart new hotel. Much, to our smart new hotel. Much, to our smart new hotel. Much, to our smart new hotel. Much cooler day  cooler day  cooler day  cooler day 
here today. We have gone from shorthere today. We have gone from shorthere today. We have gone from shorthere today. We have gone from short----sleeve shirts to jumpers sleeve shirts to jumpers sleeve shirts to jumpers sleeve shirts to jumpers 
and jacket in just a coand jacket in just a coand jacket in just a coand jacket in just a couple of days.uple of days.uple of days.uple of days.    
    
This morning drove out to Yürekören where the local This morning drove out to Yürekören where the local This morning drove out to Yürekören where the local This morning drove out to Yürekören where the local muhtarmuhtarmuhtarmuhtar    
told us there was nothing to see. Then the extold us there was nothing to see. Then the extold us there was nothing to see. Then the extold us there was nothing to see. Then the ex----muhtarmuhtarmuhtarmuhtar    shoshoshoshowwwwed ed ed ed 
up and told us there was lup and told us there was lup and told us there was lup and told us there was lots to see and took usots to see and took usots to see and took usots to see and took us off firstly to  off firstly to  off firstly to  off firstly to 
see a group of threesee a group of threesee a group of threesee a group of three tumuli dominating a secret hidden valley,  tumuli dominating a secret hidden valley,  tumuli dominating a secret hidden valley,  tumuli dominating a secret hidden valley, 
sweeping views across to villages perched on higsweeping views across to villages perched on higsweeping views across to villages perched on higsweeping views across to villages perched on high spurs h spurs h spurs h spurs 
overlooking the valleyoverlooking the valleyoverlooking the valleyoverlooking the valley (PS145, PS145a, PS146) (PS145, PS145a, PS146) (PS145, PS145a, PS146) (PS145, PS145a, PS146). . . . Wendy Wendy Wendy Wendy 
and I have talked of spending a whole year livand I have talked of spending a whole year livand I have talked of spending a whole year livand I have talked of spending a whole year living in a ing in a ing in a ing in a 
Turkish village and writing a book about it together. It could Turkish village and writing a book about it together. It could Turkish village and writing a book about it together. It could Turkish village and writing a book about it together. It could 
be wonderful. We should do it. be wonderful. We should do it. be wonderful. We should do it. be wonderful. We should do it. Through the binoculars I Through the binoculars I Through the binoculars I Through the binoculars I 
watchedwatchedwatchedwatched a couple of women shovelling  a couple of women shovelling  a couple of women shovelling  a couple of women shovelling manuremanuremanuremanure across the  across the  across the  across the 
fields. As we drove onfields. As we drove onfields. As we drove onfields. As we drove on,,,, a couple of golden eagles took off from  a couple of golden eagles took off from  a couple of golden eagles took off from  a couple of golden eagles took off from 
a nearby a nearby a nearby a nearby tree and flew directly over us. tree and flew directly over us. tree and flew directly over us. tree and flew directly over us.     
    
The exThe exThe exThe ex----muhtarmuhtarmuhtarmuhtar took us on up a slow hard track to a field full  took us on up a slow hard track to a field full  took us on up a slow hard track to a field full  took us on up a slow hard track to a field full 
of tile and pottery fragments, the shattered remains of a of tile and pottery fragments, the shattered remains of a of tile and pottery fragments, the shattered remains of a of tile and pottery fragments, the shattered remains of a 
Byzantine building or small village Byzantine building or small village Byzantine building or small village Byzantine building or small village (PS147) (PS147) (PS147) (PS147) and then on to and then on to and then on to and then on to 
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another similar site not far awayanother similar site not far awayanother similar site not far awayanother similar site not far away (PS148) (PS148) (PS148) (PS148). . . . The exThe exThe exThe ex----muhtarmuhtarmuhtarmuhtar    
had an annoying voice and I felt annoyed with myself for had an annoying voice and I felt annoyed with myself for had an annoying voice and I felt annoyed with myself for had an annoying voice and I felt annoyed with myself for 
being annoyed by it. being annoyed by it. being annoyed by it. being annoyed by it.     
    
We drove onto the large village of We drove onto the large village of We drove onto the large village of We drove onto the large village of KıKıKıKışla and met the la and met the la and met the la and met the muhtarmuhtarmuhtarmuhtar    
there. Had there. Had there. Had there. Had çayçayçayçay with him in the  with him in the  with him in the  with him in the kahvekahvekahvekahve and talke and talke and talke and talked to an exd to an exd to an exd to an ex----
miner from Zonguldak with a ghostly stare in miner from Zonguldak with a ghostly stare in miner from Zonguldak with a ghostly stare in miner from Zonguldak with a ghostly stare in his eye. The his eye. The his eye. The his eye. The 
muhtarmuhtarmuhtarmuhtar took us on a tour of the region, old columns took us on a tour of the region, old columns took us on a tour of the region, old columns took us on a tour of the region, old columns (PS150) (PS150) (PS150) (PS150), , , , 
abandoned mills and on to village of abandoned mills and on to village of abandoned mills and on to village of abandoned mills and on to village of TaTaTaTaşooooğlu where there are lu where there are lu where there are lu where there are 
various old stonesvarious old stonesvarious old stonesvarious old stones (PS152) (PS152) (PS152) (PS152). What a densely populated area . What a densely populated area . What a densely populated area . What a densely populated area 
this must have been in Byzantine times. Local in this must have been in Byzantine times. Local in this must have been in Byzantine times. Local in this must have been in Byzantine times. Local in TaTaTaTaşooooğlu lu lu lu 
insistinsistinsistinsisted we stay for lunch, which we ate on the first floor of ed we stay for lunch, which we ate on the first floor of ed we stay for lunch, which we ate on the first floor of ed we stay for lunch, which we ate on the first floor of 
his wood and mudhis wood and mudhis wood and mudhis wood and mud----brick house, delicious spread of local bread, brick house, delicious spread of local bread, brick house, delicious spread of local bread, brick house, delicious spread of local bread, 
tomatoes, onions, yoghurt, combtomatoes, onions, yoghurt, combtomatoes, onions, yoghurt, combtomatoes, onions, yoghurt, comb----honey, potatoes. Wonderful. honey, potatoes. Wonderful. honey, potatoes. Wonderful. honey, potatoes. Wonderful. 
Then long drive home, clouds gathering. Then long drive home, clouds gathering. Then long drive home, clouds gathering. Then long drive home, clouds gathering.         
    
Sim Prestige Hotel, Çankırı, ThurSim Prestige Hotel, Çankırı, ThurSim Prestige Hotel, Çankırı, ThurSim Prestige Hotel, Çankırı, Thursday sday sday sday 3333rdrdrdrd September 1998  September 1998  September 1998  September 1998     
Yippee we are now in Yippee we are now in Yippee we are now in Yippee we are now in ÇankırıÇankırıÇankırıÇankırı! ! ! !     
    
[Fig 100] [Fig 100] [Fig 100] [Fig 100]     
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And we areAnd we areAnd we areAnd we are all happy to have left Eskipazar all happy to have left Eskipazar all happy to have left Eskipazar all happy to have left Eskipazar which is  which is  which is  which is rather rather rather rather 
quietquietquietquiet compared to here. Said our farewells in  compared to here. Said our farewells in  compared to here. Said our farewells in  compared to here. Said our farewells in EskipazarEskipazarEskipazarEskipazar, , , , 
especially to Ahmet in the especially to Ahmet in the especially to Ahmet in the especially to Ahmet in the kaymakamlıkkaymakamlıkkaymakamlıkkaymakamlık, a re, a re, a re, a really good ally good ally good ally good 
character. Drovcharacter. Drovcharacter. Drovcharacter. Drove for twoe for twoe for twoe for two hours over sunny golden country to  hours over sunny golden country to  hours over sunny golden country to  hours over sunny golden country to 
reach reach reach reach Çankırı Çankırı Çankırı Çankırı where we checked into the hotel where we checked into the hotel where we checked into the hotel where we checked into the hotel –––– really  really  really  really 
comfortable. It was built only sixcomfortable. It was built only sixcomfortable. It was built only sixcomfortable. It was built only six months ago and is very  months ago and is very  months ago and is very  months ago and is very 
pleasant. Three weeks here. Made our bureaucratic calls pleasant. Three weeks here. Made our bureaucratic calls pleasant. Three weeks here. Made our bureaucratic calls pleasant. Three weeks here. Made our bureaucratic calls –––– on  on  on  on 
the museum, the the museum, the the museum, the the museum, the valivalivalivali, the security po, the security po, the security po, the security police and the lice and the lice and the lice and the jandarmajandarmajandarmajandarma    
and are now readyand are now readyand are now readyand are now ready to hit the field tomorrow. Güla to hit the field tomorrow. Güla to hit the field tomorrow. Güla to hit the field tomorrow. Gülay broke her y broke her y broke her y broke her 
spectacles and has to get new ones in Ankara. Arranged our spectacles and has to get new ones in Ankara. Arranged our spectacles and has to get new ones in Ankara. Arranged our spectacles and has to get new ones in Ankara. Arranged our 
work room and had nosh in the restaurant. Rang Aygül Süel work room and had nosh in the restaurant. Rang Aygül Süel work room and had nosh in the restaurant. Rang Aygül Süel work room and had nosh in the restaurant. Rang Aygül Süel 
at Ortaköy where we go to visit on Saturday. at Ortaköy where we go to visit on Saturday. at Ortaköy where we go to visit on Saturday. at Ortaköy where we go to visit on Saturday.         
    
Çankırı,Çankırı,Çankırı,Çankırı, Friday  Friday  Friday  Friday 4444thththth September 1998  September 1998  September 1998  September 1998     
Very comfortable night in the hotel. Drove east this morning Very comfortable night in the hotel. Drove east this morning Very comfortable night in the hotel. Drove east this morning Very comfortable night in the hotel. Drove east this morning 
to the village of Çivi (to the village of Çivi (to the village of Çivi (to the village of Çivi (‘N‘N‘N‘Nailailailail’’’’) where the locals eventually ) where the locals eventually ) where the locals eventually ) where the locals eventually 
pointed us north. We headed off and came across a pointed us north. We headed off and came across a pointed us north. We headed off and came across a pointed us north. We headed off and came across a 
substantial substantial substantial substantial höyükhöyükhöyükhöyük with Mid with Mid with Mid with Mid----Late Bronze Age and Iron Age Late Bronze Age and Iron Age Late Bronze Age and Iron Age Late Bronze Age and Iron Age 
ppppottery, close to a stream and a riverottery, close to a stream and a riverottery, close to a stream and a riverottery, close to a stream and a river (PS154) (PS154) (PS154) (PS154). Flocks of bee. Flocks of bee. Flocks of bee. Flocks of bee----
eaters overhead, a couple of golden eagles. Drums beating in eaters overhead, a couple of golden eagles. Drums beating in eaters overhead, a couple of golden eagles. Drums beating in eaters overhead, a couple of golden eagles. Drums beating in 
the distance from a nearby village just over the hill. Then set the distance from a nearby village just over the hill. Then set the distance from a nearby village just over the hill. Then set the distance from a nearby village just over the hill. Then set 
off to village of Baloff to village of Baloff to village of Baloff to village of Balıbaıbaıbaıbağı, rather dirty, trying to find ı, rather dirty, trying to find ı, rather dirty, trying to find ı, rather dirty, trying to find the the the the 
muhtarmuhtarmuhtarmuhtar. . . .     
    
We went to the salt works and huge rock salt mine. And We went to the salt works and huge rock salt mine. And We went to the salt works and huge rock salt mine. And We went to the salt works and huge rock salt mine. And 
found the Early Bronze Age cemeteryfound the Early Bronze Age cemeteryfound the Early Bronze Age cemeteryfound the Early Bronze Age cemetery (PS155) (PS155) (PS155) (PS155), guided by an , guided by an , guided by an , guided by an 
employee of the mine. Heavemployee of the mine. Heavemployee of the mine. Heavemployee of the mine. Heavily dug over illicitly, followingily dug over illicitly, followingily dug over illicitly, followingily dug over illicitly, following    
legal dig legal dig legal dig legal dig tentententen years ago. Lots and years ago. Lots and years ago. Lots and years ago. Lots and lots of grave lots of grave lots of grave lots of gravessss and pottery.  and pottery.  and pottery.  and pottery. 
Very hot so we enjoyed Very hot so we enjoyed Very hot so we enjoyed Very hot so we enjoyed çayçayçayçay back at the weigh back at the weigh back at the weigh back at the weigh----station. Then a station. Then a station. Then a station. Then a 
long drive through the nolong drive through the nolong drive through the nolong drive through the no----manmanmanman’s’s’s’s land to the south, salty  land to the south, salty  land to the south, salty  land to the south, salty 
barren landscape, a natural border for the Hittites. Back to barren landscape, a natural border for the Hittites. Back to barren landscape, a natural border for the Hittites. Back to barren landscape, a natural border for the Hittites. Back to 
ÇankırıÇankırıÇankırıÇankırı, sherd, sherd, sherd, sherd----drawing etc and vdrawing etc and vdrawing etc and vdrawing etc and very amusing ery amusing ery amusing ery amusing evenevenevenevening with ing with ing with ing with 
Tom and Tom and Tom and Tom and RaouRaouRaouRaoul.l.l.l.    
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Çankırı, Saturday Çankırı, Saturday Çankırı, Saturday Çankırı, Saturday 5555thththth September 1998  September 1998  September 1998  September 1998     
Long and tiring Long and tiring Long and tiring Long and tiring ‘‘‘‘day offday offday offday off’ ’ ’ ’ but great fun. Set off at 9.00 for but great fun. Set off at 9.00 for but great fun. Set off at 9.00 for but great fun. Set off at 9.00 for 
the 200km drive east to the site of Ortaköy, dug by Aygül the 200km drive east to the site of Ortaköy, dug by Aygül the 200km drive east to the site of Ortaköy, dug by Aygül the 200km drive east to the site of Ortaköy, dug by Aygül 
and Mustafa Süel. Had a wonderful day there, touring the and Mustafa Süel. Had a wonderful day there, touring the and Mustafa Süel. Had a wonderful day there, touring the and Mustafa Süel. Had a wonderful day there, touring the 
site, drinking losite, drinking losite, drinking losite, drinking lots of ts of ts of ts of çayçayçayçay, eating cakes. The , eating cakes. The , eating cakes. The , eating cakes. The valivalivalivali of Çoru of Çoru of Çoru of Çorummmm    
was there also with large entourage, all very friendly. The site was there also with large entourage, all very friendly. The site was there also with large entourage, all very friendly. The site was there also with large entourage, all very friendly. The site 
is spectacular is spectacular is spectacular is spectacular –––– huge stone masonry of very large buildings,  huge stone masonry of very large buildings,  huge stone masonry of very large buildings,  huge stone masonry of very large buildings, 
3500 tablets in Hittite and Hur3500 tablets in Hittite and Hur3500 tablets in Hittite and Hur3500 tablets in Hittite and Hurrrrrian cuneiform, massivian cuneiform, massivian cuneiform, massivian cuneiform, massively ely ely ely 
built site, huge townbuilt site, huge townbuilt site, huge townbuilt site, huge town. Long dr. Long dr. Long dr. Long drive back over dusty Anatolia, ive back over dusty Anatolia, ive back over dusty Anatolia, ive back over dusty Anatolia, 
fullfullfullfull----moon rising over the moon rising over the moon rising over the moon rising over the KızılırmakKızılırmakKızılırmakKızılırmak at our backs. Superb  at our backs. Superb  at our backs. Superb  at our backs. Superb 
day out.day out.day out.day out.    
    
Çankırı, Sunday Çankırı, Sunday Çankırı, Sunday Çankırı, Sunday 6666thththth September 1998 September 1998 September 1998 September 1998    
Beautiful day out in the Anatolian sun, clear blue skies with Beautiful day out in the Anatolian sun, clear blue skies with Beautiful day out in the Anatolian sun, clear blue skies with Beautiful day out in the Anatolian sun, clear blue skies with 
a smattering of fluffy clouds for depth, great endless fields a smattering of fluffy clouds for depth, great endless fields a smattering of fluffy clouds for depth, great endless fields a smattering of fluffy clouds for depth, great endless fields 
of golden stubble spotted with elemental black cows, Egof golden stubble spotted with elemental black cows, Egof golden stubble spotted with elemental black cows, Egof golden stubble spotted with elemental black cows, Egyptian yptian yptian yptian 
vultures and buzzards soaring overhead. vultures and buzzards soaring overhead. vultures and buzzards soaring overhead. vultures and buzzards soaring overhead.     
    
Headed out east, reaching Ünür village where a couple of Headed out east, reaching Ünür village where a couple of Headed out east, reaching Ünür village where a couple of Headed out east, reaching Ünür village where a couple of 
locals took us in hand. In centre of village locals took us in hand. In centre of village locals took us in hand. In centre of village locals took us in hand. In centre of village –––– a large mound  a large mound  a large mound  a large mound 
covered in Hittite potterycovered in Hittite potterycovered in Hittite potterycovered in Hittite pottery (PS156) (PS156) (PS156) (PS156)! ! ! !     
[Fig 101] [Fig 101] [Fig 101] [Fig 101]     
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Also in adjacent fields. Nearby, massesAlso in adjacent fields. Nearby, massesAlso in adjacent fields. Nearby, massesAlso in adjacent fields. Nearby, masses of  of  of  of 
Roman/Byzantine tiles and pottery and glass eroding out of Roman/Byzantine tiles and pottery and glass eroding out of Roman/Byzantine tiles and pottery and glass eroding out of Roman/Byzantine tiles and pottery and glass eroding out of 
the fields over a huge area and rockthe fields over a huge area and rockthe fields over a huge area and rockthe fields over a huge area and rock----cut tombs, a really cut tombs, a really cut tombs, a really cut tombs, a really 
important classical site whose ancient name we important classical site whose ancient name we important classical site whose ancient name we important classical site whose ancient name we should be able should be able should be able should be able 
totototo find out find out find out find out (PS157, PS158) (PS157, PS158) (PS157, PS158) (PS157, PS158). Locals making bulgur, tasty. . Locals making bulgur, tasty. . Locals making bulgur, tasty. . Locals making bulgur, tasty. 
StStStStones from site ones from site ones from site ones from site set into housesset into housesset into housesset into houses (PS159) (PS159) (PS159) (PS159)....    
    
Drove on with local, stopping to inspect another Drove on with local, stopping to inspect another Drove on with local, stopping to inspect another Drove on with local, stopping to inspect another 
Roman/Byzantine site right by the roadRoman/Byzantine site right by the roadRoman/Byzantine site right by the roadRoman/Byzantine site right by the road (PS160) (PS160) (PS160) (PS160). Stubble . Stubble . Stubble . Stubble 
burning on the valley way below, great Anatolian vistas.burning on the valley way below, great Anatolian vistas.burning on the valley way below, great Anatolian vistas.burning on the valley way below, great Anatolian vistas.    To To To To 
SatıyüSatıyüSatıyüSatıyüzzzzüüüü village  village  village  village and drove up dry river bed, dramatic rock and drove up dry river bed, dramatic rock and drove up dry river bed, dramatic rock and drove up dry river bed, dramatic rock 
beds obeds obeds obeds overhead, to see some rockverhead, to see some rockverhead, to see some rockverhead, to see some rock----cut tombscut tombscut tombscut tombs (PS161) (PS161) (PS161) (PS161), and then , and then , and then , and then 
to village to village to village to village of of of of BaBaBaBaşççççoban to see another large Hittite moundoban to see another large Hittite moundoban to see another large Hittite moundoban to see another large Hittite mound    
(PS162)(PS162)(PS162)(PS162), partly collapsed into nearby stream. Long drive , partly collapsed into nearby stream. Long drive , partly collapsed into nearby stream. Long drive , partly collapsed into nearby stream. Long drive 
home, but my favourite scenery in all Turkey, truly home, but my favourite scenery in all Turkey, truly home, but my favourite scenery in all Turkey, truly home, but my favourite scenery in all Turkey, truly 
Anatolian. Anatolian. Anatolian. Anatolian.     
    
Çankırı, Monday Çankırı, Monday Çankırı, Monday Çankırı, Monday 7777thththth    SeSeSeSeptemberptemberptemberptember 1998 1998 1998 1998    
Another fun day out though I felt exhausted this morning. Another fun day out though I felt exhausted this morning. Another fun day out though I felt exhausted this morning. Another fun day out though I felt exhausted this morning. 
Survey really isSurvey really isSurvey really isSurvey really is very tiring. Last year we did four very tiring. Last year we did four very tiring. Last year we did four very tiring. Last year we did four weeks of it  weeks of it  weeks of it  weeks of it 
and I was shattered. This year we’re in the and I was shattered. This year we’re in the and I was shattered. This year we’re in the and I was shattered. This year we’re in the fourth of sixfourth of sixfourth of sixfourth of six weeks.  weeks.  weeks.  weeks. 
Ouch. Drove north along the banks of the TaOuch. Drove north along the banks of the TaOuch. Drove north along the banks of the TaOuch. Drove north along the banks of the Tatlıtlıtlıtlı Çay, gree Çay, gree Çay, gree Çay, greenery nery nery nery 
all round. Stopped to inspect a large all round. Stopped to inspect a large all round. Stopped to inspect a large all round. Stopped to inspect a large höyükhöyükhöyükhöyük at  at  at  at KenKenKenKenbabababağıııı, , , , 
largely natural but with some possible Midlargely natural but with some possible Midlargely natural but with some possible Midlargely natural but with some possible Mid----Late Bronze Age Late Bronze Age Late Bronze Age Late Bronze Age 
occupation on topoccupation on topoccupation on topoccupation on top (PS163) (PS163) (PS163) (PS163). Bit of intact circui. Bit of intact circui. Bit of intact circui. Bit of intact circuit wall near t wall near t wall near t wall near 
summit. Chatted to twosummit. Chatted to twosummit. Chatted to twosummit. Chatted to two local boys working in adjacent fields.  local boys working in adjacent fields.  local boys working in adjacent fields.  local boys working in adjacent fields. 
They pointed ouThey pointed ouThey pointed ouThey pointed out other sites across the river where we then t other sites across the river where we then t other sites across the river where we then t other sites across the river where we then 
drove, up near drove, up near drove, up near drove, up near Çankırı Çankırı Çankırı Çankırı municipal dump. Apart from that, municipal dump. Apart from that, municipal dump. Apart from that, municipal dump. Apart from that, 
wonderful views along the fertile valley of the wonderful views along the fertile valley of the wonderful views along the fertile valley of the wonderful views along the fertile valley of the Tatlı ÇayTatlı ÇayTatlı ÇayTatlı Çay. . . . 
Couple of dug out tumuliCouple of dug out tumuliCouple of dug out tumuliCouple of dug out tumuli (PS164, PS164a) (PS164, PS164a) (PS164, PS164a) (PS164, PS164a). . . .     
    
Crossed back and drove up to Crossed back and drove up to Crossed back and drove up to Crossed back and drove up to AlanpıAlanpıAlanpıAlanpınar, one of the pnar, one of the pnar, one of the pnar, one of the places the laces the laces the laces the 
local local local local jjjjandarmaandarmaandarmaandarma had  had  had  had mentioned as site of illicit excavationsmentioned as site of illicit excavationsmentioned as site of illicit excavationsmentioned as site of illicit excavations    
(PS165)(PS165)(PS165)(PS165). Bandy. Bandy. Bandy. Bandy----legged oldlegged oldlegged oldlegged old----timer took us up to the timer took us up to the timer took us up to the timer took us up to the muhtar’smuhtar’smuhtar’smuhtar’s    
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house and house and house and house and muhtarmuhtarmuhtarmuhtar then took us in car to nearby field with big  then took us in car to nearby field with big  then took us in car to nearby field with big  then took us in car to nearby field with big 
hole in it. Beautiful dressed stone masonry and wonderful hole in it. Beautiful dressed stone masonry and wonderful hole in it. Beautiful dressed stone masonry and wonderful hole in it. Beautiful dressed stone masonry and wonderful 
hard lihard lihard lihard lime floor visible with big gap where something had been me floor visible with big gap where something had been me floor visible with big gap where something had been me floor visible with big gap where something had been 
ripped out ripped out ripped out ripped out –––– apparently a big stone, which had gone to  apparently a big stone, which had gone to  apparently a big stone, which had gone to  apparently a big stone, which had gone to Çankırı Çankırı Çankırı Çankırı 
Museum. Museum. Museum. Museum. MuhtarMuhtarMuhtarMuhtar constantly asking about our credentials  constantly asking about our credentials  constantly asking about our credentials  constantly asking about our credentials 
and rightly suspicious of us but friendly. Showed us local and rightly suspicious of us but friendly. Showed us local and rightly suspicious of us but friendly. Showed us local and rightly suspicious of us but friendly. Showed us local 
höyükhöyükhöyükhöyük, largely natural, largely natural, largely natural, largely natural (PS166) (PS166) (PS166) (PS166), on way back then took us , on way back then took us , on way back then took us , on way back then took us 
to slope near to slope near to slope near to slope near AAAAşaaaağı Çavuı Çavuı Çavuı Çavuş, driving along stream, driving along stream, driving along stream, driving along stream bed, where he  bed, where he  bed, where he  bed, where he 
showed us largeshowed us largeshowed us largeshowed us large series of illicitly dug Byzantine graves,  series of illicitly dug Byzantine graves,  series of illicitly dug Byzantine graves,  series of illicitly dug Byzantine graves, 
stonestonestonestone----linedlinedlinedlined (PS167) (PS167) (PS167) (PS167). We returned to his modern house (built . We returned to his modern house (built . We returned to his modern house (built . We returned to his modern house (built 
1992) for 1992) for 1992) for 1992) for ayranayranayranayran. . . .     
    
Then drove onThen drove onThen drove onThen drove on    to the north to to the north to to the north to to the north to PaPaPaPaşa Köyü and othea Köyü and othea Köyü and othea Köyü and other villager villager villager villages, s, s, s, 
finding nothing, having lunch (local asked if I was Iranian finding nothing, having lunch (local asked if I was Iranian finding nothing, having lunch (local asked if I was Iranian finding nothing, having lunch (local asked if I was Iranian 
or Iraqi) in for Iraqi) in for Iraqi) in for Iraqi) in field and then back to ield and then back to ield and then back to ield and then back to Çankırı Çankırı Çankırı Çankırı where we drawhere we drawhere we drawhere we drank nk nk nk 
kkkkolaolaolaola and looked round the  and looked round the  and looked round the  and looked round the kakakakalelelele, the ancient citadel of , the ancient citadel of , the ancient citadel of , the ancient citadel of 
GangraGangraGangraGangra----GermanikoGermanikoGermanikoGermanikopolispolispolispolis (PS168) (PS168) (PS168) (PS168), the, the, the, the greatest city of  greatest city of  greatest city of  greatest city of 
Paphlagonia. Paphlagonia. Paphlagonia. Paphlagonia. Some walls still standing but Some walls still standing but Some walls still standing but Some walls still standing but mainly mmainly mmainly mmainly medieval edieval edieval edieval 
but modern road cuts through some ancient rubbut modern road cuts through some ancient rubbut modern road cuts through some ancient rubbut modern road cuts through some ancient rubbish whence bish whence bish whence bish whence 
we recovered several very nice moulded Samian sherds, the we recovered several very nice moulded Samian sherds, the we recovered several very nice moulded Samian sherds, the we recovered several very nice moulded Samian sherds, the 
nicest classical pottery we have ever recovered from nicest classical pottery we have ever recovered from nicest classical pottery we have ever recovered from nicest classical pottery we have ever recovered from 
Paphlagonia, which is very fitting. Paphlagonia, which is very fitting. Paphlagonia, which is very fitting. Paphlagonia, which is very fitting. [Figs 102[Figs 102[Figs 102[Figs 102----103103103103]]]]    
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Then to museum to chat with director, Yucel, and assistant, Then to museum to chat with director, Yucel, and assistant, Then to museum to chat with director, Yucel, and assistant, Then to museum to chat with director, Yucel, and assistant, 
Hamdi ArmaHamdi ArmaHamdi ArmaHamdi Armağaaaan,n,n,n, who knows the reg who knows the reg who knows the reg who knows the region very well. He hails ion very well. He hails ion very well. He hails ion very well. He hails 
from Ünüfrom Ünüfrom Ünüfrom Ünür itself and was impressed that we’d found out so r itself and was impressed that we’d found out so r itself and was impressed that we’d found out so r itself and was impressed that we’d found out so 
much on our visit there yesterday. Hamdi would like to work much on our visit there yesterday. Hamdi would like to work much on our visit there yesterday. Hamdi would like to work much on our visit there yesterday. Hamdi would like to work 
with us next year which would be wonderful. We drove out with us next year which would be wonderful. We drove out with us next year which would be wonderful. We drove out with us next year which would be wonderful. We drove out 
with him twith him twith him twith him to see some sites on the Yaprao see some sites on the Yaprao see some sites on the Yaprao see some sites on the Yapraklıklıklıklı road which we’ll  road which we’ll  road which we’ll  road which we’ll 
return to soon. Drew masses of pottery this evening. return to soon. Drew masses of pottery this evening. return to soon. Drew masses of pottery this evening. return to soon. Drew masses of pottery this evening.     
    
    
Çankırı, Tuesday Çankırı, Tuesday Çankırı, Tuesday Çankırı, Tuesday 8888thththth    SeptemberSeptemberSeptemberSeptember 1998  1998  1998  1998     
Drove south this morning, spotting sizeable mound near Drove south this morning, spotting sizeable mound near Drove south this morning, spotting sizeable mound near Drove south this morning, spotting sizeable mound near 
KonakKonakKonakKonak, Kara Mustafa, Kara Mustafa, Kara Mustafa, Kara Mustafa (PS169) (PS169) (PS169) (PS169),,,, and I found a lovely bronze  and I found a lovely bronze  and I found a lovely bronze  and I found a lovely bronze 
arrowhead. On to arrowhead. On to arrowhead. On to arrowhead. On to İnandınandınandınandıktepektepektepektepe ( ( ( (PS170)PS170)PS170)PS170), site of Hittite temple , site of Hittite temple , site of Hittite temple , site of Hittite temple 
excavated in 1960s. Lots more pottery etc. excavated in 1960s. Lots more pottery etc. excavated in 1960s. Lots more pottery etc. excavated in 1960s. Lots more pottery etc.     
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[Fig 104[Fig 104[Fig 104[Fig 104]]]]        

    
Crossed over river and over hills to Crossed over river and over hills to Crossed over river and over hills to Crossed over river and over hills to KızılırmaKızılırmaKızılırmaKızılırmak and back to k and back to k and back to k and back to 
Dedeköy. Spotted low Dedeköy. Spotted low Dedeköy. Spotted low Dedeköy. Spotted low höyükhöyükhöyükhöyük near Kü near Kü near Kü near Külburulburulburulburunnnn village village village village (PS171) (PS171) (PS171) (PS171). . . . 
Again more Hittite pottery. Hittites everywhere. Again more Hittite pottery. Hittites everywhere. Again more Hittite pottery. Hittites everywhere. Again more Hittite pottery. Hittites everywhere.     
    
Çankırı, Wednesday Çankırı, Wednesday Çankırı, Wednesday Çankırı, Wednesday 9999thththth    SeptemberSeptemberSeptemberSeptember 1998  1998  1998  1998     
Another day with the Hittites who are surely the most Another day with the Hittites who are surely the most Another day with the Hittites who are surely the most Another day with the Hittites who are surely the most 
interesting and significant of the past peoples of Anatolia, interesting and significant of the past peoples of Anatolia, interesting and significant of the past peoples of Anatolia, interesting and significant of the past peoples of Anatolia, 
being the only true Anatolian imperialists of any age. Drove being the only true Anatolian imperialists of any age. Drove being the only true Anatolian imperialists of any age. Drove being the only true Anatolian imperialists of any age. Drove 
to town of to town of to town of to town of KızılırmakKızılırmakKızılırmakKızılırmak, called in on the , called in on the , called in on the , called in on the komutankomutankomutankomutan of the  of the  of the  of the 
jandarmajandarmajandarmajandarma, a very pleasant and chatty man, about to serve a , a very pleasant and chatty man, about to serve a , a very pleasant and chatty man, about to serve a , a very pleasant and chatty man, about to serve a 
third term fighting in the east. He gave us a couple of pointers third term fighting in the east. He gave us a couple of pointers third term fighting in the east. He gave us a couple of pointers third term fighting in the east. He gave us a couple of pointers 
for illegal diggingfor illegal diggingfor illegal diggingfor illegal diggingssss in his  in his  in his  in his ilçeilçeilçeilçe and and and and off we went, first to  off we went, first to  off we went, first to  off we went, first to 
SaraycıkSaraycıkSaraycıkSaraycık where there is a huge mound, at least very high b where there is a huge mound, at least very high b where there is a huge mound, at least very high b where there is a huge mound, at least very high but ut ut ut 
largely naturallargely naturallargely naturallargely natural (PS172) (PS172) (PS172) (PS172). Lot of Middle to Late Bronze Age . Lot of Middle to Late Bronze Age . Lot of Middle to Late Bronze Age . Lot of Middle to Late Bronze Age 
material on top. Chap there took us to a nearby field with a material on top. Chap there took us to a nearby field with a material on top. Chap there took us to a nearby field with a material on top. Chap there took us to a nearby field with a 
low Roman/Byzantine settlement mound in itlow Roman/Byzantine settlement mound in itlow Roman/Byzantine settlement mound in itlow Roman/Byzantine settlement mound in it (PS173) (PS173) (PS173) (PS173). . . .     
    
On to On to On to On to BostanlıBostanlıBostanlıBostanlı where local took us to sizable Middle to Late  where local took us to sizable Middle to Late  where local took us to sizable Middle to Late  where local took us to sizable Middle to Late 
Bronze Age mound ovBronze Age mound ovBronze Age mound ovBronze Age mound overlooking the great erlooking the great erlooking the great erlooking the great Kızılırmak Kızılırmak Kızılırmak Kızılırmak flood flood flood flood 
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plainplainplainplain (PS174) (PS174) (PS174) (PS174). Nice site. Had lunch by road and then on to . Nice site. Had lunch by road and then on to . Nice site. Had lunch by road and then on to . Nice site. Had lunch by road and then on to 
TepealaTepealaTepealaTepealagöz where göz where göz where göz where the local guard escorted us to twothe local guard escorted us to twothe local guard escorted us to twothe local guard escorted us to two adjacent  adjacent  adjacent  adjacent 
sites again overlooking the sites again overlooking the sites again overlooking the sites again overlooking the KızılırmakKızılırmakKızılırmakKızılırmak, one a series of dug, one a series of dug, one a series of dug, one a series of dug----
out tumuliout tumuliout tumuliout tumuli (PS175) (PS175) (PS175) (PS175), the other a sizeabl, the other a sizeabl, the other a sizeabl, the other a sizeable settlement site again e settlement site again e settlement site again e settlement site again 
of Middle to Late Bronze Age dateof Middle to Late Bronze Age dateof Middle to Late Bronze Age dateof Middle to Late Bronze Age date (PS176) (PS176) (PS176) (PS176). Very interesting . Very interesting . Very interesting . Very interesting 
patterns of settlement now startingpatterns of settlement now startingpatterns of settlement now startingpatterns of settlement now starting to show. But am so very  to show. But am so very  to show. But am so very  to show. But am so very 
tired.tired.tired.tired.    
    
ÇankırıÇankırıÇankırıÇankırı, Thursday , Thursday , Thursday , Thursday 10101010thththth September 1998  September 1998  September 1998  September 1998     
Really super day out in the still very hot sunReally super day out in the still very hot sunReally super day out in the still very hot sunReally super day out in the still very hot sun. Drove . Drove . Drove . Drove 
southwest tsouthwest tsouthwest tsouthwest to the small o the small o the small o the small ililililçeçeçeçe town of  town of  town of  town of EldEldEldEldivan. Went straight to ivan. Went straight to ivan. Went straight to ivan. Went straight to 
the the the the jandarmajandarmajandarmajandarma and talked to various people before eventually  and talked to various people before eventually  and talked to various people before eventually  and talked to various people before eventually 
reaching the reaching the reaching the reaching the komutankomutankomutankomutan, newly arrived from , newly arrived from , newly arrived from , newly arrived from DiyarbakıDiyarbakıDiyarbakıDiyarbakırrrr. He . He . He . He 
assigned us twoassigned us twoassigned us twoassigned us two soldiers for the day, one of whom knew the  soldiers for the day, one of whom knew the  soldiers for the day, one of whom knew the  soldiers for the day, one of whom knew the 
ilçeilçeilçeilçe    very well, so it was all very well, so it was all very well, so it was all very well, so it was all very productive, a total of very productive, a total of very productive, a total of very productive, a total of tentententen sites  sites  sites  sites 
found and recorded today. We have now found/recorded 97 found and recorded today. We have now found/recorded 97 found and recorded today. We have now found/recorded 97 found and recorded today. We have now found/recorded 97 
sites in 17 working days in the field, a total of 186 for both sites in 17 working days in the field, a total of 186 for both sites in 17 working days in the field, a total of 186 for both sites in 17 working days in the field, a total of 186 for both 
seasons so far. We’ll end up with more than 200, seasons so far. We’ll end up with more than 200, seasons so far. We’ll end up with more than 200, seasons so far. We’ll end up with more than 200, inshainshainshainsha’a’a’a’allahllahllahllah. . . .     
    
Drove towards SeydiDrove towards SeydiDrove towards SeydiDrove towards Seydi, stopping to in, stopping to in, stopping to in, stopping to inspect robbedspect robbedspect robbedspect robbed----out out out out 
Byzantine tombs in a field Byzantine tombs in a field Byzantine tombs in a field Byzantine tombs in a field (PS177) (PS177) (PS177) (PS177) and a very large and a very large and a very large and a very large höyükhöyükhöyükhöyük    
((((‘‘‘‘Höyük TepeHöyük TepeHöyük TepeHöyük Tepe’’’’) ) ) ) (PS178) (PS178) (PS178) (PS178) which dominates the fertile and which dominates the fertile and which dominates the fertile and which dominates the fertile and 
attractive Eldivan plain. attractive Eldivan plain. attractive Eldivan plain. attractive Eldivan plain. [Fig 105[Fig 105[Fig 105[Fig 105]]]]        
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Another Hittite strategically locAnother Hittite strategically locAnother Hittite strategically locAnother Hittite strategically located site. On to another ated site. On to another ated site. On to another ated site. On to another 
robbedrobbedrobbedrobbed----out Byzantine cemeteryout Byzantine cemeteryout Byzantine cemeteryout Byzantine cemetery    (PS179) (PS179) (PS179) (PS179) now surrounded by now surrounded by now surrounded by now surrounded by 
apple trees in fruit. At Seydi apple trees in fruit. At Seydi apple trees in fruit. At Seydi apple trees in fruit. At Seydi itself we looked at more robbeditself we looked at more robbeditself we looked at more robbeditself we looked at more robbed----
out Byzantine tombsout Byzantine tombsout Byzantine tombsout Byzantine tombs (PS180) (PS180) (PS180) (PS180), , , , asasasas also also also also at Gavu at Gavu at Gavu at Gavur Tepe nearbyr Tepe nearbyr Tepe nearbyr Tepe nearby    
(PS181)(PS181)(PS181)(PS181). Then took off over the hill to the southeast to reach . Then took off over the hill to the southeast to reach . Then took off over the hill to the southeast to reach . Then took off over the hill to the southeast to reach 
Gölez village wGölez village wGölez village wGölez village where there were yet more robbehere there were yet more robbehere there were yet more robbehere there were yet more robbedddd----out Byzantine out Byzantine out Byzantine out Byzantine 
tombstombstombstombs (PS182) (PS182) (PS182) (PS182). . . .     
    
Then on ElmaThen on ElmaThen on ElmaThen on Elmacıcıcıcı village where the  village where the  village where the  village where the muhtarmuhtarmuhtarmuhtar took us to their local  took us to their local  took us to their local  took us to their local 
site site site site –––– a massive mound right by the road and cut by the road,  a massive mound right by the road and cut by the road,  a massive mound right by the road and cut by the road,  a massive mound right by the road and cut by the road, 
with walls, floors etc visible in sectionwith walls, floors etc visible in sectionwith walls, floors etc visible in sectionwith walls, floors etc visible in section (PS183) (PS183) (PS183) (PS183). Also a 20m . Also a 20m . Also a 20m . Also a 20m 
tunnel dug into the mound near the top, which Tom and a tunnel dug into the mound near the top, which Tom and a tunnel dug into the mound near the top, which Tom and a tunnel dug into the mound near the top, which Tom and a 
soldier scrambled down wisoldier scrambled down wisoldier scrambled down wisoldier scrambled down with a torch. Lots of Hittite pottery th a torch. Lots of Hittite pottery th a torch. Lots of Hittite pottery th a torch. Lots of Hittite pottery 
and also at least one sherd of classic central Anatolian and also at least one sherd of classic central Anatolian and also at least one sherd of classic central Anatolian and also at least one sherd of classic central Anatolian 
painted Chalcolithic, just like Çatal West, possibly the painted Chalcolithic, just like Çatal West, possibly the painted Chalcolithic, just like Çatal West, possibly the painted Chalcolithic, just like Çatal West, possibly the 
northernmost yet found. A truly magnificent site, Maltepe northernmost yet found. A truly magnificent site, Maltepe northernmost yet found. A truly magnificent site, Maltepe northernmost yet found. A truly magnificent site, Maltepe 
by name, controlling neck of pass through the adby name, controlling neck of pass through the adby name, controlling neck of pass through the adby name, controlling neck of pass through the adjacent fertile jacent fertile jacent fertile jacent fertile 
valley. valley. valley. valley.     
    
[Fig 106[Fig 106[Fig 106[Fig 106]]]]    
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On to On to On to On to KuçükhacıKuçükhacıKuçükhacıKuçükhacıbeybeybeybey village for yet more robbed village for yet more robbed village for yet more robbed village for yet more robbed----out out out out 
ByByByByzantine tombs zantine tombs zantine tombs zantine tombs (PS184) (PS184) (PS184) (PS184) and a settlement and a settlement and a settlement and a settlement site of same datesite of same datesite of same datesite of same date    
(PS185)(PS185)(PS185)(PS185) before heading back to Eldivan to say our thanks t before heading back to Eldivan to say our thanks t before heading back to Eldivan to say our thanks t before heading back to Eldivan to say our thanks to o o o 
all and to photograph old stones in the townall and to photograph old stones in the townall and to photograph old stones in the townall and to photograph old stones in the town (PS186) (PS186) (PS186) (PS186). . . . 
Tomorrow Tomorrow Tomorrow Tomorrow –––– a day’s work and then to An a day’s work and then to An a day’s work and then to An a day’s work and then to Ankara for a weekend kara for a weekend kara for a weekend kara for a weekend 
with my wife who will be joining us here. with my wife who will be joining us here. with my wife who will be joining us here. with my wife who will be joining us here.     
    
Çankırı, Tuesday Çankırı, Tuesday Çankırı, Tuesday Çankırı, Tuesday 15151515thththth    SeptemberSeptemberSeptemberSeptember 1998 1998 1998 1998    
Days whizzing by. Last Thursday Days whizzing by. Last Thursday Days whizzing by. Last Thursday Days whizzing by. Last Thursday –––– called in on called in on called in on called in on    jandarmajandarmajandarmajandarma    
in Yapraklıin Yapraklıin Yapraklıin Yapraklı. Looked at couple of villages then sped home to . Looked at couple of villages then sped home to . Looked at couple of villages then sped home to . Looked at couple of villages then sped home to 
Ankara in time for lunch. Weekend in AnkAnkara in time for lunch. Weekend in AnkAnkara in time for lunch. Weekend in AnkAnkara in time for lunch. Weekend in Ankara and then ara and then ara and then ara and then 
back to here on Sunday evening now joined by Wendy and back to here on Sunday evening now joined by Wendy and back to here on Sunday evening now joined by Wendy and back to here on Sunday evening now joined by Wendy and 
without without without without RaouRaouRaouRaoul who has left. Yesterday l who has left. Yesterday l who has left. Yesterday l who has left. Yesterday –––– toured toured toured toured many villages  many villages  many villages  many villages 
of south Yapraklı finding lots of dugof south Yapraklı finding lots of dugof south Yapraklı finding lots of dugof south Yapraklı finding lots of dug----out Byzantine out Byzantine out Byzantine out Byzantine 
cemeteries cemeteries cemeteries cemeteries (PS188, PS189, PS190, PS191, PS192) (PS188, PS189, PS190, PS191, PS192) (PS188, PS189, PS190, PS191, PS192) (PS188, PS189, PS190, PS191, PS192) and one and one and one and one 
intriguing mound oveintriguing mound oveintriguing mound oveintriguing mound overlooking a river with Early Bronze Age rlooking a river with Early Bronze Age rlooking a river with Early Bronze Age rlooking a river with Early Bronze Age 
pottery and later stuff pottery and later stuff pottery and later stuff pottery and later stuff tootootootoo (PS193) (PS193) (PS193) (PS193). Today toured north . Today toured north . Today toured north . Today toured north 
YapraklıYapraklıYapraklıYapraklı finding one beautiful monastery site  finding one beautiful monastery site  finding one beautiful monastery site  finding one beautiful monastery site –––– lots of tile,  lots of tile,  lots of tile,  lots of tile, 
brick, glass, sherds in field onbrick, glass, sherds in field onbrick, glass, sherds in field onbrick, glass, sherds in field on spur way up high above village  spur way up high above village  spur way up high above village  spur way up high above village 
of Kavakof Kavakof Kavakof Kavak (PS196) (PS196) (PS196) (PS196). A lovely spot whe. A lovely spot whe. A lovely spot whe. A lovely spot where Christians lived and re Christians lived and re Christians lived and re Christians lived and 
prayed and noprayed and noprayed and noprayed and no----one has known about them for perhaps the past one has known about them for perhaps the past one has known about them for perhaps the past one has known about them for perhaps the past 
600 years till we arrived today. Moulded bricks with crosses. 600 years till we arrived today. Moulded bricks with crosses. 600 years till we arrived today. Moulded bricks with crosses. 600 years till we arrived today. Moulded bricks with crosses. 
[Fig 107[Fig 107[Fig 107[Fig 107]]]]    
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On through villages finding nothing. On through villages finding nothing. On through villages finding nothing. On through villages finding nothing. Whacky Whacky Whacky Whacky countryside countryside countryside countryside ––––    
upthrust sedimentary rocks, gorges, vallupthrust sedimentary rocks, gorges, vallupthrust sedimentary rocks, gorges, vallupthrust sedimentary rocks, gorges, valleys etc. But very few eys etc. But very few eys etc. But very few eys etc. But very few 
sites itsites itsites itsites it seems. Back here called in at m seems. Back here called in at m seems. Back here called in at m seems. Back here called in at museum to say hello and useum to say hello and useum to say hello and useum to say hello and 
then tried to find alleged early site in fields nearby but no then tried to find alleged early site in fields nearby but no then tried to find alleged early site in fields nearby but no then tried to find alleged early site in fields nearby but no 
luck. Drew sherds this evening. Days flying by. luck. Drew sherds this evening. Days flying by. luck. Drew sherds this evening. Days flying by. luck. Drew sherds this evening. Days flying by.         
    
Çankırı, Wednesday Çankırı, Wednesday Çankırı, Wednesday Çankırı, Wednesday 16161616thththth September 1998  September 1998  September 1998  September 1998     
The weather has suddenly changed this evening. Clouds The weather has suddenly changed this evening. Clouds The weather has suddenly changed this evening. Clouds The weather has suddenly changed this evening. Clouds 
building up all day, then lightning and thunder and some building up all day, then lightning and thunder and some building up all day, then lightning and thunder and some building up all day, then lightning and thunder and some 
rain with drop in temperature. But very hot day earlier. It rain with drop in temperature. But very hot day earlier. It rain with drop in temperature. But very hot day earlier. It rain with drop in temperature. But very hot day earlier. It hashashashas    
been a really long hot dry summer in Anatbeen a really long hot dry summer in Anatbeen a really long hot dry summer in Anatbeen a really long hot dry summer in Anatolia. olia. olia. olia.     
    
Went to Korgun Went to Korgun Went to Korgun Went to Korgun ilçeilçeilçeilçe today, calling in at the big new  today, calling in at the big new  today, calling in at the big new  today, calling in at the big new 
jandarmajandarmajandarmajandarma HQ where we drank  HQ where we drank  HQ where we drank  HQ where we drank çayçayçayçay and chatted with the new  and chatted with the new  and chatted with the new  and chatted with the new 
kkkkomutanomutanomutanomutan, fresh from the east. He gave us, fresh from the east. He gave us, fresh from the east. He gave us, fresh from the east. He gave us a few soldiers with  a few soldiers with  a few soldiers with  a few soldiers with 
their own Ttheir own Ttheir own Ttheir own Transit van and off ransit van and off ransit van and off ransit van and off we went for a tour of illicitly we went for a tour of illicitly we went for a tour of illicitly we went for a tour of illicitly 
dug sites. Firstdug sites. Firstdug sites. Firstdug sites. First to a cemetery with and to a cemetery with and to a cemetery with and to a cemetery with andesite stoneesite stoneesite stoneesite stone----lined lined lined lined 
chamberschamberschamberschambers (PS197) (PS197) (PS197) (PS197). Then a walk through dense woods and . Then a walk through dense woods and . Then a walk through dense woods and . Then a walk through dense woods and 
orchards to reach a massive orchards to reach a massive orchards to reach a massive orchards to reach a massive höyükhöyükhöyükhöyük by the river near  by the river near  by the river near  by the river near KayıçKayıçKayıçKayıçivi ivi ivi ivi 
villagevillagevillagevillage (PS198) (PS198) (PS198) (PS198). Then north to dug. Then north to dug. Then north to dug. Then north to dug----out tumulus by Dikenliout tumulus by Dikenliout tumulus by Dikenliout tumulus by Dikenli    
(PS200)(PS200)(PS200)(PS200). We then set off by ourselves, hea. We then set off by ourselves, hea. We then set off by ourselves, hea. We then set off by ourselves, heading west to ding west to ding west to ding west to 
inspect several sites. Drew lots of pottery back here and inspect several sites. Drew lots of pottery back here and inspect several sites. Drew lots of pottery back here and inspect several sites. Drew lots of pottery back here and 
chatted with waiters etc.chatted with waiters etc.chatted with waiters etc.chatted with waiters etc.    
    
    

THE ENDTHE ENDTHE ENDTHE END    
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FiguresFiguresFiguresFigures    
    

1.1.1.1. Paphlagonian landscape.Paphlagonian landscape.Paphlagonian landscape.Paphlagonian landscape.    
2.2.2.2. VVVView of Ilgaz from iew of Ilgaz from iew of Ilgaz from iew of Ilgaz from İnköynköynköynköy....    
3.3.3.3. Evening in Ilgaz.Evening in Ilgaz.Evening in Ilgaz.Evening in Ilgaz.    
4.4.4.4. KaymakamlıkKaymakamlıkKaymakamlıkKaymakamlık at Ilgaz at Ilgaz at Ilgaz at Ilgaz with two stone lions at front with two stone lions at front with two stone lions at front with two stone lions at front....    
5.5.5.5. Ilgaz mountIlgaz mountIlgaz mountIlgaz mountains.ains.ains.ains.    
6.6.6.6. ÇömaÇömaÇömaÇömar village.r village.r village.r village.    
7.7.7.7. ÇömaÇömaÇömaÇömar villager villager villager village house house house house....    
8.8.8.8. Toyota 4WD.Toyota 4WD.Toyota 4WD.Toyota 4WD.    
9.9.9.9. Lake at Kırkpınar Yaylası.Lake at Kırkpınar Yaylası.Lake at Kırkpınar Yaylası.Lake at Kırkpınar Yaylası.    
10.10.10.10. Kurmalar site.Kurmalar site.Kurmalar site.Kurmalar site.    
11.11.11.11. Toyota overtaken by horse.Toyota overtaken by horse.Toyota overtaken by horse.Toyota overtaken by horse.    
12.12.12.12. Cevdet Bey at site of Musaköy.Cevdet Bey at site of Musaköy.Cevdet Bey at site of Musaköy.Cevdet Bey at site of Musaköy.    
13.13.13.13. Asar Kale.Asar Kale.Asar Kale.Asar Kale.    
14.14.14.14. RockRockRockRock----cut chapels and features at cut chapels and features at cut chapels and features at cut chapels and features at İnköy.nköy.nköy.nköy.    
15.15.15.15. Mound of Kuyupınar.Mound of Kuyupınar.Mound of Kuyupınar.Mound of Kuyupınar.    
16.16.16.16. Plain near Ilısılık.Plain near Ilısılık.Plain near Ilısılık.Plain near Ilısılık.    
17.17.17.17. Site of SaSite of SaSite of SaSite of Salman East.lman East.lman East.lman East.    
18.18.18.18. Looking north to Ilgaz mountains from Salman Looking north to Ilgaz mountains from Salman Looking north to Ilgaz mountains from Salman Looking north to Ilgaz mountains from Salman 

West.West.West.West.    
19.19.19.19. ÇeÇeÇeÇeşme me me me at Seki village.at Seki village.at Seki village.at Seki village.    
20.20.20.20. Village of AVillage of AVillage of AVillage of Aşaaaağı Meydan.ı Meydan.ı Meydan.ı Meydan.    
21.21.21.21. Barn with ancient floor at ABarn with ancient floor at ABarn with ancient floor at ABarn with ancient floor at Aşaaaağı Meydan.ı Meydan.ı Meydan.ı Meydan.    
22.22.22.22. Smashed Phrygian door stone at Ilgaz.Smashed Phrygian door stone at Ilgaz.Smashed Phrygian door stone at Ilgaz.Smashed Phrygian door stone at Ilgaz.    
23.23.23.23. Ilgaz tumulus.Ilgaz tumulus.Ilgaz tumulus.Ilgaz tumulus.    
24.24.24.24. Ilgaz lion.Ilgaz lion.Ilgaz lion.Ilgaz lion.    
25.25.25.25. Village of Çatak.Village of Çatak.Village of Çatak.Village of Çatak.    
26.26.26.26. Devrez valley near SunDevrez valley near SunDevrez valley near SunDevrez valley near Sunurlu.urlu.urlu.urlu.    
27.27.27.27. Carved stones at Gökçeören. Carved stones at Gökçeören. Carved stones at Gökçeören. Carved stones at Gökçeören.     
28.28.28.28. View from Gökçeören View from Gökçeören View from Gökçeören View from Gökçeören kalekalekalekale....    
29.29.29.29. Font at Gökçeören. Font at Gökçeören. Font at Gökçeören. Font at Gökçeören.     
30.30.30.30. LunchtimeLunchtimeLunchtimeLunchtime. F. F. F. From left: Michael, Tom, Wendy, Cevdetrom left: Michael, Tom, Wendy, Cevdetrom left: Michael, Tom, Wendy, Cevdetrom left: Michael, Tom, Wendy, Cevdet....    
31.31.31.31. Rock outcrop with site of Akpınar. Rock outcrop with site of Akpınar. Rock outcrop with site of Akpınar. Rock outcrop with site of Akpınar.     
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32.32.32.32. Kızılırmak river in distance.Kızılırmak river in distance.Kızılırmak river in distance.Kızılırmak river in distance.    
33.33.33.33. Ancient Ancient Ancient Ancient pithospithospithospithos in grounds of Government House,  in grounds of Government House,  in grounds of Government House,  in grounds of Government House, 

Orta.Orta.Orta.Orta. From  From  From  From left: Penny, Tom, Wendy, Michael.left: Penny, Tom, Wendy, Michael.left: Penny, Tom, Wendy, Michael.left: Penny, Tom, Wendy, Michael.    
34.34.34.34. ÖrenÖrenÖrenÖrenşehir, ‘Ruined City’.ehir, ‘Ruined City’.ehir, ‘Ruined City’.ehir, ‘Ruined City’.    
35.35.35.35. Reused old stones in Kırsakal.Reused old stones in Kırsakal.Reused old stones in Kırsakal.Reused old stones in Kırsakal.    
36.36.36.36. More More More More rrrreused old stones in Kırsakal.eused old stones in Kırsakal.eused old stones in Kırsakal.eused old stones in Kırsakal.    
37.37.37.37. MuhtarMuhtarMuhtarMuhtar of Sakaeli (left). of Sakaeli (left). of Sakaeli (left). of Sakaeli (left).    
38.38.38.38. Fording the Devrez river.Fording the Devrez river.Fording the Devrez river.Fording the Devrez river. From left: Wendy, Cevdet,  From left: Wendy, Cevdet,  From left: Wendy, Cevdet,  From left: Wendy, Cevdet, 

Michael, Tom, Penny.Michael, Tom, Penny.Michael, Tom, Penny.Michael, Tom, Penny.    
39.39.39.39. Landscape along the banks of tLandscape along the banks of tLandscape along the banks of tLandscape along the banks of the Devrez river.he Devrez river.he Devrez river.he Devrez river.    
40.40.40.40. Gavur Kalesi.Gavur Kalesi.Gavur Kalesi.Gavur Kalesi. From left: Tom, Wendy. From left: Tom, Wendy. From left: Tom, Wendy. From left: Tom, Wendy.    
41.41.41.41. RRRRoger roger roger roger reeee----fording the Devrez river.fording the Devrez river.fording the Devrez river.fording the Devrez river.    
42.42.42.42. Reused old stones at Yuva.Reused old stones at Yuva.Reused old stones at Yuva.Reused old stones at Yuva.    
43.43.43.43. Cemetery near modern lake at Kayıören.Cemetery near modern lake at Kayıören.Cemetery near modern lake at Kayıören.Cemetery near modern lake at Kayıören.    
44.44.44.44. Reused stones in cemetery at Kayıören.Reused stones in cemetery at Kayıören.Reused stones in cemetery at Kayıören.Reused stones in cemetery at Kayıören.    
45.45.45.45. Water buffalo at BuWater buffalo at BuWater buffalo at BuWater buffalo at Buğurören.urören.urören.urören.    
46.46.46.46. Salur Höyük.Salur Höyük.Salur Höyük.Salur Höyük.    
47.47.47.47. Street scene in IlgazStreet scene in IlgazStreet scene in IlgazStreet scene in Ilgaz, from hotel balcony., from hotel balcony., from hotel balcony., from hotel balcony.    
48.48.48.48. KurKurKurKurşunlu Kale.unlu Kale.unlu Kale.unlu Kale. From left: Tom, Penny, Michael. From left: Tom, Penny, Michael. From left: Tom, Penny, Michael. From left: Tom, Penny, Michael.    
49.49.49.49. Mound of Kızılca, cut by stone quarrying.Mound of Kızılca, cut by stone quarrying.Mound of Kızılca, cut by stone quarrying.Mound of Kızılca, cut by stone quarrying. From left:  From left:  From left:  From left: 

Tom, Michael.Tom, Michael.Tom, Michael.Tom, Michael.    
50.50.50.50. View of Devrez river from Kızılca mound.View of Devrez river from Kızılca mound.View of Devrez river from Kızılca mound.View of Devrez river from Kızılca mound.    
51.51.51.51. Old stones in Sivricek.Old stones in Sivricek.Old stones in Sivricek.Old stones in Sivricek.    
52.52.52.52. Arslanlı Mevkii, ‘Field of Lions’.Arslanlı Mevkii, ‘Field of Lions’.Arslanlı Mevkii, ‘Field of Lions’.Arslanlı Mevkii, ‘Field of Lions’.    
53.53.53.53. Kale Mevkii, DumanlıKale Mevkii, DumanlıKale Mevkii, DumanlıKale Mevkii, Dumanlı, Hittite fortified site., Hittite fortified site., Hittite fortified site., Hittite fortified site.    
54.54.54.54. Kale Mevkii, Kale Mevkii, Kale Mevkii, Kale Mevkii, Dumanlı, Hittite fortified site, with Dumanlı, Hittite fortified site, with Dumanlı, Hittite fortified site, with Dumanlı, Hittite fortified site, with 

Kevan.Kevan.Kevan.Kevan.    
55.55.55.55. Cave at Köprülü.Cave at Köprülü.Cave at Köprülü.Cave at Köprülü. From left: Penny, Tom. From left: Penny, Tom. From left: Penny, Tom. From left: Penny, Tom.    
56.56.56.56. RockRockRockRock----cut tombs high above the Devrez river.cut tombs high above the Devrez river.cut tombs high above the Devrez river.cut tombs high above the Devrez river.    
57.57.57.57. Goats along the Devrez river.Goats along the Devrez river.Goats along the Devrez river.Goats along the Devrez river.    
58.58.58.58. Old waterOld waterOld waterOld water----mill on the banks of the Devrez river.mill on the banks of the Devrez river.mill on the banks of the Devrez river.mill on the banks of the Devrez river.    
59.59.59.59. Tumulus aTumulus aTumulus aTumulus at t t t YeYeYeYeşilöz.ilöz.ilöz.ilöz.    
60.60.60.60. Inscribed stone at Inscribed stone at Inscribed stone at Inscribed stone at ÇerkeÇerkeÇerkeÇerkeş....    
61.61.61.61. Inscribed stone at ÇerkeInscribed stone at ÇerkeInscribed stone at ÇerkeInscribed stone at Çerkeş    çayçayçayçay house. house. house. house.    
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62.62.62.62. RuinRuinRuinRuin----fields at fields at fields at fields at Kızıllar, ancient Antoninopolis.Kızıllar, ancient Antoninopolis.Kızıllar, ancient Antoninopolis.Kızıllar, ancient Antoninopolis. From  From  From  From 
left: Penny, Tom, Michael.left: Penny, Tom, Michael.left: Penny, Tom, Michael.left: Penny, Tom, Michael.    

63.63.63.63. Inscribed stone in field at Kızıllar, ancient Inscribed stone in field at Kızıllar, ancient Inscribed stone in field at Kızıllar, ancient Inscribed stone in field at Kızıllar, ancient 
Antoninopolis.Antoninopolis.Antoninopolis.Antoninopolis.    

64.64.64.64. View across ÇerkeView across ÇerkeView across ÇerkeView across Çerkeş valley from above  valley from above  valley from above  valley from above KızKızKızKızıllar, ıllar, ıllar, ıllar, 
ancient Antoninopolis.ancient Antoninopolis.ancient Antoninopolis.ancient Antoninopolis.    

65.65.65.65. View across Gerede valley.View across Gerede valley.View across Gerede valley.View across Gerede valley.    
66.66.66.66. View across Gerede valley.View across Gerede valley.View across Gerede valley.View across Gerede valley.    
67.67.67.67. Inscribed column at AkbaInscribed column at AkbaInscribed column at AkbaInscribed column at Akbaş....    
68.68.68.68. Mist on IMist on IMist on IMist on Işık Daık Daık Daık Dağı.ı.ı.ı.    
69.69.69.69. More mist in IMore mist in IMore mist in IMore mist in Işık Daık Daık Daık Dağı.ı.ı.ı.    
70.70.70.70. SpoliaSpoliaSpoliaSpolia in walls of  in walls of  in walls of  in walls of camiicamiicamiicamii at  at  at  at Örenköy. Örenköy. Örenköy. Örenköy.     
71.71.71.71. High pasture village at Dere Yaylası.High pasture village at Dere Yaylası.High pasture village at Dere Yaylası.High pasture village at Dere Yaylası.    
72.72.72.72. Fortified hillFortified hillFortified hillFortified hill----top site oftop site oftop site oftop site of Yalakçukurören Kale. Yalakçukurören Kale. Yalakçukurören Kale. Yalakçukurören Kale.    
73.73.73.73. Old church at ÇerkeOld church at ÇerkeOld church at ÇerkeOld church at Çerkeş....    
74.74.74.74. HillHillHillHill----top site of Bozotop site of Bozotop site of Bozotop site of Bozoğlu, far right in distance.lu, far right in distance.lu, far right in distance.lu, far right in distance.    
75.75.75.75. House at Yazı Köy.House at Yazı Köy.House at Yazı Köy.House at Yazı Köy.    
76.76.76.76. View from Hacıhasan across Gökçay valley. View from Hacıhasan across Gökçay valley. View from Hacıhasan across Gökçay valley. View from Hacıhasan across Gökçay valley.     
77.77.77.77. Steel works at Karabük.Steel works at Karabük.Steel works at Karabük.Steel works at Karabük.    
78.78.78.78. Swimming pool of Belediye Oteli, Eskipazar.Swimming pool of Belediye Oteli, Eskipazar.Swimming pool of Belediye Oteli, Eskipazar.Swimming pool of Belediye Oteli, Eskipazar.    
79.79.79.79. RockRockRockRock----cut tombs at Kaisareia Hadricut tombs at Kaisareia Hadricut tombs at Kaisareia Hadricut tombs at Kaisareia Hadrianopolis.anopolis.anopolis.anopolis.    
80.80.80.80. KaymakamKaymakamKaymakamKaymakam of Eskipazar of Eskipazar of Eskipazar of Eskipazar, Kenan Bey,, Kenan Bey,, Kenan Bey,, Kenan Bey, at the  at the  at the  at the 

kütüphane kütüphane kütüphane kütüphane of Kaisareia Hadrianopolis.of Kaisareia Hadrianopolis.of Kaisareia Hadrianopolis.of Kaisareia Hadrianopolis.    
81.81.81.81. Ahmet Ahmet Ahmet Ahmet Bey Bey Bey Bey demonstrating use of wooden key on door demonstrating use of wooden key on door demonstrating use of wooden key on door demonstrating use of wooden key on door 

of of of of hamamhamamhamamhamam at Bahçepınar. at Bahçepınar. at Bahçepınar. at Bahçepınar.    
82.82.82.82. HamamHamamHamamHamam at Bahçepınar. at Bahçepınar. at Bahçepınar. at Bahçepınar.    
83.83.83.83. Old building at Hamamlı.Old building at Hamamlı.Old building at Hamamlı.Old building at Hamamlı. From left: two children,  From left: two children,  From left: two children,  From left: two children, 

Ahmet, Tom, old lady (Ahmet, Tom, old lady (Ahmet, Tom, old lady (Ahmet, Tom, old lady (at back), Raoul (bending), at back), Raoul (bending), at back), Raoul (bending), at back), Raoul (bending), 
Gülay, Göbekli Adam.Gülay, Göbekli Adam.Gülay, Göbekli Adam.Gülay, Göbekli Adam.    

84.84.84.84. Old building at Hamamlı.Old building at Hamamlı.Old building at Hamamlı.Old building at Hamamlı.    
85.85.85.85. Interior of Interior of Interior of Interior of hamamhamamhamamhamam at Kranköy. at Kranköy. at Kranköy. at Kranköy.    
86.86.86.86. Walking up to Asar Walking up to Asar Walking up to Asar Walking up to Asar TepeTepeTepeTepe....    
87.87.87.87. Asar Asar Asar Asar TepeTepeTepeTepe....    
88.88.88.88. Exposed mosaic fragment at Kaisareia Hadrianopolis.Exposed mosaic fragment at Kaisareia Hadrianopolis.Exposed mosaic fragment at Kaisareia Hadrianopolis.Exposed mosaic fragment at Kaisareia Hadrianopolis.    
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89.89.89.89. İstasyon stasyon stasyon stasyon mahellesimahellesimahellesimahellesi tumulus with houses built into its  tumulus with houses built into its  tumulus with houses built into its  tumulus with houses built into its 
sides.sides.sides.sides.    

90.90.90.90. Old Old Old Old stone in stone in stone in stone in kaymakamlık kaymakamlık kaymakamlık kaymakamlık at Eskipazar.at Eskipazar.at Eskipazar.at Eskipazar.    
91.91.91.91. Old stone in Belediye ParkOld stone in Belediye ParkOld stone in Belediye ParkOld stone in Belediye Park    at Eskipazar.at Eskipazar.at Eskipazar.at Eskipazar.    
92.92.92.92. Eskipazar river below Yazıboy.Eskipazar river below Yazıboy.Eskipazar river below Yazıboy.Eskipazar river below Yazıboy. From left: Gülay,  From left: Gülay,  From left: Gülay,  From left: Gülay, 

Tom.Tom.Tom.Tom.    
93.93.93.93. Tom emerging from tunnel at Yazıboy.Tom emerging from tunnel at Yazıboy.Tom emerging from tunnel at Yazıboy.Tom emerging from tunnel at Yazıboy.    
94.94.94.94. Potsherd with hand in relief from Yazıboy.Potsherd with hand in relief from Yazıboy.Potsherd with hand in relief from Yazıboy.Potsherd with hand in relief from Yazıboy.    
95.95.95.95. Early Bronze Age settlement at Yazıboy, on spuEarly Bronze Age settlement at Yazıboy, on spuEarly Bronze Age settlement at Yazıboy, on spuEarly Bronze Age settlement at Yazıboy, on spur left r left r left r left 

midmidmidmid----distance.distance.distance.distance.    
96.96.96.96. Valley of the Gerede Çay.Valley of the Gerede Çay.Valley of the Gerede Çay.Valley of the Gerede Çay.    
97.97.97.97. Villagers at Kuzören.Villagers at Kuzören.Villagers at Kuzören.Villagers at Kuzören.    
98.98.98.98. Bronze Age site of Bronze Age site of Bronze Age site of Bronze Age site of İncebonceboncebonceboğaz Tepe.az Tepe.az Tepe.az Tepe.    
99.99.99.99. Karakoyunlu rockKarakoyunlu rockKarakoyunlu rockKarakoyunlu rock----cut tomb, with two members of the cut tomb, with two members of the cut tomb, with two members of the cut tomb, with two members of the 

jandarmajandarmajandarmajandarma....    
100.100.100.100. View of Çankırı town.View of Çankırı town.View of Çankırı town.View of Çankırı town.    
101.101.101.101. Ünür Höyük, partly behind trees, left centre.Ünür Höyük, partly behind trees, left centre.Ünür Höyük, partly behind trees, left centre.Ünür Höyük, partly behind trees, left centre.    
102.102.102.102. Çankırı Kale, survivingÇankırı Kale, survivingÇankırı Kale, survivingÇankırı Kale, surviving walls. walls. walls. walls.    
103.103.103.103. Çankırı Kale, detail of multiÇankırı Kale, detail of multiÇankırı Kale, detail of multiÇankırı Kale, detail of multi----phase walls.phase walls.phase walls.phase walls.    
104.104.104.104. Hittite site of Hittite site of Hittite site of Hittite site of İnandıktepe.nandıktepe.nandıktepe.nandıktepe.    
105.105.105.105. Hittite mound of Höyük Tepe on the Eldivan plain, Hittite mound of Höyük Tepe on the Eldivan plain, Hittite mound of Höyük Tepe on the Eldivan plain, Hittite mound of Höyük Tepe on the Eldivan plain, 

centre midcentre midcentre midcentre mid----distance.distance.distance.distance.    
106.106.106.106. Hittite mound of Maltepe.Hittite mound of Maltepe.Hittite mound of Maltepe.Hittite mound of Maltepe.    
107.107.107.107. Freshly looted monastFreshly looted monastFreshly looted monastFreshly looted monastery site above village of Kavakery site above village of Kavakery site above village of Kavakery site above village of Kavak    


